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Foreword 


Established during World War II to advise the President regarding the strate
gic direction of the armed forces of the United States, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
(JCS) continued in existence after the war and, as military advisers and planners, 
have played a significant role in the development of national policy. Knowledge 
of JCS relations with the President, the National Security Council, and the Secre
tary of Defense in the years since World War II is essential to an understanding of 
their current work. An account of their activity in peacetime and during times of 
crisis provides, moreover, an important series of chapters in the military history 
of the United States. For these reasons, the Joint Chiefs of Staff directed that an 
official history be written for the record. Its value for instructional purposes, for 
the orientation of officers newly assigned to the JCS organization, and as a source 
of information for staff studies will be readily recognized. 

The series, The Joint Chiefs of Stuffnnd National Policy, treats the activities of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff since the close of World War II. Because of the nature of the 
activities of the Joint Chiefs of Staff as well as the sensitivity of the sources, the 
volumes of the series were originally prepared in classified form. Classification 
designations, in text and footnotes, are those that appeared in the original classi
fied volume. Following review and declassification, the initial four volumes, cov
ering the years 1945 to 1952 and the Korean war, were distributed in unclassified 
form within the Department of Defense and copies were deposited with the Na
tional Archives and Records Administration. These volumes are now being made 
available as official publications. 

Volume III describes the participation of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in the Korean 
War; their other activities during the period are covered in Volume IV, except for 
activities related to Indochina which are covered in a separate series. This vol
ume was originally planned by Mr. Wilber W. Hoare, who developed an outline 
and drafted six of the first seven chapters. Following a lapse of some years, these 
drafts were revised and expanded by Dr. Walter S. Poole, under the direction of 
Mr. Kenneth W. Condit. Meanwhile, other chapters, or portions thereof, had been 
prepared by Miss Martha Derthick, Mr. Morris MacGregor, and Miss Barbara 
Sorrill. In 1968, Dr. Robert J. Watson was assigned as the responsible author. He 
reviewed existing drafts, carried out additional research, and wrote Chapters 1 
through 9 in essentially their present form. When he was transferred to other du
ties, Mr. James F. Schnabel assumed responsibility for the volume and planned, 
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Foreword 

researched, and wrote the remaining eight chapters. Subsequently, all of the 
chapters were reviewed and revised by both Mr. Schnabel and Dr. Watson. Final 
revision and historical editing proceeded under the supervision of Dr. Watson in 
his capacity as Chief, Histories Branch, and of his successor in that position, Mr. 
Kenneth W. Condit. Resource constraints have prevented further revision to re
flect more recent scholarship. 

This volume was reviewed for declassification by the appropriate US Govern
ment departments and agencies and cleared for release. The volume is an official 
publication of the Joint Chiefs of Staff but, inasmuch as the text has not been con
sidered by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, it must be construed as descriptive only and 
does not constitute the official position of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on any subject. 

Washington, DC DAVID A. ARMSTRONG 
March 1998 Director for Joint History 



Preface 


At the time it was fought, the war in Korea was unique in recent American 
military experience. Unlike World Wars I and II, which were vigorously prose
cuted on the battlefield until the enemy surrendered unconditionally, the Korean 
conflict ended without clear-cut military victory for either side. It was fought 
with limited means for limited objectives. In fact, political efforts to resolve the 
conflict at the negotiating table predominated during the last two years of the 
conflict. During this period, neither side sought a decision by military means. 

The conflict in Korea also was an important milestone in the “cold war” rela
tions between the Communist and non-Communist nations. By launching an 
unprovoked attack on a militarily insignificant country located in an area where 
none of their vital interests were involved, the Communists appeared to leaders 
of the non-Communist states to be giving proof of their aggressive designs for 
world domination. As a result, the United States reversed the policy of reducing 
its military establishment and launched an impressive expansion of its armed 
forces. At the same time, the United States joined with its North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization (NATO) partners to create a military command for the alliance and 
to incorporate German forces in it. In the Far East, the United States also acted to 
shore up the defenses of the non-Communist world by entering into treaties 
with Australia and New Zealand, the Philippines, Japan, South Korea, and Na
tionalist China. 

The Korean War provided the first wartime test for the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
acting as part of the machinery set up by the National Security Act of 1947 and its 
1949 amendment. In this capacity, they provided strategic direction to the United 
Nations (UN) forces in the field and were the agency by which President Truman 
exercised overall control of war strategy. When the focus shifted from combat to 
armistice negotiations, the Joint Chiefs of Staff continued to play an active role. 
They participated in all the key decisions taken during negotiations, and they 
provided the channel of communications between the Government in Washing
ton and Commander in Chief, United Nations Command (CINCUNC), and his 
armistice negotiating team in Korea. 

The focus of this volume is, naturally, on the Joint Chiefs of Staff. But as they 
were not acting in a vacuum, it has been necessary to describe the context in 
which they functioned. To this end, the actions of the President and the Secre
taries of State and Defense concerning overall military strategy and armistice ne
gotiations have been described in some detail. In addition, the consequences of 
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these actions, on the battlefield and at the negotiating table, have been sketched 
in broad outline. 

The authors received help from many sources during the preparation of this 
volume and gladly acknowledge their indebtedness. A special debt is owed to 
Mr. Ernest H. Giusti and Mr. Vernon E. Davis, respectively Chief of the Histori
cal Division and Chief of the Special Projects Branch during most of the time 
this volume was being written, for their support and encouragement. Without 
the research assistance of Mr. Sigmund W. Musinski and his staff in the JCS 
Records Information and Retrieval Branch, and of the Modern Military Records 
Division, National Archives and Records Service, the authors’ task would have 
been far more difficult. Special thanks are due to CWO William A. Barbee and 
Janet M. Lekang of the JCS Declassification Branch for the many hours they de
voted to reviewing and declassifying JCS documents cited in the volume. The 
maps were prepared by the JCS Graphics Branch. Mrs. Janet W. Ball, Editorial 
Assistant, made an invaluable contribution through her cheerful and efficient 
direction of all phases of preparing the original manuscript. We thank Ms. Susan 
Carroll for preparing the Index, and Ms. Penny Norman for performing the 
manifold tasks necessary to put the manuscript into publishable form. 

JAMES F. SCHNABEL 
ROBERT J. WATSON 

... 
Vlll 
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Korea in US Policy, 1945-1950 

The Partition of Korea 

0 ne of the war aims formulated by the Allied Powers in World War II was to 
dismantle the Japanese Empire and to force Japan to contract within her 

own ethnic boundaries. At the Cairo Conference in 1943, President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt, Prime Minister Winston S. Churchill, and Generalissimo Chiang Kai
shek promised that, on the conclusion of the war, Japan would be expelled from 
“all the islands in the Pacific which she has seized or occupied since the begin
ning of the first World War,” from “all the territories Japan has stolen from the 
Chinese,” and from “all other territories which she has taken by violence and 
greed.” These “other territories” included Korea, an ancient kingdom that had 
been a Japanese dependency since 1910. The Cairo Declaration promised that “in 
due course Korea shall become free and independent.” 

Representatives of the same three powers met at Potsdam on 26 July 1945, after 
the end of the war in Europe. They issued a proclamation calling upon Japan to 
surrender upon certain specified conditions, one of which was that “the terms of 
the Cairo Declaration should be carried out.” This demand was rejected by Japan.’ 

The Soviet Union was not at war with Japan in July 1945 and was not a party 
to these declarations. However, President Roosevelt and his successor, President 
Harry S Truman, had briefly discussed the Korean question with Prime Minister 
Josef V. Stalin, who had accepted a suggestion by Mr. Roosevelt that Korea be 
placed under an international trusteeship pending establishment of an indepen
dent government for that nation.2 

Beyond this general agreement, comparatively little thought was given to the 
future of Korea while World War II was in progress. More immediate concerns 
engaged the attention of military and political planners in Washington. Prepara
tion of policy recommendations regarding the surrender and occupation of 
enemy territory was the responsibility of the State-War-Navy Coordinating Com
mittee (SWNCC). The Committee had established a Far East Subcommittee, 
which in March and April 1945 circulated several papers relating to the occupa
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tion of Korea. These, however, dealt with the procedure by which policy was to 
be formulated, rather than with the substance of policy. Of particular interest was 
SWNCC 79, concerning occupation forces for Korea. It provided that the Depart
ment of State would prepare a preliminary draft containing recommendations for 
the national composition of the occupying forces, which would be circulated for 
comment to the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the War and Navy Departments and 
subsequently revised and issued in final form.” 

In May 1945 Admiral William D. Leahy, the senior member of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff, received from the White House a proposal submitted by Mr. Soon K. 
Hahn, a Korean. Mr. Hahn argued that Korea and Manchuria were strategically 
of cardinal importance and urged that the United States “permanently occupy” 
both regions with its armed forces in order to prevent Russia from gaining con
trol over them. Admiral Leahy passed this extraordinary proposal to his col
leagues, asking that some appropriate JCS committee provide an informal opin
ion on which a reply might be based. The matter was referred to the Joint 
Strategic Survey Committee @SC), the members of which replied tersely that the 
diversion of resources for this purpose from military operations against Japan 
would be unjustified at that time.4 

The subject of Korea was touched on during discussions between US and 
Soviet representatives at the Potsdam Conference. The Soviet Union was commit
ted to enter the war against Japan, and it was recognized that lines of demarcation 
would be necessary between US and Soviet forces. The Joint Chiefs of Staff dis
cussed this subject with the Chiefs of Staff of the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics (USSR). The two parties agreed on zones of operation for air and naval 
forces in the general area of Japan and Manchuria, but the question of a boundary 
for ground operations in Korea did not arise. US officers had been prepared to 
suggest a line that would place the capital, Seoul, and at least one other major port 
in the US zone. Presumably such a line would have been very near the one ulti
mately selected-the 38th parallel.5 

A few weeks after the Potsdam Conference, Japanese resistance suddenly col
lapsed. On 6 August 1945 the US Army Air Force dropped the world’s first 
atomic bomb upon the Japanese city of Hiroshima. Two days later, Soviet Russia 
declared war on Japan. On 9 August a second nuclear weapon was dropped on 
Nagasaki. The next day the Japanese Government announced over the radio its 
willingness to surrender, subject only to the stipulation that the Emperor be 
allowed to retain his position-a condition that was acceptable to the allies. 

With these developments, the disposition of Korea and other territories under 
Japanese rule suddenly became a matter of urgency. The leisurely procedural 
schedule drawn up by the Far East Subcommittee of SWNCC for regulating the 
occupation of Korea went into discard. On the night of 10 to 11 August 1945, offi
cers of the Operations Division (OPD) of the War Department General Staff 
began drafting General Order No. 1, which was intended to instruct General 
Douglas MacArthur, as Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers, regarding 
the surrender and occupation of Japan. The first paragraph of this directive, writ
ten by Colonel C. H. Bonesteel, III, USA, designated the various commands and 
countries that would accept the surrender of Japanese forces in each area. 
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Colonel Bonesteel was aware that Soviet troops were within easy reach of Korea, 
while those of the United States were hundreds of miles away. At the same time, 
he deemed it advisable to minimize as far as possible the area of Korea that 
would fall into Soviet hands. He therefore wrote into his draft a provision that 
Soviet forces would be responsible for accepting the surrender of Japanese troops 
north of latitude 38”, while enemy units south thereof would surrender to US 
forces. This line, bisecting the Korean peninsula near the center of its length, 
would place Seoul and its port, lnch’on, within the US area of responsibility, as 
well as the important port of Pusan in southeastern Korea.” 

The completed draft of General Order No. 1 was at once forwarded to the Joint 
Staff Planners (JPS). The Navy member of that body, Rear Admiral M. B. Gardner, 
USN, registered the only known disagreement with the 38th parallel proposal. He 
advocated moving the line north to 39”, in order to bring the important city of 
Dairen, on the Liaotung peninsula of Manchuria, within the US zone. Brigadier Gen
eral George A. Lincoln, USA, the Army member, replied that the Soviets would be 
unlikely to accept a line so far north. A State Department representative (Assistant 
Secretary James C. Dunn) was informally consulted; he upheld the Army view, and 
Admiral Gardner’s suggestion was rejected. The draft was then circulated for review 
by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Service Secretaries, together with two other docu
ments: a proposed directive to General MacArthur as Supreme Commander for the 
Allied Powers and an “instrument of surrender” to be signed by Japan.’ 

The two latter documents were rushed through the machinery of government 
and were approved by the President on 13 August 1945.x General Order No. 1, 
however, was held up for minor changes that reflected the swiftly changing situa
tion. As written, it had specified that the “Commanding General, U.S. Expedi
tionary Forces in Korea” would be responsible for receiving the Japanese surren
der in southern Korea. The Joint Staff Planners, formally reviewing General Order 
No. 1 preparatory to JCS action, recommended that this task be assigned to Gen
eral MacArthur as Commander in Chief, US Army Forces, Pacific, since the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff had made him responsible for the occupation of Korea. The Plan
ners also endorsed a request by the British Chiefs of Staff for a larger role for 
Admiral Louis Mountbatten, the Supreme Allied Commander for South East Asia.’ 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff adopted the JPS recommendations in the comments on 
General Order No. 1 that they sent to the SWNCC on 14 August. Concerning the 
general subject of the division and occupation of Korea, they commented as follows: 

The parallel 38” north has been selected in Korea since this gives to U.S. forces 
the port and communications area of Keijo [Seoul] and a sufficient portion of 
Korea so that parts of it might be apportioned to the Chinese and the British in 
casesome sort of quadripartrte administration eventuates. The Joint Chiefs of Staff 
do not know of an detailed arran ements for the administration and government 
of Korea after the Yapanesesurren 2er and urge that the appropriate governmental 
authorities take steps at once in order that guidance may be made available to the 
U.S. commander charged with the occupation responsibilities in Korea.“’ 

The amendments sought by the Joint Chiefs of Staff were accepted by 
SWNCC in the version of General Order No. 1 that was sent to President Truman 
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on 15 August. The President at once approved it subject to the concurrence of the 
three major allies. All of them gave their approval; the Soviet Government asked 
for certain changes (none of them involving Korea)when President Truman 
rejected the request.” 

General MacArthur designated the XXIV Corps, consisting of the 6th, 7th, and 
40th Infantry Divisions, to occupy the southern half of Korea and to disarm the 
Japanese forces there. On 8 September 1945, troops from these units began land
ing in Korea. Lieutenant General John R. Hodge, who commanded the XXIV 
Corps, became Commanding General, US Army Forces in Korea (CGUSAFIK).12 

During the next two years, the United States sought to reach agreement with 
the Soviet Union on the establishment of a government for Korea. The Soviets 
had committed themselves to the goal of independence for Korea by announcing 
their adherence to the Potsdam Declaration when they entered the war against 
Japan. Nevertheless in the Far East, as in Europe, the government of Premier 
Josef V. Stalin demonstrated that its objective was to impose Communist rule on 
all those territories that its forces had liberated from Axis control. Pending estab
lishment of a unified Korean government, the United States administered south
ern Korea through a military government. Embryonic political and administra
tive institutions were established in order to afford the Koreans some experience 
in self-government.‘” 

For General Hodge, as CGUSAFIK, the chain of command ran through Gen
eral MacArthur to Army headquarters in Washington and thence to the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff. General MacArthur held the position of Supreme Commander, 
Allied Powers (SCAP). Under the Unified Command Plan promulgated on 1 Jan
uary 1947, he became Commander in Chief, Far East (CINCFE), while also serving 
as Commanding General, US Army Forces, Far East (CGUSAFFE). The Chief of 
Staff, US Army, became the JCS executive agent for the occupation of Japan and 
Korea. Policy directives were issued by the SWNCC through the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff. In addition, the Joint Chiefs of Staff were given an opportunity to comment 
on directives in draft form and thus participated in the determination of policy. 
Military aspects of the occupation were often handled directly between General 
MacArthur and Army authorities, without reference to the Joint Chiefs of Staff.14 

A question that arose in the early days of the US occupation of southern 
Korea was the advisability of establishing a Korean military force. In November 
1945 officers in General Hodge’s headquarters drafted a plan to create regular 
forces (army, navy, air force, and coast guard) which would be equipped with US 
surplus stocks. General MacArthur referred the proposal to Washington, but it 
was disapproved by the SWNCC, on the grounds that it might jeopardize negoti
ations with the Soviet Union concerning the unification of Korea. The Committee 
would go only so far as to authorize the issue of surplus US weapons to the 
Korean National Civil Police.15 

Thereupon General Hodge, on his own initiative, established a reserve organi
zation to supplement the Civil Police in emergencies. It was allowed a strength of 
25,000 men, who were to be given infantry training under US advisors and were 
to be equipped with captured Japanese weapons. This organization, known as 
the Constabulary, was later to evolve into the Army of the Republic of Korea.lh 
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North of the 38th parallel, events had meanwhile taken a very different 
course, guided by an occupying power whose objective-to incorporate Korea 
into the Soviet system-was clear from the outset. The Soviet Army that entered 
Korea in August 1945 brought in its train a subservient group of Korean commu
nist exiles. These men, aided by their ideological brethren who had hidden out in 
Korea under the Japanese occupation, provided the raw material for a nominally 
civilian and independent government. Initially this puppet regime, like those set 
up by the Soviets in eastern Europe, was camouflaged by allowing other groups 
to participate. It was headed by a man who took the name of Kim 11Sung, a leg
endary Korean hero.” 

The Soviets also lost no time in building an army in north Korea. A “people’s 
militia,” equipped with captured Japanese weapons, was set up immediately.18 
As early as September 1947, General A. C. Wedemeyer, USA, who had recently 
completed a tour of the Far East at the request of President Truman, estimated 
the strength of the North Korean People’s Army (NKPA) at 125,000, and pointed 
to the contrast between this powerful force and the South Korean Constabulary, 
which at that time stood at 16,000 men.19 

Establishment of the Republic of Korea 

T wo years of weary and futile discussions of the Korean problem with the 
Soviet Union at length convinced the US Government that a different 

approach was necessary. In August 1947 the SWNCC decided that the time had 
come to devise some way of withdrawing from Korea without abandoning the 
entire nation to the Communists. The members recommended that a final effort 
be made to seek an agreement, through a four-power conference with Soviet Rus
sia, the United Kingdom, and China, to establish a Korean provisional govern
ment under United Nations (UN) observation. If the Soviet Government rejected 
this approach, the United States should then submit the problem of Korea to the 
UN General Assembly.20 

This conference proposal was approved by the British and Chinese Governments, 
but, as expected, was pronounced unacceptable by the Soviet Union?l The next 
step, therefore, was to approach the United Nations. Just before the General Assem
bly opened, the Department of State asked the Joint Chiefs of Staff for an opinion 
regarding the US interest in the continuing military occupation of south Korea. 

The JCS reply was addressed to the newly appointed Secretary of Defense, 
James V. Forrestal, on 25 September 1947. The conclusion reached by the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff was that the United States “has little strategic interest in maintain
ing the present troops and bases in Korea,” for the following reasons: 

In the event of hostilities in the Far East, our resent forces in Korea would be 
a military liability and could not be maintaine x there without substantial rein
forcement prior to the initiation of hostilities. Moreover, any offensive operation 
the United States might wish to conduct on the Asiatic continent most probably 
would by-pass the Korean peninsula. 
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If, on the other hand, an enemy were able to establish and maintain strong air 
and naval bases in the Korean peninsula, he might be able to interfere with 
United States communications and operations in East China, Manchuria, the Yel
low Sea, Sea of Japan and adjacent islands. Such interferences would require an 
enem to maintain substantial air and naval forces in an area where they would 
be sugject to neutralization b air action. Neutralization by air action would be 
more feasible and lesscostly tKan large scale ground operations. 

In view of the current shortage of military manpower, continued the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, the occupation force in Korea, totaling approximately 45,000 men, 
“could well be used elsewhere.” Withdrawal of these troops “would not impair 
the military position of the Far East Command,” unless the Soviets subsequently 
established a base in south Korea from which they could mount an assault on 
Japan. An additional argument for withdrawal was that the continued lack of 
progress toward Korean independence might eventually result in “violent disor
der” that would make the position of the US occupation forces untenable. To be 
forced to withdraw hastily under such circumstances would severely damage US 
prestige, “quite possibly to the extent of adversely affecting cooperation in other 
areasmore vital to the security of the United States.“22 

Secretary Forrestal forwarded the JCS views to Secretary of State George C. 
Marshall, without comment, on 26 September.23The Department of State made 
no official reply, but the objective of withdrawal from Korea was approved a few 
days later. Secretary Marshall discussed the matter with his advisors on 29 
September. They agreed that the United States could not remain in Korea indefi
nitely, but on the other hand, that it could not “scuttle and run” without severe 
damage to its political standing in the world. Therefore, an effort would be made 
to reach a settlement that would enable the United States to withdraw “as soon 
as possible with the minimum of bad effects.“24 

Already the United States had laid the problem before the General Assembly 
A resolution submitted by the US delegation called for elections in each occupa
tion zone to select representatives for a national assembly. A UN commission 
would supervise the elections and the subsequent organization of a government, 
and would arrange with the occupying powers for withdrawal of their forces. 
Over Soviet opposition the General Assembly on 14 November 1947 approved 
the US resolution, amending it to provide for a single election throughout the 
entire country, which was to take place not later than 31 March 1948.2s 

Following this Assembly action, the State-Army-Navy-Air Force Coordinating 
Committee (SANACC) turned again to the subject of Korea.26In a report submit
ted on 14 January 1948, SANACC 176/35, the Far Eastern Subcommittee of 
SANACC foresaw that the Soviet Union would forbid any elections under UN 
sponsorship in its occupation zone. In the event of such refusal, the Subcommit
tee recommended that the United States proceed with elections in the south. For 
planning purposes, it was assumed that these elections would take place by 31 
March as scheduled; that a new government would be established by 15 August 
1948; and that withdrawal of occupation forces would begin at once and would 
be completed by 15 November 1948. To avoid subsequent Soviet domination of 
south Korea, the United States should build up the Constabulary (within limits of 
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available funds, personnel, and equipment), and should provide military and 
economic aid to the new government.27 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff were in general agreement with these recommenda
tions. In commenting upon SANACC 176/35, they reaffirmed their view that the 
United States had “little strategic interest” in maintaining in Korea forces that 
were sorely needed elsewhere. They accordingly wished SANACC 176/35 to 
include an unequivocal declaration that US troops would be withdrawn “at the 
earliest practicable date,” instead of a statement that withdrawal “may be 
assumed.” They warned that it was unlikely that the Constabulary could be 
brought to a level of strength that would enable it to defend the country alone, 
and that eventual Soviet domination of all Korea would therefore have to be 
accepted as probable. However, a stronger Constabulary might deter attacks from 
Communist Korea, and limited military aid to south Korea was therefore justifi
able provided it did not detract from more important programs of assistance.*x 

SANACC 176/35 was never officially approved and is of interest only in that 
it elicited from the Joint Chiefs of Staff another declaration of their desire to dis
engage from Korea. The Executive Secretary of the newly established National 
Security Council pointed out to the members of SANACC that the actions recom
mended in SANACC 176/35 would have a “far-reaching effect.” Consequently, 
before these actions were carried out, the President and the Council should first 
consider and approve a basic “position paper” on Korea.*” 

For this purpose, SANACC’s Far Eastern Subcommittee drafted a new report, 
SANACC 176/39, which the parent Committee approved on 25 March 1948. The 
shape of events had now become somewhat clearer. The UN Temporary Com
mission on Korea (UNTCOK) had been forbidden to enter the Soviet zone and 
had decided to proceed with the establishment of a separate government in the 
south.“” The US relationship with this prospective new regime was the subject of 
SANACC 176/39. Two possible courses of action were rejected: to abandon 
entirely the Korean Government, or to guarantee by force of arms its political 
independence and territorial integrity. The recommended alternative was to pro
vide support “within practicable and feasible limits,” as a means of enabling the 
United States to withdraw from Korea with a minimum of adverse effects. Every 
effort should be made to create conditions for withdrawal by 31 December 1948. 
To this end, the United States should expand, equip, and train the Constabulary 
to protect south Korea against anything short of an “overt act of aggression.” 
Preparations should also be made to provide economic and military aid, the lat
ter to include the establishment of a military advisory group. But the United 
States “should not become so irrevocably involved in the Korean situation that 
any action taken by any faction in Korea or by any other power in Korea could be 
considered a cams belli for the U.S.““’ 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff gave their endorsement to SANACC 176/39.“2 The 
National Security Council and the President subsequently approved it as NSC 8. 33 

Plans for expanding the Constabulary, as called for by NSC 8, were already in 
existence. General Hodge, with the approval of General MacArthur, had recom
mended an increase to 50,000 men, who would be furnished with equipment 
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transferred from US Army Forces in Korea. The Joint Chiefs of Staff approved 
this plan on 18 March 1948.“4 

Elections in the US occupation zone, the first step toward the establishment of 
a government, took place on 10 May 1948, somewhat later than originally plan
ned. The UN Temporary Commission on Korea observed the electoral process 
and certified the results as “a valid expression of the free will of the electorate” in 
those parts of the country that were accessibleto it. The winning candidates con
vened as a National Assembly, approved a constitution, and elected Dr. Syngman 
Rhee, an elderly patriot who had spent years of exile in the West, as their Presi
dent. On 15 August 1948 the Government of the Republic of Korea (ROK) was 
formally inaugurated and the US military government in Korea came to an end?” 

President Truman appointed Mr. John J. Muccio as his Special Representative 
to the Republic of Korea with the personal rank of Ambassador. Mr. Muccio 
established the US diplomatic mission in Korea on 26 August.3h 

A counterpart of the Republic of Korea sprang into existence on the other side 
of the 38th parallel several weeks later. The origin of this Communist govern
ment actually dated from 1947, when a “People’s Assembly” gathered in 
P’yongyang, the northern capital. In April 1948 this body approved a constitu
tion for a “Democratic Republic” on the Soviet model. Even earlier, in February 
1948, the Assembly had officially announced the establishment of a “People’s 
Army.““’ Elections for a new assembly were held in August 1948. This new body 
formally ratified the constitution and on 9 September 1948 proclaimed the exis
tence of the “Democratic People’s Republic of Korea.“3X 

The political cleavage of Korea was now complete. Two separate and hostile 
governments glowered at one another across a boundary that had originally been 
devised solely for the temporary convenience of military commanders in the 
closing days of World War II. The seedsof war thus sown along the 38th parallel 
were to bear fruit within less than two years. 

Withdrawal of US Occupation Forces 

ithdrawal of US troops from Korea had originally been scheduled to 
begin on 15 August 1948. This intention had been written into SANACC 

176/35, as already noted. Later, however, the Department of the Army agreed 
to postpone the movement by a month and to allow until 15 January 1949 for 
its completion. The delay was granted at the request of the Department of State 
in order to afford the new South Korean Government more time in which to 
establish itself.3” 

Removal of troops began on schedule,40but it was not certain that the process 
would be completed by the planned deadline. The administration decided that 
the Korean question should first be reconsidered by the General Assembly. When 
the Soviet Government informed the United States on 18 September that all its 
troops would be withdrawn by the end of the year and expressed the “hope” that 
the United States would follow suit, the US reply was that the withdrawal issue 
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was “part of the larger question of Korean unity and independence,” on which 
the US views would be presented “at the appropriate time” to the Assembly.4l 

Before the General Assembly could act, two developments cast doubt upon 
the advisability of a complete US withdrawal in the near future. In October and 
November 1948 the new South Korean Government was severely shaken by 
rebellions, instigated by Communists, of units of the Constabulary.42 About the 
same time, the civil war in China swung decisively against the Nationalists; Mao 
Tse-Tung’s Communist forces, sweeping from one victory to another, completed 
their conquest of Manchuria and regrouped for a move southward.4” It became 
evident that South Korea would soon have a third hostile Communist neighbor
a very large and populous one. 

Confronted with these events, President Rhee sought to delay the departure 
of US forces until those of his own country had grown strong enough to defend 
their new nation” 

In Seoul, Ambassador Muccio backed up South Korea’s request; he consid
ered that full withdrawal by mid-January would be “inopportune.” Both he and 
the Commander of US Army Forces in Korea (Major General John B. Coulter, 
who had succeeded General Hodge) thought that an invasion from North Korea 
was possible in the near future.45 

In Washington, postponement had in fact already been decided upon. On 
9 November 1948 the Department of State, asked by the Department of the Army 
to confirm the deadline of 15 January 1949, pronounced an opinion that it would 
be unwise to enter into the “final and irreversible stages of troop withdrawal” 
until the UN General Assembly had acted on the Korean problem.46 Accordingly, 
on 15 November 1948 the Army instructed General MacArthur to retain in Korea, 
for an indefinite period, one reinforced regimental combat team, with a maxi
mum strength of 7,500 men.47 

This decision was not at once communicated to President Rhee, who contin
ued to seek assurances that US troops would remain.48 At the same time, the 
ROK Government moved to strengthen its forces. In November 1948 the National 
Assembly enacted legislation converting the Constabulary into a regular army 
and establishing a Department of National Defense.49 The new army soon out
stripped the 50,000-man limit underwritten by the United States; by early 1949 its 
strength stood at 65,000.50 US advisory assistance was continued in accord with 
an agreement that had been worked out between President Rhee and General 
Hodge. The strength of the Provisional Military Advisory Group (PMAG) at 
Headquarters, USAFIK, increased from 100 to 241 between 15 August and 31 
December 1948.51 

On 12 December 1948 the UN General Assembly declared the Republic of 
Korea to be the only lawful government in that country and established a perma
nent Commission on Korea (UNCOK) to pursue the goal of unification. At the 
same time, the Assembly recommended that all occupation forces be removed 
from both north and south “as early as practicable.“52 

The Soviet Union, true to its word, removed the last of its troops before the 
end of the year. 53The United States was committed to eventual withdrawal, but it 
remained to be determined when such a step would be “practicable.” The 
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Department of the Army sought the advice of General MacArthur, who replied 
on 19 January 1949 that the long-range prospects of the Republic of Korea were 
poor. It was, he declared, “not within the capabilities of the US to establish 
Korean security forces capable of meeting successfully a full-scale invasion from 
North Korea supported by Communist-inspired internal disorder.” Therefore, the 
withdrawal date should be based on short-range military and political considera
tions. The approaching spring would afford a favorable opportunity to with
draw, he believed; the harvest of winter cereals would be in, US economic aid 
would be showing results, and South Korea’s internal politics would therefore be 
more stable. General MacArthur suggested the anniversary of the election (10 
May 1949) for the final withdrawal. There was no military reason for prolonging 
the occupation beyond that date. Establishment of Korean forces adequate to 
ensure internal security was “substantially complete,” and further training assis
tance, if necessary, could be dispensed through a military mission.54 

General MacArthur’s implied conviction that South Korea would never be 
able to defend herself was not shared by President Rhee and his advisors, who 
planned a massive increase in the forces at their disposal. They contemplated a 
six-division army, 100,000 strong, which would include an air force of 6,000 men 
equipped with 350 combat and transport aircraft, as well as a navy of sixty-seven 
vessels and 10,000 men that would supplant the small coast guard then in exis
tence. Early in 1949 the South Korean Government disclosed these plans to the 
US Embassy in Seoul, with a request that the United States furnish the assistance 
that would be necessary for their execution. 

The plans were forwarded to the Chief of Staff, US Army, General Omar N. 
Bradley, who in turn relayed them to his JCS colleagues. General Bradley consid
ered them far too ambitious. He recommended that the United States confine 
itself to provision of minimum support for the manpower levels already 
approved (50,000 for the Constabulary and 3,000 for the Coast Guard). He 
favored establishment of an air detachment but believed that it should be 
equipped only with liaison aircraft.55 

The two issues of the size of South Korea’s forces and the final withdrawal of 
US troops were considered by the Joint Chiefs of Staff in connection with a review 
of US policy toward Korea that was instigated by the Department of State after the 
action of the UN General Assembly 56The National Security Council (NSC) staff 
circulated a draft report on the subject, NSC 8/l, on 16 March 1949. The conclu
sion reached in this paper was that the United States should continue to provide 
political support as well as economic, technical, and military assistance to South 
Korea. Military assistance for an army of 65,000 men should also be furnished. 
The existing PMAG should be given a permanent basis and should be responsible 
for advising both the ROK Army and the Navy. Legislative authorization should 
be sought to continue military and economic assistance through fiscal year 1950. 

The drafters of NSC 8/l had recognized that US assistance might not suffice 
to prevent the North Koreans from attempting to overthrow the Republic of 
Korea by subversion or by outright aggression. The opinion of the Commander 
in Chief, Far East (CINCFE), however, was cited in support of the conclusion that 
this danger would exist no matter when US forces withdrew, and that no advan
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tage would accrue from postponing the withdrawal. It was, therefore, recom
mended that the last US forces be removed by 30 June 1949, subject to consulta
tion with the UN Commission on Korea and with the ROK Government.57 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff endorsed NSC 8/l with reservations. While favoring 
the withdrawal deadline of 30 June 1949, they did not believe that it should be 
subject to international consultation. Moreover, they believed, there should be no 
commitment to provide major naval or air support for the Republic of Korea. 
References to a South Korean “Navy” should be deleted from NSC 8/l, and it 
should be made clear that any air force would be a part of the ROK Army.58 

The National Security Council approved NSC 8/l on 22 March 1949, amend
ing it as the Joint Chiefs of Staff desired. 59President Truman approved it on the 
following day as NSC 8/2.60 

Thus the United States was committed to removal of the last of its forces from 
Korea by the end of fiscal year 1949. Just before the deadline, however, one mem
ber of the Joint Chiefs of Staff decided that the National Security Council should 
take another look at Korean policy. General Bradley, fearing that the withdrawal 
might be followed by an invasion from North Korea, had his staff prepare a 
study of the courses of action that would be open to the United States in that sit
uation. When it was completed, he submitted it to his colleagues on 10 June 1949, 
asking that it be forwarded to the NSC. 

The study considered the possibility that the United States might, in case of 
war, apply the Truman Doctrine to South Korea (supplying military aid on a 
scale sufficient to enable the ROK Government to defeat the Communists) or 
intervene unilaterally with its own forces. Both of these courses of action were 
rejected on the grounds that the resulting commitment of US resources would be 
out of proportion to the low strategic value of Korea. Instead, it was recom
mended that the United States appeal to the UN Security Council. Depending on 
the decision taken by that body, the United States might subsequently participate 
in a “police action” under UN sanction, furnishing US units as part of an interna
tional force. Such military action should, however, be regarded as a last resort. If 
it became necessary, the US position “should be firm and unequivocal and call 
for complete cooperation and full participation by other member nations.” 

The authors of the study foresaw that the Security Council might well be par
alyzed by a Soviet veto. On the other hand, it was possible that the Soviets might 
abstain. Such an abstention, “although a non-committal approach, will permit 
police action measures and sanctions if such appear warranted later.” The 
prophetic accuracy of this remark was to become evident a year later.6’ 

On the advice of the JSSC, the Joint Chiefs of Staff decided not to forward the 
Army study to the NSC, because of its “predominantly political tenor” and 
because they had already made clear their views on the strategic position of 
Korea. At General Bradley’s request, however, they issued a memorandum for 
his guidance in which they declared that Korea was of “little strategic value to 
the United States,” that any commitment of US military force in Korea would be 
ill advised, and that the introduction of an international army under UN sanction 
would be practicable only if the forces envisioned by Article 43 of the UN Char
ter were in existence.62 
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The last elements of the USAFIK departed on 29 June 1949, under observation 
of the UN Commission on Korea. Effective at midnight, 30 June, Headquarters 
USAFIK was discontinued.63 On the following day the provisional US advisory 
mission in Korea assumed permanent status as the United States Military Advi
sory Group to the Republic of Korea (KMAG). General MacArthur, as CINCFE, 
relinquished all responsibility in Korea except for logistic support of KMAG as far 
as the waterline and for emergency evacuation of US personnel if necessary. h4 

The departing US troops left behind small arms and ammunition, plus light 
artillery, mortars, and some vehicles, sufficient for a force of 50,000 men. Subse
quently, equipment for an additional 15,000, as approved in NSC 8/2, was fur
nished from US stocks in Japan.hs 

Congress showed itself agreeable to the provision of further military assis
tance. Legislation enacted in October 1949 appropriated $27,640,000 for the 
Republic of Korea, Iran, and the Philippines, leaving it to the administration to 
divide up the total. 6hA bilateral agreement with South Korea, required by law as 
a condition of eligibility, was signed in Seoul on 26 January 1950.h7 

The US military aid program for South Korea was intended to support an 
army of 84,000 men. 68The South Korean Government, however, planned to 
expand beyond that figure. By August 1949 the ROK Army had almost reached 
the goal of 100,000 men, and eight infantry divisions had been established 
instead of the six originally projected. Two months later the air detachment was 
removed from the Army and given the status of a separate Air Force. US advisors 
had opposed these developments, believing that they would severely strain 
South Korea’s manpower and economy. Nevertheless, once the South Korean Air 
Force was established, KMAG accepted the responsibility of advising it and rec
ommended that the United States provide a limited number of fighter aircraft for 
South Korea.hY 

The Problem of Taiwan 

ith the end of the US occupation, the subject of Korea receded into the 
background, and a new difficulty arose to engage the attention of US poli

cymakers. In China, Mao Tse-tung’s forces began a southward drive that was to 
bring all China under their control. Chiang Kai-shek’s forces (to which the 
United States had furnished large amounts of military aid) proved utterly inca
pable of stemming the advance of the “People’s Liberation Army.” On 1 October 
1949, with most of mainland China in their grasp and the outcome no longer in 
doubt, the new rulers of China proclaimed the foundation of the “Chinese Peo
ple’s Republic.” 7o 

It could safely be assumed that Communist China would stand shoulder to 
shoulder with Soviet Russia on major world issues. Thus the world balance of 
power seemed likely to tip in favor of the Communist bloc. For the administra
tion, the new Far Eastern situation presented internal as well as external prob
lems. Some elements of US public opinion, and their spokesmen in Congress, 
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ascribed the collapse of the Chiang regime to mistaken US policies and urged a 
massive last-minute aid program to try to shore up the crumbling Chinese 
Nationalist regime.71 

In the hope of silencing its critics by spreading all the facts on record, the Tru
man administration in August 1949 released a voluminous compilation of docu
ments tracing the history of US relations with China, some of them going back to 
the nineteenth century but most dating from World War II or later. They seemed 
to point to the conclusion that, in Secretary Dean G. Acheson’s words, the out
come of the Chinese civil war was “the product of internal Chinese forces. . . which 
this country tried to influence but could not,” and that the United States had no 
choice but to accept the new situation that had come into being in China. But this 
“White Paper” failed to put an end to the controversy.” 

The long-range consequences of the collapse of Nationalist China were for the 
future to determine, but one of the results had to be faced immediately. The 
island of Taiwan, or Formosa, off the coast of China, had historically been a part 
of the Chinese Empire .73Seized by Japan in 1895, it was returned to China at the 
end of World War II, in accord with the Cairo Declaration. A victorious Commu
nist regime in China could be expected as a matter of course to lay claim to Tai
wan. In hostile hands, it would jeopardize the US position in the Western Pacific, 
which was anchored in the nearby Philippine and Ryukyu Islands. 

Beginning in November 1948, while the outcome of the Chinese Civil War was 
still in doubt, the President and the National Security Council devoted consider
able attention to the problem of Taiwan. They recognized the importance of pre
venting the island from falling into unfriendly hands but agreed that no military 
forces should be committed for the purpose; political, diplomatic, and economic 
measures would be used instead. This policy, which accorded with the recom
mendations of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, was reaffirmed in October 1949, after the 
proclamation of the “Chinese People’s Republic.“74 

Driven from the mainland, Chiang Kai-shek and his supporters took refuge 
on Taiwan, where they maintained their claim to be regarded as the legal gov
ernment of all China. The United States continued to accord diplomatic recogni
tion to Chiang’s regime. In October 1949 the National Security Council recom
mended, and the President agreed, that economic aid to the Nationalists would 
be furnished to the extent authorized by existing legislation. Whether or not 
such future assistance would be provided was a matter for later decision, to be 
made in the light of Chiang’s ability to govern the island effectively and demo
cratically. The Council considered the resumption of military aid but decided 
against it.75 

This latter decision ran counter to the efforts of Chiang’s Congressional sup
porters to include Nationalist China among the beneficiaries of the Mutual 
Defense Assistance Act (MDAA) of 1949. The administration opposed this 
attempt, and the debate grew acrimonious but was settled by a compromise. The 
final law, approved in Octoter 1949, authorized $75 million to accomplish in the 
“general area” of China the “policies and purposes” of the act. There was no 
mention of the Nationalist Government, nor was it specified that the money was 
to be used for military aid.76 
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For the moment, the administration took no action to make use of this discre
tionary authority. To the Joint Chiefs of Staff, however, Chiang’s regime was 
beginning to appear in a new light. With mainland China in the hands of a power 
that defiantly trumpeted its hostility to the United States, the importance of Tai
wan had to be reassessed.At the suggestion of General Collins, the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff restudied its strategic value. They concluded that, while armed US inter
vention to defend Taiwan would be unjustified, a “modest, well-directed, and 
closely-supervised program of military aid” to the Nationalists would serve US 
interests. On 23 December 1949 they recommended to the Secretary of Defense 
that such a program be undertaken as “part of the overall problem of resisting 
the spread of Communist domination in East Asia.” Subject to his approval, they 
continued, they proposed to direct CINCFE and the Commander, 7th Fleet, to 
make a survey to ascertain the kind and amount of aid required to hold Taiwan 
against attack.77 

Secretary of Defense Louis Johnson, who had replaced Mr. JamesForrestal in 
March 1949, was in full agreement with these recommendations and urged the 
President to approve them. 78Secretary Acheson, however, was opposed. He was 
convinced that nothing short of armed intervention could save Taiwan, and that 
any lesser involvement, through failure, would do “further damage to our pres
tige and to our whole position in the Far East.“79 

The issue came before the National Security Council on 29 December 1949 in 
connection with NSC 48/l, a policy paper relating to the Far East asa whole (the 
origin of which is described in the next section). In drafting NSC 48/l, the NSC 
Staff left the question unresolved and incorporated the views of both Depart
ments, leaving the Council and the President to make the choice.80 The Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, in commenting on NSC 48/l, had of course endorsed the Defense 
view. They had also taken the opportunity to recommend the formulation of a 
program to make use of the $75 million authorization in the Mutual Defense 
Assistance Act, although they did not specifically suggest that the money be used 
for the Chinese Nationalists.81 

The Council rejected the Defense Department view and declined to commit 
the United States to provide military aid to Chiang. However, the amended ver
sion of the paper that was ultimately adopted (NSC 48/2) included a recom
mendation for use of the $75 million authorization.s2 President Truman 
approved NSC 48/2 but withheld judgment on the application of this money. 
“A program will be all right,” he said, “but whether we implement it depends 
on circumstances.“s3 

In a public statement on 5 January 1950, President Truman settled the issue of 
military aid for Taiwan and made clear the US policy regarding the status of the 
island. The following two paragraphs constituted the most important part of this 
announcement: 

The United States has no predatory designs on Formosa, or on an other Chi
nese territory. The United States has no desire to obtain special rig iI ts or privi
leges, or to establish military baseson Formosa at this time. Nor does it have any 
intention of utilizing its Armed Forces to interfere in the present situation. The 
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United States Government will not pursue a course which will lead to involve
ment in the civil conflict in China. 

Similarly, the United States Government will not rovide military aid or advice 
to Chinese forces on Formosa. In the view of the J nited States Government, the 
resources on Formosa are ade uate to enable them to obtain the items which they 
might consider necessary for tx e defense of the island. The United States Govern
ment proposes to continue under existing legislative authority the present ECA 
[Economic Cooperation Administration] program of economic assistance.x4 

The President’s statement did not touch on the question of diplomatic recog
nition of the Chiang regime. This matter had been dealt with in NSC 48/2. The 
Council had recommended that the United States continue to recognize the 
Nationalist Government “until the situation is further clarified” and avoid rec
ognizing the Chinese Communists “until it is clearly in the United States interest 
to do so.“85 

The application of this policy was to have an influence upon the Korean War 
that, although wholly unexpected, was of the utmost importance. The Soviet 
Union began an unsuccessful campaign to have Communist China admitted to 
the United Nations and to the permanent seat on the UN Security Council that 
was allotted to China in the UN Charter. On 13 January 1950 the Soviet delegate, 
Yakov A. Malik, left the Council, announcing that his country would not partici
pate in its proceedings or recognize the legality of its actions until the representa
tive of the “Kuomintang group” had been ousted.8h Quite inadvertently, the 
Soviet Union thus left the Security Council free to act, unfettered by a Soviet veto, 
when the Korean crisis erupted five months later. 

Policy for the Far East: NSC 48/2 

hen Secretary of Defense Johnson came into office, he observed with mis
givings that the United States seemed to have no overall policy for Asia. In 

a memorandum for the National Security Council on 10 June 1949, he criticized 
the “day-to-day, country-by-country approach” that had hitherto characterized 
the US response to the alarming course of Far Eastern developments. There was a 
need, in his opinion, for a “carefully considered and comprehensive plan” aimed 
at containing Communism in Asia.x7 

The Secretary’s suggestion eventually resulted in NSC 48/2, which the Presi
dent approved on 30 December 1949. Some of its provisions have already been 
noted. Its general effect was to apply the doctrine of “containment” to the Far 
East. The US objectives, as defined in NSC 48/2, were to strengthen non-corn
munist Asia and to reduce the power of the USSR in the Far East. They were to 
be pursued by nonmilitary means, such as the promotion of economic and politi
cal development through suitable trade and investment policies and through the 
application of US assistance. Regional associations of friendly Asiatic nations 
were to be encouraged. Political support, as well as economic and military aid, 
would be provided to the Republic of Korea. But it was recognized that the 
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United States would have to “develop and strengthen the security of the area 
from Communist external aggression or internal subversion.” Therefore, the 
United States should “improve “ its position with respect to “Japan, the Ryukyus 
and the Philippines.“NX 

In these words, the National Security Council gave implied approval to a con
viction that was to be explicitly stated in later NSC papers: that the United States 
had a vital interest, to be defended by force if necessary, in the major islands off 
the coast of Asia. This doctrine was publicly expounded by Secretary of State 
Dean Acheson on 12 January 1950. Discussing the crisis in Asia before the 
National Press Club in Washington, the Secretary defined the nation’s military 
interest in the Far East. He stressed particularly the importance of Japan, which, 
he promised, would not be abandoned under any circumstances. The US “defen
sive perimeter” in the Pacific, he continued, ran along the Aleutians to Japan, 
thence to the Ryukyus and the Philippine Islands. These positions would be 
defended militarily by the United States in case of necessity. He did not include 
either Korea or Formosa in the “defensive perimeter.” Elsewhere in his speech, 
however, he spoke of “other areas in the Pacific. “ “It must be clear,” he said, “that 
no person can guarantee these areas against military attack.. . Should such an 
attack occur.. the initial reliance must be on the people attacked to resist it and 
then upon the commitments of the entire civilized world under the Charter of the 
United Nations.“x” 

Secretary Acheson was later to be criticized for this virtual public admission 
that the United States would not defend Korea. y” Lacking access to the archives of 
the Soviet Union or North Korea, one cannot say how far, if at all, the statement 
contributed to the attack on South Korea. It should be remembered, however, 
that Secretary Acheson was only stating an established policy decision (based in 
part on the advice of the Joint Chiefs of Staff) which might well have become 
known to hostile nations by other means. In fact, General MacArthur, almost a 
year earlier, had made a similar statement in an interview with a British journal
ist. “Our line of defense,” he said, “runs through the chain of islands fringing the 
coast of Asia.” From south to north, he identified these islands as the Philippines, 
the Ryukyus, Japan, and the Aleutians. y1Significantly, the General omitted from 
this list not only Korea but also Taiwan. 

Public debate over the Far Eastern situation went on from 1949 to 1950 with 
no lessening of intensity. Attention centered upon the future of the two rival 
claimants to the government of China. Administration critics continued to press 
for military aid to Chiang and vigorously assailed any thought of diplomatic 
recognition of the People’s Republic of China.y2 

The subject of Korea drew relatively little attention in this discussion. At one 
point, however, economic aid to the Republic of Korea almost became a casualty 
of the verbal war over China. In January 1950 the House of Representatives 
rejected an administration proposal to authorize $60 million for this purpose. 
The opposition was ascribed partly to a conviction that the money would be 
wasted but also to irritation at the administration’s refusal to provide military 
aid to the Chinese Nationalists. Following pleas from the President and from 
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North Korea’s attack. General Bradley drafted a memorandum for Secretary 
Johnson to send to the President, urging the sending of an aid mission to Taiwan, 
but it was overtaken by events and never used. 98The crisis in Korea led the Presi
dent quickly to abandon the “hands-off” policy toward Taiwan that he had 
announced on 5 January and ultimately to reverse his decision against furnishing 
military aid to Chiang. In the months that followed, the subject of Taiwan became 
bound up with that of Korea, partly because of General MacArthur’s increasing 
advocacv of the cause of the Chinese Nationalists. When General MacArthur was 
dismissed in April 1951, the political currents that had shaped the partisan 
debate over Far Eastern policy rose powerfully to the surface. Many of the same 
voices that had clamored for aid to Chiang were raised in the General’s defense, 
and recriminations over the disastrous outcome of the Chinese Civil War lent 
added bitterness to the ensuing debate. 

The Balance of Forces in the Far East 

B June 1950 th e rival governments in North and South Korea had been iny 
existence almost two years. Each possessed military forces, but those of 

North Korea were appreciably larger and better equipped. The Democratic Peo
ple’s Republic had available a force that, according to later information, approxi
mated 135,000 men at the time of the invasion. Most of this strength was repre
sented by the North Korean People’s Army, which boasted seven infantry 
divisions at their full combat strength of 11,000 men each, plus a separate 
infantry regiment of 3,000, a tank brigade of 6,000, and a 2,000-man motorcycle 
regiment- a total combat force of almost 89,000 men. Three other divisions, 
newly activated, plus various other units, brought the NKPA to a total of over 
116,000. It was backed up by a Border Constabulary of 18,600 men. 

The heavy equipment available to the NKPA gave it an impressive superiority 
in fire power. Its artillery (mostly from Soviet sources) included 122-mm how
itzers and 76-mm guns. The Soviet Union had also supplied 150 T-34 tanks of 
World War II vintage, as well as approximately 180 aircraft (of which 120 were of 
combat type) for the North Korean Air Force.99 

The ROK Army was outnumbered by its prospective foe and was deficient in 
several important respects. The South Koreans had eight infantry divisions total
ing 65,000 men, plus an additional 33,000 in headquarters and service troops. All 
of the divisions were below their nominal strength of 10,000. Artillery was infe
rior in numbers, range, and caliber to that of the NKPA, and there were no tanks 
at all. Supplies of ammunition and of spare parts were inadequate. Training had 
not progressed beyond battalion level. The ROK Air Force of 1,865 men had 
available a total of 12 liaison aircraft and 10 trainers; the fighter aircraft recom
mended by KMAG had not yet been provided. In naval forces, the two nations 
were about equal; each possessed small numbers of patrol and other light craft.loO 

Although some US military advisors in Korea expressed confidence in the 
ROK Army, its weaknesses in equipment and training left it wholly unready to 
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meet an all-out onslaught and nearly proved fatal to the Republic itself.“” To a 
large extent, they reflected the limited mission envisioned for the ROK Army in 
US plans. The purpose of the military assistance program for South Korea, as 
defined in NSC 8/2, was to provide an army “suitable for maintaining internal 
order under conditions of political strife and inspired disorder and for maintain
ing border security.” To create a force able to repel a massive onslaught by a 
modern, well-equipped enemy army had been considered impossible. An addi
tional consideration was a belief held by US advisory personnel that tanks could 
not operate effectively in Korea because of the rugged terrain and the poor condi
tion of roads and bridges. This conviction, plus the scarcity of funds available, 
had led the Military Advisory Group to reject a request for tanks submitted by 
the South Korean Ministry of National Defense in October 1949.11’Z 

Besides being limited in scope, the US aid program for South Korea was slow 
in execution. Over $10 million was allocated for the purpose in FY 1950, but none 
of this assistance had reached South Korea when the war broke out. Signal equip
ment and spare parts totaling approximately $350,000 in value were en route at 
that moment, together with another $235,000 worth of equipment and armament 
for training aircraft and naval vessels which had been purchased by South Korea 
as “reimbursable” aid.1”7 

Ultimately, the salvation of South Korea was to be made possible by the proxim
ity of US forces-notably troops from Japan, which was still under Allied occupa
tion. US Army units in Japan consisted of four divisions-7th, 24th, and 25th 
Infantry and 1st Cavalry-making up the Eighth Army under Lieutenant General 
Walton H. Walker, USA. The average strength of these divisions was about 13,000 
each-far below their authorized war strength of 18,900. They were widely scat
tered throughout the Japaneseislands; the 24th and 25th, in the south, were closest 
to Korea and were to be drawn on first in the emergency. Nearby, in Okinawa, was 
the 29th Regiment, which was part of the separate Ryukyus Command (RYCOM).llld 

Air Force elements in the Far East were divided among three numbered 
forces: 5th (Japan), 13th (Philippines), and 20th (Okinawa). Collectively, they con
stituted the Far East Air Force (FEAF), commanded by Lieutenant General 
George E. Stratemeyer, USAF. Their aggregate strength totaled 18 groups of fight
ers or fighter-bombers (approximately 350 aircraft), one wing of light bombers 
(B-26s) and one of medium bombers (B-29s), and several troop carrier units.‘l’s 

Vice Admiral C. Turner Joy, USN, commanded the Navy Forces Far East 
(NAVFE), consisting of one light cruiser, four destroyers, and various mine, auxil
iary, and amphibious craft. Not far away was the more powerful Seventh Fleet, 
based in Philippine waters and commanded by Vice Admiral Arthur D. Struble, 
with one aircraft carrier, one heavy cruiser, eight destroyers, and three submarines. 
It was a part of the forces assigned to the Pacific Command, headed by Admiral 
Arthur W. Radford, USN, who, as Commander in Chief, Pacific (CINCPAC), was 
General MacArthur’s coequal.‘l’h 

The outbreak of war was to reveal that these forces were suffering from severe 
defects, largely stemming from the administration’s effort to hold military appro
priations and expenditures to a minimum. President Truman had laid down this 
economy objective in 1948 and had held to it in the preparation of the budgets for 
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fiscal years 1950 and 1951. Its effect was to force the Services to abandon the 
plans that they had drawn, following the hasty and ill-considered demobilization 
at the end of World War II, to expand their forces to levels judged necessary for 
the “cold war.” Thus the Army, which in 1947 had set a goal of twenty-five divi
sions, cut this back to ten and maintained the lower figure only with some diffi
culty. Secretary of Defense Johnson, when he took office in 1949, had forcefully 
supported the President’s economy program. He soon became wholly identified 
with it in the public mind, as a result of his frequent public statements, in which 
he proclaimed that “fat” was being excised without reducing “muscle.“107 

The Services were in fact well below the manpower strength authorized by 
Congress, and the administration intended to keep them so. The following table 
makes these facts clear: 


Army 

Navy 

Marine Corps 

(Navy-Marine Corps combined) 

Air Force 


Total 


The effects of budgetary austerity 

Actual Objective 
Authorized Strength in FY 51 

Strength (30 ]une 50) Budget 

837,000 593,167 630,000 
381,538 

75,370 
666,882 (456,908) 461,000 
502,000 411,277 416,000 

2,005,882 1,461,352 1,507,000’0~ 

were most readily apparent in the Army, 
which was to bear the brunt of the fighting in Korea. Fund restrictions were 
reflected in worn-out or obsolete equipment, inadequate stocks of supplies, 
shortened training periods, and other serious deficiencies. Although the number 
of divisions remained constant, the figures masked a serious decline in effective
ness. In the Eighth Army, for example, most combat units were short one-third of 
their combat strength so that (with one exception) infantry requirements had 
only two battalions, and artillery battalions only two batteries, instead of three.109 

Several months before the Korean War, President Truman had second 
thoughts about the wisdom of the rigid budget ceilings he had put into effect. In 
the light of Soviet progress in nuclear weaponry (signaled by the explosion of the 
first Soviet atomic bomb in August 1949, some years ahead of US expectations), 
he had instructed the Secretaries of State and Defense to reexamine US strategic 
objectives and plans. A working group convened for this purpose concluded in 
April 1950 that programs devoted to national security should be substantially 
increased. The members of the group did not spell out detailed proposals, nor 
did they indicate how much additional money was needed. Their report (NSC 
68) was awaiting consideration by the National Security Council when the 
Korean War began.110 

It was not expected that the US forces in the Far East would play a major role 
in a general conflict. The Joint Outline Emergency War Plan approved by the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff in December 1949 envisioned that Western Europe would be 
the principal theater of action. In the face of an expected Soviet/satellite thrust 
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westwards, the United States would seek to hold a bridgehead on the continent 
or to return as soon as possible. In the Far East, the United States would defend 
the Philippines, Japan, and Okinawa and would attempt to deny the enemy the 
use of Taiwan. No mention was made of Korea, which was presumably to be 
written off entirely.“’ 

The Eve of the Conflict 

N o one foresaw that the weak, underequipped occupation forces in Japan 
would one day be thrown into combat in Korea. It was known, however, 

that the border could erupt into war at any time, and Americans in Korea gener
ally believed that a North Korean attack was certainliz Rumors of an impending 
invasion had been current at least as far back as 1948, as already described. 
Indeed, beginning in the spring of 1949 there were constant clashes along the 
38th parallel. Most were on a small scale, but some involved artillery and 
resulted in heavy casualties. The ROK Army gave a good account of itself in 
these actions; some, in fact, were instigated by South Korean forces that crossed 
the border, inadvertently or on purpose.113 

Frequent guerrilla activity in South Korea testified further to hostile Commu
nist designs on President Rhee’s government. A steady stream of trained North 
Korean agitators slipped southward across the border to instigate violent dissen
sion. But the Communists failed to produce any outbreaks comparable in scale to 
the 1948 mutinies of the Constabulary, and by June 1950 the guerrilla situation 
was under control.114 Ambassador Muccio, speaking to a Congressional commit
tee in the spring of 1950 in support of new military assistance legislation, 
reported that guerrilla strength had dropped from a peak of 2,000 in September 
1949 to 577 in April 1950, and that “the threat of north Korean aggression seems, 
temporarily at least, to have been successfully contained.” He warned, however, 
that “the undeniable materiel superiority of the [Nlorth Korean forces would 
provide [Nlorth Korea with the margin of victory in the event of a full-scale inva
sion of the Republic.“l15 

The North Korean rulers made no secret of their desire to “liberate” their 
brethren in the south. Like President Syngman Rhee and his colleagues in Seoul, 
the Communists in P’yongyang regarded their own government as the only legit
imate one in all of Korea. In a letter to the UN Secretary-General in October 1949, 
North Korea declared that it reserved the right to unify Korea by force.“6 Com
munist demands for “unity ” increased as the time of the attack drew near. In 
June 1950 the P’yongyang radio broadcast a proposal to establish a single gov
ernment by 15 August 1950, the fifth anniversary of Korea’s liberation from 
Japan. President Rhee rejected this plan117 

Despite general awareness that a dangerous situation existed along the 38th 
parallel, the North Korean invasion came unexpectedly. The Far East Command, 
the intelligence community in general, and military and civilian policymakers 
and advisors in Washington (including the Joint Chiefs of Staff) were alike taken 
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by surprise.l1s The situation resembled that on the eve of the Japanese attack on 
Pearl Harbor in December 1941. It was known that the prospective enemy (in this 
instance, the Soviet Union and its satellites) was quite capable of launching an 
attack in Korea (as in many other parts of the world). But evidences of an inten
tion to attack at a specific time and place, however clear they looked when illumi
nated by hindsight, were difficult, at the time, to separate from mere “noise.“*19 
The Joint Intelligence Committee, speaking several days after the outbreak of the 
war, summed up the available intelligence as follows: 

There were prior indications of the North Korean pushoff, including reports 
of civilian evacuation along [the] 38th parallel, but these were not regarded as 
sufficiently si nificant, in view of the fluid military situation in the general area, 
to justify pre t iction of military action.120 

Not everyone agreed with this assessment, and consequently there was some 
controversy over the extent to which Washington officialdom should have been 
forewarned. The disagreement began on 26 June 1950, when the Senate Appro
priations Committee, which was then holding hearings on military aid, decided 
to question the Director of Central Intelligence, Rear Admiral Roscoe H. Hil
lenkoetter. His answers seemed to imply that the Central Intelligence Agency 
(CIA) had provided ample clues to North Korea’s impending action, but that 
these had not been properly evaluated by other agencies of the government.121 

As a result of this testimony, when the Director of Foreign Military Assistance 
in the Department of Defense, Major General L. L. Lemnitzer, USA, appeared 
before the same Committee, he was subjected to questions that he later described 
as “sharp and provocative.” Not having had complete access to all available 
intelligence himself, General Lemnitzer was at a disadvantage in trying to defend 
the Department. But he was able to assure the Committee that such intelligence 
as he had seen had warned only that North Korea was one of many places in 
which trouble might occur. After the testimony, General Lemnitzer reviewed all 
available CIA reports and satisfied himself that they did not support the implica
tion that the Agency had provided specific warnings that were ignored.lz2 

Somewhat later, Colonel Reginald F. C. Vance, USAF, of the Joint Intelligence 
Committee, studied the evidence to determine to what extent the JCS organization 
had been warned by the CIA. He focused particularly on a report entitled “Cur
rent Capabilities of the Northern Korea Regime” (ORE 18-50), dated 19 June, with 
data complete as of 15 May, which, he believed, “may be considered the last word 
on CIA opinion as to an impending invasion.” As its title indicated, this report 
dealt only with possibilities. It did not, as had been rumored, contain specific 
statements that a military highway was under construction or that villages along 
the border were being evacuated. These two bits of information, according to 
Colonel Vance, had never reached Army Intelligence, G-2, which would have 
treated them as “critical intelligence. ” “We are positively clear of accusation that 
we received any indication of invasion from CIA,” was his conclusion.12” 

Several months thereafter, when press comments suggested that the Far East 
Command had alerted Washington, the Army’s G-2, Major General A. R. Bolling, 
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conducted his own review of intelligence from all sources. His conclusion, which 
supported General Lemnitzer and Colonel Vance, was that 

all re orting agencies were aware of the consistently increasing strength of the 
Nort R Korean armed forces and of their capability to invade the Re ublic of 
Korea. At no time, however, did any of the reporting agencies give a de Pmite date 
for the opening of hostilities, or state that an invasion was imminent. On the con
trary, the general tenor of the reporting agency comments was such as to indicate 
that, rather than resorting to the overt employment of military forces for the sub
jugation of the Republic of Korea, the North Korean regime would continue to 
employ guerrilla and psychological warfare, political pressure and other means 
to attam their objective.124 

The UN Commission on Korea, which had observers along the border, noted 
an increase in border incidents and recommended “careful diplomatic explo
rations” with the Soviet Union to determine North Korea’s intentions. Secretary-
General Trygve Lie made an approach to the Soviets but learned nothing. Early 
in June 1950, the Commission took alarm from North Korea’s increasing radio 
demands for the “liberation” of the south and expanded its observation teams. 
But at worst, the Commission expected only “some demonstration of force” as 
part of an “anticipated political offensive.“125 

As to the reasons why North Korea decided to strike in June 1950, one can 
only conjecture. It was widely assumed at the time that the decision was made by 
the government of Premier Josef V. Stalin of Soviet Russia. Possibly, as was sug
gested later, the Soviets were stirred to action by the prospect of a peace treaty 
between the United States and Japan; they may have hoped that extension of 
Communist control to the entire Korean peninsula would counterbalance the 
strategic advantage that the United States could expect to obtain by allying itself 
with an independent Japan. 126Certainly the degree of Soviet control over the 
North Korean People’s Army, exerted through advisors at all levels, must have 
necessitated advance approval from Premier Stalin. 

There is no proof, however, that the Soviet Government actually instigated the 
invasion. Evidence purportedly from Soviet sources-the reputed memoirs of 
Nikita S. Khrushchev, who later became Prime Minister of the USSR-indicates, 
for whatever it may be worth, that the initiative came from Kim 11Sung. Premier 
Stalin is said to have exercised a measure of restraint, fearing US intervention, 
though in the end he concurred. Mao Tse-tung is also said to have been consulted.127 

But that North Korea was guilty of flagrant aggression can hardly be doubted.128 
The superiority of the NKI’A over that of South Korea, the apparent US unwill
ingness to defend Korea, and the relative weakness and wide dispersion of US 
forces doubtless combined to make the conquest of South Korea appear a reason
ably safe venture. 
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Washington Learns of the Invasion 

N orth Korea’s carefully prepared attack against its southern neighbor burst 
forth at approximately 0400 on Sunday, 25 June 1950.’ The invasion force 

comprised seven infantry divisions, plus smaller units of the North Korean Peo
ple’s Army and the Border Constabulary-a total of 90,000 men. Supported by 
tanks and aircraft, the attackers surged forward against the five ROK divisions 
deployed along the border. The heaviest assault came in the west, where the 
North Korean I Corps had been weighted with four divisions and an armored 
brigade for an assault on Seoul. Two of these divisions moved along the road 
paralleling the coast, quickly capturing the city of Kaesong, just below the bor
der, and mopping up the isolated South Korean troops on the Ongjin Peninsula. 
Other forces advanced along roads that converged at Uijongbu, some 20 miles 
north of South Korea’s capital. 

Near the center of the peninsula, two of the three divisions of the NK II Corps 
drove toward Ch’unch’on and Hongch’on, whence they could either continue 
southward or swing to the west to join the assault on the capital. The remaining 
division, aided by an independent infantry regiment, attacked along the east 
coast, with some units moving by road and others making amphibious landings 
well inside South Korean territory. 

At 1100, after the invasion had been in progress for some hours, the North 
Korean Government, in a radio broadcast from P’yongyang, announced that war 
had been declared. A startled world learned that the Democratic People’s Repub
lic had been treacherously invaded by the forces of the “puppet” regime in Seoul 
and had been forced to strike back in self-defense.* 

In Washington, DC, halfway around the world, it was still Saturday after
noon, 24 June, when the North Koreans struck. Government officials, wholly 
unaware of any impending crisis, had begun a leisurely schedule of weekend 
activities. President Truman had left to visit his family home in Independence, 
Missouri, after stopping off enroute to dedicate the new Friendship Airport, near 
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Baltimore. General J. Lawton Collins, Chief of Staff, US Army, was at his beach 
cottage on the Chesapeake Bay. Secretary of the Air Force Thomas K. Finletter 
was on vacation in New England, as was Warren R. Austin, chief US delegate to 
the United Nations. Secretary of State Dean G. Acheson was relaxing at his farm 
in suburban Maryland.” 

Secretary Johnson and General Bradley, winding up a tour to the Far East, had 
returned to Washington about noon. During the trip, the Secretary, in his conver
sations, had indicated great interest in Taiwan. General Bradley concluded that 
he planned to discuss the subject with President Truman at an early opportunity.4 

News of the North Korean attack took some hours to reach Washington. US 
military advisors with front line South Korean units reported the first contacts to 
KMAG headquarters in Seoul. As the reports accumulated, it became evident 
that something more than a mere border raid was under way.5 

From Seoul, a United Press reporter, the US Military Attache, and Ambassador 
John J. Muccio all relayed the news to Washington some time around 0930 Korean 
time, or approximately 2030 Eastern Daylight Time (EDT) (Saturday night) in 
Washington.h The reporter’s dispatch was the first to arrive. At 2104 United Press 
officials were attempting to have it confirmed by the Department of State.7 Ambas
sador Muccio’s message reached the Department at 2126 EDT.R It read as follows: 

According Korean Army reports which artly confirmed by KMAG field 
advisor reports, North Korean forces invaded ii! OK territory at several points this 
morning. Action was initiated about 4 A.M. Ongjin blasted by North Korean 
artillery fire. About 6 A.M. North Korean infantry commenced crossin parallel 
in Ongjin area, Kaeson area, Chunchon area and amphibious lan %ing was 
reportedly made south o9 Kangnung on east coast. Kaesong was reportedly cap
tured at 9 A.M. with some 10 North Korean tanks articipating in o eration. 
North Korean forces, s earheaded by tanks, reported Py closing in on C K unchon. 
Details of fighting in R an nung area unclear, although it seems North Korean 
forces have cut highway. w m conferring with KMAG advisors and Korean offi
cials this morning re situation. 

It would appear from nature of attack and manner in which it was launched 
that it constitutes all out offensive against ROK.9 

Officials of the Department of State at once relayed their information to Secre
tary of the Army Frank Pace, who in turn notified Secretary of Defense Johnson. 
In fact, both of these officials had already been contacted by reporters seeking 
confirmation of the news from Seoul. At the moment, there was no occasion for 
either official to act. Secretary Johnson eventually retired after delegating to Mr. 
Pace the responsibility for acting in behalf of the Department of Defense.‘” 

Messages from the Military Attache in Seoul provided official notification to 
the Department of the Army. In the Operations Division (G-3) of the Army’s 
General Staff, the duty officer had been alerted at 2200 by an officer of the Public 
Information Division who had heard press reports of fighting along the 38th par
allel and wanted information about the status of US forces in Korea. The inquirer 
was referred to the Far East-Pacific Branch of G-3. The first message from the 
Attache, briefer than Ambassador Muccio’s but with much of the same informa
tion, was available in G-3 at 2245. Forty-five minutes later came a second mes
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sage, reporting that North Korea had declared war and that civilian refugees 
were already beginning to clog the roads. At this point, the duty officer notified 
Major General Charles L. Bolte, Assistant Chief of Staff for Operations, and his 
deputy, Brigadier General Thomas S. Timberman.” 

Assuming the burden of acting for the Department of the Army, General Tim
berman established liaison with the ranking State Department official on duty, 
Mr. Dean Rusk, Assistant Secretary for Far Eastern Affairs. At 0010 on 25 June, 
General Timberman ordered the establishment of a command post in G-3 and 
instructed the duty officer to make certain that any information forwarded by the 
Department of State was relayed to CINCFE. 

At 0035 EDT a third message from the Attache, reporting two YAK aircraft 
over Seoul, was received in G-3. Two minutes later a copy of Ambassador Muc
cio’s dispatch came in. The duty officer contacted his opposite numbers in the 
Navy and the Air Force and found that they were already aware of the situationI 

Meanwhile, word of the attack had also reached the JCS organization, with 
the Washington press representatives providing the early notification. Lieutenant 
Colonel C. V. Clifton, USA, of the Chairman’s office, was the JCS duty officer on 
the evening of 24 to 25 June. At 2330 he received an inquiry from a reporter who 
had sought information in vain from Department of Defense (DOD) officials. 
Checking with the JCS Message Center, Colonel Clifton learned that the rumored 
invasion had been officially verified and that Rear Admiral Arthur C. Davis, 
USN, Director of the Joint Staff, had already been notified. Colonel Clifton called 
his superior, Colonel W. S. Matthews, USA, who at first considered it unneces
sary to notify General Bradley, but eventually agreed to do so. (In fact, General 
Bradley, like others, had already received inquiries from reporters, whom he 
could not enlighten.) 

Subsequently Colonel Clifton, after consulting with Admiral Davis, concerned 
himself with the preparation of a brief news announcement that the US Govern
ment knew of the invasion and that no US troops were involved. This statement, 
drafted with the aid of members of the DOD Office of Public Information and 
hastily cleared with the Department of State, was released to the press early on 
Sunday morning.‘” 

As the night wore on, further information trickled in. Noteworthy was 
CINCFE’s first message, based on reports from the Attache and from KMAG, 
which was received in G-3 at 0502. It reported that all territory west of the Imjin 
River-the extreme northwestern part of South Korea, including the Ongjin Penin
sula and the cities of Yonan, Kaesong, and Panmunjom-was considered lost. 
CINCFE believed that South Korea would try to defend along a line running from 
the southeast bank of the Imjin eastward through Ch’unch’on to Kangnung.14 
Shortly thereafter, however, the Chief of KMAG, Colonel W.H.S. Wright, reported 
that two North Korean regiments had already crossed the Imjin 25 miles north of 
Seoul, though they were presently being contained. I5 At 0610 the Military Attache 
reported that three North Korean fighter aircraft had strafed Kimpo airfield, near 
Seoul.16 Later came a message from Ambassador Muccio urging the Department 
of State to support an urgent request that KMAG had made to CINCFE for imme
diate shipment of a ten days’ supply of ammunition for the ROK Army.17 
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None of these messages required immediate decision by military authorities. 
Indeed, there was no opportunity for any action on their part, since, as Secretary 
Johnson later said, “we really had very little to go on.“lx There is no evidence that 
any JCS members, other than General Bradley, were notified that night.” 

In contrast, the Department of State hummed with activity all night long. Sec
retary Acheson had been informed promptly and had tentatively decided that the 
United States should put the matter before the Security Council as soon as possi
ble. The Secretary then telephoned President Truman in Independence, gave him 
the news of the crisis, and obtained his approval for the UN appeal. The UN Sec
retary-General, Trygve Lie of Norway, had already been alerted. Assistant Secre
tary Rusk and his colleagues spent the rest of the night in making preparations for 
a meeting of the Security Council. They also kept in close touch with G-3.*” 

The Initial US Response 

hen Sunday morning dawned in Washington, it was evening in Korea and 
the invasion had been in progress for more than twelve hours. At first the 

messages that poured into the capital from Seoul and Tokyo, adding further 
details to the store of information available there, did not sound excessively 
alarming. A CINCFE summary, received in G-3 at 1035,21 estimated the balance 
of forces as three NK divisions against four for South Korea, with a fifth ROK 
division moving up toward the battle front. The relinquishment of the territory 
west of the Imjin was reported to be in accord with an existing defense plan; it 
did not represent a “vital loss.” North Korea’s intentions were obscure, but the 
attack was “serious in strength and strategic intent,” and had achieved tactical 
surprise, from which South Korean forces were struggling to recover. CINCFE 
concluded with a report that he was expediting the shipment of munitions to 
Korea and a suggestion that the Seventh Fleet be moved toward Korean waters 
as a precautionary measure.22 

About the same time, however, Major General C. A. Willoughby, G-2 of the 
Far East Command, was rendering a less reassuring report in a teletype confer
ence (telecon) with officers in Washington-the first of many such conferences to 
be held in the days that followed. General Collins, hastily summoned from his 
vacation retreat, took part in this conference, along with his principal subordi
nates and representatives of the other Services, of CIA, and of the Department of 
State. General Willoughby told the Washington conferees that two North Korean 
divisions were attacking along the roads toward Uijongbu and that forty tanks 
were reported within five kilometers of that important road junction. “General 
situation points to tank breakthrough via Uijongbu,” he declared. Already 
Ambassador Muccio had ordered US dependents evacuated from Seoul. On the 
other hand, according to General Willoughby, the withdrawal of ROK units had 
been orderly; the morale of the people was good, and the Government of South 
Korea was “reported to be standing firm and maintaining internal order.“*” 
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In a message probably received in Washington soon after the telecon began, 
KMAG assessed the North Korean attack as a “full scale deliberate offensive” 
that was supported directly by armor and artillery and indirectly by aircraft. The 
attack had penetrated the border at five separate points, to a depth of approxi
mately six miles. KMAG forecast that the attack would continue the next day, 
with direct air support and possibly with additional amphibious landings, this 
time on the west coast. Any additional forces thrown in by North Korea would 
divert South Korea’s reserves and make it impossible to launch the counterat
tacks that were planned by the ROK Army.24 

Before the day was out, it was clear beyond a doubt that South Korea’s mili
tary position was deteriorating. A CIA report gave information that the Capitol 
Division of the ROK Army was reinforcing the 7th Division for the “final 
defense” of Seoul. There was “brisk fighting,” but “no effective resistance” except 
in the vicinity of Uijongbu, while on the east coast, an amphibious landing by a 
North Korean battalion below Kangnung had succeeded in severing both the 
road along the coast and the one that swung westward toward the interior.25 And 
a second message from the Chief of KMAG, sent apparently some time after mid
night in Korea, or about noon in Washington, announced that Ch’unch’on, 
P’och’on, and Tongduch’on-ni-key points on three of the roads leading to 
Seoul-had all fallen to the invaders.26 

Alarming messages also flowed into Washington via diplomatic channels. 
Ambassador Muccio’s report that he had decided to order evacuation of US 
dependents reached the Department of State at 1132 hours.27 Later the Ambas
sador reported an interview with a distraught President Syngman Rhee, who 
announced that the government would move to Taejon, approximately 100 air
line miles south of Seoul.28 

In addition to Ambassador Muccio, the Department of State happened to 
have in the Far East another source of information and advice in the person of 
John Foster Dulles, who three years later was to occupy the Secretaryship. Earlier 
in 1950 he had been appointed a special advisor to Secretary Acheson in the 
interests of bipartisan foreign policy. At the moment of the North Korean attack, 
he was in Japan, investigating the possibility of a peace treatyz9 His companion 
on this journey was Mr. John M. Allison, Director of the Office of Northeast 
Asian Affairs in the Department of State. On Sunday morning, about 1030,30 the 
Department received from Messrs. D&es and Allison a message containing the 
first recommendation for strong US action in the crisis. It read as follows: 

It is possible that South Koreans may themselves contain and repulse attack 
and, if so, this is the best wa . If, however, it a pears they cannot do so then we 
believe that US forces shou Yd be used even t K ough this risks Russian counter 
moves. To sit by while Korea is overrun by unprovoked armed attack would start 
disastrous chain of events leading most robably to world war. We su gest that 
Security Council might call for action on 73ehalf of the organization un cfer Article 
106 by the five powers or such of them as are willing to respond.z* 

This message pointed the way toward the course of action that the United 
States was ultimately to adopt. At the time it was received, however, the question 
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of employing force to rescue South Korea had not arisen. Diplomatic action-an 
appeal to the United Nations-was the chosen course of action, and as during the 
night just passed, military planners played a secondary role on Sunday morning. 
General Bradley, the JCS Chairman, had been scheduled to fly to Norfolk that 
afternoon with Secretary Johnson to attend an orientation conference for civilian 
leaders. After discussing the matter informally with the other JCS members, the 
General and the Secretary concluded that there was no reason why they should 
not go through with the trip.32 

Before leaving, General Bradley put on record some of his thoughts on the 
new crisis for the benefit of his colleagues. He did so in connection with a memo
randum on the subject of Taiwan, which, in his eyes, clearly outstripped Korea in 
importance. Aware of Secretary Johnson’s intention to discuss Taiwan with Presi
dent Truman, General Bradley sent the other JCS members a draft memorandum, 
intended for the Secretary to send to the President, which recommended that a 
survey team be sent to the island to ascertain how it could be prevented from 
falling into unfriendly hands. 

While in the Far East, General Bradley had discussed the ROK Army with 
Brigadier General William L. Roberts, USA, the outgoing Chief of the KMAG. On 
the basis of what he had then learned, General Bradley felt somewhat optimistic 
regarding South Korea’s ability to survive, since, like others in Washington at 
that time, he underrated the military strength of North Korea. “I am of the opin
ion,” he wrote to his colleagues, “that South Korea will not fall in the present 
attack unless the Russians actively participate in the operation. Therefore,” he 
continued, “if Korea falls, we may want to recommend even stronger action in 
the case of Formosa in order to offset the effect of the fall of South Korea on the 
rest of East Asia.“ General Bradley evidently had little or no thought that the 
United States might reverse its earlier decision and fight to save South Korea.3” 

The constant round of activity in the State Department that had begun on Sat
urday night continued into Sunday. Preparations for a forthcoming meeting of 
the UN Security Council went hand in hand with consideration of a graver con
tingency-that North Korea’s invasion might continue regardless of any action 
that might be taken by the United Nations. To consider what to do in this event, 
officials of State and Army held a joint meeting beginning at 1130 on Sunday 
morning. Secretary Acheson took part in this meeting, along with Under Secre
tary Webb, Assistant Secretary Rusk, and others. General Collins and General 
Timberman were the principal Army representatives.z4 

At this conference, the State representatives suggested a program of action to 
provide a measure of US support for the hard-pressed South Korean forces.35 
After some discussion, during which other JCS members were apparently con
sulted,36 the State Department suggestions were tentatively approved. Since most 
of them involved action by CINCFE, the Army representatives at once transmit
ted them to that commander by telecon, as follows: 

1. CINCFE should be authorized to send to Korea any military equipment rec
ommended by the US mission to Korea, regardless of current programs. 
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2. US militar advisors should remain with South Korean forces so long as the 
latter were corn Bat effective. 

3. CINCFE’s area of responsibility should be extended to include operational 
control of all US military activities in Korea. 

4. Forces from CINCFE’s command (principal1 Nav and Air) should be 
em loyed to establish a protective zone around l eoul, K.impo Air Base, and 
Inc K on, to ensure safe evacuation of US nationals and to gain time for reaction to 
political measures now before the United Nations. 

5. In the event that the UN Security Council called on member nations to take 
direct action in Korea, CINCFE should be authorized and directed to employ forces 
of his command, plus units from the Seventh Fleet, to stabilize the combat situa
tion, including if feasible the restoration of original boundaries at the 38th parallel. 

The last of these suggestions was particularly significant. The planners had 
already faced up to the possibility that the United States might find it necessary to 
resort to force. It was made clear to CINCFE, however, that the recommendations 
had not yet been approved by the President and that they were being transmitted 
merely for planning purposes. CINCFE was told also that the Department of State 
had concurred that a survey group from the Far East Command should be sent to 
South Korea at once to determine how much aid would be needed (including the 
possible use of military forces) to hold the Seoul-Kimpo-Inch’on area.s7 

Meanwhile Secretary Acheson had again called President Truman early in the 
afternoon. He read to the President the draft of a US resolution for the Security 
Council, which would call on North Korea to end hostilities and withdraw to the 
original border, but he warned that North Korea probably would not comply. 
The President foresaw that some painful decisions would soon be required and 
that his presence in Washington was essential. He told the Secretary that he 
would return immediately and asked that suitable recommendations be drawn 
up for presentation to him as soon as he arrived. Later, enroute home via aircraft, 
the President directed his radio operator to send another message to the Secre
tary, asking him to assemble the chief military and diplomatic policy advisors for 
a dinner and conference at Blair House, across from the White House (which was 
at that time being repaired).38 

The President had become convinced that the United States could not afford to 
let South Korea fall to aggression. According to his later account, he spent his time 
on the return trip reviewing those instances before World War II in which the 
Western democracies had evaded direct challenges and had allowed Manchuria, 
Ethiopia, and Austria to be seized by totalitarian powers whose appetites grew 
instead of diminishing. As he wrote: 

I felt certain that if South Korea was allowed to fall Communist leaders would 
be emboldened to override nations closer to our own shores. If the Communists 
were permitted to force their way into the Republic of Korea without opposition 
from the free world, no small nation would have the courage to resist threats and 
aggression by stronger Communist neighbors. If this was allowed to go unchal
lenged it would mean a third world war, just as similar incidents had brought on 
the second world war. It was also clear to me that the foundations and the princi
ples of the United Nations were at stake unless this unprovoked attack on Korea 
could be stopped.s9 
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Secretary Acheson was also thinking along similar lines, as indicated in the fol
lowing account of his state of mind on Sunday evening, taken from his memoirs: 

Plainly, this attack did not amount to a cusus belli against the Soviet Union. 
Equally plainly, it was an open, undisguised challenge to our internationally 
accepted position as the protector of South Korea, an area of great importance to 
the security of American-occupied Japan. To back away from this challenge, in 
view of our ca acity for meetmg it, would be highly destructive of the power 
and restige o P the United States. By prestige I mean the shadow cast by power, 
whit R is of great deterrent importance. Therefore, we could not acce t the con
quest of this important area by a Soviet puppet under the very guns oPour defen
sive perimeter with no more resistance than words and gestures in the Security 
Council. It looked as though we must steel ourselves for the use of force. That 
did not mean, in words used later by General Mark Clark, that we must be pre
pared “to shoot the works for victory,” but rather to see that the attack failed.-“’ 

While the President was in flight toward Washington, the UN Security Coun
cil, called into emergency session, was meeting at Lake Success, New York, to con
sider the new threat to peace. The Soviet representative, Yakov A. Malik, was 
absent by choice, so the Council was free of the threat of a Soviet veto. After sev
eral hours of debate, the Council approved with slight amendment a resolution 
presented by the US delegation. As finally passed, this resolution noted with 
“grave concern” the “armed attack” upon South Korea and characterized this 
action as “a breach of the peace.“ It called for “immediate cessation of hostilities” 
by both sides and for withdrawal of North Korean forces to the 38th parallel. All 
UN members were urged “to render every assistance to the United Nations in the 
execution of this resolution and to refrain from giving assistance to the North 
Korean authorities.” The vote on the resolution was 9-0, with Yugoslavia abstain
ing because that country’s principal delegate was on vacation and could not be 
reached.-” 

Also during Sunday afternoon, the Department of State instructed the US 
Embassy in Moscow to deliver a note asking the Soviet Union to disavow 
responsibility for the “unprovoked and unwarranted attack” on South Korea and 
to “use its influence with North Korean authorities to withdraw their invading 
forces immediately.“42 The purpose of this step, as later explained by the Secre
tary of State, was twofold: (1) to make it clear to the Soviets that they could not 
use their satellites as cat’s paws for aggressive action without directly involving 
their own prestige and (2) to counteract the Soviet “peace” offensive, which had 
been under way for some months and was apparently deluding many people.“” 

Late in the afternoon, President Truman’s plane landed at Washington Airport 
and he hurried to Blair House to meet with his advisors. The conference began 
about 1945 and lasted until approximately 2300. Those present included General 
Bradley and Secretary Johnson, who had returned from Norfolk, as well as the 
other three JCS members: General J. Lawton Collins, USA; Admiral Forrest I? 
Sherman, USN; and General Hoyt S. Vandenberg, USAF. The Service Secretaries 
were also present: Frank Pace (Army), Francis P. Matthews (Navy), and Thomas 
K. Finletter (Air Force). The Department of State was represented by Secretary 
Acheson and his principal assistants.44 
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In the opening conversation that preceded dinner, Secretary Johnson, as Gen
eral Bradley had foreseen, seized the opportunity to introduce the subject of Tai
wan, which in his view, as he later said, “entered into our security more than 
Korea.” At his request, General Bradley read aloud a memorandum given them 
by General MacArthur during their recent visit to Tokyo, urging that CINCFE be 
authorized to send a survey party to determine the amount of aid needed to keep 
the island out of Communist hands. The President, instead of responding 
directly, ruled that all discussion of the Far Eastern situation would be postponed 
until after dinner45 

When dinner was over and the staff had withdrawn, the President asked Sec
retary Acheson for his views on the Korean crisis. The Secretary, as he wrote later, 
“gave a darkening report of great confusion,” and then presented the major rec
ommendations drawn up in the State-Army conference earlier that day: that 
arms and equipment be sent to Korea at once by CINCFE and that US forces be 
ordered to protect the evacuation of US nationals. He recommended also that the 
Seventh Fleet be ordered to proceed northward from its station in the Philippine 
Islands and given a mission of preventing any attack from mainland China 
against Taiwan or vice versa. The Secretary described his proposals as the joint 
recommendation of the Department of State and the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

These recommendations were endorsed, tacitly or explicitly, by all those 
present. General Bradley expressed the feelings of the group with his remark, 
“We must draw the line somewhere.” In Mr. Truman’s later words, there was 

complete, almost unspoken acceptance on the part of everyone that whatever 
had to be done to meet this aggression had to be done. There was no sug estion 
from an one that either the United Nations or the United States could bat 
from it. T 

I? away 
his was the test of all the talk of the last five years of collective security. 

The conferees went on to discuss the effectiveness of Secretary Acheson’s 
measures in the light of the probability that the North Korean aggression would 
continue. General Bradley and Secretary Pace doubted the advisability of send
ing US ground forces to Korea. Admiral Sherman stressed the importance of pro
tecting South Korea’s coasts. General Vandenberg thought that US aircraft could 
stop the North Korean armed forces if the Soviets did not intervene. The Presi
dent asked a number of penetrating questions regarding the size and readiness of 
US forces in the Far East-questions that showed that he was facing up to the 
possibility of US intervention. 

In the end, the President approved all of the recommendations made by Secre
tary Acheson, with the stipulation that the Seventh Fleet mission would be sub
ject to review when the units had reached position in the Taiwan Straits. The Sec
retary had said nothing about a CINCFE survey mission to Korea; General 
Collins brought up the subject, evidently feeling the need for a high-level deci
sion on this question, and the President approved it. At the same time, Mr. Tru
man, looking beyond the immediate situation, directed certain steps that would 
be necessary if the United States were ultimately to intervene in Korea. He 
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instructed the Service Chiefs to prepare orders for use of US military forces if the 
Security Council should call for such action. Also, at the suggestion of Secretary 
Johnson, he authorized a shift of jet aircraft to US bases in the Ryukyus.46 

Following the meeting, three members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff-Generals 
Collins and Vandenberg, and Admiral Sherman-accompanied by Secretaries 
Pace and Finletter, conferred by teletype with General MacArthur and his imme
diate subordinates. The President’s decisions were conveyed to CINCFE in the 
following words: 

1. CINCFE authorized to dispatch survey party to Korea for purposes out
lined in. . . earlier telecon this date. 

2. CINCFE authorized to send an ammunition and equipment to Korea he 
deems necessary to prevent loss of 57eoul-Kimpo-Inchon area with appropriate 
air and naval cover to insure safe arrival. 

3. FECOM [Far East Command] authorized to take such action by air and 
Navy as necessary to prevent overrunning of Seoul-Kimpo-Inchon area in order 
to insure safe evacuation US dependents and such other US noncombatants as 
determined by USEmb Korea. 

4. 7th Fleet ordered to proceed immediately to Sasebo and report [to] COM-
NAVFE [Commander, Naval Forces Far East] for operational control. 

CINCFE was warned that “further high level decisions may be expected as 
military and political situations develop. ” Asked if further instructions were nec
essary, General MacArthur replied “no.” He gave a rather reassuring report on the 
situation in Korea. The Ambassador and the Chief of KMAG reported “increased 
steadiness” of South Korean troops in the vicinity of Seoul; the landing in the 
vicinity of Kangnung had been contained, and Ch’unch’on had been retaken.47 

As Sunday evening, 25 June 1950, drew to a close in Washington, the steps 
that the United States had taken toward intervention in Korea were highly tenta
tive. It would have been easy, with no sacrifice of national prestige, to have 
stopped with these measures, writing off South Korea as a total loss in accord 
with the policy adopted in 1949. But the President and the Secretary of State had 
made up their minds that they would do no such thing. If the North Korean 
attack should continue, in defiance of the United Nations, they were prepared to 
move toward stronger action. 

On the following morning, about 1145 EDT, 4* President Truman released a 
brief statement that the US Government “is pleased with the speed and determi
nation with which the United Nations Security Council acted” and “will vigor
ously support the effort of the Council to terminate this serious breach of the 
peace. ” Nothing was said about the kind of support that the United States might 
offer. But the final paragraph carried a solemn warning that the government of 
Premier Kim 11Sung in North Korea might well have heeded more carefully: 

Those responsible for this act of aggression must realize how seriously the 
Government of the United States views such threats to the peace of the world. 
Willful disregard of the obligation to keep the peace cannot be tolerated by 
nations that support the United Nations Charter.49 
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Air and Naval Forces Committed to the Battle 

T he dawn of Monday, 26 June 1950, in Washington brought an end to the cau
tious optimism that CINCFE had expressed on Sunday night in his teletype 

conversation with the Joint Chiefs of Staff. In Korea, the ROK Army had planned 
a counterattack to remove the threat to Uijongbu, with two divisions operating 
along the roads leading north and northeast from that city. The operation began 
on the morning of 26 June in Korea, or Sunday evening in Washington. At first it 
showed some promise; the ROK 7th Division, moving northward, drove back the 
North Korean 4th Division.so It was perhaps this early success that was responsi
ble in part for CINCFE’s encouraging report on Sunday night, and also for a sim
ilar message by Ambassador Muccio about the same time. ROK troops, according 
to the Ambassador, had made a “gallant comeback” and had stabilized the situa
tion; there was some evidence that North Korean armor and artillery was “with
drawing all along the line.““’ 

But this promising start was nullified by the utter failure of the second prong 
of the attack, along the northeastern road. The ROK 2d Division, charged with 
this mission, was soon in retreat before the NK 3d Division. By the end of the day 
both ROK divisions had fallen back toward Seoul, abandoning Uijongbu to the 
foe. Elsewhere, other ROK units stood firm; the 1st Division on the south bank of 
the Imjin northwest of Seoul, the 6th at Ch’unch’on in the center, and the 8th on 
the east coast north of Kangnung. The collapse of the counterattack, however, 
had sealed the fate of South Korea’s capital. In the words of an official US Army 
historian, “The failure of the 2d Division above Uijongbu portended the gravest 
consequences. The ROK Army had at hand no other organized force that could 
materially affect the battle above Seoul.“s2 

When Uijongbu fell, it was Monday morning, 26 June 1950, in Washington. 
The passing hours brought messages warning of the grave threat to Seoul.53 In 
midafternoon, CINCFE reported the opinion of Colonel Wright, Chief of KMAG, 
that, as of 270145 Korean time, the situation was “critical” owing to the “demor
alization” of South Korea’s Chief of Staff, General Chae Byong Duk. The 2d and 
7th Divisions were under orders to resume their counterattack at daybreak, but 
Colonel Wright saw little prospect of their success. With the exception of a single 
regiment in the vicinity of Pusan, far to the south, the entire South Korean Army 
was now committed to the battle. Colonel Wright believed that the North Kore
ans could take Seoul within twenty-four hours. Apparently few plans were being 
made to fight on after the capital was lost. General Chae’s attitude was that the 
fall of Seoul meant the fall of South Korea. “The situation is practically hopeless, 
but it need not be,” was Colonel Wright’s summary, according to CINCFE.“” 

In a later message, CINCFE gave his own highly alarming assessment of the 
situation as of 271000 Korean time (262100 EDT). “Piecemeal” commitment of two 
reserve ROK divisions (the 3d and 5th), he reported, “has not succeeded in stop
ping the penetration recognized as the enemy main effort for the past 2 days.” 
North Korean tanks were reported to be entering the suburbs of Seoul, and the 
South Korean Government had fled southward. CINCFE’s conclusion was: 
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South Korean units unable to resist determined Northern offensive. Contribu
tory factor exclusive enemy possession of tanks and fighter planes. South Korean 
casualties as an index to fighting have not shown adequate resistance capabilities 
or the will to fight and our est[imate] is that complete collapse is imminent.55 

The departure of President Rhee and his cabinet had been reported by 
Ambassador Muccio, who was not sure of their destination, though he had heard 
a rumor that the President was bound for Chinhae, a naval base on the south 
coast near Pusan. The Ambassador was able to counterbalance this news with an 
encouraging item: he had been assured by the acting Prime Minister that the 
ROK Army was determined to go on fighting.s6 

Before leaving Seoul, the Korean National Assembly had approved an urgent 
appeal to the United States asking “effective and timely aid” in defeating the 
aggression, with another similarly worded plea to the UN General Assembly. 
Ambassador Muccio forwarded the texts of these appeals to Washington on Mon
day morning.57 In the afternoon, South Korea’s Ambassador to the United States, 
Mr. John M. Chang, went to the White House to deliver a copy of this appeal and 
to pass on the substance of another plea communicated to him several hours ear
lier by President Rhee via telephone. The Ambassador’s mien reflected the 
increasingly desperate situation of his government. President Truman tried to 
cheer him up by telling him that military materiel for his country’s forces was on 
its way.5R 

The forecasts of impending catastrophe voiced by US representatives in the 
Far East and by the Government of South Korea on 26 June were reinforced by a 
report submitted by the United Nations Commission on Korea (UNCOK). This 
message, sent to Washington by Ambassador Muccio for relay to the UN Secre
tary-General, warned that: 

North Korean advances have created dangerous situation with possibilities of 
rapid deterioration. Impossible estimate situation which will exist tomorrow in 
Seoul. In view commission’s past experience and existing situation commission 
convinced North Korea will not heed council resolution nor accept UNCOK good 
offices. Sug ests for council consideration either invitation both parties a ree on 
neutral me rator to ne otiate peace or request a member government un 8 ertake 
immediate cfmediation. 8 ommission decided standby in Seoul. Danger is that crit
ical operations now in progress may end in matter of days and question of cease 
fire and withdrawal North Korean forces as suggested council resolution prove 
academic.59 

Amid this succession of gloomy reports, one bright spot for the United States 
was the beginning of the successful evacuation of US nationals from Korea, 
under the supervision of Ambassador Muccio. Early on Monday morning, 26 
June (Korea time), Americans from Seoul were transported to the port of 
Inch’on, where as many as possible crowded aboard a Norwegian freighter in 
the harbor. By 1630 the vessel was loaded and weighed anchor, bound for Japan. 
Those who could not find places on this ship were subsequently evacuated by 
airlift from Kimpo airfield, near Seoul, or from Suwon, farther south. Other 
nonessential US nationals from Taejon, Taegu, and Pusan made their escape by 
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ship from the last-named city. By 29 June the evacuation had been completed 
without a single casualty.60 

During the evacuation, F-82 fighter aircraft of the Far East Air Force, operating 
from Japanese bases, prevented any interference by North Korean aircraft. In the 
process, US and NK forces clashed for the first time. At 270810 in Korea (261910 
EDT), two US pilots shot down a YAK-3 fighter over Kimpo airfield. Several oth
ers were subsequently destroyed in the next few days, with no US losses.61 

Throughout the day of 26 June, the Korean crisis doubtless weighed heavily 
upon the Joint Chiefs of Staff. In the afternoon, they met formally for the first 
time in four days to discuss Taiwan and various other subjects; no doubt the situ
ation in Korea was touched upon during the meeting.62 Earlier, General Collins 
had received a report of developments by teleconference from FECOM. Two of 
his senior subordinates, General Wade H. Haislip and Lieutenant General 
Matthew B. Ridgway, again consulted FECOM at 1930 that evening.63 

Admiral Sherman conferred with Vice Admiral Arthur D. Struble, Comman
der of the Seventh Fleet, who happened to be in Washington when the Korean 
crisis broke. He had been scheduled to return to the Far East on Sunday, 25 June, 
but at Admiral Sherman’s request, postponed his departure until after the con
clusion of the pending Sunday evening talks with the President. On the follow
ing day, 26 June, Admiral Sherman told him that US forces “would definitely be 
committed in Korea.“64 Presumably Admiral Sherman based this forecast on his 
observation of the attitude of the President as revealed at the Sunday meeting. 

Since it was becoming clear that North Korea had no intention of complying 
with the Security Council resolution of 25 June, the Department of State, which 
continued to take the initiative, drew up plans for the next step. On Monday 
morning, 26 June, Secretary Acheson had testified before Congress concerning 
forthcoming appropriations. When he returned to his office, the Secretary spent 
the afternoon preparing a new set of proposals to submit to President Truman. 
After conferring with officials of the Department of Defense (who are not named 
in available sources), Secretary Acheson telephoned the President about 1930 and 
persuaded him to call another meeting at Blair House later that evening.65 

At 2100 on 26 June, most of those who had taken part in the Sunday night 
conference, including the Joint Chiefs of Staff, assembled at Blair House once 
more.66 There was a brief discussion of the alarming news from South Korea. 
General Bradley described the military situation, indicating General MacArthur’s 
expectation that Seoul would soon fall. When General Vandenberg reported the 
destruction of the first North Korean fighter aircraft, the President expressed the 
hope that it would not be the last. 

General Vandenberg then read the orders that had been sent to US Air Force 
(USAF) units operating in Korea, directing them to take “aggressive action” against 
any aircraft interfering with their mission or operating in a manner unfriendly to 
South Korean forces. He added, however, that USAF aircraft had been avoiding 
combat in situations where the direct execution of their orders was not involved. 

Secretary Acheson proposed that US air and naval forces be instructed to 
waive all restrictions on their operations within Korea and to offer the fullest pos
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sible help to South Korean forces, including attacks on North Korean troops, 
armor, and artillery. He hoped that such action would provide the ROK forces a 
breathing spell in which to regroup. The President approved this suggestion, but 
stipulated that, for the time being at least, no action was to be taken north of the 
38th parallel. 

In order to give international sanction to this open military intervention, Sec
retary Acheson proposed that a resolution be presented to the UN Security Coun
cil, which was scheduled to meet the next day. Such a resolution, he believed, 
would receive full support from all UN members except the Communist nations. 
A draft resolution for this purpose, recommending that UN members render 
such assistance as was needed to help South Korea repel the attack, was read to 
the group by Mr. John D. Hickerson of the State Department. The Chief Executive 
emphatically endorsed it, saying he wanted “everyone in on this, including 
Hong Kong.” 

Continuing his proposals, Secretary Acheson again recommended that the US 
Seventh Fleet be charged with preventing hostilities between Taiwan and Com
munist China. He also recommended accelerated military assistance to the Gov
ernment of the Philippines, which was beset with a Communist insurgency, in 
order that the United States might have a “firm base” there. Ranging farther 
afield, he urged that aid to Indochina be stepped up and that a strong military 
mission be sent there. Secretary Johnson expressed complete agreement with 
these recommendations, and President Truman approved them. 

General Collins characterized the military situation in Korea as “bad” and 
expressed doubt that air power would suffice to stabilize the situation. Secre
taries Acheson and Johnson stressed that the United States must do something, 
even if its efforts proved unsuccessful. The Secretary of Defense then queried 
each of the military representatives regarding the actions that had been 
approved, and found that none had any objections. There was some discussion of 
possible Soviet reaction, but the consensus was that this was unlikely. 

President Truman observed that he had exerted his utmost for five years to 
prevent the kind of situation that had now developed in Korea. Nevertheless, he 
went on, the United States must do everything possible to meet the situation
“for the United Nations.” General Bradley warned that if US ground forces were 
sent to Korea, it would be impossible to meet other commitments without mobi
lization. The President instructed the Joint Chiefs of Staff to study the question of 
mobilization. “I don’t want to go to war,” he added. It was agreed, after a short 
discussion, that no decision on mobilization would be made for a few days. 

Throughout the meeting, it was apparent that Secretary Acheson was the 
motivating force and that his proposals commanded the assent of all concerned. 
When the meeting adjourned (after lasting only an hour or so), the President had 
approved all of the Secretary’s recommendations.67 

Following the meeting, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, accompanied by the Secre
taries of the Army and the Air Force, held a teleconference with General 
MacArthur and his principal subordinates. The following instructions were given 
to CINCFE: 
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All restrictions on employment of FECOM Navy and Air Forces are removed. 
They will offer fullest possible support to South Korean (SK) forces so as to per
mit these forces to reform. 

Purpose of above action is to support SK forces in accordance with resolution 
of United Nations a roved 25 June. 

In addition 7th Ff eet will take station so as to prevent invasion of Formosa 
and to insure that Formosa not be used as base of operations against Chinese 
mainland. 

Detailed instructions reference Navy and Air Forces follow: 
All restrictions which have previously prevented the full utilization of the 

U.S. Far East Air Forces to support and assist the defense of the South Korean ter
ritory are lifted for operations below the 38th parallel. All North Korean tanks, 
guns, military columns and other military targets south of the 38th arallel are 
cleared for attack by U.S. Air Forces. The urpose is to clear Sout R Korea of 
North Korean military forces. Similarly Nava P forces may be used without restric
tion in coastal waters and sea approaches of Korea south of 38th parallel against 
forces engaged in aggression against South Korea. 

General MacArthur was also instructed to use every available method to 
inform South Korea’s civilian and military leaders, as well as Ambassador Muc
cio, of these decisions. On his part, the General was able to report that the first 
ship carrying ammunition and artillery would be ready to depart Yokohama later 
that day and would reach Pusan within three days; additional ammunition and 
other vital supplies would be airlifted as soon as a suitable landing point could 
be determined.68 

By a separate message, the Joint Chiefs of Staff transferred operational control 
of the Seventh Fleet from CINCPAC to CINCFE and assigned it the mission of 
preventing, by naval and air action, any attack on Formosa or any sea or air 
offensives from Formosa against the Chinese mainland.69 

The decisions made on the evening of 26 June were announced to the nation 
in a statement released by President Truman on the following morning. This 
statement had been drafted in the Department of State and revised in consulta
tion with officials of the Department of Defense (including Secretary Johnson and 
General Bradley) after the evening meeting. 7” News of the gravest step of all-the 
interposition of US forces in the fighting in Korea-was contained in a single, 
brief sentence: “. . . I have ordered United States air and sea forces to give the 
Korean Government troops cover and support.” The President justified this mea
sure on the grounds that North Korea had ignored the Security Council resolu
tion demanding an end to hostilities. He urged all UN members to “consider 
carefully the consequences of this latest aggression in Korea in defiance of the 
Charter of the United Nations. A return to the rule of force in international 
affairs,” he pointed out, “would have far-reaching effects.“ 

The President devoted two paragraphs of his statement to the subject of Tai
wan. He made it clear that the policy of nonintervention in the Chinese civil war, 
announced on 5 January 1950, no longer obtained. As he said: 

The attack upon Korea makes it plain beyond all doubt that communism has 
passed beyond the use of subversion to conquer independent nations and will 
now use armed invasion and war.. . . In these circumstances the occupation of 
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Formosa by Communist forces would be a direct threat to the security of the 
Pacific area and to United States forces performing their lawful and necessary 
functions in that area. 

Accordin ly I have ordered the 7th Fleet to prevent an attack on Formosa. As 
a corollary o9 this action I am calling upon the Chinese 2 overnment on Formosa 
to cease all air and sea operations against the mainland. The 7th Fleet will see 
that this is done. The determination of the future status of Formosa must await 
the restoration of security in the Pacific, a peace settlement with Japan, or consid
eration by the United Nations.71 

Before releasing this statement, President Truman had read it to a group of 
key Congressional leaders of both parties whom he had invited to attend a 
meeting at the White House on the morning of 27 June. The Joint Chiefs of Staff 
attended this meeting, as did the Secretaries of State and Defense and the Ser
vice Secretaries. After hearing a full exposition of the Korean situation from Mr. 
Acheson, the Congressmen expressed approval of the steps that had been taken 
thus far.72 

On the afternoon of 27 June, Congress discussed the Korean situation and the 
President’s response. An overwhelming majority in both houses supported what 
the President had done. A few conservative Republican Senators questioned the 
President’s right to act as he had without first consulting Congress, while one 
member of the House of Representatives who represented the extreme left side of 
the political spectrum was harsh in his denunciation. The general conviction that 
strong action was needed became evident when the House, by a vote of 3154, 
approved a one-year extension of the Selective Service Act, incorporating a pro
vision authorizing the President to mobilize reservists of all the Services. On the 
next day, the Senate approved the measure by 70-O.” 

The UN Security Council also met on the afternoon of 27 June. Once more 
the Soviet representative failed to attend. Ambassador Austin submitted a reso
lution urging that UN members “furnish such assistance to the Republic of 
Korea as may be necessary to repel the armed attack and to restore interna
tional peace and security in the area.” Some Council members drew back in 
alarm before this forthright call for action. But eventually, just before midnight, 
the resolution was approved, with one negative vote (Yugoslavia) and two 
abstentions (Egypt and India).74 

In Moscow, the US Ambassador to the Soviet Union, Admiral Alan G. Kirk, 
USN (Ret.), had, with some difficulty, delivered a note to the Soviet Government 
on 27 June. The note requested that the USSR use its influence with North Korea 
to halt the attack upon South Korea. However, this request was rejected, as might 
have been foreseen.7s 

The Failure of Limited Intervention 

D ecisions taken in Washington or in Lake Success could not in themselves 
retrieve the worsening situation in South Korea. In Tokyo, General MacArthur, 
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as soon as the Joint Chiefs of Staff informed him of President Truman’s decision 
to intervene, had ordered the Far East Air Force to hurl everything possible 
against the advancing foe. Aerial operations began with attacks by B-26 bombers 
on the night of 27 to 28 June (Korea time), but their effectiveness was curtailed by 
adverse weather. More extensive action took place the next day. B-26s and F-80 
fighter aircraft were supplemented by the use of B-29s, hastily deployed from 
Guam to Japan and pressed into service as tactical weapons. Targets were North 
Korean troops, tanks, artillery, and road and rail traffic.76 

As a forward headquarters to aid in directing the US military effort in Korea, 
General MacArthur was able to make use of the survey mission that had been 
authorized by the Joint Chiefs of Staff in their initial directive on Sunday night, 
25 June (or Monday morning in Tokyo). Brigadier General John H. Church was 
selected to head this group. By the time he was ready to depart on 27 June, the 
second JCS message, ordering air and naval support for South Korea, had been 
received. General MacArthur accordingly redesignated the survey group as the 
General Headquarters (GHQ) Advance Command and Liaison Group in Korea 
(ADCOM). 

General Church reached Korea about 1900 on 27 June. He at once established 
liaison with the ROK Chief of Staff, General Chae, and stressed to that officer the 
vital importance of holding the line of the Han River. But it soon became evident 
to General Church that it would not be possible to drive the invaders back to the 
38th parallel unless US troops were employed. He advised CINCFE of this opin
ion on 28 June.77 

The interposition of US air and naval forces was of enormous significance for the 
future course of the war, but it did not save Seoul. The city had been under assault 
as early as the evening of 27 June, when elements of the NK 3d Division, fresh from 
the seizure of Uijongbu, reached the northern outskirts. These first invaders were 
repelled, but they were soon followed by others. During the night of 27 to 28 June 
the bridges over the Han River, on the southern edge of the city, were destroyed by 
explosions, apparently by command of someone of authority in the ROK defense 
establishment. This catastrophe, in which many civilian refugees lost their lives, pre
vented any orderly withdrawal of troops and especially of heavy equipment. 

Nevertheless the defenders of Seoul hung on through the night and on into 
the following day. Elements of the enemy’s 3d and 4th Divisions finally forced 
their way into the city about noon on 28 June-just about the time when the 
Security Council, in New York, was approving the resolution calling on member 
nations to help save South Korea. During the afternoon the remaining ROK 
troops withdrew and the North Koreans took complete control, aided by a native 
fifth column organized in advance by quislings.7x 

Seoul had fallen, but by no means could the US response be ridiculed as “too 
little and too late.” Its psychological effect had been enormous-perhaps deci
sive. On the morning of 28 June in Korea, while the fate of Seoul was still in 
doubt, Ambassador Muccio appraised this result as follows: 

Situation had deteriorated so rapidly had not President’s decision plus arrival 
General Church party become known here, doubtful any organized Korean resis
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tance would have continued through night. Combat aid decision plus Church’s 
orders have had reat morale effect, forthcomin air strikes hoped demoralize 
enemy make posse% le reform Korean Army south i ank Han River.” 

In a later message, the Ambassador stressed that it was vital to provide constant 
visible evidence of the presence of US airpower, even if no profitable military tar
gets were struck.80 

The fall of Seoul was accompanied by other alarming developments. Though 
the bulk of the North Korean Army remained north of the Han, elements of the 
NK 6th Division crossed the river west of Seoul and seized Kimpo airfield. The 
central front collapsed when the ROK 6th Division, still undefeated but now in 
an untenable position, withdrew southward toward Wonju, abandoning 
Ch’unch’on and Kap’yong.sl 

A brief lull, lasting a day or two, then ensued while North Korean forces 
regrouped for a massive thrust southward across the Han. As a result, policy
makers in Washington had a chance to pause and take a look at the effectiveness 
of the measures upon which they had embarked. The news of the fall of Seoul 
reached Washington on the morning of 28 June, ** but occasioned no action, since 
there was nothing the United States could do at the moment. It was, as Secretary 
Acheson later wrote, “a day of pause in the rush of decisions.“83 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff met on 28 June and assigned two tasks to subordinate 
organizationsR4 The Joint Strategic Survey Committee was to prepare, by 0800 on 
30 June, an answer to the following question: 

In the event that the current course of action now being undertaken in Korea is 
unsuccessful, what course of action, from a military point of view, should be taken? 

The Committee was instructed to consider the possibility of US aircraft opera
tions north of the 38th parallel, as well as other actions that could be taken “in lieu 
of committing ground troops.” The use of this phrase betokened a desire to avoid 
complete involvement in Korea. In passing this assignment to the Joint Strategic 
Plans Committee (JSPC), the Director of the Joint Staff, Rear Admiral Arthur C. 
Davis, USN, noted that the Joint Chiefs of Staff “do not want to commit troops.“8s 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff also directed the JSPC to prepare a directive for Gen
eral MacArthur that would codify all the instructions given him thus far. This 
draft directive should be available in time for the Joint Chiefs of Staff to submit it 
to the Secretary of Defense by 0900 on 29 June. It was to contain instructions 
applicable in case of Soviet intervention. As guidance for this contingency, the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff appended to their instructions a policy statement drafted by 
the Department of State. It declared that the decision to intervene in Korea with 
air and naval forces, though taken in the “full realization” of the risk of war with 
the Soviet Union, did not in itself constitute a decision to fight a major war with 
that country in Korea. Hence, if substantial Soviet forces appeared, US forces 
should report to Washington and await instructions, meanwhile eschewing any 
action that might aggravate the situation. This statement had been transmitted 
earlier that day to Secretary Johnson; he had approved it and directed the Joint 
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Chiefs of Staff to include it in a “comprehensive document” to be sent to the Pres
ident and the Secretary of State when completed.H” 

In another action, the Joint Chiefs of Staff endorsed a proposal by Admiral 
Sherman to temporarily assign one attack carrier, one destroyer squadron, and 
various auxiliaries to the Seventh Fleet, and another attack carrier and a 
destroyer division to the Sixth Fleet (in the Mediterranean). The effect would be 
to double the carrier strength of each fleet. They sought the approval of Secretary 
Johnson for these measures and received it on the following day.H7 

On the afternoon of 28 June, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, along with the Service 
Secretaries, attended a meeting of the NSC-the first since 18 May and the eighth 
since the beginning of 1950. The entire meeting dealt with the Korean crisis and 
its implications elsewhere in the world. The possibility of a Soviet reaction was 
discussed. President Truman took note of, and approved, the State Department’s 
policy statement regarding Soviet intervention in Korea. He wanted a special 
effort to gather intelligence on Soviet participation in Korean hostilities and on 
Soviet activities in other sensitive areas, notably Yugoslavia and Iran. He directed 
the NSC to make a survey of all policies relating to the entire perimeter of the 
USSR and approved a suggestion by Secretary Acheson that the Department of 
Defense prepare a review of US military capabilities as a guide to the range of 
available options. 

The President observed that he was doing his best to avoid creating a feeling 
of panic among the American people. Secretary Acheson warned that the United 
States would face a serious situation if the crisis in Korea dragged on instead of 
being quickly resolved. Mr. Truman replied however, that he “did not intend to 
back out” unless it became necessary to meet another crisis elsewhere. 

The NSC members discussed a British offer of naval aid that had been made 
public that day and agreed that it should be accepted. President Truman reaf
firmed his decision against air operations north of the 38th parallel, but indicated 
that he might in the future be willing to authorize attacks on North Korean air 
bases and fuel sources.XR 

On the following day, 29 June, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had available the draft 
directive for CINCFE that had been drawn up by the JSPC. The Committee’s ver
sion went beyond a mere collation of existing instructions; in effect, it called for a 
significant extension of currently authorized military activity. In the view of the 
JSPC, CINCFE should be authorized to use naval and air forces to provide the 
“fullest possible support” to South Korean troops. He should be reminded that 
the United States would be in a “strong political position” if its forces succeeded 
in repelling the invaders without undertaking action north of the 38th parallel. 
Nonetheless, he should be authorized to extend his operations into North Korea 
when, in his judgment, “serious risk of loss of Southern Korea might be obviated 
thereby.” If possible, however, he should consult the Joint Chiefs of Staff before 
taking such action. Regarding the possibility of Soviet intervention, the JSPC pro
posed only that CINCFE be guided by the policy statement that had been fur
nished by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.#” 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff discussed this draft directive and tentatively 
approved it. They then took it up with Secretary of Defense Johnson, who like
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wise gave his approval and obtained the concurrence of the Department of 
State.90 In the course of these discussions, the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Secre
tary agreed that it would be necessary to seek Presidential authorization for Gen
eral MacArthur to introduce American troops into South Korea: service troops 
for communications and transport, and combat forces in sufficient strength to 
protect the port and airfield of Pusan. They accordingly incorporated suitable 
provisions for this purpose in their draft directive.“’ 

It was probably with considerable reluctance that the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
came to the conviction that the use of US troops in Korea could no longer be 
avoided. It is to be noted that they envisioned a strictly limited mission for 
ground forces. There yet remained a hope that the steps taken thus far could 
shore up the crumbling resistance of the ROK Army and enable it to halt the 
advancing North Koreans. 

But suppose this hope proved vain? This question was faced by the JSSC, 
which met on 29 June. In its report the Committee concluded that, on the 
assumption that North Korea continued its attack with no overt assistance from 
the Soviet Union, CINCFE should be given the mission of driving North Korean 
forces back across the border. For this purpose, he should be authorized to use 
“any and all forces under his command,” plus any others that might be made 
available by any nation. The present restrictions regarding the use of the Army 
and the Marine Corps in Korea should be removed, in the Committee’s view. 
Military operations against North Korean territory should be authorized, and a 
blockade against that country should be established. Reinforcements should be 
made available to CINCFE “as a matter of urgency.” Portions of the National 
Guard and of the Service Reserves should be mobilized; UN member nations 
should be called on to provide at least token forces for use in Korea. If the USSR 
should openly intervene with military force in Korea or seize the opportunity to 
take aggressive action in Western Europe, a new situation would arise. The 
United States should then mobilize fully, evacuate US dependents from overseas, 
and seek UN sanctions against the Soviet Union.92 

Expansion of the US Role 

Following his conversation with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Secretary Johnson 
called President Truman and suggested another conference with his advi

sors.y3 The President acquiesced and called a meeting of the National Security 
Council for 1700 that afternoon, 29 June.94 

At the appointed time, the NSC assembled with all four JCS members in 
attendance, as well as the Service Secretaries .y5Secretary Johnson at once submit
ted the draft directive for CINCFE, drawing attention to the proposal to autho
rize the introduction of US troops into South Korea. He justified this step by cit
ing the need to establish a secure base in Korea for effective air operations. His 
reasoning, which doubtless reflected the tenor of the arguments put forth by the 
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Joint Chiefs of Staff earlier in the day, was summed up as follows in an account 
written some months after the meeting: 

Louis Johnson said our planes, operating from distant bases in Japan, were 
handicapped by having little time over the target area and by lack of clear com
munication with the ROK ground forces. Also, our lanes and ships were ham
pered by their restriction to South Korea; they cou Pd not strike at Communist 
supplies and reinforcements north of the 38th parallel. And the rimitive Korean 
transport system made it hard for us to get supplies to the ROR troops. There
fore, the Joint Chiefs believed that stronger measures were needed, not only to 
help the ROK’s but to ensure evacuation of remaining American nationals. We 
must have at least an American foothold in South Korea.96 

The prospective enlargement of the US military role in Korea drew no opposi
tion. Secretaries Pace and Acheson, however, stressed that operations north of the 
38th parallel must be carefully controlled in order to limit them to military tar
gets and to prevent border violations; President Truman agreed. The President’s 
principal concern was with the paragraph relating to possible Soviet interven
tion, which he had seen the day before but apparently had not read carefully. The 
wording seemed to him, as he later wrote, to permit “an implication that we were 
planning to go to war against the Soviet Union, “ and he insisted that there be not 
the “slightest implication of such a plan.” He instructed the Departments of State 
and Defense to amend the directive to CINCFE to reflect his views. 

The NSC then turned to other aspects of the crisis. Secretary Acheson read to 
the members the Soviet answer to the US note of 27 June; it alleged that the war 
had been instigated by South Korea and declared that the Soviet Union would 
continue to adhere to “the principle of the impermissibility of interference by for
eign powers in the internal affairs of Korea.” This reply, in Mr. Acheson’s view, 
indicated that the USSR did not intend to commit forces to Korea. The Secretary 
also read a statement that had been broadcast by the Government of Communist 
China denouncing US support of South Korea. The President decided that the 
texts of the notes exchanged between the United States and the USSR should be 
released to the public. 

Before the meeting ended, the President laid down two more decisions. He 
wished instructions sent to General MacArthur to submit a complete daily report 
on the Far Eastern situation. More important, he directed that all offers of forces 
from other UN members for use in Korea should be accepted, in order that the 
defense of South Korea would be a truly international effort.97 

Following the meeting, a revised directive for CINCFE was put into final form 
by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in cooperation with representatives of the Department 
of State, and was approved by the two Secretaries.9RIt was then transmitted to 
General MacArthur’s headquarters in Tokyo. The significant portions were the 
following: 

You will employ naval and air forces available to the Far East Command to 
provide fullest possible support to South Korean forces by attack on military tar
gets so as to permit these forces to clear South Korea of North Korean forces. 
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Employment of army forces will be limited to essential communications and 
other essential service units, except that ou are authorized to em loy such army 
combat and service forces as to insure t K e retention of a port an cpair base in the 
general area Pusan-Chinhae. 

By naval and air action you will defend Formosa against invasion or attack by 
Chinese Communists and will insure that Formosa will not be used as a base of 
operations against the Chinese mainland by Chinese Nationalists. . . . 

You are authorized to extend your operations into Northern Korea against air 
bases, de ots, tank farms, troop columns and other such urely military targets, 
if and w Ken, in your judgment, this becomes essential Por the performance of 
your missions. . . or to avoid unnecessar casualties to our forces. Special care 
will be taken to insure that operations in K orth Korea stay well clear of the fron
tiers of Manchuria or the Soviet Union. . . . 

The decision to commit United States air and naval forces and limited army 
forces to provide cover and support for South Korean troops does not constitute 
a decision to engage in war with the Soviet Union if Soviet forces intervene in 
Korea. The decision regarding Korea, however, was taken in full realization of 
the risks involved. If Soviet forces active1 o pose our operations in Korea, your 
forces should defend themselves, shoul BEta e no action to aggravate the situa
tion, and you should report the situation to Washington.9y 

This message was sent to CINCFE early on the evening of 29 June in Washing
ton and reached its recipient on the morning of 30 June, Tokyo tirne.l”O This was 
some twelve hours or so after General MacArthur had returned to Tokyo from 
his survey of the situation in Korea, which as described below, was to lead to 
final, complete US involvement in hostilities there. While en route from Tokyo to 
Korea, General MacArthur had, on his own initiative, issued orders by radio to 
FEAF Headquarters in Japan to launch air strikes against airfields north of the 
38th parallel. He took this action on the morning of 29 June (Far Eastern Time), or 
almost twenty-four hours before he received the JCS authorization.‘“’ 

The Decision to Send Combat Troops 

G eneral MacArthur’s determination to visit the battlefront in Korea sprang 
from a desire to see the situation for himself and to give the hard-pressed 

South Koreans further visible evidence of US support and encouragement. 
Accompanied by key members of his staff and several newsmen, he left Japan in 
his private aircraft at 0610 on the morning of 29 June. Landing at Suwon, some 20 
miles south of Seoul, he conferred with General Church, Ambassador Muccio, 
and President Rhee. He then drove northward to the Han River, through swarms 
of refugees and of fleeing soldiers--the shattered remnants of an army that num
bered 100,000 men only a few days earlier but could now account for barely a 
quarter of that number. From the south bank of the Han, the General and his 
party could observe the damage done to Seoul and the bursts of artillery fired 
from across the river. 

Returning to Suwon, General MacArthur departed for Japan about 1815 and 
was back in Tokyo some four hours later. His trip had convinced him that US 
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ships and aircraft alone could not retrieve the situation. The ROK Army could no 
longer be counted on for effective resistance; South Korea could be saved only by 
throwing US troops into the battle.lo2 

The General set forth these convictions in a message for Washington that he 
drafted on the return trip to Japan. lo3 For unknown reasons, he did not send it 
until the next day, the evening of 29 June in Washington.104 As finally dispatched, 
this message read as follows: 

I have today inspected the South Korean battle area from Suwon north to the 
Han River, My purpose was to reconnoiter at first hand the conditions as they 
exist and to determine the most effective way to further support our mission. 

The Korean army and coastal forces are in confusion, have not seriously 
fought, and lack leadership through their own means. Organized and equipped 
as a light force for maintenance of interior order they were unprepared for attack 
by armor and air. Conversely, they are incapable of gaining the initiative over 
such a force as that embodied in the North Korean arm . 

The Korean army had made no pre arations for a Lrefense in depth, for eche
lons of sup ly or for a supply system. K o plans had been made, or if made, not 
executed, Por the destruction of sup lies or materiel in event of a retrograde 
movement. As a result, they have ei K er lost, or abandoned, their supplies and 
heavier equipment and have absolutely no system of inter-communication. In 
most cases the individual soldier, in his flight to the south, has retained his rifle 
or carbine. They are gradually being gathered up in rear areas and given some 
semblance of organization by an advance group of my officers I have sent over 
for this purpose. Without artillery, mortars, and anti-tank guns, they can only 
hope to retard the enemy through the fullest utilization of natural obstacles and 
under the guidance and example of leadership of high quality. 

The civilian opulace is tranquil, orderly and prosperous according to their 
scale of livin . F hey have retained a high national spirit and firm belief in the 
Americans. Tk e roads leading south from Seoul are crowded with refugees refus
ing to acce t the Communist rule. 

South IForean military strength is estimated at not more than 25,000 effectives. 
North Korean military forces are as previously reported, backed by considerable 
strength in armor and a well trained, well directed and aggressive air force 
equi ped with Russian planes. It is now obvious that this force has been built as 
an ePement of Communist military aggression. 

I am doing everythin possible to establish and maintain a flow of supplies 
through the air-head at !?uwon and the southern port of Pusan. The air-head is 
most vital but is subject to constant air attack. Smce air cover must be main
tained over all aircraft transportin supplies, equipment, and personnel, this 
requirement operates to contain a Farge portion of my fighter strength. North 
Korean air, operating from nearby bases, has been savage in its attacks in the 
Suwon area. 

It is essential that the enemy advance be held or its impetus will threaten the 
overrunning of all Korea. Every effort is bein made to establish a Han River line 
but the result is highly roblematical. The f efense of this line and the Suwon-
Seoul corridor is essentia s to the retention of the only air-head in Central Korea. 

The Korean arm is entirely inca able of counter action and there is grave 
dan er of a further 145reakthrou h. If tR e enemy advance continues much further 
it wi 51 seriously threaten the fal Bof the Republic. 

The only assurance for the holding of the present line, and the ability to regain 
later the lost ground, is through the introduction of US ground combat forces into 
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the Korean battle area. To continue to utilize the forces of our Air and Navy with
out an effective ground element cannot be decisive. 

If authorized, it is my intention to immediately move a US regimental combat 
team to the reinforcement of the vital area discussed and to provide for a possible 
buildup to a two division strength from the troops in Japan for an early counter
offensive. 

Unless provision is made for the full utilization of the Army-Nav -Air team 
in this shattered area our mission will at best be needlessly costly in Pife, money 
and prestige. At worse, it might even be doomed to failure.‘05 

This message reached Washington around the middle of the night of 29 to 30 
June.loh It was passed for action to General Collins, who decided to seek further 
information before going to the President with CINCFE’s request. He accordingly 
arranged a teleconference between the Pentagon and General MacArthur’s head
quarters in Tokyo. 

At 0400 on 30 June (1700 in the Far East), arrangements for the conference 
were completed and communications were opened. Conferees in Washington 
included General Collins; his Deputy Chief of Staff for Plans, Lieutenant General 
A. M. Gruenther; the heads of the G-2, G-3, and G-4 divisions of the General 
Staff; Assistant Secretary of State Rusk and Mr. Neil W. Bond, the Korean desk 
officer in the State Department. The Tokyo contingent consisted of General 
MacArthur himself; his Chief of Staff, Major General E. M. Almond; and several 
other high-ranking officers.L(17 

General Collins began the conference by pointing out that CINCFE’s request 
for permission to use American troops on the battlefront in Korea was a matter 
for a decision by the President, which would require several hours to obtain. 
Meanwhile, he authorized General MacArthur at once to move one regimental 
combat team to Pusan, in accord with the terms of the JCS directive transmitted 
earlier that night (JCS 84681). 

General Collins then explained why General MacArthur’s request was likely 
to run into opposition: 

I was present at White House conference late afternoon June 29th when deci
sion was made by President to authorize action covered in JCS 84681. Tenor of 
decision clearly indicated to me that the President would wish carefully to con
sider with his top advisors before authorizing introduction of American combat 
forces into battle area. 

Would the permission to move a regimental combat team suffice for the present, 
asked General Collins? It seems likely that by the time this movement was com
pleted, the President would have acted on the request for the two divisions. 

General MacArthur made it clear that he wanted immediate action on his 
request. His reply was: 

Your authorization, while establishing basic fprinciyle. that US ground combat 
troops may be used in Korea does not give suf icient atitude for efficient opera
tion in present situation. It does not satisfy the basic requirements contained in 
my message C 56942. Time is of the essence and a clear cut decision without 
delay is imperative. 
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General Collins thereupon answered that he would at once request approval 
of the President, through the Secretary of the Army, for the projected movement 
of a Regimental Combat Team (RCT) to the combat zone. He then passed the 
request by telephone to Secretary Pace, who had already been alerted.loR 

While they awaited word from the President, the conferees continued their 
long-distance conversation. The Washington party queried CINCFE for informa
tion and learned that air strikes, with undetermined results, had been made on 
airfields in North Korea following receipt of the JCS authorization. Naval opera
tions in Korean waters so far were “not of positive nature,” owing to a lack of tar
gets. There was little prospect that the North Koreans would have any difficulty 
in getting across the Han; three railroad bridges south of Seoul were still intact, 
and barges and ferries were available to transport heavy equipment. CINCFE 
declined to try to estimate how long it would take to get a regimental combat 
team into action; it would depend on the extent of the enemy breakthrough along 
the Han, and airlift to the combat zone would not be feasible because Suwon air
field was not secure. 

At about 0500, Secretary of the Army Pace, via telephone, reached President 
Truman, who was already up and getting dressed. Mr. Pace told him of General 
MacArthur’s request and asked for a decision. The President immediately autho
rized the commitment of a regimental combat team, reserving for the moment his 
decision regarding the further buildup to two divisions.lw 

This decision was at once relayed to the waiting General Collins, who passed 
it to General MacArthur. “Your recommendation to move one RCT to combat 
area is approved,” CINCFE was told. “You will be advised later as to further 
buildup.” The Army Chief of Staff then closed the conference with a word of 
praise for the distinguished commander in Tokyo: 

Everyone here delighted your prom t action in ersonally securing first hand 
view of situation. Congratulations and g est wishes. % e all have full confidence in 
you and your command. 

Immediately after the teleconference, General Collins telephoned his JCS col
leagues and told them of the President’s decision.110 One of them-Admiral Sher
man-felt some unease. As he later described his reaction: 

The decision [to send troops] had been taken on the recommendation of Gen
eral MacArthur, who was on the s ot. I had some apprehensions about it, and in 
the followin days I felt that the Becision was a sound one. It was unavoidable, 
but I was fu Hly aware of the hazards involved in fighting Asiatics on the Asiatic 
mainland, which is something that, as a naval officer, I have grown up to believe 
should be avoided if possible. 

It does not appear, however, that he or any other JCS members made any 
protest.“’ 

Shortly after 0700 on 30 June, after being briefed by an officer from G-2 on the 
situation in Korea, President Truman called Secretaries Pace and Johnson and 
told them that he was calling a meeting to discuss CINCFE’s request.‘12 In prepa
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ration for this meeting, the Joint Chiefs of Staff conferred with the Secretary of 
Defense and the Service Secretaries at 0830 to discuss the proposed buildup to 
two divisions in Korea. They approved a draft directive that would give CINCFE 
the necessary authority and then adjourned to the White House at 0930 to meet 
with the President and the Secretary of State.l13 

When all the group was assembled, the President opened the meeting by 
announcing that he had approved the sending of a US RCT to Korea and then 
asked for advice regarding additional forces. He informed the others that Chiang 
Kai-shek had offered to furnish 33,000 men for service in Korea if the United 
States would transport them from Taiwan. 114President Truman was inclined to 
accept the offer, but Secretary Acheson objected that the use of Nationalist Chi
nese forces might stimulate Communist China to intervene. The Joint Chiefs of 
Staff pointed out that Chiang’s troops were no better equipped than those of 
South Korea, which had proved unable to cope with North Korean tanks, and 
that transport facilities could be more profitably used to send US troops and sup
plies to Korea. Thus dissuaded, the President agreed to reject Chiang’s offer. He 
then announced that he would give General MacArthur full authority to use the 
ground forces under his command, with no limit on the number of divisions to 
be sent to Korea. He also approved a suggestion by Admiral Sherman that a 
naval blockade of North Korea be established. 

These momentous decisions had the approval of all those present and entailed 
little discussion. The entire meeting lasted approximately one-half hour.*15 

Immediately afterward, the Joint Chiefs of Staff held a meeting, probably to 
revise the directive to General MacArthur in the light of the President’s deci
sion.“6 At 1100, along with the Secretaries of State and Defense, they attended 
another meeting in which the President informed Congressional leaders of both 
parties that US troops would be sent to Korea. With one exception, all the hearers 
indicated approval of this decision.117 

Following this meeting, the White House released a brief announcement, as 
follows: 

In keeping with the United Nations Security Council’s request for support to 
the Republic of Korea in repelling the North Korean invaders and restoring peace 
in Korea, the President announced that he had authorized the United States Air 
Force to conduct missions on specific militar targets in northern Korea wherever 
militarily necessary, and had ordered a nava Yblockade of the entire Korean coast. 
General MacArthur has been authorized to use certain supporting ground units.llR 

This statement conveyed to the public the substance of the decisions taken on 
the previous evening, as well as those reached that morning. The restrained 
wording of the last sentence, which fails utterly to indicate the scope of the 
authority granted General MacArthur, suggests that it may have been drafted at 
an earlier stage of the decision-making process and allowed to stand.l19 The JSSC, 
in a memorandum evidently drafted early on the morning of 30 June, in prepara
tion for impending consideration of its report (JCS 1776/8) by the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff, recommended a more sweeping announcement that the United States 
would use “ail of its resources, including ground combat troops. . . to execute the 
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United Nations mandate.“‘20 This advice was not followed; probably the sugges
tion never reached the President. It does not appear that the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
were consulted in the preparation of the announcement. 

Early in the afternoon, the Joint Chiefs of Staff informed CINCFE of the Presi
dent’s decision, in the following terse message: 

Restrictions on use of Army Forces imposed by JCS 84681 are hereby removed 
and authority granted to utilize Army Forces available to you as proposed your 
C 56942 subject only to requirements for safety of Japan in the present situation 
which is a matter for your judgment.12’ 

Next the Joint Chiefs of Staff held a two-hour meeting at which they consid
ered JCS 1776/8, the report drafted by the JSSC.122 This paper would have 
brought the Joint Chiefs of Staff face to face with the question of troop use in 
Korea even without General MacArthur’s message, but most of its recommenda
tions had been overtaken by the events of the last few hours. The Joint Chiefs of 
Staff directed the JSPC to study the provision of reinforcements to General 
MacArthur and the advisability of mobilizing the reserves. The JSSC had recom
mended that political arrangements be made by the Department of State to place 
General MacArthur in command of all forces made available by any country; the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff decided simply that the example set by the United Kingdom, 
in placing its forces at the disposal of General MacArthur, should be followed as 
a precedent.12” 

There yet remained one action needed to give effect to the decisions made by 
President Truman on 30 June. The Joint Chiefs of Staff took this step on the fol
lowing day, when they authorized General MacArthur to establish a naval block
ade of Korea.124 

The Die Is Cast 

A fter 30 June, there could be no turning back. The United States had fully 
committed its prestige to the defense of South Korea; it was to keep its forces 

engaged in action on the peninsula for three years, until a lengthy military stale
mate was finally ended by an armistice. This commitment had been made in a 
series of four separate steps, which may be recapitulated as follows: 

(1) Air and naval protection for the withdrawal of US civilian personnel. 
(2) Air and naval action against North Korean forces south of the 38th parallel 

in support of the ROK Army. 
(3) Extension of air and naval action north of the 38th parallel, to be under

taken in part from bases within South Korea. 
(4) Introduction of US troops into the combat zone. 
The second step was perhaps the most significant. It reversed a policy deci

sion made several years earlier and, when it failed to achieve its purpose, led 
inexorably to the steps that followed. It was based primarily on political consid
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erations-a realization that North Korea had openly defied the United States and 
the United Nations, and a fear that grave consequences for the future peace and 
order of the world would follow if the challenge were shirked. Not unnaturally, 
the initiative for this decision came from the Secretary of State, who dominated 
the policymaking machinery during the first two or three days of the crisis. His 
thinking was clearly in harmony with that of his superior, President Truman.125 

Although the President’s military advisors were not the prime movers in the 
decision to respond to the Communist challenge, they did not dissent from it. 
“Neither I nor any member of the Military Establishment in my presence recom
mended we go into Korea,” said Secretary Johnson a year later, in testifying dur
ing the Congressional inquiry into the relief of General MacArthur. “The recom
mendation came from the Secretary of State, but I want to repeat that it was not 
opposed by the Defense Department, all the members of which had severally 
pointed out the trouble, the trials, tribulations, and the difficulties.“12h 

Once it had been determined that the United States could not afford to allow 
South Korea to be destroyed, discussion shifted from ends to means-from 
“what” to “how.” Military considerations came to the fore, and the voice of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, supported by that of the Secretary of Defense, was heard 
more clearly. The decision in favor of limited air and naval intervention had been 
taken in the hope that it would suffice to enable South Korea’s own defenders to 
throw back the invaders. As realization dawned that this hope was in vain, the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff were moved to urge a broader range of air and naval action. 
They still sought to avoid outright US intervention in the ground war. But when 
told by General MacArthur that only a US infantry force could save the day, they 
accepted the view of their theater commander, whose brilliant reputation, stem
ming from his outstanding accomplishments during World War II, lent enormous 
weight to his counsel. 

The full burden of repelling the invasion had now been laid on General 
MacArthur’s shoulders, and he lost no time in meeting it. Before dawn on 1 July, 
“Task Force Smith/‘-a battalion from the 24th Infantry Division, commanded by 
Lieutenant Colonel Charles B. Smith-had started on a hurried journey that in a 
few days was to bring it into contact with the North Korean spearheads thrusting 
southward from Seoul. In the ten weeks that ensued, other elements of the 24th 
and 25th Infantry and the 1st Cavalry Divisions were flung into the battle. 
Though outnumbered and poorly trained, these forces, together with the rem
nants of the ROK Army, slowed the rush of the enemy and provided precious 
time for the United States and the United Nations to mobilize their resources for 
a counterblow. While the defenders hung on to a precarious foothold in south
eastern Korea, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in constant communication with General 
MacArthur, struggled with the new tasks that had been thrust upon them at a 
moment’s notice: to establish an international army with an appropriate com
mand structure, to reverse the disastrous effects of months of ill-advised econ
omy in defense planning, to create a force and a strategy that would bring vic
tory in Korea while enabling the United States to meet the commitments it had 
undertaken elsewhere in the world. The JCS efforts in these directions are the 
subject of the two chapters that follow. 
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Formation of the United Nations Command 

T he events of the last week of June 1950 launched the United States upon a 
course of action that was without parallel in the nation’s history. As the 

leader of a military coalition of non-Communist countries, the United States was 
about to embark upon a war fought under the aegis of an international body 
whose decrees provided the political sanction for the operation. The three-way 
relationship among the United States, the United Nations, and the military com
mand in Korea raised a host of problems. How would the political objectives of 
the conflict be determined? Who would provide strategic guidance to the UN 
Commander? Would the latter communicate with the United Nations directly, or 
only through the United States? How could the resources of the numerous UN 
member nations best be mobilized for the fight? Experience provided at best only 
partial answers to these questions. 

In the solution of these and similar problems, political and military considera
tions were intermingled to an unusual degree. Decisions that might be strategi
cally correct if US forces were fighting alone could become grave errors if their 
effect was to alienate nations whose support and friendship were essential. Nor 
was it possible to ignore the dangers inherent in conducting military operations 
near the borders of North Korea’s powerful Communist neighbor nations. “I 
don’t think you can ever in modern war divorce purely military considerations 
from political or overall considerations,” said General Collins during the 
MacArthur hearings in 1951.’ He was referring to a controversy over the bomb
ing of Rashin, a North Korean port city near the Manchurian border. But many 
other examples could be cited of the complexities faced by General Collins and 
his colleagues in conducting this unprecedented war. 

Although offers of military assistance from other UN members were received 
in Washington before the invasion was four days old, it was obvious that the bur
den of the fighting would fall most heavily on the United States, with its greater 
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resources. The United Nations was prompt to confirm the predominant role and 
authority of the United States in Korea. 

On 4 July 1950 the Joint Chiefs of Staff received from the Department of State 
a draft resolution, which had already been discussed informally with UN offi
cials, to guide the formation of an international force. It provided that all forces 
fighting in Korea would be placed under a unified command, to be headed by an 
officer designated by the United States. This command would be authorized to 
fly the UN flag, as would the armed forces of member nations serving under it. 
The United States would be requested to provide the Security Council with 
“periodic reports” on actions taken by the unified command. These reports 
would go to a special committee of the Security Council, which would also 
receive offers of assistance from member nations and transmit them to the uni
fied command, and would advise the Security Council concerning actions taken 
by members to support the resolutions of 25 and 27 June.2 

After reviewing the draft, the Joint Chiefs of Staff suggested several changes. 
They saw no objection either to the establishment of a unified command under a 
US officer, or to the requirement that the United States furnish reports to the 
Security Council. They recommended, however, that the resolution be amended 
to call for “reports as appropriate” rather than “periodic reports,” in order to 
make this provision “realistic and practicable.” They believed that use of the UN 
flag should be restricted to the headquarters of the UN commander, fearing that 
its use by participating nations might lead to confusion in combat. 

Their most serious objection was to the proposal to establish a special commit
tee of the Security Council. They preferred that this provision be omitted entirely, 
but recognized that its inclusion might be politically necessary. If so, it was essen
tial to ensure that the committee was strictly limited to the functions listed in the 
draft and that it did not seek to exercise “operational control” of the forces in 
Korea. Moreover, in accord with normal command procedures, the channel of 
communication between the committee and the unified command should run 
through the United States. At no time should there be any direct communication 
between General MacArthur and the Security Council.” 

Secretary Johnson forwarded these comments to the Department of State with 
his endorsement. A revised version of the resolution, reflecting the JCS recom
mendations, was thereupon approved by the President and sent to the Security 
Council, where it was approved on 7 J~ly.~ As finally passed, the key provisions 
of this resolution were the following: 

The Security Council, having determined that the 
Republic of Korea by forces from North Korea constitutes 

Recommends that all Members providing military 
tance . . make such forces and other assistance available 
under the United States; 

Requests the United States to designate the commander 
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Authorizes the unified command at its discretion to use the United Nations 
flag in the course of operations against North Korean forces concurrently with 
the flags of the various nations participating; 

Requests the United States to provide the Security Council with reports as 
appropriate on the course of action taken under the unified command.5 

The United States lost no time in complying with the request to designate the 
unified commander. There was only one conceivable choice: General of the Army 
Douglas MacArthur. On 8 July 1950 the Joint Chiefs of Staff formally recom
mended his appointment.6 President Truman approved this recommendation and 
announced the appointment the same day. On 10 July the Joint Chiefs of Staff dis
patched to CINCFE a directive officially appointing him commander of the com
bined forces7 

On 14 July 1950 General Collins, on the first of what was to prove a series of 
visits to the Far East, formally presented a UN flag to General MacArthur at the 
Dai Ichi building in Tokyo. The Far East Commander, fully aware of the symbolic 
importance of the occasion, accepted the gift “with the deepest emotion,” as he 
himself said.x On 25 July General MacArthur established the United Nations 
Command (UNC), with general headquarters in Tokyo.” Earlier, on 12 July, he 
had made the Eighth Army responsible for directing ground operations in Korea. 
The Commanding General, Lieutenant General Walton H. Walker, USA, moved 
to Korea and set up the headquarters of the Eighth US Army in Korea (EUSAK). 
With the approval of President Rhee, EUSAK also assumed command of the 
South Korean Army.‘” 

General MacArthur’s Role and Status 

I n shaping the command and administrative structure necessary to conduct 
military operations in Korea, US leaders were guided by two fundamental 

policies, both of which had the full support of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The first of 
these defined the Korean struggle as essentially a cooperative international 
effort-a collective UN resistance. This principle stemmed from President Tru
man’s statement to the National Security Council on 29 June, that the forces aid
ing South Korea should be “truly representative of the United Nations.“” 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff manifested their conscientious regard for this princi
ple in numerous decisions, but nowhere did they display it more clearly than in 
their instructions to General MacArthur on the subject of his communiques. “For 
worldwide political reasons,” they told him on 12 July 1950, “it is important to 
emphasize repeatedly the fact that our operations are in support of UNSC 
[United Nations Security Council].” He was to identify himself, wherever practi
cable, as Commander in Chief of UN Forces, and to stress the activities of the 
forces of other countries whenever the facts justified him in doing so.12 In later 
instructions, General MacArthur was directed to issue communiques or releases 
from General Headquarters, UN Command, instead of from the (US) Far East 
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Command. Moreover, US units were to be identified by prefacing their names 
with their national designation, like those of other countries, in order to empha
size the fact that US forces were only one element of an international army.‘” 

The second basic policy was that control of the operation was to be centered 
in Washington, not at Lake Success or in Tokyo. The principle of unity of com
mand forbade the United Nations from exercising any control beyond the most 
general overall guidance. At the same time, political considerations made it 
essential that basic decisions be made by someone with a broader view than the 
theater commander in the Far East. 

It was to prevent the United Nations from involvement in strategy or tactics 
that the Joint Chiefs of Staff had successfully opposed the establishment of a 
Security Council committee in direct communications with the UN Command. 
They manifested the same concern in formulating regulations for the preparation 
and handling of the reports that, under the Council resolution of 7 July, were to 
be submitted by General MacArthur. 

The impetus to begin the flow of these reports was provided by the Depart
ment of State. The occasion was the naval blockade of North Korea that was 
authorized by President Truman on 30 June 1950 and publicly proclaimed three 
days later in a warning to all shipping.14 It was not entirely certain that the Secu
rity Council resolutions of 25 and 27 June provided sufficient authority for this 
action. The Department of State believed the blockade to be legal but, neverthe
less, wished the substance of the President’s proclamation to be brought to the 
attention of the Security Council, in order to remove all doubt. An initial report 
from the unified command, of the kind called for by the resolution of 7 July, 
seemed an appropriate vehicle for transmitting this information. It would afford 
Council members an opportunity to object to the blockade; if they failed to do so, 
they would tacitly confirm its legality. 

On 13 July 1950 Assistant Secretary Hickerson sent the Department of Defense a 
draft of a report, prepared for this purpose in the Department of State after infor
mal consultation with G-3. It was brief, consisting of six sentences in four para
graphs, and in effect said only that UN forces were in action. Naval forces were 
described as “taking the necessary action to prevent movement by sea of [enemy] 
forces and supplies.” The word “blockade” had intentionally been avoided. Secre
tary Johnson asked the Joint Chiefs of Staff to comment on the draft and to recom
mend procedures for the preparation and transmission of such reports.15 

The Joint Strategic Survey Committee, which considered the question of pro
cedure, pointed out that important command problems were involved. The 
members noted that the Security Council had in no wise established a “chain of 
command” running to General MacArthur, nor had it authorized him to deal 
directly with the United Nations. The Council resolution of 7 July had spoken of 
the unified command as being “under the United States” and had specified that 
reports would be furnished by the US Government, not by the UN Commander. 
Reporting procedures should reflect these considerations, in the Committee’s 
view. Hence, reports should be prepared under the supervision of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, not by the Department of State, and should be forwarded to State 
via the Secretary of Defense, for transmittal to the Security Council. The Joint 
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Chiefs of Staff endorsed this suggested procedure, amending it only to specify 
that reports should initially be drafted by General MacArthur and then sent to 
them for review. Secretaries Johnson and Acheson both approved this plan.‘” 

Anticipating this approval, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had already instructed 
General MacArthur to begin preparing periodic reports. The first was to be 
submitted before 4 August, and successors at intervals of approximately two 
weeks thereafter. The Joint Chiefs of Staff pointed out that “certain political fac
tors which must be determined in Washington” might make it necessary to 
amend his reports, but they promised that any alterations would be cleared 
with him in advance.17 

In the meantime, the Department of State had withdrawn its draft of the ini
tial report, having decided that a longer and more informative version was 
needed. Ambassador Austin had unfavorably contrasted State’s draft with a 
report that General MacArthur had released in Tokyo on 16 July 1950. By direc
tion of Major General James H. Burns, of Secretary Johnson’s office, the Depart
ment of the Army conferred with the Department of State in the preparation of a 
new and more detailed report. Concurrence was obtained from the other Military 
Services and from General MacArthur, but the Joint Chiefs of Staff were not offi
cially consulted. The revised version was formally submitted to the UN Security 
Council on 25 July.‘” 

Later reports followed the procedure set forth by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 
They originated at UNC headquarters and were transmitted to the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff, who referred them to General Collins. He consulted the Military Ser
vices, the Department of State, and General MacArthur and, after making any 
necessary changes, returned the reports to his colleagues. Thence they were for
warded successively to the Secretaries of Defense and State and the UN Security 
Council.19 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff had thus succeeded in establishing the principle that 
the UN Commander would be responsible to the US Government, which, as the 
executive agent of the United Nations, would serve as an intermediary between 
General MacArthur and the Security Council. The General himself later described 
this relationship as follows: 

[M]y connection with the United Nations was largely nominal.. . . [T]he entire 
control of my command and everything I did came from our own Chiefs of Staff 
and my channel of communication was defined as the Army Chief of Staff. Even 
the reports which were normal1 made b me to the United Nations were subject 
to censorship b our State and defense & epartments. I had no direct connection 
with the Unite B Nations whatevetzo 

The Beginning of an International Armed Force 

A more difficult and time-consuming group of problems involved the relation
ship between the United States and those members of the United Nations 

who joined in the battle. Military units from a disparate group of nations scat
tered around the globe had to be assembled and welded into an efficient fighting 
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force under US leadership. The many difficulties, political and military, involved 
in this process had to be settled as they arose. 

The first nations to contribute to the joint effort were, as would be expected, 
the members of the British Commonwealth, led by the English homeland. Prime 
Minister Clement Attlee of the United Kingdom told the House of Commons on 
28 June 1950 that British naval forces in Japanese waters would at once be placed 
“at the disposal of United States authorities on behalf of the Security Council in 
support of the Republic of Korea. “21 When the NSC met on the afternoon of 28 
June, President Truman told the members that the British offer was to be 
accepted as soon as it was officially received.22 On the same day, Air Marshal 
Lord Arthur Tedder, head of the British Joint Services Mission, formally notified 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff of the British decision. He listed the composition of the 
British force as one aircraft carrier, two cruisers, and five destroyers and frigates. 
At the same time, he stipulated that no British forces were to participate in opera
tions involving Taiwan.2X On 29 June the Joint Chiefs of Staff replied with an 
expression of gratitude. They also informed CINCFE of the British contribution.24 

Other Commonwealth countries promptly followed suit. On 29 June the Aus
tralian Ambassador told Secretary Acheson that his country’s ships then in 
Japanese waters (a destroyer and a frigate) would be made available to the UN 
effort. He also offered a squadron of Mustang fighter aircraft based in Japan. At 
the same time, New Zealand offered to furnish naval forces if the United States 
so requested. In Ottawa, the Canadian Parliament was scheduled to meet on the 
afternoon of 29 June, and it was hoped that that body would approve the dis
patch of naval vessels from Vancouver to the Far East. 

The Department of State immediately accepted the proffered Australian ships, 
then consulted the Department of Defense concerning the replies that should be 
made to New Zealand and Canada. Secretary Johnson passed the matter to the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, setting forth at the same time his own view that “considera
tions of national policy make it important that such offers be accepted to the 
maximum extent practicable from the military point of view.“25 

When the Security Council met again on 29 June, Secretary Acheson reported 
the receipt of offers from these British Commonwealth countries and also one from 
the Netherlands. President Truman, laying down the policy that the international 
aspects of the defense of South Korea should be emphasized, expressed a “desire” 
that all assistance offered by UN members be accepted by the United States.2h 

This statement was not interpreted as a binding directive that every offer from 
any member nation must be uncritically accepted. Secretary Johnson’s instruc
tions had implied that there existed a certain minimum standard of military 
effectiveness that, if not met, might make it necessary to refuse some proffered 
forces, in spite of their political desirability. It became the task of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff to determine and apply this standard. 

There was little difficulty in appraising the value of forces from the British 
Commonwealth. On 30 June the Joint Chiefs of Staff advised Secretary Johnson 
that the offers from Australia, Canada, and New Zealand should be accepted.27 
Three days later Secretary Johnson sent this advice to the Secretary of State, with 
his concurrence.2x 
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The Netherlands offered a destroyer based at Surabaya. The Joint Chiefs of 
Staff, informed of this fact on 5 July 1950, at once replied that this vessel would 
be acceptable.29 In fact, the Dutch destroyer had already been ordered into action. 
None of the early contributors had awaited formal US approval before commit
ting their forces30 

All of these countries followed the example of the United Kingdom and 
placed their forces under General MacArthur’s command. The Joint Chiefs of 
Staff, in acting on JCS 1776/8, had decided on 30 June 1950 that this practice 
should be followed in each case.“l They thus sought to avoid the traditional bug
bear of coalition warfare-divided command. 

The only other government that tendered assistance during the first week of the 
invasion was that of Nationalist China, which offered a force of 33,000 troops.32 
President Truman and his advisors considered this offer on the morning of 30 June 
and rejected it, partly for political reasons adduced by the Department of State, 
partly because of the JCS advice that Nationalist troops were of uncertain value 
and that the required transport could be put to better use.33 Accordingly, Chiang 
was tactfully informed that his offer was appreciated, but that any removal of 
troops from Taiwan would weaken the defenses of the island and should be care
fully discussed with representatives of CINCFE before being carried out.34 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff at the same time told General MacArthur that the 
Nationalist offer was to be declined. Should the Nationalist Government make 
such an offer directly to him, he was to refer it to the Department of State. “The 
decision whether to accept or reject the proffer of military aid by foreign govern
ments should properly be made at highest levels in Washington,” they cautioned.35 

No other offers of military forces were forthcoming before the middle of July. 
The Joint Chiefs of Staff were informed that Pakistan was willing to contribute a 
regiment, and decided on 3 July that this offer, if made, should be accepted, but it 
never materialized.36 

Should Help Be Solicited? 

0 n 29 June 1950 Secretary-General Trygve Lie transmitted a message to all mem
ber nations asking what kind of assistance they were prepared to offer South 

Korea in repelling the attack, as urged by the Security Council resolution of 27 June. 
Most replied with expressions of general approval of the resolution, although the 
Communist governments denounced it as illegal, and India made it clear that her 
“acceptance” of the resolution did not imply a change in her neutralist foreign pol
icy. But aside from the countries discussed above, none offered anything more than 
moral support except Denmark, which promised medical supplies.37 

It was clear that the majority of UN member nations were in no hurry to meet 
the obligations to which the Security Council had committed them. Some still 
clung to the unrealistic hope that the Korean crisis could be settled by a compro
mise. The month of July was to see two efforts to induce Soviet Russia to medi
ate. The British Government undertook a discreet inquiry in Moscow but 
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declined to be drawn into a discussion of possible concessions. Prime Minister 
Jawaharlal Nehru of India pursued a scheme for the admission of Communist 
China to the UN Security Council in order to induce the Soviet representative to 
return and thus, it was hoped, begin negotiations that would end the conflict. 
The United States sought to hold the UN nations to the issue of North Korea’s 
defiance and took the position that any concessions in return for an end of hostil
ities would amount to rewarding aggressionRX 

Observing the reluctance of UN members to come forward, US officials con
sidered the possibility of a deliberate effort to prod them. The possibility was 
raised as early as 1 July, when Secretary of the Army Pace, on behalf of the Secre
tary of Defense, addressed the following question to the Joint Chiefs of Staff: 

Should the U.S. act further to stimulate military contributions from other 
members of the UN? In this connection there are indications that certain Latin 
American countries, which have not yet acted, might easily be induced to come 
forward with assistance offers. From a military point of view, would such offers 
be helpful, and if so, what categories of forces would be most useful?“” 

Two weeks elapsed before the Joint Chiefs of Staff replied. During the interval, 
Mr. Pace and the Secretaries of the Navy and the Air Force pursued the matter 
further. On 7 July they told Secretary Johnson that, in their opinion, “the United 
Nations character of the Korean operation is not being sufficiently emphasized.” 
They stressed particularly the importance of obtaining ground forces from other 
countries. For their symbolic value if nothing else, troops were desirable from the 
United Kingdom, France, the Low Countries, Scandinavia, Canada, and various 
Asiatic countries, especially India. Admittedly the British and French were 
already heavily engaged in Malaya and Indochina, respectively, but they should 
be able to spare at least small forces. The Secretaries urged that the Department of 
State be directed to seek aid from other nations. Secretary Johnson discussed this 
memorandum with General Bradley; both approved it, and it was forwarded to 
President Truman, who, however, apparently took no action.40 

When no action ensued, the Service Secretaries followed up with a second 
memorandum on 13 July, in which they indicated to Secretary Johnson their 
growing irritation that the United States was preparing to do so much and the 
other nations seemed to be doing so little. As they wrote: 

It is imperative that the maximum amount of pressure be exerted on all mem
ber nations of the United Nations to provide ground troops for action in Korea. 
We are aware of the problems that face the State Department in that respect, but 
the results are most unsatisfactory. It is a difficult thing for the American eople 
to understand wh this country provides all of the ground troops for I!?nited 
Nations action, un clertakes a draft, and contemplates some form of general mobi
lization while other countries who are members of the United Nations, subject to 
the same re uirements as member nations of the United Nations and generally 
benefitting ?rom the decision to implement United Nations princi les m Korea, 
should not articipate beyond token contributions in the air an % on the sea. It 
is further di Pficult to understand why some minor measures of mobilization can
not be undertaken elsewhere to provide at least a partially supporting effort on 
the ground. 
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They pointed out that the situation had implications for the nascent North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). The American people would hardly make 
sacrifices for NATO as long as the countries of Western Europe were dragging 
their feet.41 

The tone of this memorandum reflected the military situation in Korea, which 
was steadily deteriorating. US troops were falling back continuously in the face 
of greatly superior enemy forces. General MacArthur had been compelled to 
make drastic upward revisions in estimating his requirements. On 30 June, as 
described in the last chapter, he had asked permission to use two US divisions in 
Korea. On 7 July he submitted a more carefully considered estimate of four or 
four and a half infantry divisions, plus various other units. Only two days later, 
he made a further request for a complete army of four divisions, over and above 
his previous estimates42 

The strenuol:s efforts of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to provide CINCFE with the 
forces that he needed are recounted in the following chapter. Since there were 
only five Army divisions available in the entire continental United States, the 
need for some other source of troops was manifest. The Joint Chiefs of Staff had 
already considered the solution proposed by the Service Secretaries. On 10 July 
1950, at the suggestion of General Collins, they directed the Joint Strategic Plans 
Committee to examine the possibility of asking British Commonwealth nations, 
particularly Australia and New Zealand, to send troops to Korea.43 

It was becoming clear that there was no alternative but to seek help. On 13 
July Secretary Johnson’s office requested comments from the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
on a State Department proposal to inform the British Ambassador that the 
United States intended to “increase substantially” its forces in Korea and that 
additional forces were needed from other countries.44 On the following day the 
Secretary asked the Joint Chiefs of Staff whether aid was desired from Pakistan, 
Australia, the United Kingdom, the Philippines, Italy, Turkey, and Saudi Arabia, 
and, if so, what type of assistance would be most useful. The information was 
desired “as a matter of urgency“ in reply to a telephone inquiry from the Secre
tary of State.4s In fact, the administration had already made up its mind that it 
was time to call on other countries to pick up a larger share of the burden. 

Procedures for Handling Offers of Assistance 

0 n 14 July Secretary-General Lie, after consulting with US officials, addressed a 
general appeal to the fifty-three governments that had indicated their support 

of the Security Council resolutions of 25 and 27 June. The text of this message, 
worked out in consultation with US Ambassador Austin, read substantially as fol
lows: 

1. I am informed that the Government of the United States which, under the 
resolution of 7 July 1950 has been given the responsibility for the Unified Com
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mand, is now reparing to engage in direct consultations with Governments 
with re ard to tK e coordmation of assistance in a general plan for the attainment 
of the o%jective set forth in the Security Council resolutions. 

2. I have been advised that the Unified Command.. . is in urgent need of addi
tional effective assistance. I should be grateful, therefore, if your Government 
would consider the possibility of such assistance, including combat forces, partic
ularly round forces. 

3. 8 ffers of assistance should be communicated to the Secretary-General. In 
the case of militar assistance, offers should be communicated to the Secretary-
General in genera r” terms, leaving detailed arrangements for such an agreement 
between the Government and the Unified Command.4h 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff were apparently not consulted about this action, but 
they presumably knew that it was under consideration. At all events, they 
decided to seek General MacArthur’s advice. The wording of their message to 
him on this subject indicated that they felt some uneasiness over the trend of 
official thinking in Washington. Possibly they feared that CINCFE might be 
overwhelmed by a flood of military units too small to be effective, sent by coun
tries that wished to demonstrate support of the United Nations at little or no 
real cost to themselves. “Pressure is building up from numerous sources within 
the United States for early action by other UN members to contribute ground 
forces for the Korean campaign,” they told General MacArthur on 14 July. 
“Apparently it is a popular view here that the spirit and intent of the UN resolu
tion is that as many nations as practicable should contribute.” They were con
sidering a proposal to solicit contributions and wanted his advice about the 
advisability of making such a request to other countries, together with recom
mendations concerning the minimum size of units that would be useful and the 
amount of support that would be required for them. They drew his attention to 
the President’s desire that the forces aiding South Korea be “truly representa
tive” of the United Nations.47 

While awaiting General MacArthur’s reply, the Joint Chiefs of Staff provided 
Secretary Johnson with a quick appraisal of the value of forces from the nations 
about which he had inquired. The United Kingdom, Australia, and Pakistan, 
they said, could provide useful aid, especially ground units. But none should be 
sought from the Philippines, Italy, Turkey, or Saudi Arabia, since those countries 
had need for all their slender military resources. The Joint Chiefs of Staff pointed 
out that “the military implication of offers of specific assistance are of great 
importance,” and urged that they be consulted in each instance before any prof
fered forces were accepted.48 

At the same time, the Joint Chiefs of Staff returned an answer to Secretary 
Pace’s memorandum of 1 July. To the basic question raised in that paper
whether the United States should actively solicit military forces for the Korean 
operation-they made no reply, probably realizing that it had already been set
tled. Instead, they confined themselves to a discussion of the response to be 
made when other countries offered forces. They believed that such tenders of 
assistance should be judged on the basis of military considerations, such as the 
efficiency of the units offered, their availability for prompt use, and the adequacy 
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of supply and transportation. Again they stressed the importance of allowing 
them to evaluate each offer before it was accepted.49 

On the following day, 15 July, General MacArthur sent in his recommenda
tions. He fully understood the political necessity for an international force, he 
said, and was in “complete sympathy” with the concept. Ground force elements 
sent to Korea, in his view, should consist of infantry units of the strength of a rein
forced battalion (approximately 1,000 men), with their own artillery support. It 
was preferable, but not strictly necessary, that their weapons be able to fire Ameri
can ammunition. They would be attached to US regiments or divisions and 
should therefore contain enough English-speaking personnel to maintain liaison 
and to avoid confusion in combat. Service units would be acceptable provided 
they were large enough to be usable. As for naval or air components, practically 
anything that was offered should be accepted, on the same basis as ground forces. 

To the problem of supply, always a difficult one in an international operation, 
General MacArthur sketched a simple solution. Foreign troops should arrive 
accompanied by their own supplies sufficient to last them sixty days. Thereafter 
they would be supplied by the United States, insofar as permitted by their 
nationalistic and religious preferences regarding diet and dress. The US Govern
ment, however, should be reimbursed for all material thus provided.50 

This reply provided the Joint Chiefs of Staff with a basis for screening UN 
contributions to make certain that only militarily useful units were actually sent 
to Korea. The Joint Chiefs of Staff immediately applied General MacArthur’s cri
teria in judging the offers of aid that began to flow in following the Secretary-
General’s message. Thus when Secretary Johnson, heeding their request that they 
be consulted, asked them to evaluate potential troop offers from New Zealand 
and Lebanon and a warship tendered by France, they replied that the two former 
should be accepted provided that battalion-size units, with combat and service 
support, were furnished .51The French vessel was also acceptable, they believed, 
assuming that it would be ready for operation immediately; the United States 
should supply logistic support, subject to later reimbursement by France.s2 

In a memorandum of 21 July, Secretary Johnson gave the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
categorical assurance that their advice would be sought in every instance. He 
was in full agreement, he said, with the opinion of the Service Secretaries that 
other countries should make a greater contribution. Thus far, he continued, each 
offer had been preceded by an informal, exploratory approach to the US Govern
ment. To guide the Department of State in these initial discussions, he asked the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff to furnish “general criteria of useful assistance,” together 
with a list of countries that might be expected to furnish such aid.53 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff replied on 7 August 1950. In answer to the first 
request, they set forth the standards drawn up by General MacArthur, with two 
significant alterations. While expressing a preference for units of at least 1,000 
men, they indicated that those as small as a company might be accepted. This 
change, which would of course allow many smaller countries to make at least a 
token contribution, was perhaps made to meet Secretary Johnson’s expressed 
desire for more emphasis on the international aspect of the Korean operation. 
The second change related to the proposals for US logistic support. The Joint 
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Chiefs of Staff recommended that parent nations provide continuing support for 
their own forces; only if they were unable to do so should their forces be inte
grated into the US supply system. Regarding Secretary Johnson’s second request, 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff did not submit a list of countries from which aid was 
desired; they merely affirmed that offers when received should be judged on a 
case-by-case basis.54 Secretary Johnson made no formal reply, but subsequent 
events showed that he accepted the substance of these JCS recommendations. 

Earlier, Secretary Johnson had discussed with the Secretary of State the 
response of the US Government to offers of assistance. In a letter dated 24 July, 
Secretary Acheson set forth his understanding of the substance of the informal 
agreement that they had reached-an agreement that was, he said, in accord with 
the “expressed wishes of the President” and also had the support of Congres
sional leaders. The general US policy was to encourage maximum participation 
by other UN members. Hence all offers of direct aid, military or other, were to be 
tentatively accepted, even though subsequent examination might reveal that 
some were not usable. Offers should be addressed to the United Nations, which 
would refer them to the US Government. Details would be worked out in direct 
discussions between representatives of the Office of the Secretary of Defense 
(OSD) and of the country concerned. 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff and the UN Command would evaluate each poten
tial contribution. If an offer could not be accepted, an effort would be made to 
persuade the country involved to modify the terms so as to make it acceptable, 
or to hold it in abeyance. In other words, outright rejection was to be avoided 
insofar as possible. In order not to mislead other countries, the United States 
would not, through either military or diplomatic channels, unilaterally solicit 
aid from other countries, except in specific instances where units were desired 
for service “in the combat area.” In those cases, every effort would be made to 
obtain commitments. 

Secretary Johnson referred this letter to the Joint Chiefs of Staff for comment 
on 31 July, suggesting some supplements or modifications. Thus he proposed 
that representatives of the Services, as well as of OSD, take part in discussions 
with offering countries. He had misgivings about initially accepting offers that 
might subsequently prove impracticable to use; hence, he suggested that it might 
be well to seek modification of President Truman’s sweeping pronouncement to 
the National Security Council on 29 June. As for the implied intention of the 
Department of State to seek commitments for units “on the basis of their employ
ment in the combat area,” he believed that this matter should be carefully consid
ered; such efforts, he feared, might lead the United States to assume obligations 
that might later prove embarrassing.55 

For reasons not indicated in available sources, the Joint Chiefs of Staff did not 
formally reply until 8 September. They accepted the substance of the State-
Defense agreement and suggested only minor modifications. In discussions with 
other nations, they recommended, it should be stressed that General Mac-
Arthur’s need was immediate and that units already in being should be sent. 
Moreover, all units should conform as far as practicable to the criteria that they 
had set forth in their memorandum of 7 August. Offers that did not meet these 
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standards should be scrutinized to determine whether the United States might 
provide equipment and training sufficient to bring the proffered forces up to an 
acceptable level. 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff favored the participation of Service representatives in 
discussions with other countries. They opposed any modification of the Presi
dent’s broad directive that all offers be accepted. Initial acceptance in principle, 
they maintained, did not imply a commitment to use the proffered forces in com
bat; if an offer proved unsuitable, a reply could be given that would be at once 
encouraging and temporizing. As for unilateral solicitation of forces from other 
countries, the Joint Chiefs of Staff doubted that any embarrassment would ensue 
for the United States, since presumably any such action would be “the result of a 
considered action in which all attendant obligations have been determined.” 
However, the United States should not commit itself to use any foreign forces “in 
the combat area,” and this phrase should be deleted from the agreement.56 

On 25 September 1950 Secretary of Defense George C. Marshall, who had suc
ceeded Mr. Johnson, formally replied to Secretary Acheson’s letter of 24 July. He 
noted that the handling of offers of assistance had followed the procedure set 
forth in that letter. He passed along the substance of the JCS comments, indicat
ing his agreement. s7 By that time, however, the entire subject had lost much of its 
importance; most offers had already been received and processed. 

The Department of State also drafted, and sent to the Joint Chiefs of Staff for 
comment, a directive that would make clear the role of the Secretary-General in 
the process. According to this draft, member nations would transmit offers to the 
Secretary-General, who would pass them, via the US delegation at Lake Success, 
to the “Unified Command (United States Government).” The reply would follow 
the same channel. In the interests of military security, all offers were to be of a 
general nature; details would be left for settlement between the United States and 
the contributing country.“* 

In giving their assent to this procedure, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recom
mended a change in the wording to eliminate the term “Unified Command.” It 
should be made unmistakably clear, they believed, that all offers would pass 
through the US Government, both to make sure that they were properly evalu
ated in Washington and to avoid any direct communications between General 
MacArthur and the United Nations. Secretary Johnson considered this change 
unnecessary, since, in his view, “the phrase ‘Unified Command’ has through 
common usage become identified as being the United States Government.” The 
final agreement, promulgated on 2 October 1950, used the phrase to which the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff had objected.59 

Results of the Secretary-General’s Appeal 

A fter the middle of July, there was a noticeable increase in the number of 
UN member nations that stepped forward to help out in Korea. Secretary-

General Lie was disappointed at the initial response to his circular messageof 14 
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July, and personally urged some of the larger nations to provide forces.6u Quite 
possibly, prodding from the US Government also helped to stimulate some coun
tries to action. 

Whatever the reasons, the result was that the Joint Chiefs of Staff, over the 
next few months, were called upon to evaluate over two dozen proposed troop 
contributions or other forms of military assistance. Some of the offers were tenta
tive and failed to materialize; others involved only token contributions, calcu
lated merely to display the parent nation’s support of the UN undertaking. Only 
a few countries sent forces of real military value.h’ 

The United Kingdom, which had been the first to tender naval forces, was 
likewise the first to offer troops. On 25 July, the British Government offered a 
brigade comprising three infantry battalions, an armored regiment, and support
ing artillery and other units, 7,000 men in all. The Joint Chiefs of Staff showed no 
hesitation in accepting this offer despite the fact that the brigade would not be 
ready to sail from England before late October (more than a month after General 
MacArthur’s proposed offensive, which was scheduled for mid-September).h2 

Almost a month later, on 20 August, the British Government announced that 
it would send immediately a smaller brigade of two battalions from its Hong 
Kong garrison. This step was apparently in response to the second report of the 
UN Command, dated 16 August 1950, in which General MacArthur expressed a 
“sincere hope” that UN member nations “will without delay build up the 
strength of our ground forces.“‘j3 

Early in August, Canada too offered a brigade of three infantry battalions. It 
was to be a special force made up of men drawn from existing units and could 
not be ready for many weeks. Nevertheless the Canadian offer was accepted by 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff.‘j4 Canada also contributed, with the approval of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, a long-range air transport squadron and, later, commercial air 
facilities between Vancouver and Tokyo.hs 

Smaller army units were offered by two other members of the British Com
monwealth, Australia and New Zealand. Prime Minister Robert Menzies of Aus
tralia visited Washington on 28 July and discussed the Korean situation with 
President Truman and Secretary Acheson; shortly thereafter the Australian Gov
ernment announced that it would send a battalion of 1,000 infantrymen from its 
occupation forces in Japan. 66 New Zealand’s offer took the form of a l,OOO-man 
artillery battalion.67 

Other significant proffers of troop assistance were made by Turkey, Thailand, 
the Philippines, and Greece. The Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended that the 
4,500-man regimental combat team made available by Turkey be accepted, 
despite their former advice that Turkey should not be asked for troops. They con
sidered this force too small to impair by its absence the overall effectiveness of 
the Turkish Army in its own area. 

The troops that the Thai Government proposed to send to Korea were not, at 
first glance, so readily acceptable. Thailand offered a combat team of 4,000 men, 
which, by US standards, was poorly equipped and trained. Nevertheless the 
political and propaganda value of these Asian troops in Korea was thought by 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff to outweigh the disadvantages of trying to employ this 
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relatively inefficient force. Participation of the Thai Army could effectively blunt 
Communist charges that the UN action was a white man’s war against Asia.hR 

A similar consideration justified the use of troops from the Republic of the 
Philippines, which, after making an initial contribution of seventeen Sherman 
tanks, followed with an offer of a regimental combat team of 5,000 men. The wis
dom of sending these forces could be doubted, since the government of President 
Elpidio Quirino was already beset by the armed resistance of the Philippine 
Communist rebel forces (Hukbalahaps). The Chief of the Joint US Military Advi
sory Group in the Philippines, Major General Leland S. Hobbs, believed that the 
Philippine Government could best serve the United States and the United 
Nations by maintaining order at home. Nevertheless the Department of State 
accepted the offer, doubtless for political reasons. The Joint Chiefs of Staff did not 
express an official opinion on the matter.69 

Greece tendered six C-47 transport planes and a brigade of mountain infantry, 
3,800 strong. The Joint Chiefs of Staff had been about to recommend rejection of 
the aircraft on the grounds that their use in Korea would weaken too greatly the 
Greek air potential. But they changed their minds on recommendation of Lieu
tenant General James A. Van Fleet, USA, who had been closely associated with 
Greece’s own struggle against Communist guerrillas. He stressed the importance 
of having the Hellenic flag flown in Korea. Later, the Joint Chiefs of Staff also 
approved the use of the mountain brigade after consulting General MacArthur, 
who thought it would be valuable in Korea.70 

France, which had promptly placed a naval patrol vessel at the disposal of the 
United Nations in reply to the message of 14 July, later also offered an infantry 
battalion. The Joint Chiefs of Staff concluded that the value of this unit in Korea 
would more than offset the effect of its removal from the defensive forces in 
Western Europe.71 

Secretary Johnson told the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 20 July that Belgium, the 
Netherlands, and Luxembourg were contemplating the establishment of a joint mil
itary force for Korean duty. The Joint Chiefs of Staff replied that such a force would 
be acceptable, though they would prefer separate national contingents7zIn the end, 
the two larger countries each sent a force approximating battalion size and Luxem

bourg raised a body of fifty volunteers to be integrated with that of Belgium.7” 
A proffer of a fighter aircraft squadron by the Union of South Africa received 

JCS approval, even though the personnel of the unit (including both pilots and 
ground crews) would be shipped without aircraft. South Africa was well able to 
pay for the materiel to be furnished by the United States.74 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff were also called upon to evaluate several offers of 
noncombat forces, all of which they judged desirable. Denmark tendered a motor 
vessel for use as a hospital ship, with a crew of doctors and nurses; Sweden, a 
military field hospital; and Norway, vessels for transporting troops. Even neu
tralist India offered an ambulance unit.75 

In working out the details of the employment of the various proffered forces, 
the individual JCS members in effect acted asexecutive agents, depending on the 
nature of the forces involved. Offers of ground forces, for example, were referred 
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to the Chief of Staff, US Army. This procedure was followed from the beginning 
and was later informally approved by the Office of the Secretary of Defense.7h 

The JCS recommendation that each contributing nation be expected to provide 
its own logistic support as far as possible proved unduly rigid and had to be aban
doned. Discussions between representatives of the US Military Services and of for
eign nations whose offers of aid had been accepted showed that some could not 
send fully equipped combat units or furnish their own logistic support. Secretary 
Johnson’s Assistant for Foreign Military Assistance, Major General James H. Burns, 
USA (Ret.), discussed the problem with representatives of the Services, OSD, and 
of the State and Treasury Departments. The outcome of these conversations was an 
agreement that, for those foreign forces determined by the US Military Services to 
be “capable of effective participation in the Korean operations,” the United States 
would furnish “necessary logistic support and supplies which the foreign govern
ments themselves cannot furnish.” The costs of such aid would be charged to the 
appropriations of the Military Departments. Whenever possible, however, each 
recipient nation would be expected to reimburse the United States. The United 
States Service representatives would be authorized to negotiate directly with their 
foreign counterparts concerning the supplying and equipping of their forces .77 

This procedure, after being endorsed by the Armed Forces Policy Council, 
was approved by the President and formally promulgated by Secretary Johnson 
on 1 September. 78At no time was it formally submitted to the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
for review, although the individual JCS members had an opportunity to com
ment on it through their membership in the Council. 

The United States policy was liberalized still further two weeks later, when the 
Director of the Office of Military Assistance, Major General L. L. Lemnitzer, 
announced a decision that equipment furnished under the Mutual Defense Assistance 
Program could be used by recipient countries to equip their forces for service in 
Korea. Replacement for equipment taken to Korea would not, however, be provided.” 

In all of the foregoing instances, the recommendations made by the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff were approved by the Secretary of Defense, and subsequently also 
by the Secretary of State. Only on one occasion were they overruled. On 20 July 
they had decided that a Belgian offer to send a C-54 aircraft to Korea should be 
declined because of logistic, operational, and language difficulties involved in its 
employment. Secretary Johnson, however, thought political considerations more 
important than the JCS objections in this case.R” 

All of the above responses to the Secretary-General’s plea were received 
before the middle of September 1950. Two later offers from minor countries were 
significant in broadening the geographic basis of UN support. Emperor Haile 
Selassie of Ethiopia, who had had bitter experience with an international organi
zation that had proved impotent in dealing with aggression, told the Secretary-
General initially that his government wished to provide military assistance but 
faced “almost insurmountable difficulties.” It was not until November 1950 that 
his nation was able to offer a contingent of 1,069 troops. After consulting 
CINCFE, the Joint Chiefs of Staff advised that this unit would be acceptable.R1 

From Latin America, a single nation-Colombia-offered and sent both naval 
and military aid. In September 1950, Colombia tendered the use of its one avail
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able frigate.82 Two months later, the same country agreed to contribute a battalion 
of infantry and to reimburse the United States for the equipment, supplies, and 
training that would be needed. The formal offer had been preceded by discus
sions with representatives of the Departments of State and Defense, in the course 
of which the United States had already, in the opinion of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
committed itself to acceptance. Both Colombian offers were apparently made 
directly to the United States, not to the Secretary-General.X3 

The interests of hemisphere solidarity dictated an effort to obtain greater sup
port from Latin American countries. On 9 August 1950 the Deputy Under Secre
tary of State, Mr. H. Freeman Matthews, told the Department of Defense that 
many of these nations had expressed a desire to help but felt themselves too poor 
to make an effective contribution. Existing legislation required reimbursement 
for practically all military equipment provided Latin America other than limited 
amounts of surplus. Mr. Matthews believed that Congress could be induced to 
authorize the grant of equipment to Latin American forces organized specifically 
to assist the UN effort. He suggested either that the larger countries be induced 
to raise special contingents for service in Korea or that an international force of 
volunteers, drawn from all the Latin nations, be created. The advantages of 
widespread participation by the nations of this region were impressive, in his 
view. Latin America had abundant manpower; the nationalism and patriotism of 
the peoples of the region would be aroused in support of UN action; their gov
ernments would draw closer to the United States, thereby simplifying the prob
lem of guarding the Western Hemisphere in case of general war.*4 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff agreed that forces should be obtained from Latin 
America and that US assistance therefore was an indispensable prerequisite. 
They believed that the Department of State should take action to solicit aid from 
those countries. Even units below the preferred minimum strength of a battalion 
would be accepted. They were sympathetic to the creation of an inter-American 
force made up of national contingents, but they thought it “wholly impracticable 
and militarily unsound” to attempt to organize, train, and equip a unit composed 
of unorganized volunteers from a number of countries.85 

Nothing more was heard of an international force, and the few tentative offers 
made by countries other than Colombia ultimately produced no results. While 
Costa Rica, Bolivia, Panama, and Uruguay did in fact proffer troops, the forces 
tendered did not constitute organized units and were rejected on the advice of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Offers of bases by Costa Rica and Panama were accepted 
for possible future use. XhLater discussions with other Latin American countries, 
recounted in subsequent chapters, came to nothing. 

Ultimately, fifteen nations besides the United States contributed forces for the 
defense of South Korea. They were Australia, Belgium, Canada, Colombia, 
Ethiopia, France, Greece, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, New Zealand, the 
Philippines, South Africa, Thailand, Turkey, and the United Kingdom. All ten
dered ground forces in at least battalion strength except Luxembourg, which sent 
only a single company, and South Africa, whose contribution took the form of an 
air unit. Most of the forces arrived before the end of 1950. The Belgian, Luxem
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bourg, and Ethiopian units and some of the Canadian troops did not arrive until 
early 1951. The last to arrive was the Colombian infantry in June 1951.x7 

The only one of these units to arrive before the Inch’on landing was the 
British 27th Infantry Brigade from Hong Kong. Its men docked at Pusan on 29 
August 1950 and were flung into battle in front of Taegu, where they helped to 
repulse the North Koreans’ general offensive around the perimeter.x8 

Another early arrival was the Australian battalion, which reached Pusan on 
28 September. It took part in the advance across the 38th parallel and the inva
sion of North Korea. The 29th British Brigade, sailing from the United Kingdom, 
arrived in November, in time to participate in General MacArthur’s disastrous 
“final” offensive toward the Yalu.8’ 

The British and Australian forces came ready for immediate action, but most of 
the others required a measure of preliminary training. Thus the Philippine unit 
(known as the Philippine Expeditionary Force to Korea, or PEFTOK), which arrived 
on 19 September 1950, saw only limited action for the first few months (although a 
contributing reason for delay in this instance was the uncooperative attitude of its 
commanding officer) .yoIn contrast, the Turkish Brigade, reaching Korea on 18 Octo
ber 1950, had been well trained under its accompanying American advisors, and, 
after only limited additional instruction, was able to move up to the battle line in 
time to suffer the full force of the first Chinese onslaught in November 1950.91 

No more forces were to be available until after the Chinese intervention had 
sent the war into a new phase. During October 1950, when the war seemed to be 
approaching an end, the United States considered the possibility of cutting back 
the contributions from other countries. This plan was dropped, however, when 
Chinese forces first appeared in Korea. During the months that followed China’s 
large-scale entry into the conflict, the United States made repeated, though fruit
less, efforts to induce the UN member nations to step up their assistance. These 
developments are described later in this volume.92 

Ultimately, these UN contingents gave a good account of themselves, and sev
eral of them compiled outstanding combat records, notably the British, French, 
Turkish, Ethiopian, and Greek contingents. However, aside from the British Com
monwealth Division, their aggregate strength was insufficient to have a signifi
cant effect on the overall course of the war. Their importance was political rather 
than military. y3 At all times, the United States and the Republic of Korea bore 
overwhelmingly the greater part of the burden of combat.y4 In proportion to their 
population, even the highly industrialized countries of Western Europe sent only 
minuscule contributions. Allowance must be made, however, for the fact that 
Western Europe was still suffering from the effects of World War II, and that the 
United Kingdom and France were already battling Communist insurgents in 
Southeast Asia. Moreover, a large number of countries that did not send troops 
contributed medical supplies, foodstuffs, or other nonmilitary aid.“” 

In meeting the manifold problems involved in relations with other UN mem
bers, the Joint Chiefs of Staff showed patience, restraint, and a consistent aware
ness of the military limitations of friendly powers. Their attitude reflected a real
ization that, in Korea and elsewhere in the world, US foreign policy was based on 
the fullest possible measure of support for the United Nations. 
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The Buildup and the Strategy 

Initial Reinforcements for CINCFE 

T he outbreak of the Korean War, coming without warning at a time when 
major emphasis in defense planning had been on the reduction of expendi

tures, severely strained the resources of the US Military Services, and particularly 
the meager, ten-division Army. Every man and every weapon sent to Korea 
diminished the forces available to meet a crisis in some other potential trouble 
spot, of which there were many in the summer of 1950. It was the responsibility 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to weigh the demands of the conflict in Korea against 
the need to maintain a posture of readiness elsewhere. They had to make certain 
that forces sent to the Far East were replaced as soon as possible, in order to 
restore and maintain the ability to execute emergency war plans in the event of a 
wider conflict. At the same time, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had to devise a strategy 
that would bring victory in the shortest possible time with the forces that could 
be spared for Korea. 

The urgency and the difficulty of these tasks were unappreciated by the Tru
man administration in the early days of the war. Inaccurate or incomplete reports 
from the battle zone, plus an initial underestimate of North Korean strength and 
an overly optimistic assessment of the ability and morale of the ROK Army, had 
influenced US officials to hope that the “police action” could be terminated 
before it evolved into a full-scale war. “The first few days we did not know just 
how good these North Koreans were,” said General Bradley, “and it was some 
time before we could get a good picture.“’ 

Even General MacArthur at first misjudged the situation. “The South Korean 
soldiers are in good physical condition and could be rallied with example and 
leadership,” he said to a correspondent, Miss Marguerite Higgins, after his visit 
to the front on 29 June. “Give me two American divisions and I can hold Korea.“* 
It was for this reason that he asked Washington for permission to introduce a 
maximum of two divisions from Japan. In reply, he received more than he had 
sought: practically complete authority to use all his forces at will. But since he 
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already had twice as many divisions available as he had indicated were needed, 
there seemed no occasion immediately to send reinforcements from the United 
States. Consequently, although the Joint Strategic Survey Committee in JCS 
1776/B, had recommended immediate reinforcement of the Far East Command, 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff felt justified in putting off this recommendation for fur
ther study.3 

When it became evident that two divisions would not suffice to repel the 
North Korean People’s Army, General MacArthur decided to throw in a third 
division in an amphibious stroke against the enemy’s rear. Having committed the 
24th and 25th Infantry Divisions directly to the battlefront, he earmarked the 1st 
Cavalry Division for his counterstroke. But the speed of the enemy advance dis
rupted this plan.” 

General MacArthur’s earliest plea for reinforcements showed that he was 
already thinking of an amphibious operation. “Request if practicable immediate dis
patch of one Marine RCT ]Regimental Combat Team] with comparable Marine air 
unit for tactical support,” he wired the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 2 July. “Earliest arrival 
here imperative due to pressure of impending operations.“” At the same time, he 
also endorsed a request by General Stratemeyer, Commander of the Far East Air 
Forces, for approximately 700 aircraft to fill out Air Force units to war strength.6 

General MacArthur had already received assurance that the Marine forces for 
which he was asking could be made available. The Chief of Naval Operations, 
Admiral Sherman, had instituted inquiries on 1 July and had learned that a regi
mental combat team from the Fleet Marine Force, Pacific (FMFPAC), could be 
sent to the Far East in ten days. This information had been passed to CINCFE.7 

Meeting on 3 July 1950, the Joint Chiefs of Staff approved the sending of a 
Marine RCT, with air support, together with two groups of B-29 bombers, 22 
B-26 bombers, and 150 F-51 fighters-all the aircraft that could be made available 
at that time. General Bradley obtained the approval of Secretary Johnson and 
President Truman for these movements, and General MacArthur was informed 
that they would be sent as soon as practicable.s 

On 5 July General MacArthur followed with another plea, this time for much 
larger reinforcements. He asked for the 2d Infantry Division, the 2d Engineer 
Special Brigade, and one regiment of the 82d Airborne Division, to be used in 
operations planned for some time between 20 July and 10 August.9 

The Army units for which General MacArthur was now asking represented a 
sizeable proportion of the Army’s General Reserve. Of the six divisions outside 
Japan, one was engaged in the occupation of Germany, so that only five were 
available in the continental United States. The Joint Chiefs of Staff accordingly 
returned a temporizing reply. On 6 July they told him that, while they were giv
ing sympathetic consideration to his needs, they were faced with certain difficul
ties. They pointed out that no increase in Service manpower had been autho
rized, and that it was necessary to maintain a suitable military posture in other 
parts of the world. Moreover, a shortage of shipping would make it impossible to 
send the desired forces by 20 July. Finally, approval for the deployment of most 
of these units would have to come from higher authority. It would aid them in 
presenting his case, they concluded, if General MacArthur would give them as 
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soon as possible his estimate of the total additional forces, from all Services, 
needed to clear South Korea of the invaders.lO 

CINCFE’s reply, on 7 July, not only gave the Joint Chiefs of Staff the estimate 
they had asked for but also outlined the problem facing him and his plan for 
solving it. In his accustomed muscular style he wrote: 

It is now apparent that we are confronted in Korea with an aggressive and 
well trained professional army equipped with tanks and perhaps other ground 
materiel quite equal and in some categories superior to that available here. 
Encouraged by the rout of the South Korean Army and determined on the com

lete victory he expects to achieve, this enemy is operatin under excellent top 
Peve1 guidance and has demonstrated superior command oBstrategic and tactical 
princi les in the exploitation of his break across the Han River. 

To K alt and then hurl back this owerful aggression will, in my estimation, 
require the use of the e uivalent o P not less than 4 to 4% full strength infantry 
divisions, an airborne R8 T complete with lift and an armored roup composed 
of three medium tank battalions, together with reinforcing arti Plery and service 
elements appropriate for the support of such a force. My messages have 
requested the necessary increments to make available in Korea such a force with
out jeopardizing the safety of Japan. This total Army reinforcement amounts to 
less than 30,000 men. It is a minimum without which success will be extremely 
doubtful. 

The Naval and Air Force reinforcements already directed by the JCS are 
believed to be adequate at this time. However, forward planning must anticipate 
a probable additional requirement for fighters and light bombers, as well as for 
another fast carrier task force. 

Ever human effort in this command is now geared to the overriding first 
essentia Y-to halt the enemy advance. . . . Once he is fixed, it will be my purpose 
fully to exploit our air and sea control and, by amphibious maneuver, strike 
behind his mass of ground forces. . . .I1 

Even before receiving this message, however, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had 
taken steps to provide the forces for which General MacArthur had asked. On 6 
July, the same day they sent CINCFE their interim reply, they asked the Joint Mil
itary Transportation Committee (JMTC) to determine the lift requirements for 
these units.12 At the same time they asked and obtained the approval of Secretary 
Johnson immediately to increase military strength by 108,500 men: 50,000 for the 
Army, 33,000 for the Navy, and 25,500 for the Air Force.‘” 

On 7 July the Joint Chiefs of Staff asked the Secretary of Defense to approve the 
deployment of the units that CINCFE had requested. The Secretary and the Presi
dent gave their approval several days later, and the Department of the Army at 
once alerted the units for shipment. I4 One change was made: an RCT from the 
11th Airborne Division was substituted in place of one from the 82d, which was 
considered too valuable to be broken up. The Joint Chiefs of Staff declined an offer 
by General Vandenberg to provide air transportation for this RCT, partly because 
some time must elapse before it could be made ready, partly because air transport 
capabilities were needed for shipments of still higher priority.15 Airlift facilities, 
according to the JMTC, were in short supply, although sea transport capacity was 
adequate to meet all known requirements through August.16 
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MacArthur Raises the Ante 

0 ne division and two regimental combat teams from the United States, added 
to three divisions drawn from the occupation force in Japan, would satisfy 

the requirement set forth by General MacArthur on 7 July for a force of approxi
mately four and one-half divisions. But this figure (like the General’s original 
estimate of two divisions) was based on insufficient combat experience and very 
soon proved to be inadequate. 

United States forces had their first clash with the NKPA on 5 July 1950 (Far 
East time) a few miles north of the town of Osan, some 30 miles south of Seoul on 
the main highway to the port of Pusan. Enemy troops, fresh from the capture of 
the capital, quickly outflanked the heavily outnumbered men of Task Force Smith 
and forced them to withdraw. During the next few days, this pattern was 
repeated as other elements of the 24th Division were fed piecemeal into the bat
tle.17 

The experience of these first few days sufficed to show that the ability of the 
North Korean soldier and the quality of his materiel had been seriously underes
timated. The Commanding General of the 24th Division, Major General William 
F. Dean, made this fact clear in a letter to General MacArthur on 8 July. Powerful, 
combat-ready reinforcements, equipped with tanks and heavy artillery, would be 
needed, he declared, to stop the surging North Korean infantry and armor.18 

On the basis of such reports from the battlefront, General MacArthur was 
compelled to revise his estimates sharply upward. On 9 July he jolted the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff with the following alarming message: 

The situation in Korea is critical. We are endeavoring by all means now avail
able here to build up the force necessary to hold the enemy, but to date our 
efforts against his armor and mechanized forces have been ineffective. His 
armored equipment is of the best and the service thereof, as reported by qualified 
veteran observers, as good as any seen at an time in the last year. They further 
state that the enemy’s infantry is of thorough Py first class uality. 

This force more and more assumes the aspect of a corn% ination of Soviet lead
ership and technical 
it serves under the a 

uidance with Chinese Communist ground elements. While 
ag of North Korea, it can no longer be considered as an 

indigenous North Korean military effort. 
Our own troo s are fulfilling expectations and are fighting with valor against 

ds of more than ten to one. To build u , under these circumoverwhelming o g 
stances, sufficiently to hold the southern tip of Korea is K 
problematical. 

ecoming increasingly 

I strong1 urge that in addition to those forces already requisitioned, an army 
of at least Your divisions, with all its component services, be dispatched to this 
area without delay and by every means of transportation available. 

The situation has developed into a major operation’y 

On the following day, CINCFE pressed for the augmentation of his four divi
sions to full war strength and asked that the Marine RCT that he had previously 
requested be build up to a division. 20 The Commander in Chief, Pacific Fleet, 
Admiral Radford, had, meanwhile, in a message to the Chief of Naval Operations, 
underlined General MacArthur’s need for reinforcements from all the Services.21 
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Thus within the space of two days, General MacArthur had approximately 
doubled his estimates of the ultimate force required (eight divisions instead of 
four). To grant his new request was all but impossible at that moment. The 
departure of the 2d Infantry Division would leave only four divisions in the Gen
eral Reserve, and one of these was an armored division that was not considered 
suitable for service in Korea. 22General MacArthur’s message of 9 July, therefore, 
brought the Joint Chiefs of Staff face to face with some painful choices. As Admi
ral Sherman pointed out to his colleagues, it was time to grapple with certain 
basic questions in the realm of national strategy: how far the United States 
should commit troops for a land war in Asia, and how much risk should be 
accepted in other parts of the world in order to strengthen the Far East forces.23 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff referred General MacArthur’s request to General 
Collins for further study. At the same time, they decided, with the President’s 
approval, that Generals Collins and Vandenberg should at once go to the Far East 
to obtain more information about CINCFE’s requirements.24 During the absence 
of these two emissaries from 10 to 14 July, their colleagues approved plans drawn 
up by the Army to send to Korea the 29th Regiment from Okinawa and the 5th 
RCT from Hawaiiz5 They also set in motion a massive expansion of US forces, as 
an indispensable prerequisite to the dispatch of further large-scale reinforce
ments to the Far East. 

Enlarging the Military Establishment 

0 n 13 July 1950 the Joint Chiefs of Staff considered an urgent recommendation 
from the Air Force for involuntary recall of men and units of the reserves. 

Voluntary recruitment had already proved ineffective, according to the Air Force. 
The Joint Chiefs of Staff approved this proposal and immediately sent it to the 
Secretary of Defense, who obtained the President’s approval the same day.26 

At the same time, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended another 115,000 men 
for the Services, distributed as follows: Army, 60,500; Navy, 29,000; Air Force, 
25,500. They told Secretary Johnson that this additional manpower was needed 
to fill out the units being sent to the Far East and to activate additional forces that 
would serve to restore US capabilities in the Atlantic area. Commenting on Gen
eral MacArthur’s request for four more divisions, which they had under consid
eration, they noted that, if approved, it would call for yet another strength 
increase. The Secretary authorized the requested increase on 14 Jul~.*~ 

Earlier, on 11 July, Secretary Johnson, in connection with preliminary budget 
planning for FY 1952, had asked the Joint Chiefs of Staff to send him revised 
force objectives for FY 1951 that would reflect the effects of the Korean crisis.2x 
Replying on 18 July, the Joint Chiefs of Staff took the occasion to urge further 
increases. For example, the Army had been allowed an end strength of 630,000 
men under the FY 1951 budget; the two recent increases, totaling 100,500 men, 
would have brought this figure to 730,500. The Joint Chiefs of Staff now pro
posed that the Army goal be enlarged to 834,000, a strength that would suffice to 
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maintain eleven divisions and twelve regiments. For the Navy, they recom
mended 579,805 men and 911 ships; for the Marine Corps, 138,013 men and two 
divisions; and for the Air Force, 569,000 men, with sixty-two combat wings, plus 
sixteen separate combat squadrons and twenty squadrons of transports. 
Although most of these manpower objectives exceeded statutory limits, the Pres
ident approved them on the following day.2” 

The expansion of the Services and the planned mobilization of reserves were 
announced to the public by President Truman on 19 July in a radio and television 
address devoted to the situation in Korea. The President declared that “our own 
national security and the peace of the world” were at stake there. It was neces
sary, he explained, to send more men and supplies to General MacArthur, to 
build up the Armed Forces beyond the immediate needs in Korea, and to speed 
up the establishment of an effective defense for Western Europe. In a separate 
message to Congress the same day, the President announced that he had autho
rized the Secretary of Defense to exceed the budgeted personnel strengths of the 
Services and to make use of the Selective Service system as necessary. He served 
notice that he would soon ask for additional funds for the Armed Forces, and 
urged the legislators to remove the statutory limits on military personnel.“” 

Five days later, Congress received the supplementary appropriations request 
of which the President had spoken. The amount sought was $10.5 billion, enough 
to finance the personnel increases that the Joint Chiefs of Staff had sought.“’ Two 
months were to elapse before the money was finally made available.“2 Early in 
August, however, Congress approved the President’s plea to remove restrictions 
on military manpower.“” 

Mobilization of the reserves got under way on 20 July, when Secretary John
son granted the necessary authority to the Service Secretaries.“4 Detailed require
ments were computed by the Services, following recommendations laid down by 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff and approved by the Secretary of Defense. On 31 July the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff endorsed a recommendation by General Collins to call up 
four divisions and two RCTs from the National Guard on or about 1 September. 
Secretary Johnson gave his approval on 10 August.“5 Another JCS recommenda
tion on 31 July, however, was approved by the President the same day it was 
made; this was the expansion of both Marine divisions to full strength and the 
call-up of two Marine Reserve air squadrons.“h On 22 August Secretary Johnson, 
again at the urging of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, authorized the mobilization of four 
fighter bomber groups, two medium troop-carrier wings, and various other units 
of the Air Force Reserve and Air National Guard.‘7 

By 28 August 1950, when the Korean conflict had been in progress for two 
months, the Army had mobilized 404 units of the Organized Reserve and 205 of 
the National Guard, with a total strength of 93,586 men, together with 10,584 
individual officers. The Navy and Marine Corps combined had called up 103,883 
reservists and the Air Force, 49,672.“x 

The impending influx of reservists made it necessary to expand further the 
manpower ceilings of the Services, particularly the Army. In connection with the 
mobilization of the National Guard divisions, the Joint Chiefs of Staff sought and 
obtained an increase in the Army’s authorized strength from 834,000 to 
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1,061,000-an augmentation of over 25 percent3” The related call-up of Air Force 
units necessitated an expansion of 10,268 men for that Service.40 For the Navy, the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff in August 1950 recommended 9,235 more men, to reflect a 
speedup in the construction of destroyers and the reactivation of the battleship 
USS New Jersey. Secretary Johnson gave his approval.?’ 

These measures completed the emergency expansion of the Services in the 
summer of 1950. In September the Joint Chiefs of Staff were presented with 
requests for further increases, over and above the immediate needs of the Far 
Eastern crisis. Since these were not urgent, the Joint Chiefs of Staff simply 
referred them to their Program and Budget Advisors for consideration in connec
tion with another supplemental appropriations request that was in preparation.“* 

More Troops for the Far East 

I n quest of first-hand information about the nature of the war in Korea, Gener
als Collins and Vandenberg reached Tokyo on 13 Jul~.~~ They spent portions of 

two days in conferences with CINCFE and his staff officers, interspersed with a 
visit to the front. At this time, the pattern of the conflict was still unfolding. Gen
eral Walker had just moved to Korea to assume command of the forces there. The 
24th Division was struggling to halt the main body of the NKPA along the barrier 
of the Kum River-an effort that was to end disastrously a few days later with 
the loss of Taejon, an important junction south of the Kum on the Seoul-Pusan 
road. The 25th Division was just beginning to arrive in Korea. The 1st Cavalry 
Division was loading on ships in Japan; its destination had been changed from 
Inch’on, in the enemy’s rear, to P’ohang-dong, a small port on the east coast, 
where it could land without further congesting the port of Pusan and then rush 
to the front. In eastern and central Korea, elements of the ROK Army were con
ducting a fighting retreat, falling back in the face of superior enemy strength. No 
reinforcements had yet arrived from the United States.l” 

In their first conference with CINCFE on the day of their arrival, the two JCS 
members heard General MacArthur describe the situation in Korea and pay high 
tribute to the ability of the NKPA. The General made an urgent plea for reinforce
ments, arguing frankly that Korea should be given priority over all other areas in 
which the United States had a strategic interest. The outcome of the Cold War, he 
contended, would be decided in the Far East. General Collins asked when 
CINCFE expected to be able to pass to the offensive and how many troops he 
would need to restore and maintain the 38th parallel. To the first question, Gen
eral MacArthur declined to give a direct answer. He hoped, he said, to stabilize 
the front with the three divisions that had been committed and to use the rein
forcements en route from the United States for an amphibious counterstroke. His 
intention was to destroy the North Korean forces, not merely to repulse them. 
His ultimate requirements for troops to take and hold Korea would be as he had 
previously stated: a total of eight divisions, plus another Army Headquarters.“” 
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On the second day (14 July), detailed discussion of FECOM requirements was 
combined with a consideration of the problems involved in an amphibious oper
ation against North Korea. Meeting with members of General MacArthur’s staff, 
General Collins again warned that resources were scarce. “Don’t get too 
grandiose,” he told them. Earlier that day, General Collins had conferred pri
vately with General MacArthur and expressed the opinion that the 1st Marine 
Division could be made available. Otherwise, he said, General MacArthur would 
have to get along with what he had and with the reinforcements that had already 
been approved: the 2d Infantry Division, the 5th RCT, the 29th Regiment, and 
another RCT from the 11th Airborne Division. General MacArthur, in reply, rec
ognized the danger of further depleting the General Reserve and agreed to adjust 
his plans to the available forces. 

The Army and Air Force Chiefs of Staff returned to Washington on 14 July 
(local time) and reported their conclusions to their colleagues, also to Secretary 
Johnson and the President. General Collins believed that the US and ROK forces 
would be able to maintain a foothold in Korea, but he urged prompt reinforce
ment of CINCFE.46 

The basic problems raised by General MacArthur’s message of 9 July were 
not yet resolved. This fact was reflected in a message sent to CINCFE on 20 July 
by the G-3 section of the Army General Staff, which recapitulated the forces thus 
far approved for shipment to the Far East and concluded with a reference to the 
request for four additional divisions. No decision could be reached regarding this 
matter, according to G-3, until it had been decided how far to reconstitute the 
General Reserve and until General MacArthur’s requirements had been evalu
ated in the light of worldwide commitments.47 

Pending the resolution of these issues, the Joint Chiefs of Staff discussed with 
CINCFE his need for a full Marine division and an airborne RCT. General 
MacArthur touched off the discussion on 19 July when he renewed his request 
for the complete 1st Marine Division, with its attached air wing, by 10 Septem
ber4” At the instance of Admiral Sherman, the Joint Chiefs of Staff replied the 
next day that it would be impossible to provide this unit before November with
out depleting the Fleet Marine Force, Atlantic, to an unacceptable degree.49 Gen
eral MacArthur thereupon restated his plea for the division in the strongest 
terms. “There can be no demand for its potential use elsewhere,” he argued in a 
message on 21 July, “that can equal the urgency of the immediate battle mission 
contemplated for it.“50 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff thereupon restudied the question. After several more 
exchanges, 51 Admiral Sherman decided that it would be feasible to provide 
CINCFE with another Marine RCT, with air and support elements, to supple
ment the First Provisional Marine Brigade then en route to the Far East.52 The 
additional manpower would be drawn from units of Fleet Marine Force, Atlantic 
(FMFLANT) and of Marine security forces in the United States. This plan, which 
would give General MacArthur the equivalent of two-thirds of a division, was 
approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 24 July 1950.5” It was made feasible by 
the exceptional rapidity by which Marine Reservists had been summoned.54 
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On 25 July the Joint Chiefs of Staff instructed the Commandant, US Marine 
Corps, to bring the First Marine Division (less one RCT) to full war strength.55 Six 
days later, as already described, they obtained the approval of the President to 
bring both Marine divisions to full war strength. This action eventually made it 
possible to provide CINCFE with a third Marine RCT, though not in time for the 
amphibious assault. 

An airborne RCT was at first considered by General MacArthur to be an 
essential element of the shattering surprise that he was preparing for the North 
Korean Army. Operating from Japan, the paratroopers would be airdropped 
shortly after D-day to seize a “key communication center” immediately ahead of 
the advancing US forces and thus to facilitate the breakout from the beach
head.56 As with the Marine division, the difficulty lay in meeting the specified 
deadline of 10 September. To do so, it would be necessary to draw on the 82d 
Airborne Division, which General Collins, in a message to CINCFE, character
ized as “the only effective infantry unit left in the United States.“57 The condition 
of the 11th Airborne was such that it seemed impossible to prepare any of its 
component RCTs for combat before the latter part of October, especially since, in 
the eyes of officials of the Department of the Army, CINCFE’s other require
ments seemed much more important. When General MacArthur was given an 
arrival date of 23 October, he remonstrated and asked that its shipment be expe
dited. The Department of the Army accordingly undertook to speed up the com
pletion of the selected unit (the 187th RCT of the 11th Airborne), drawing to 
some extent on the 82d. But no promises were made that it would be available in 
time for the amphibious operation, and eventually CINCFE eliminated the air
drop from his plan.58 

General Collins’ proposed mobilization of National Guard divisions, which 
was endorsed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 31 July and subsequently approved 
by the Secretary of Defense, would, when carried out, restore a measure of flexi
bility to US military strategy and force deployment. Depending on the situation 
after the divisions had been assembled and trained, they could be used either to 
reinforce FECOM or to rebuild the General Reserve. At the moment, the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff made no recommendations regarding their eventual disposition. 

Just at this point, CINCFE and the Joint Chiefs of Staff found themselves 
obliged to divert some attention to Taiwan, where it seemed possible that the 
Chinese Communists might choose the opportunity to open a new front. Gen
eral MacArthur, in moving to meet this contingency, managed to arouse the sus
picion of the President that he was somewhat less than wholehearted in his sup
port of the administration’s policy toward Nationalist China. President Truman 
therefore decided to send Ambassador-at-large W. Averell Harriman to the Far 
East to confer with the Generals” Two of the Services took the opportunity to 
send representatives at the same time, for another discussion of CINCFE’s oper
ational plans and force requirements. Lieutenant General Matthew B. Ridgway, 
Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Administration (who was to become 
commander of the Eighth Army a few months later), was selected as the Army 
representative. The Air Force sent Lieutenant General Lauris A. Norstad, Acting 
Vice Chief of Staff.@’ 
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When General Ridgway reached Tokyo on 6 August, he bore with him a long 
letter from General Collins to CINCFE describing the situation as seen by the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff. The decision to mobilize the National Guard, according to 
this letter, had been made with a view to meeting General MacArthur’s 
expressed need for four more divisions, although the ultimate disposition of 
these units would be decided in the light of conditions prevailing at the time. 
General Collins expressed the hope that, with the passing of the rainy season, 
UN air power might exert its full effect on North Korean supply lines and enable 
CINCFE to counterattack earlier than expected. He reminded General MacArthur 
of his agreement to adapt his strategy to the forces already made available, 
which, he pointed out, would total almost seven divisions. On the other hand, he 
foresaw that the four additional divisions might be needed if the enemy contin
ued to receive reinforcements. “I am confident,” continued General Collins, “that 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff will be prepared to accede to a definite request for these 
troops when the situation has stabilized and you are able to make more specific 
plans than is possible now. Meanwhile, we are going to proceed with the training 
of these divisions as rapidly as possible. . . . I think we must wait and see how the 
North Koreans react during the next couple of months.” He closed with an assur
ance of his desire to provide all possible support to CINCFE.61 

In conferences with the Washington representatives on 6 and 8 August, Gen
eral MacArthur outlined his needs for additional forces. His principal request was 
for the 3d Infantry Division. As he doubtless knew, this was the one remaining 
division of the General Reserve that might be available; the 2d Armored was 
unsuitable, the 11th Airborne unready, and the 82d Airborne untouchable. The 
possibility of sending the 3d Division to the Far East had already been discussed. 
However, it had been “raided” for replacement battalions, and its combat readi
ness was doubtful. Nevertheless, General MacArthur convinced the Washington 
visitors that it should be sent. He proposed to use it for occupation duty in Japan, 
releasing the 7th Division (the one division remaining there) for combat in Korea.62 

At the time these conferences were held, the goal of a stabilized front seemed 
within reach. A more or less continuous front-the “Pusan Perimeter”-had coa
lesced in southeastern Korea. The forces available for its defense were minimal. 
General Ridgway learned that one division with only six battalions was holding 
a front of 21,000 yards, and that some rifle companies held l,OOO-yard fronts. 
Under these conditions, it was impossible to prevent enemy infiltration. More
over, the ground had not yet been thoroughly organized for defense. Neverthe
less General Ridgway, like General Collins before him, concluded that the Pusan 
bridgehead could be held if reinforcements could be made available.63 

On returning to Washington, Generals Ridgway and Norstad presented their 
report to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, who at once undertook to resolve the problem 
of more forces for the Far East-a problem that at first glance looked nearly insol
uble. Leaving aside the National Guard Divisions, which could not be ready for 
many weeks, the choice boiled down to sending the 3d Infantry Division, after 
piecing it out in some manner, or depriving General Collins of his “hole card,” 
the 82d Airborne. The JCS members gave serious consideration to the latter alter
native, in view of the poor condition of the 3d. They finally asked General Collins 
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and Admiral Sherman to restudy the problem and to submit recommendations 
within forty-eight hoursh” 

To send the 3d Division to the Far East by the middle of September, in time 
for CINCFE’s projected counterattack, at first seemed impossible. It would be 
necessary to divert the stream of combat replacements and to draw further on 
the General Reserve, and even with its strength restored, the division would not 
be combat-ready for several months. But the Department of the Army discov
ered an alternative, which General Collins presented to the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
on 10 August. The division would be shipped to FECOM from Fort Benning, 
strengthened by the addition of various units and filler replacements, but still 
short one regiment. To make up this deficiency, the 65th Infantry Regiment, 
located in Puerto Rico, would be sent directly to the Far East as part of the 3d 
Division, its place to be taken by a regiment of the Puerto Rican National Guard 
called into Federal service. But the 65th was itself short one battalion; therefore, 
a battalion of the 33d Regiment, stationed in Panama, would be sent to the Far 
East to serve with iths 

This complicated reshuffle was at once approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
along with another plan (doubtless submitted by Admiral Sherman) to provide 
General MacArthur with a third Marine RCT. The Commandant, US Marine 
Corps, had directed the formation of this unit on 4 August; it was to be activated 
by drawing on FMFLANT for cadres, which would be completed with reservists, 
and by sending an entire FMFLANT battalion direct to the Far East from the 
Mediterranean.(jh Shipping could be provided for both the Marine and the Army 
units, though it would be necessary to reactivate some transports and cargo ships 
and to divert amphibious vessels from the Atlantic. At the same time, the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff decided that the aircraft carrier USS Leyfe and the battleship USS 
Missouri should also be sent to the Far East for temporary duty. In recommending 
these measures to the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Staff admitted that 
they would lead to “a grave decrease in our capabilities in the Atlantic for a 
period of several months,” but they believed that this risk should be accepted.h7 

Because the sending of these forces involved a further depletion of the Gen
eral Reserve, the JCS recommendations were carried to the President, who 
approved them on 10 August in a meeting at the White House.68Secretary John
son gave formal approval in writing the following day.h9 

General Collins at once notified CINCFE of the impending departure of the 3d 
Division, adding a warning, in the following terms, of the gravity of the risk that 
was involved: 

In withdrawing this division from the general reserve, the JCS have accepted 
for the next few months a further serious reduction in US capabilities to meet 
other possible demands for combat ground forces, as well as a further serious 
reduction, during the same eriod, in the Army’s capability to train additional 
forces for your theater. It is tRe understanding of the JCS that this division is fur
nished you as a theater reserve, because of your reported intention of committin 
all remaining combat reserves now in or en route to your theater in your planne ii 
offensive operation, and further that it is your intention that this division, which 
will arrive in your theater at a very low combat effective level, will, except for the 
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most compelling reasons, be permitted sufficient training time to reach a mini
mum acceptable training level before commitment to battle.7i) 

The forces approved for the Far Eastern theater on 10 August 1950 constituted 
the final increment of reinforcements sent during 1950. By the time this action 
was taken, the units requested earlier were at last arriving. The transports had 
begun to disgorge their cargoes of men and materiel at Pusan and the ports of 
Japan. The 29th Regiment, from nearby Okinawa, was the first to reach the battle 
front, on 24 July. The 5th RCT arrived from Hawaii on 31 July; it was followed 
within the next week by the 1st Provisional Marine Brigade and two regiments of 
the 2d Infantry Division. The remainder of the 2d Division landed at Pusan on 19 
August. All of these units were flung into the defense of the Pusan Perimeter. The 
second Marine RCT arrived between 28 August and 6 September, going directly 
to Japan to load for the Inch’on assault.71 

Of the reinforcements authorized on 10 August, the Marines arrived (in sepa
rate battalions) on 9 and 17 September 7Zand the elements of the 3d Infantry Divi
sion shortly thereafter. General MacArthur allowed himself considerable latitude 
in interpreting the JCS directive restricting the use of this division. At the time of 
the Inch’on landing, it was listed as constituting part of the GHQ Reserve, 
together with the 187th Airborne RCT, though both were still afloat.7” “Com
pelling reasons” led CINCFE to land the 65th Regiment at Pusan on 22 Septem
ber and send it into battle at once; the other two regiments of the division disem
barked in Japan, where they remained until November.7G 

From outside the Far Eastern Theater, therefore, General MacArthur received 
during 1950 three full divisions (two Army, one Marine) and two RCTs. They 
were added to the troops already in the Far East at the outbreak of the war (four 
divisions and one regiment). With this force, plus the remaining elements of the 
ROK Army and a few troops from other countries, General MacArthur carried 
out his amphibious envelopment, smashed the North Korean People’s Army, and 
marched almost to the borders of Manchuria. With essentially this same force 
(and some additional UN contingents that brought the total roughly to the equiv
alent of a division), General Ridgway, taking over the Eighth Army after the dis
astrous intervention of the Chinese Communists, checked the enemy’s south
ward surge and once more stabilized the battle line. General MacArthur’s 
long-range forecast of his requirements-eight US divisions-thus proved essen
tially accurate. The four National Guard divisions mobilized in September did 
not become available until 1951 and played no role in the war during its first 
year. Two of them were shipped to the Far East in April 1951; they were at first 
used to garrison Japan but were later rotated to Korea.7s 

A Strategy for Victory 

D uring World War II, General MacArthur had used amphibious warfare with 
outstanding success, exploiting to the utmost the mobility of seaborne 
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forces. Inevitably, his mind turned to this strategy when war broke out again in 
Korea. Reference has already been made to his early plan to use a Marine RCT, in 
conjunction with the 1st Cavalry Division from Japan, to land at Inch’on and take 
the enemy in the rear. The operation was set for 22 July, but it was disrupted by 
the swiftness of the enemy advance. Not only the 1st Cavalry Division but the 
Marines as well had to be committed to the attempt to stabilize the front.7h 

To halt the onrushing enemy-to fix his forces in place, so that they could be 
destroyed by a slashing stroke from the rear-was an essential prerequisite. 
Where could the enemy best be stopped? The choice of a defense line was consid
ered by the Joint Intelligence Committee (JIC) in an estimate submitted to the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff on 12 July 1950. The JIC concluded that the North Koreans 
would be capable of threatening the security of Pusan by 25 July 1950. The mem
bers laid out three possible defense lines, each roughly in the form of an arc of a 
circle centered on Pusan, lying at distances of approximately 80, 50, and 35 air 
miles, respectively, from that city. All three lines were designed to exploit the 
topography of the rugged Sobaek range of hills in southeastern Korea, and all 
would cut across the valley of the Naktong river at approximately a right angle.77 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff merely noted this JIC study and left it to CINCFE to 
decide where to make a stand. The line actually selected by General Walker and 
General MacArthur did not follow any of the plans drafted by the Joint Intelli
gence Committee. 7x The “Pusan Perimeter,” so-called, had the form of an 
inverted “L,” with the main portion running north-south along the Naktong val
ley and the shorter arm bending eastward at right angles to reach the sea. This 
line took shape during late July and early August, as US units, facing the bulk of 
the NK Army in the central and western parts of the peninsula, were pressed 
inexorably backward until finally forced to withdraw behind the Naktong. Fortu
nately their right flank was protected by the ROK Army, which held out in the 
east, though driven steadily southward. 

At its smallest extent, the angle of the perimeter was approximately 60 air 
miles north of Masan, on the south coast, and the eastern anchor was in the vicin
ity of P’ohang-dong, which the North Koreans actually captured at one time. US 
troops held the longer (north-south) portion, assisted by the British force that 
arrived in late August. The ROK Army defended the east-west sector, but was 
frequently obliged to call on EUSAK for help. All along the line, the forces of the 
UN Command were stretched almost to the breaking point, which was nearly 
reached on several occasions. Through the tense days of August, and on into the 
middle of September, it was never certain whether the beachhead in southeastern 
Korea could be held until General MacArthur could retrieve the situation with 
his amphibious counterstroke. 

Regarding the nature of this planned operation, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had 
little information until the visit of Generals Collins and Vandenberg to Tokyo on 
13 to 14 July. General MacArthur was deliberately closemouthed, evidently fear
ing a security leak in Washington. Even after the Collins-Vandenberg trip, when 
CINCFE’s need for a full Marine division was under discussion, he told the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff on 21 July that it would be “unwise” to describe fully in a message 
his plans for the use of this unit.80 
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While in Tokyo, General Collins discussed the general outlines of the proposed 
amphibious attack with General Almond and other members of the FECOM staff. 
The choice of Inch’on, a port on the coast some 20 miles west of Seoul, as the site 
of the landing caused General Collins to feel somewhat uneasy. Strategically, 
Inch’on was indeed a tempting prize; it would place the invading forces within 
easy reach of the capital-the hub of South Korea’s road and rail net-and of the 
airfield at Kimpo. Geographically, however, the dangers of a landing at that site 
were so manifest that one writer later referred to Inch’on as “probably the worst 
place ever selected for an amphibious invasion. “81 Huge mudflats extended west
ward from the coast for a distance of three miles or so. Landing Ship Tanks (LST) 
could cross this area only when the tides were at least 30 feet deep, a condition 
that occurred on only a few days out of each month. Planners were thus severely 
constrained in choosing a date and hour for an assault. A narrow channel 
threaded the flats to reach the port, but it was difficult and tortuous even in day
light. Moreover, the channel was dominated by a small island, Wolmi-do, rugged 
in terrain and known to be fortified; the need to reduce this island before attack
ing the mainland would destroy the element of surprise. The city itself was pro
tected by a 12-foot seawall. A further consideration was that Inch’on lay more 
than 100 air miles from the nearest part of the Pusan Perimeter, so that it was 
doubtful whether the invading force and EUSAK could link up as planned.x2 

General Collins voiced his doubts about the suitability of Inch’on in his dis
cussions with FECOM officers. Rear Admiral James H. Doyle, USN, who com
manded the amphibious forces in the Far East, admitted that the operation 
would be difficult but believed that it was possible.x” But the Army Chief of Staff 
made it clear to his colleagues, on his return, that he was still unconvinced.B4 

Despite General Collins’ misgivings, the Joint Chiefs of Staff did not at once 
raise any question with General MacArthur about the choice of Inch’on. Nor did 
they question the desirability of an amphibious operation. Their immediate con
cern, as described earlier, was with General MacArthur’s request for two major 
units-a full Marine division and an airborne RCT-by his specified deadline of 
mid-September. Asked to justify his need for these forces, CINCFE sketched the 
main outlines of his plan, which would combine an assault landing by a two
division corps with a subsequent airdrop. The exact date of D-day would depend 
in part on enemy actions, although it could perhaps be postponed to 25 Septem
ber. But he stressed the need for haste. An “early and strong effort” behind the 
enemy’s front lines, he believed, would “sever his main lines of communications 
and enable us to deliver a decisive and crushing blow. Any material delay in 
such an operation may lose this opportunity.“Hs 

On 24 July 1950 the Joint Chiefs of Staff consulted General MacArthur by tele
conference. Citing continued enemy gains, they asked him if he still considered it 
possible to plan a landing for the middle of September. CINCFE replied that “the 
chances to launch the movement in September would be excellent” if he were 
given a full Marine division. He emphasized the need for complete secrecy in 
terms that again revealed his suspicion of the level of security prevailing in 
Washington. “The spokesman for the Department of the Army should not reveal 
our grand strategy in the slightest degree,” he warned.xh 
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Thereupon the Joint Chiefs of Staff dropped the subject of the date while they 
turned their attention to finding additional reinforcements for FECOM. Their 
misgivings, however, had not been removed. Apparently at this time they dis
cussed the Inch’on operation with Secretary Johnson, who was wholeheartedly in 
favor of it.s7 At the White House meeting of 10 August 1950, when the dispatch 
of the 3d Division was approved, there was some discussion of strategy. Admiral 
Sherman made it clear, as he later wrote, that he was “confident that General 
MacArthur would make good use of the forces, but that the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
would have to pass on his plans for amphibious landings”88 

As time went on and CINCFE failed to take Washington into his confidence, 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff decided that some of their members should go to Tokyo 
to discuss the General’s plans with him.“Y General Collins and Admiral Sherman 
were chosen for this purpose. General Vandenberg sent his Deputy Chief of Staff 
for Operations, Lieutenant General Idwal H. Edwards, to represent the Air Force. 

The emissaries from Washington left on 19 August and reached Tokyo two 
days later, in time for a short preliminary conference with members of the staff of 
FECOM and of the newly activated X Corps, which would constitute the landing 
force. The next day was spent in a tour of the battlefront. Finally, on 23 August, 
they attended a full-scale briefing with General MacArthur and other officers at 
FECOM Headquarters in the Dai Ichi Building in Tokyo. Here the Inch’on land
ing plan was subjected to a detailed examination.“” 

Officers of the special planning staff within General MacArthur’s headquar
ters (known as the Joint Strategic Plans and Operations Group, or JSPOG), first 
outlined the concept of the operation .yl The assault would be made by the 1st 
Marine Division, which, after seizing Inch’on, would swing northeastward to 
capture Kimpo airfield. The 7th Infantry Division, following in the footsteps of 
the Marines, would secure the high ground southeast of Seoul. Thus the X Corps 
would constitute part of a gigantic nutcracker, of which the other jaw would be 
formed by the Eighth Army, surging out of its redoubt behind the Naktong. 
Together they would crush the North Korean forces. 

A succession of Navy and Marine Corps officers then discussed the problems 
involved in a landing at Inch’on. They made no effort to conceal the dangers and 
difficulties. Admiral Doyle summed up this part of the discussion with the state
ment that, while the operation was not impossible, he did not recommend it. 

In the discussion that ensued, General Collins voiced a fear that the X Corps, 
even if it managed at first to gain a toehold at Inch’on, might be driven into the 
sea before the Eighth Army could break out and join up with it. To avoid this 
possibility, he suggested a landing at Kunsan, some 100 miles south of Inch’on, 
which was much nearer to the Pusan Perimeter. It had fewer natural obstacles 
than Inch’on, and had the advantage of location close to the enemy’s main sup
ply routes, which ran through Nonsan (30 miles inland from Kunsan) and Taejon. 
This suggestion won the endorsement of Admiral Sherman. 

General MacArthur himself then took the floor and held it for an hour or so, 
while he defended his plan with the forensic ability of a man who was a master 
of words as well as warfare. One by one, he disposed of or rejected the objec
tions to the Inch’on landing. He admitted the physical obstacles but expressed 
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confidence that the Navy and Marine Corps would surmount them. A landing at 
Kunsan would afford only a shallow envelopment; the enemy would simply be 
driven back on his base of operations, not severed from it. There was no danger 
that the invading force at Inch’on would be overwhelmed; the enemy did not 
have sufficient reserves for that purpose. The very disadvantages of Inch’on 
would help to ensure surprise. Building skillfully toward a climax, he concluded 
with what General Collins later described as a “stirring peroration”: 

If my estimate is inaccurate and should I run into a defense with which I can
not cope, I will be there ersonally and will immediately withdraw our forces 
before they are committe B to a blood setback. The only loss then will be my pro
fessional reputation. But Inch’on wi Ir1 not fail. Inch’on will succeed. And it will 
save 100,000 livesy2 

This “brilliant exposition,” according to General Collins, left the audience 
“spellbound.“‘3 It did not, however, fully convince the doubters. On the follow
ing day Admiral Sherman conferred with Admiral Joy (COMNAVFE), Admiral 
Radford (CINCPAC), and two Marine Corps officers, Lieutenant General 
Lemuel C. Shepherd, Jr., Commanding General of FMFPAC, and Major General 
Oliver I’. Smith, who commanded the 1st Marine Division. They agreed that a 
better site for a landing would be Posung-Myon, 30 miles south of Inch’on, 
where the water was deep enough for a landing at any time. General Shepherd 
subsequently attempted to persuade General MacArthur to accept this change 
but met with no success.94 

Admiral Sherman also conferred privately with General MacArthur and 
restated the Navy’s objections to Inch’on. The General went so far as to agree that 
the operation could succeed only if no opposition developed. Reportedly, Admi
ral Sherman remarked, at the end of the conference, “I wish I could share that 
man’s optimism.“95 

On returning to Washington, General Collins and Admiral Sherman reported 
the results of their conference to their colleagues, also to Secretary Johnson and 
President Truman.96 The Secretary was firm in his support of General Mac-
Arthur’s plan. He later took credit for winning over the Presidenty7 

The reservations still held by General Collins and Admiral Sherman, and per
haps by other JCS members as well, were manifested in a message that the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff sent to CINCFE on 28 August. Although they gave general 
approval to the projected operation, they were careful not to fix any definite loca
tion and made it clear that they wished this aspect of the plan to be subject to 
reconsideration. Their message read as follows: 

After reviewing the information brought back by General Collins and Admi
ral Sherman we concur in making preparations and executing a turning move
ment b amphibious forces on the west coast of Korea either at Inch’on in the 
event t at enemy defenses in vicinity of Inch’on prove ineffective or at a favor-I( 
able beach south of Inch’on if one can be located. We further concur in prepara
tion, if desired by CINCFE, for an envelopment by amphibious forces in the 
vicinity of Kunsan. We understand that alternative plans are being prepared in 
order best to exploit the situation as it develops. 
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We desire such information as becomes available with respect to conditions in 
the possible objective areas and timely information as to your intentions and 
plans for offensive operationsyH 

On 30 August General MacArthur issued his operations order for the Inch’on 
landing.“” He did not immediately send a copy to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, nor did 
he respond to their message of 28 August. lo) Accordingly, on 5 September the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff felt constrained to remind him that they “desire to be 
informed of any modification which may have been made in your plans for a 
mid-September amphibious operation.““” CINCFE replied briefly that the “gen
eral outline of plan remains as described to you,” and that he was sending copies 
of the operation order and other relevant documents by a courier, who would 
arrive in Washington about 11 September.“” 

This exchange of messages came at a time when events in Korea had taken a 
particularly dangerous turn. On 1 September the North Koreans opened a gen
eral offensive all around the perimeter. They broke through at several points and 
were repelled only with the utmost difficulty. The First Provisional Marine 
Brigade, which had been withdrawn from the front and was preparing to embark 
for Inch’on, had to be recalled and thrown against the most dangerous of these 
penetrations, in the center of the Naktong line opposite Taegu. At one time, Gen
eral Walker was actually considering withdrawal to the final “Davidson line,” 
closer to Pusan, which had been laid out for this purpose.Lo7 

After reading the reports of these alarming developments, the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff decided to send CINCFE a final warning of the disastrous consequences 
that would ensue if the Inch’on landing miscarried, or if it failed to produce a 
quick victory. On 7 September they transmitted the following message: 

While we concur in launchin a counter-offensive in Korea as early as is fea
sible, we have noted with consi i erable concern the recent trend of events there. 
In li ht of all factors includin apparent commitment of practically all reserves 
avai Bable to Eighth Army, we 5 esire your estimate as to feasibility and chance of 
success of projected operation if initiated on planned schedule. We are sure that 

ou understand that all available trained Army units in the United States have 
g een allocated to you exce t 82 Abn Div and that minimum of four months 
would elapse before first oF partially trained National Guard Divisions could 
reach Korea in event that junction of main Eighth Army Forces with Tenth 
Cor s bridgehead should not quickly be effected with forces now available to 
FE P OM.“‘” 

Without hesitation, General MacArthur wired back an answer radiating the 
confidence of a commander long accustomed to victory in similar maneuvers. He 
told the Joint Chiefs of Staff that 

there is no question in my mind as to the feasibility of the operation and I regard 
its chance of success as excellent. I go further and believe that it represents the 
only hope of wresting the initiative from the enemy and thereby presenting an 
op ortunity for a decisive blow. To do otherwise is to commit us to a war of 
in Befinite duration, of gradual attrition and of doubtful results, as the enemy 
has potentialities of reinforcement and build-up which exceed those of our own 
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availability. . . . The situation within the perimeter is not critical. It is possible 
that there may be some contraction and defense positions have been selected for 
this contingent . There is no slightest possibilit , however, of our force bein 
ejected from t Ke Pusan beachhead. The enve Yopment from the north wil 1 
instantly relieve the pressure on the south perimeter and, indeed, is the only 
way that this can be accomplished. . The success of the enveloping movement 
from the north does not depend upon the rapid juncture of the X Corps and the 
8th Arm . The seizure of the heart of the enemy distributin system in the Seoul 
area wil Y completely dislocate the lo istical sup ly of his Borces now operating 
in South Korea and therefore wi B1 ultimate Yy result in their disinte ra
tion. . . Caught between our northern and our southern forces, both of w !i ich 
are completely self-sustainin because of our absolute air and naval su remacy, 
the enemy cannot fail to be uHtimately shattered through disruption of Ris logis
tical support and our combined combat activities. The rompt junction of our 
two forces, while it would be dramatically sytnbolic of t 1 e complete collapse of 
the enemy, is not a vital part of the operation. For the reasons stated, there are 
no material than es under contemplation in the o eration as planned and 
reported to you. i! he embarkation of the troops an cy the preliminary air and 
naval preparations are proceeding according to schedule. I repeat that I and all 
of my commanders and staff officers, without exception, are enthusiastic and 
confident of the success of the enveloping operation.“” 

In the face of this declaration of confidence, clearly and cogently argued, the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff abandoned their objections to the Inch’on operation. “We 
approve your plan and President has been so informed,” they told General 
MacArthur on 8 September.‘“h 

Not until a few hours before the first troops hit the beach did the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff learn the details of the plan. The courier bearing the operations order 
(Lieutenant Colonel Lynn D. Smith) left Tokyo on the morning of 10 September, 
with General MacArthur’s injunction, “Don’t get there too soon,” probably spo
ken only partly in jest. The General gave him a further message to the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff that showed that he still expected some opposition. “If they say it 
is too big a gamble,” he told Smith, “tell them I said this is throwing a nickle in 
the pot after it has been opened for a dollar. The big gamble was Washington’s 
decision to put American troops on the Asiatic mainland.” 

Lieutenant Colonel Smith reached Washington at 2300 on 13 September and 
appeared before the Joint Chiefs of Staff at 1100 the following morning. By the 
time he had completed his presentation and had answered questions, it was too 
late for the Joint Chiefs of Staff to have cancelled the plan. H-Hour had been set 
for 0630, Far East time, on 15 September, or 141730 in Washington.lo7 

It was perhaps inevitable that news of the long discussions between ClNCFE 
and his superiors should leak to the press. Shortly after the landing, a newspaper 
reporter, who had evidently been talking to members of the FECOM staff, filed a 
dispatch asserting that General MacArthur had “sold” the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 
the Inch’on landing “despite their unanimous objection to such an ambitious 
undertaking.” No evidence was given in support of this statement, but “sources 
close to General MacArthur” were quoted to the effect that General Collins and 
Admiral Sherman had favored landings farther south. On reading this report, the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff sent General MacArthur the text of a statement being 
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released by General Collins and Admiral Sherman, in which they pointed out 
that they had been sent to Tokyo “to review plans for the Inch’on landing, possi
ble alternate landings, and subsequent operations,” and that afterwards the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff had given “unanimous approval of the projected operations 
including the landing at Inch’on.“Li’H 
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The Conflict Almost Won 

Policies for a New Situation 

A s General MacArthur had predicted, his amphibious enveloping maneuver 
proved a spectacular success. On 15 September 1950 the First Marine Divi

sion, after seizing the island of Wolmi-Do, stormed ashore at Inch’on. Quickly 
securing the city, the Marines pushed inland and swung northward toward 
Seoul. Three days later, the 7th Infantry Division landed and deployed to the 
southeast to form the right flank of the X Corps beachhead. Both forces moved 
steadily forward against ineffectual and poorly coordinated resistance. 

The situation of the hard-pressed Eighth Army was not immediately 
improved. General Walker had ordered his “break-out” offensive to begin on 16 
September, but at first the gains were slow and bitterly contested. Unaware at 
first of the new force in their rear, North Korean troops fought as tenaciously as 
ever. Gradually, however, opposition began to slacken as enemy units were 
pulled out of the line and hurried toward Inch’on. When it became apparent that 
enemy resistance was collapsing, General Walker on 22 September ordered all 
units to drive forward “without regard to lateral security.” Spearheads of the 
Eighth Army fanned out to the north and west, racing to entrap the fleeing foe. 
On 27 September, elements of the 1st Cavalry Division, Eighth Army, linked up 
with the 7th Division north of Osan, near where US troops had first encountered 
the North Korean People’s Army almost three months earlier. On the east coast, 
the battered ROK forces gathered their strength and launched a northward drive 
that was to carry them almost to the Manchurian border before it was halted. 

Meanwhile the battle for Seoul had begun. Marines and infantrymen fought 
their way into the city against stubborn resistance. Although the UN Command 
officially announced the liberation of the city on 26 September, fighting contin
ued for two more days. By the time it ended, South Korea was practically free of 
invaders except for isolated forces trapped in various pockets. Of the powerful 
army of 90,000 men that had swept down the peninsula three months earlier, it 
was estimated that not more than 25,000 to 30,000 disorganized troops succeeded 
in recrossing the 38th parallel.’ 
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Accompanying these developments was an important change in the adminis
tration in Washington. Three days before the Inch’on landing, the nation was 
startled to learn that President Truman had “accepted” the resignation of Secre
tary of Defense Louis Johnson, Moreover, a replacement had already been desig
nated: General of the Army George C. Marshall, then living in retirement after 
having served as Chief of Staff, US Army (1939-1945) and Secretary of State 
(1947-1949). Owing to General Marshall’s military status, an act of Congress was 
necessary to allow him to occupy the Secretaryship. He was sworn into office on 
21 September 1950.2 

For the Joint Chiefs of Staff, an immediate result of the change in Secretaries 
was an easier relationship with their counterparts in the Department of State. 
Unlike his predecessor, who had tended to restrict contacts to formally desig
nated liaison channels, Secretary Marshall encouraged free interdepartmental 
consultation. He himself enjoyed a cordial relationship with Mr. Acheson, who 
had served as his deputy at State (and whose difficult relations with Mr. John
son were a matter of common knowledge). The frank and informal discussions 
of military and political problems during the dark days of the Chinese interven
tion in Korea, when the two Secretaries met frequently with the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff and other advisors, would hardly have been conceivable under Mr. John
son’s regime.” 

By chance, General Marshall’s accession coincided with a promotion for the 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Bradley, who, by act of Congress, 
received a fifth star. In a brief White House ceremony on 22 September, Presi
dent Truman awarded the General his new insignia, doing so “with obvious 
pleasure,” as a reporter noted.4 Thus an anomaly in General Bradley’s position 
was eliminated. The National Security Act Amendments of 1949, which created 
the JCS Chairmanship, had specified that the incumbent would “take prece
dence” over all other officers of the Armed Services; yet as a four-star general, 
General Bradley had actually been outranked by General of the Army Douglas 
MacArthur, the last of the five-star officers of World War II remaining on 
active duty. 

The new Secretary of Defense took up his duties at a time when the over
whelming UN success at Inch’on had completely altered the military situation in 
Korea. But the administration had by no means been caught unprepared by this 
reversal of fortune. In mid-July, while the security of the US beachhead in Korea 
yet remained highly uncertain, President Truman had begun planning for the 
consequences of military victory. He had asked the National Security Council to 
submit proposals regarding the policies to be adopted “after the North Korean 
forces have been driven back to the 38th parallel.“5 

The issue to be resolved in this connection was whether the mere repulse of 
the invading army was to be considered sufficient, or whether the objective was 
the complete destruction of North Korea’s warmaking capacity. In other words, 
two questions had to be answered: Should UN forces be allowed to invade North 
Korea? And if so, for what purpose? The first of these presented little difficulty. 
To require military commanders to break contact and stand on the defensive the 
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instant they reached the 38th parallel would be militarily absurd. As Secretary 
Acheson put it, troops could not be expected “to march up to a surveyor’s line 
and stop.‘16 

But merely to authorize UN forces to pursue the enemy across the border 
would not settle the larger question of Korea’s political future. Granted the 
defeat of the North Korean forces in contact with UN troops, what should fol
low? Should the UN Command withdraw, leaving the border as it was before, 
or at most adjusting it to make it militarily defensible? To do so would leave 
North Korea free to rebuild its forces and perhaps to resume the invasion later. 
The only way to ensure against another attack would be to destroy the North 
Korean regime and bring the whole country under a single government-thus 
attaining the “unification” of Korea, which various UN resolutions had pro
claimed as desirable. 

These questions did not arise in the early days of the Korean crisis. No one 
looked beyond the immediate need to restore the stattls qtlo ~nte.~ President Tru
man told the National Security Council on 29 June 1950 that he “wanted it clearly 
understood that our operations in Korea were designed to restore peace there 
and to restore the border.“s In a public address the same day, Secretary Acheson 
declared that the commitment of US air and naval forces was “solely for the pur
pose of restoring the Republic of Korea to its status prior to the invasion from the 
north and of reestablishing the peace broken by that aggression.“9 The UN Secu
rity Council resolutions had implied a similar limited objective: the first, enacted 
on 25 June, had called on North Korea to withdraw its forces to the 38th parallel, 
and the second, two days later, had urged member nations to furnish assistance 
“to repel the armed attack and to restore international peace and security in the 
area.” 

But if the North Korean Army could be thoroughly defeated, an opportunity 
might present itself to unite the entire country under a UN-sponsored govern
ment. Some members of the administration-particularly, it would appear, in the 
Department of Defense-believed that this opportunity should not be lost.“’ The 
issue was also discussed outside the government, although it was not until after 
the success of the Inch’on operation that the debate became intense. Among the 
individuals who spoke out on the matter was General Dwight D. Eisenhower, 
then President of Columbia University. Though he apparently did not explicitly 
urge unification, he expressed the view that North Korean forces should not be 
permitted to retire safely behind the 38th parallel and that the intent of the UN 
resolutions would not be violated if UN forces found it necessary to cross the 
border. President Rhee, as would be expected, was loud in his announced deter
mination to end the division of his country.” 

To a limited extent, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had discussed Korea’s future with 
General MacArthur. The subject came up in mid-July, when Generals Collins and 
Vandenberg visited CINCFE. “I intend to destroy and not to drive back the North 
Korean forces,” said General MacArthur. “I may need to occupy all of North 
Korea. In the aftermath of operations, the problem is to compose and unite 
Korea.“i2 The two JCS members apparently did not pursue the matter further. 
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The following month, when General Collins returned to the Far East in com
pany with Admiral Sherman, the conversation turned to the operations that 
should follow the Inch’on invasion. “We agreed with the General [MacArthur],” 
General Collins later wrote, “that he should be authorized to continue the attack 
across the 38th parallel to destroy the North Korean forces, which otherwise 
would be a recurrent threat to the independence of South Korea.“‘” Apparently 
they also discussed the future occupation of Korea and agreed that it should be 
limited in extent and duration.14 

In mid-August Ambassador Austin, speaking to the UN Security Council, 
clearly enunciated the goal of Korean unification. “The determination of the 
United Nations to insure that Korea shall be free, unified and independent of 
outside influence from any great power, on or off the continent, has never 
wavered,“ he said on 10 August. A week later, he contended that the General 
Assembly’s decision in favor of “fair and free elections.. . throughout the 
whole of the Korean peninsula” was still valid, though its execution had been 
blocked by the North Korean regime. “As order is brought out of chaos,” he 
continued, “some United Nations body should be on the spot to lend all practi
cable assistance to the Republic in establishing democratic government in the 
reunited Korea.“15 

The Ambassador seemed to imply that the United States intended to place the 
Rhee government in control of all Korea. However, “sources” in the US Delega
tion at Lake Success quickly made it clear that there had been no change in the 
instructions given General MacArthur, which were simply to drive the invaders 
back to the 38th parallel, and that it was hoped that the unification of Korea 
could be accomplished through negotiation. l6 Nevertheless, the Service Secre
taries interpreted Mr. Austin’s words as implying a commitment to “the expul
sion from Korea of the Communists as an organized political and military force.” 
But, they pointed out, there had been no official directive from higher authority 
regarding Korea’s future, and military planning was being hindered by the lack 
of guidance regarding operations north of the 38th parallel.17 

This guidance was provided in NSC 81, prepared by the NSC Staff and circu
lated on 1 September. The recommendations in this paper were necessarily tenta
tive and subject to modification after consultation with other UN members. The 
drafters of NSC 81 concluded that the Security Council resolutions of June and 
July provided a legal basis for military operations north of the 38th parallel for a 
strictly limited purpose: “to compel the withdrawal of the North Korean forces 
behind this line or to defeat these forces.” The UN Commander should be autho
rized to undertake such operations, provided that neither the Soviets nor the Chi
nese Communists moved troops into North Korea, or announced an intention to 
do so. Should such action occur, General MacArthur should halt his forces at the 
border and await the action of the UN Security Council. 

The probability of Soviet or Chinese intervention was carefully weighed in 
NSC 81. The conclusion was that some reaction by either or both of these nations 
was likely. It might well result in a clash that would bring on general war: how
ever, this danger could be sharply reduced if operations on North Korean soil 
were conducted wholly by ROK troops. In any event, no forces of other countries 
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should be employed in the areas contiguous to the Soviet Union or to Man
churia. Plans for the occupation of North Korea should be drafted but should be 
carried out only with the approval of the President after consultation with the 
United Nations. 

Courses of action were proposed in NSC 81 to cover the contingencies of 
“open employment” of “major” units of Soviet Russia or Communist China 
south of the 38th parallel and of “major” Soviet forces north thereof. Briefly, the 
UN Commander should in those cases shift to the defensive and refer the prob
lem to Washington. Whether these instructions also applied if “major” Chinese 
forces intervened was not indicated. 

The peace terms to be offered North Korea should at once be discussed with 
friendly UN members in case the NK Peoples Army should suddenly collapse. If 
the terms were offered and rejected, the UN Commander should continue his 
attempts to destroy the enemy forces before they could retreat across the parallel. 
He should, however, “request new instructions before continuing operations north 
of the 38th parallel with major forces for the purpose of occupying North Korea.” 

Within the United Nations, the United States should seek to encompass the 
unification of Korea through free elections, according to NSC 81. Moreover, the 
Government of the Republic of Korea should be recognized by the United 
Nations as the only lawful government in the country and should be consulted 
on all matters relating unification.lH 

When the Joint Chiefs of Staff received NSC 81, they gave it a “cold review,” 
in General Collins’ words.‘” Instead of suggesting changes, they told the Secre
tary of Defense on 7 September that the entire paper should be rewritten. Its 
approach was “unrealistic,” since it “envisages the stabilization of a front on the 
38th parallel.” On the basis of consultation of two of their members (doubtless 
General Collins and Admiral Sherman) with General MacArthur, they agreed 
with CINCFE that the initial objective should be the destruction of NK forces. It 
was expected that most of these forces could be destroyed south of the parallel, 
but subsequent operations both north and south of that line would be necessary. 
These actions, however, could be left to South Korean forces, as they would 
amount essentially to mopping up of guerrillas. 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff also agreed with General MacArthur’s view that any 
UN occupation should be limited to the major cities south of the 38th parallel 
and should be ended as soon as possible. They added their “understanding” that 
General MacArthur had reached agreement with President Rhee on the restora
tion of the ROK Government in Seoul and the holding of elections for a unified 
all-Korean government.*” 

At a meeting of the National Security Council on 7 September 1950, General 
Bradley presented the JCS views on NSC 81. Secretary Acheson disputed the JCS 
interpretation that the paper envisioned stabilization of the front at the parallel, 
and went on to suggest an amendment of his own, namely, a statement that mili
tary operations north of the parallel would be undertaken only after specific 
approval from Washington. The Council approved NSC 81 in principle but 
directed the Departments of State and Defense to draft an amended version to be 
submitted to the President.z1 
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The revision, NSC 81/l, was approved by the President on 11 September.22 It 
incorporated a number of minor changes, some doubtless inserted at the sugges
tion of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.23 The most important change, which can probably 
be ascribed to JCS influence, was to allow more flexibility in the conduct of mili
tary operations in northern Korea. Thus a statement in NSC 81 that UN opera
tions “should not be permitted to extend into areas close to the Manchurian and 
U.S.S.R. borders of Korea” was altered to say that such operations should not be 
allowed across those borders. Again, where NSC 81 had declared that forces other 
than those of the Republic of Korea should “in no circumstances” be used in the 
border regions, NSC 81/l stated merely that “it should be the policy” not to 
employ non-ROK forces there. These innocuous-sounding changes in phraseol
ogy contained the seedsof future difficulty. At the same time, it was made clear, 
as Secretary Acheson had desired, that Presidential approval would be required 
before UN troops crossed the 38th parallel. 

The political disposition of North Korea was not dealt with in NSC 81/l. The 
administration had by now committed itself to the unification of Korea, as Presi
dent Truman made clear in a speech on 1 September 1950. “We believe the Kore
ans have a right to be free, independent, and united-as they want to be,” he 
said. “Under the direction and guidance of the United Nations, we, with others, 
will do our part to help them enjoy that right.“24 But “unification” was an objec
tive and not a course of action. It did not even necessarily imply an invasion of 
North Korea. On this matter, the administration had not reached a decision. 
Assistant Secretary Rusk told the South Korean Ambassador on 8 September that 
the United States could not at that time assume a definite position regarding the 
38th parallel and would not support any predetermined line of action until the 
United Nations could be consulted.*” 

In the weeks that followed the President’s speech, it became clear that the 
general opinion in the United States, at least as expressed by press editorials and 
Congressional statements, was that UN troops ought not to stop at the parallel.2h 
Nevertheless President Truman told a reporter on 21 September 1950 that a deci
sion on the crossing of the border would be left to the United Nations.27 

Looking beyond the 38th Parallel 

0 n 15 September the Army’s G-3 (Major General Charles L. Bolte) forwarded 
to General MacArthur the principal conclusions of NSC 81/l: that final pol

icy decisions were yet to be made; that he had a legal basis for operating north of 
the 38th parallel; and that he was to avoid involvement with Soviet or Chinese 
forces. On the following day Secretary Johnson directed the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
to issue detailed instructions to CINCFE for compliance with NSC 81/l. The 
Joint Strategic Survey Committee accordingly drafted a directive based on NSC 
81/l which the Joint Chiefs of Staff tentatively approved on 25 September, sub
mitting it to Secretary of Defense Marshall the same day.2x 
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Meanwhile, the Department of State had taken alarm at General MacArthur’s 
intention to reestablish the Rhee government, as reported by the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff. It appeared that the UN Commander had touched upon matters under 
State Department cognizance, which were already being discussed with foreign 
governments. The Joint Chiefs of Staff therefore asked him to explain his plans in 
more detail.2‘1 

General MacArthur at once disclaimed any desire to venture into political 
matters. “I do not know precisely to what your message refers,” he replied, “but I 
have no plans whatsoever except scrupulously to implement the directives which 
I have received.” His intention, in which Ambassador Muccio had concurred, 
was simply to return President Rhee to Seoul as soon as possible. Such a restora
tion of the lawful government of South Korea (which had never ceased to func
tion) could in no way be characterized as a “reestablishment.““” 

This reply did not wholly satisfy officials of the Department of State. When 
Secretary Marshall sent the draft JCS directive to them for comment, they 
approved it subject to the addition of a stipulation that ROK jurisdiction was to 
be restored only in South Korea, and that the political future of the northern half 
of the country must await UN action. 3l With this addition, the directive, after 
approval by the President, was transmitted to CINCFE by the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
on 27 September 1950.3* 

The most important parts of this messagewere the two opening paragraphs, 
in which the Joint Chiefs of Staff addressed General MacArthur as follows: 

This directive, based on NSC 81/l, is furnished in order to provide am lify
ing instructions as to further military actions to be taken by you in Korea. Fhese 
instructions, however, cannot be considered to be final since they may require 
modification in accordance with developments. In this connection, you will con
tinue to make special efforts to determine whether there is a Chinese Communist 
or Soviet threat to the attainment of your objective, which will be reported to JCS 
as a matter of urgency. 

Your military objective is the destruction of the North Korean Armed Forces. 
In attaining this objective you are authorized to conduct military operations, 
including amphibious and airborne landings or ground operations north of the 
38th parallel in Korea, that at the time of such operation there has beenrovided 
no entry into North rporea by major Soviet or Chinese Communist Forces, no 
announcement of intended entry, nor a threat to counter our operations militarily 
in North Korea. Under no circumstances, however, will your forces cross the 
Manchurian or USSR borders of Korea and, as a matter of olic , no non-Korean 
Ground Forces will be used in the northeast provinces fid?or ering the Soviet 
Union or in the area along the Manchurian border. Furthermore, support of your 
operations north or south of the 38th parallel will not include Air or Naval action 
against Manchuria or against USSR territory. 

If “major” Soviet forces intervened north of the 38th parallel, or those of the 
Soviets or of Communist China south thereof, CINCFE was to react asprescribed 
in NSC 81/l, i.e., to assume the defensive while consulting Washington. The 
question of occupying North Korea, and the nature of the occupation if it 
occurred, would be determined by “circumstances at the time.” However, 
CINCFE was to forward his occupation plans to the Joint Chiefs of Staff for 
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approval, as well as those relative to military operations north of the parallel. The 
final paragraph authorized General MacArthur to “facilitate the restoration” of 
the ROK Government in Seoul but, as the State Department had desired, cau
tioned him against involvement in the political future of North Korea.“” 

The formal restoration of President Rhee and his government to office in 
Seoul on 29 September 1950 became the occasion for laudatory messages from 
Washington. President Truman, speaking for “the entire American people,” ten
dered the UN Commander “warmest congratulations on the victory which has 
been achieved under your leadership in Korea.” The Joint Chiefs of Staff paid 
tribute to General MacArthur’s “brilliant and audacious leadership” and 
expressed confidence “that the great task entrusted to you by the United Nations 
will be carried to a successful conclusion.“34 

NSC 81/l had recommended immediate discussions with UN members con
cerning the terms to be offered to the enemy. On 22 September 1950 the Depart
ment of State sent the Department of Defense a paper intended to provide a basis 
for these discussions. It called for surrender of all North Korean forces, occupa
tion of key points in North Korea, and elections under UN supervision. Earlier, 
the Department had dropped provisions for an armistice to be imposed by Gen
eral MacArthur in the event that the enemy should sue for peace in the immedi
ate future (a contingency not provided for in NSC 81/l). After referring both sets 
of proposals to General MacArthur, the Joint Chiefs of Staff concluded that they 
were acceptable.35 

The Department of State also prepared a message to be broadcast by the UN 
Commander to the enemy forces, calling upon them to lay down their arms to 
prevent further bloodshed in view of their inevitable “early and total defeat.” 
The Joint Chiefs of Staff immediately forwarded this draft message to General 
MacArthur and authorized him to broadcast it at his discretion.“h He replied on 
28 September that he would make the announcement (in a slightly amended 
form) at 1200 on 1 October.“7 

The draft of this message, and of the surrender terms proposed by the Depart
ment of State, had been referred for comment to the Service Secretaries, as well as 
to the Joint Chiefs of Staff? Secretary Johnson had set up the institution of the 
“Joint Secretaries” to provide a channel of advice paralleling the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff, and his successorcontinued, for a time at least, to call upon the Secretaries, 
as a body, for their advice.“’ The Joint Chiefs of Staff were apparently unaware of 
the extent to which General Marshall consulted the civilian Secretaries. Had they 
known of it, they might well have protested this prospective infringement on 
their statutory responsibilities as the principal military advisors of the Secretary 
of Defense.4(1 

Concerning North Korea’s probable response to the surrender message,Gen
eral MacArthur was under no illusions. His staff had drawn up a plan to con
tinue the war in North Korea, which he submitted to the Joint Chiefs of Staff in 
outline on 28 September, promising later to supply complete details. The plan 
provided that Eighth Army would attack northwestward from Seoul across the 
38th parallel to seize P’yongyang, the enemy capital. X Corps would reembark 
for an amphibious landing at Wonsan, whence it would drive westward to join 
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up with Eighth Army. In subsequent operations, the combined UN-ROK forces 
would advance to an objective line crossing northern Korea at its narrowest part, 
from Chongju through Yongwon to Hungnam; beyond this line, only ROK troops 
would be employed. 

Tentative planning called for the operation to be initiated between 15 and 30 
October. General MacArthur added that there was at that time no indication of 
the entry of major Soviet or Chinese forces into North Korea.41 

In retrospect, it could be seen that this plan contained two questionable fea
tures. One was the diversion of X Corps to a seaborne end run around the south
ern tip of Korea to the middle of the east coast. Two UN divisions were thus tem
porarily removed from the battlefield; moreover, their outloading through 
Inch’on and Pusan tied up transportation facilities and thus increased the supply 
difficulties of the Eighth Army. The other object of later criticism was the com
mand relationship envisioned under this plan. The Commanding General of X 
Corps, Major General Edward M. Almond, would remain independent of Eighth 
Army, responsible directly to CINCFE. There would thus be no unity of com
mand in Korea except that exercised from Tokyo, 700 miles away.42 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff did not question the plan at that time. One member, 
General Collins, later recalled that he was “skeptical about the command 
arrangements,” but that he and his colleagues were “perhaps somewhat over
awed” by the success of the Inch’on operation. 43On 29 September they told Sec
retary Marshall that they approved the plan but believed that it should be 
“cleared in principle on the highest Governmental level.” They asked him to 
obtain such approval as soon as possible, since “certain ROK Army forces may 
even now be crossing the 38th parallel.” The Secretary at once cleared it with the 
President and the Secretary of State, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff informed Gen
eral MacArthur that his plan was approved.4 

The broadcast by CINCUNC headquarters, calling on the enemy to cease 
resistance, was made as scheduled on 1 October 1950 (2200 EST on 30 Septem
ber).45 There was no response. It was clear that the enemy fully intended to fight 
on. His ability to do so, though gravely impaired, was by no means destroyed. 
The best North Korean units had been decimated, but the remnant that escaped 
included the enemy high command and most of the cadre of senior officers.46 Nor 
were the enemy’s reserves of military manpower exhausted. Expansion of the 
NK People’s Army had been in process north of the 38th parallel all the while 
that fighting was going on in the south.47 

On 2 October General MacArthur promulgated an operations order for his 
assault against North Korea, leaving the date still to be determined.48 At the same 
time, he described the situation to the Joint Chiefs of Staff in an optimistic message: 

Probings by elements of the ROK Army are now well across the 38th parallel, 
Advances on the extreme right are between 10 and 30 miles in the coast sector 
with practical1 no resistance. 

It is possib 7.e if enemy’s weakness is pronounced that immediate exploitation 
may be put into effect before or in substitution for prepared plan. You will be 
kept fully informed.4y 
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The units that had already set foot on North Korean soil were the 3rd and 
Capital Divisions, constituting the I Corps of the ROK Army, which had 
advanced via the east coast road. Several days later, the ROK 6th, 7th, and 8th 
Divisions (II Corps) crossed the border in central Korea, driving toward what 
was later to become known as the “Iron Triangle”-the region bounded by the 
three cities of Kumhwa, Ch’orwon, and P’yongyang.50 But enemy resistance did 
not collapse; there was no opportunity for “immediate exploitation,” and it 
became necessary to carry out the “prepared plan.” 

The United Nations in a Quandary 

decide the political future of Korea was the responsibility of the UnitedTo 
Nations. But the pace of events during the latter half of September caught the 

members of the international body unprepared, so swift had been the success of 
the UN forces. 

The ability of the Security Council to act decisively in June and July had been 
the product of an accident-the Soviet boycott. This state of affairs ended on 1 
August, when Soviet Ambassador Yakov Malik returned and took his turn as 
president of the Council. His presence was felt immediately. Besides seeking to 
exclude the representative of Nationalist China, he proposed to alter the agenda 
so as to steer the Council into a discussion of the recognition of Communist 
China and the “peaceful settlement” of the Korean question. Six weeks of incon
clusive debate followed, until at length the Soviets vetoed a US resolution con
demning North Korea’s continuing defiance of the United Nations, while Soviet 
counterresolutions, demanding withdrawal of all foreign troops from Korea and 
denouncing US aerial bombardment of North Korea, were in turn voted down. 

At Mr. Malik’s request, however, the Council agreed to discuss a Chinese 
Communist complaint of US “aggression” toward Taiwan. The members debated 
the matter for three days, then decided to postpone further consideration until 
after the middle of November and to invite a representative from Communist 
China to be present at that time. 51This decision was later to prove important in 
connection with Korea. 

Balked in the Security Council, the United States turned to the General 
Assembly, which opened its fifth regular session on 19 September. No attempt 
was made, however, to stampede that body into hasty action. On 20 September 
Secretary Acheson delivered what came to be known as his “Uniting for Peace” 
speech, proposing various steps to enhance the effectiveness of the Assembly in 
dealing with global dangers. He offered no suggestions regarding Korea except 
to urge establishment of a “UN recovery force” to supervise rehabilitation.52 

The broad US policy approved in NSC 81/l, encompassing military opera
tions in North Korea and political unification of the country, proved to have con
siderable support among other UN members. British Foreign Secretary Ernest 
Bevin, for example, called for an end to the “artificial” division between North 
and South Korea.5” Nor was this support limited to the countries of Western 
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Europe. In a report submitted on 4 September, the UN Commission on Korea, 
headed by an Indian diplomat, declared that “unification can be the only aim 
regarding Korea.” Earlier, on 29 August, Secretary-General Lie’s personal repre
sentative in Korea, Colone! Alfred G, Katdn of the Union of South Africa, had 
warned that even a brief halt at the parallel would allow the enemy to rebuild 
and reequip his forces, which would “constitute a continuing military threat not 
only to our own United Nations forces, but to South Korean freedom.“s4 

Should unification be sought by military means-ordering the UN Comman
der to enforce the UN writ throughout the length and breadth of Korea? Or 
should it be pursued through negotiations, perhaps while General MacArthur’s 
forces were held under restraint? These alternatives were never clearly faced by 
the United Nations. The second one-unification through diplomacy-seemed 
an unlikely prospect. By the end of September it appeared that, in the words of 
Secretary-General Lie, UN forces had “no alternative to an advance north of the 
38th parallel.” Continued assertions by the North Korean Government that the 
retreat of its forces was only temporary betokened a determination eventually to 
renew the invasion, and thus gave force to the warning uttered by Colonel 
Katzin.“” Nevertheless, most of the UN member governments, including the 
United States, sought to play down the significance of the “surveyor’s line,” and 
to allow the UN Commander to be guided by tactical considerations when he 
reached the parallel.56 

This attitude was made evident by Secretary Marshall in a message to General 
MacArthur on 29 September 1950. Referring to a reported announcement by 
Eighth Army that ROK divisions would halt at the parallel for “regrouping,” the 
Secretary cautioned CINCFE as follows: 

We want ou to feel unhampered tactically and strategically to proceed north 
of 38th ara iilel. Announcement above referred to ma precipitate embarrass
ment in e N where evident desire is not to be confronte J with necessity of a vote 
on assa e of 38th parallel, rather to find you have found it militarily necessary 
to lo so?5 

General MacArthur replied the next day that he had received no confirmation 
of this alleged announcement and doubted the authenticity of the report, but that 
he was “cautioning Walker against any involvement connected with the nomen
clature of the 38th parallel.” He continued in words that reflected his tendency to 
interpret his authority in the broadest possible terms: 

Parallel 38 is not a factor in the military employment of our forces. The logistical 
sup ly of our units is the main problem which limits our immediate advance. In 
exp Yoiting the defeat of the enemy forces, our own troo s may cross the parallel 
at any time in exploratory robing or exploiting loca Y tactical conditions. My 
overall strategic plan for h?orth Korea is known to you. Unless and until the 
enemy capitulates, I regard all of Korea open for our military operations.58 

The General planned to set forth these views in a directive that would be 
released to the public. When he informed the Joint Chiefs of Staff of this intention, 
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however, they replied that it was “unwise” to issue any such statement. Instead, 
he should, in accord with the Secretary’s message, proceed with his operations 
“without any further explanation or announcement and let action determine the 
matter. Our Government,” continued the Joint Chiefs of Staff message, “desires 
to avoid having to make an issue of the 38 parallel until we have accomplished 
our mission of defeating the North Korean forces.“59 

A resolution intended to provide political guidance for military operations in 
Korea was introduced into the General Assembly on 30 September. Although the 
US delegation had helped to draft it, it was introduced by the UK representative 
and jointly sponsored by seven other countries, not including the United States. 
The resolution called for the establishment of “conditions of stability” through
out Korea, with a unified government for the entire country, to be followed by 
prompt withdrawal of troops. The Assembly spent a week in debate, during 
which Ambassador Austin and others spoke in favor of the proposal. Opposition 
came as expected from the Soviet delegate but also from the representatives of 
India and Yugoslavia, both of whom challenged the resolution on the grounds 
that it exceeded the original limited objective of repelling the invasion. It was 
passed on 7 October 1950 by a vote of 47-5, with seven abstentions.60 

As finally enacted, the key parts of this resolution lay in the following para
graphs, in which the Assembly recommended that: 

(a) All appropriate steps be taken to ensure conditions of stability throughout 
Korea; 

(b) All constituent acts be taken, includin the holdin of elections, under the 
aus ices of the United Nations, for the esta i lishment oP a unified independent 
an cf democratic Government of the sovereign State of Korea; 

(c) All sections and representative bodies of the po ulation of Korea, South 
and North, be invited to co-o erate with the organs of tK e United Nations in the 
restoration of peace, in the hoPding of elections and in the establishment of a uni
fied Government; 

(d) United Nations forces should not remain in any part of Korea otherwise 
than so far as necessary for achieving the objectives specified in subparagraphs 
(a) and (b) above.h1 

This resolution failed to answer a number of important questions. Did “condi
tions of stability” exist in North Korea, which had been firmly under Communist 
control for five years? If not, what steps would be “appropriate” to ensure such 
conditions there? The North Korean Government had repeatedly made clear that 
it had no intention whatever of cooperating with the United Nations; even before 
the conflict, it had forbidden UN representatives to set foot upon its soil or to 
conduct elections within its territory. What reason was there to expect that it 
would now accept an “invitation” to cooperate with the United Nations? If North 
Korea continued its defiance, were UN forces authorized to enter the country and 
enforce compliance, in order to “achieve the objectives” of the resolution? 

To a degree, the ambiguity of the Assembly’s words was doubtless inten
tional-the product of the evasive attitude expressed in the messages to General 
MacArthur. But the inadequacy of the resolution also stemmed from the fact that 
it was based on beliefs that were to prove erroneous: that the fighting in Korea 
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was approaching its end and that there remained only a task of pacification that 
could be entrusted to ROK soldiers. Secretary Acheson set forth assumptions and 
intentions back of this resolution in June 1951, during the MacArthur hearings. 
His statement on the subject is worth reproducing in full, as the most nearly con
temporary explanation that is available: 

After the Inch’on landing, General MacArthur called on these North Koreans to 
turn in their arms and cease their efforts; that they refused to do, and they retired 
into the north, and what General MacArthur’s military mission was was to ur
sue them and round them up, as he was tryin to round up that art of tR eir 
army which remained in the south; and, as I sai cf many times, we ha l the highest 
hopes that when you did that the whole of Korea would be united. That did not 
come to pass, because the Chinese intervened.. . . Our hope was that the round
ing up, or the surrender of the forces which started this aggression, would result 
in the carrying out of the UN resolution of the 7th of October, which was to hold 
elections in the north and, under the United Nations aegis, try and brin r that 
whole country together.. [If the Chinese Communists had not intervened Pforce 
would have been used to round up those eople who were putting on the 

the request of the Koreans, and itaggression. We were unifying it as a result o P 
woud be through elections, and that sort of thing.h2 

Had the position of UN Commander been held by an officer thoroughly 
attuned to the spirit and the letter of the administration’s decisions (as General 
Ridgway was later to show himself to be), all might have been well. As it was, 
General MacArthur, in Secretary Acheson’s words, “at once stripped from the res
olution of October 7 its husk of ambivalence and gave it an interpretation that the 
enacting majority in the General Assembly would not have accepted.“63 He read it 
as assigning him the task of unifying Korea. “My mission,” he said, during the 
Senate hearings on his removal from office, “was to clear out all North Korea, to 
unify it and to liberalize it.““” In fact, this interpretation, however incorrect in the 
minds of those who voted for the UN resolution, could hardly be dismissed as far
fetched. The preamble of the resolution cited earlier ones of 1947, 1948, and 1949 
calling for the unification of Korea and drew attention to the fact that this goal had 
not yet been attained. Reading these provisions along with the vaguely worded 
operative portion of the resolution, General MacArthur could readily conclude 
that the Assembly meant for him to impose unity on Korea by the sword. 

At the request of the Department of State, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had for
warded the text of the resolution to CINCFE while it was under discussion in the 
Assembly. They informed him that it provided “general overall guidance” but 
that it was not to be construed as a directive. In the view of the US Government, 
they continued, the resolution provided support for operations north of the par
allel and thus reinforced the authority implicit in the Security Council resolution 
of 27 June. As soon as he was notified of final approval of the resolution, he was 
to transmit its text to the North Korean authorities, calling on them to lay down 
their arms, in accord with his message of 1 October, and to cooperate with the 
United Nations in establishing a unified, democratic government.“’ 

Shortly before the Assembly completed action on the resolution, the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff learned that their British colleagues entertained doubts about the 
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wisdom of crossing the parallel. On 5 October 1950 Lord Tedder, the principal 
British military representative in Washington, informed General Bradley of cer
tain conclusions reached by the British Chiefs of Staff after consultation with the 
Foreign Office. The principal objective, in the British view, should be to localize 
the war in Korea and avoid a protracted involvement. To send UN forces into 
North Korea at that moment was unnecessary and might extend and aggravate 
the conflict. The British Chiefs of Staff recommended that UN forces (other than 
those of the Republic of Korea) halt at the 38th parallel for a specified period of a 
week or two, and issue a warning that they would invade North Korea unless 
that country’s forces surrendered.“” 

General Bradley passed these recommendations to the other JCS members, 
while informing Lord Tedder that “this is just about what we are doing.“‘17 At 
that moment, no forces except those of the ROK Army had crossed the line, and 
General MacArthur’s broadcast to the enemy on 1 October, calling on him to sub
mit, might be regarded as serving the purposes of the warning recommended by 
the British Chiefs of Staff. 

On 9 October 1950, General MacArthur, asdirected by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
disseminated by radio and leaflet the text of the resolution of 7 October. He 
accompanied it with a final warning to enemy forces to ceaseresistance “in what
ever part of Korea situated.” Premier Kim 11Sung replied the following day in a 
defiant messageto his troops ordering them to fight to the end.hX 

General MacArthur had anticipated this rejection and had already put into 
effect the invasion plans that he had outlined to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The 1st 
Cavalry Division, which was to form the spearhead of the advance on 
P’yongyang, sent patrols across the border on 7 and 8 October. The full invasion 
began on 9 October, undertaken by the 1st Cavalry and 24th Infantry Divisions, 
in concert with the ROK 1st Division and the 27th British Brigade. At the same 
time, the 1st Marine Division began loading at Inch’on for the attack on Wonsan. 
On 11 October, however, Wonsan was seized by the rapidly advancing forces of 
the ROK Army, five divisions of which were already well into central and eastern 
North Korea.6” 

The resistance initially encountered by US forces demonstrated that the 
enemy had lost neither his will nor his ability to fight. The 1st Cavalry Division 
spent five days capturing Kumch’on, the first important town on the main Seoul-
P’yongyang route. With its fall, however, enemy front lines ceased to exist. Thus 
the middle of October found the 1st Cavalry Division poised for a dash toward 
P’yongyang, with the 24th Division advancing on its left and the 1st ROK Divi
sion on its right7” 

Danger along the Borders 

Prespects now looked highly promising for the forces of the United Nations 
Command. It appeared that only scattered and ineffectual North Korean 

troops stood in the way of their advance to the uttermost reaches of the country. 
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But already there were disturbing warnings of a possible new element in the situ
ation-one that, within a few weeks, was to throw the war into yet another shat
tering reversal. 

From the beginning of hostilities in Korea, the United States had faced the 
ominous possibility that either or both of North Korea’s powerful Communist 
neighbors might come to her aid. Soviet Russia’s intervention seemed the more 
probable, and at the same time more potentially disastrous. Very early in the cri
sis, the possibility of Soviet intervention was faced by the National Security 
Council. In response to a decision of the Council on 28 June,” the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff studied the matter, and decided that, if major Soviet units entered the fight 
or appeared likely to do so, the United States should minimize its commitment in 
Korea and prepare for general war. The JCS views were circulated to the Council 
and referred to the NSC Staff, where they were pigeonholed.72 

When the Joint Chiefs of Staff first authorized General MacArthur to conduct 
air and naval operations north of the 38th parallel, they specified that “special 
care will be taken to insure that operations in North Korea stay well clear of the 
frontiers of Manchuria or the Soviet Union.“7” Not content with the issuance of 
this general directive, the Department of State sought and obtained an additional 
precaution. The Secretary of the Air Force instructed the Commanding General, 
Far East Air Force, to make certain that all pilots were briefed to comply with the 
JCS instructions.74 

Although Secretary Acheson hoped to avoid provocative incidents, he recog
nized the need for careful reconnaissance of the Korean borders to ascertain the 
extent of Chinese or Soviet aid to North Korea. On 27 July 1950 he recommended 
to the National Security Council that aerial surveillance, conducted from as far 
south as possible, be undertaken up to the Yalu River in northwestern Korea and 
up to, but short of, the Soviet boundary in the northeast. This suggestion was 
approved by the Council, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff so instructed ClNCFE on 5 
August 1950.75 

Instructions from Washington, no matter how carefully drafted, could not 
wholly prevent border violations. On 28 August 1950 Communist China broad
cast a complaint that US aircraft had attacked targets in Manchuria. The Soviet 
Union formally protested, on behalf of China, to the UN Security Council.7h The 
Joint Chiefs of Staff at once informed CINCFE that all US aircraft must “exercise 
particular caution not to violate Soviet or Chinese territory or territorial waters.“77 
Subsequent investigation by the UN Command revealed that two US fighter air
craft had in fact strayed across the Yalu and strafed an airstrip near Antung.7x 

The desire of the administration to avoid such incidents was evident in the 
conduct of the strategic bombing campaign against North Korea that took place 
during August and September. Of the few North Korean industrial targets worth 
attacking, most were near P’yongyang or else in the far northeast, not far from 
the Soviet border. On 31 July 1950 the Joint Chiefs of staff told General 
MacArthur that they considered it “highly desirable” to undertake air operations 
against certain specified industrial facilities in North Korea: munitions and chem
ical plants, petroleum production and storage facilities, and railroad shops and 
yards. Later, on 15 August, they enlarged the list of targets but specified that the 
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population in nearby cities must receive advance warning in each instance. 
“Dummy” warnings should also be given to other areas, so as to avoid pinpoint
ing specific objectives.7y 

Among the operations carried out by Far East Air Forces under these JCS 
directives was an attack on a petroleum storage plant at Najin (Rashin), a port 
within 17 miles of the Soviet border, which was bombed on 12 August.X” When 
the news of this raid reached Washington, the Department of State objected 
strongly. Deputy Undersecretary Matthews called Major General Burns, in Secre
tary Johnson’s office, and told him that the attack violated the JCS instructions 
against approaching the borders too closely. Secretary Johnson and General 
Bradley believed that the margin of distance was ample and that Rashin was a 
valid military target. The matter was carried to the President, who after some dis
cussion, upheld his military advisors.81 

Another border incident several weeks later, however, placed a different light 
on the matter. On 4 September 1950, US Navy fighters on combat air patrol over 
the Seventh Fleet, in the Yellow Sea, shot down an aircraft that had flown into the 
formation and opened fire on them. A US destroyer recovered the body of one of 
the crew members, who turned out to be a Soviet officer.82 

It was therefore at a somewhat inappropriate moment when, on 7 September, 
immediately after an NSC meeting, General Bradley and Secretary Johnson 
raised with President Truman the question of bombing Rashin again. They 
pointed out that most Soviet tanks for North Korea were shipped through Rashin 
and that approximately one-quarter of North Korea’s oil supplies were stored 
there. They asked the President’s approval for daylight raids on marshalling 
yards and other installations. Secretary Acheson, whom President Truman con
sulted, expressed fear of a violent Soviet reaction even if there were no actual vio
lation of the border. Such a reaction was the more likely in view of the unfortu
nate incident in the Yellow Sea three days earlier. The President expressed 
“considerable worry” over the proposed bombing and asked that the matter be 
reviewed thoroughly by officials of State and Defense.83 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff accordingly instructed General MacArthur that no 
further attacks were to be made on Rashin “at present,” owing to the tension 
caused by the destruction of the Soviet aircraft and the recent Manchurian border 
violation. They asked his views and were told that he concurred and that he had 
promulgated instructions accordingly.x4 

Secretary Acheson elaborated on his views in a memorandum to the President 
that showed how gravely he viewed the proposal to attack Rashin. “It is our 
understanding,” he wrote, “that the present policy of the United States, both mil
itary and political, is directed toward a localization of the conflict in Korea and 
the avoidance of any unnecessary extension of hostilities or the outbreak of a 
general war. If there is any lack of agreement on this point, it should be clarified 
without delay.” The bombing of Rashin must be assessedin the light of its possi
ble effects on this policy. Such an action involved “serious risks.” CINCFE had 
been warned to stay “well clear” of the Soviet and Manchurian frontiers-not 
merely to avoid violating them. Soviet leaders had an “almost pathological sensi
tivity” regarding their borders, especially in the Far East and around Vladivostok. 
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They might react to a bombing of Rashin by an overt attack on the US aircraft, by 
reoccupying North Korea, or by placing strategic bombers at North Korea’s dis
posal. In short, the bombing of Rashin “runs the pressing danger of causing the 
Soviet Union to react in the very way we wish to avoid.” Hence, before such 
action was taken, the specific military advantages must be “carefully weighed 
against the risk of the grave political and military consequences outlined 
above.“x5 

Secretary Acheson handed this memorandum to the President on 11 Septem
ber and briefly discussed it with him. The President, he found, was “inclined 
strongly toward our point of view and believes that General Bradley is pretty 
much of that mind.“s6 

It does not appear that the proposal was pressed further. In any event, the 
issue disappeared with the military collapse of North Korea, which ended the 
strategic bombing campaign. On 26 September the Joint Chiefs of Staff directed 
that FEAF be employed only against tactical objectives.R7 

Shortly thereafter, however, came another mishap, potentially the most dan
gerous of all. On 8 October, according to the Soviet Government, two US aircraft 
crossed into Siberia and strafed an airfield some 60 miles north of the border.ss As 
with the earlier Manchurian incident, the Joint Chiefs of Staff acted at once, with
out awaiting confirmation of the Soviet charge. On 10 October they instructed 
General MacArthur to take “appropriate action” to ensure that subordinate eche
lons complied with their directives of 29 June and 28 August.Ry On the following 
day, at the request of the Department of State, they directed CINCFE to investigate 
the mattergo This investigation showed that the Soviet accusation was justified.“’ 
Ambassador Austin formally apologized before the UN Security Council and 
announced that the United States was willing to pay for the damage inflicted.92 

As a result of this episode, the Department of State suggested that a precise 
northern boundary be established for the operations of US aircraft-perhaps lati
tude 39” 30’ north, the limit laid down for the blockade. The question was passed 
to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, who told the Secretary of Defense on 1 November that 
any such limitation was infeasible. Air interdiction operations and aerial recon
naissance had to be conducted contiguous to Korea’s boundaries; moreover, UN 
troops were advancing toward the borders and would need air and naval support. 
They believed that General MacArthur was fully aware of the imperative need to 
avoid further violations. These conclusions were sent to the Department of State 
with the endorsement of the Secretary of Defense, and the matter was dropped.y3 

It seemed that neither Soviet Russia nor Communist China was likely to be 
goaded into hostilities by accidental border crossings. But as time went on, the 
prospect of eventual Chinese intervention began to loom larger. At first such 
action did not seem probable, although it was by no means impossible. The Joint 
Intelligence Committee estimated on 6 July 1950 that there were 565,000 troops in 
Manchuria (of whom 70,000 were Koreans), plus 210,000 more farther south, 
around Peking and Tientsin. Many of these would be needed at home to main
tain internal security, but some at least could be spared for Korea.94 The Military 
Intelligence Section of the Far East Command essentially agreed with this 
appraisal, though giving a smaller estimate of the size of the forces available: 
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489,000 in Manchuria (115,000 regulars and the rest local militia), and 176,000 
regulars in North China.95 

Public statements by Chinese officials and radio propaganda broadcasts from 
China were scrutinized for clues to the intentions of Mao Tse-Tung and his col
leagues. During July and most of August this evidence, so far as it went, sug
gested that Communist China had relatively little interest in the Korean situa
tion and was far more concerned about Taiwan. A change took place after the 
middle of August-significantly, about the time of Ambassador Austin’s state
ments to the UN Security Council about the unification of Korea. After the suc
cess of the Inch’on landing, Chinese anxiety over the trend of events became still 
more apparent.y6 

At the same time, additional troops were reported to be moving into 
Manchuria. The Military Intelligence Section of FECOM estimated that the num
ber of regular troops there had risen to 246,000 by 31 August and to 450,000 by 21 
September.y7 Part of this movement could be attributed to the return of the 
Fourth Field Army to its permanent stations in the north, following its successful 
1945 campaign against the Nationalists. But units not known to constitute part of 
that Army were also involved. y8 And now US intelligence agencies began to 
receive specific reports either that Communist China’s rulers had decided to 
intervene if necessary to save North Korea from defeat, or that Chinese troops 
had in fact already moved into Korea.yy 

The overall appraisal of this intelligence in Washington was that Chinese 
intervention was “improbable, “ unless the Soviet Union had decided to risk all
out war.loo Nevertheless the administration acted to head off any Chinese partici
pation. The Government of India was asked to transmit a message to Communist 
China’s rulers that it would be in their best interests not to interfere in Korea. 
After delivering this message, the Indian Ambassador in Peking, K. M. Panikkar, 
reported that Communist China’s direct participation in the Korean conflict 
appeared “beyond the range of possibility.“101 

President Truman, in a speech on 1 September 1950 that has been cited above, 
sought to prevent any widening of the conflict. “We hope in particular,” he said, 
“that the people of China will not be misled or forced into fighting against the 
United Nations and against the American people. . . The Communist imperial
ists are the only ones who can gain if China moves into this fight.” He added that 
“We do not want Formosa or any part of Asia for ourselves.“102 

The President’s attempt to reassure the rulers of Communist China was ren
dered more difficult by certain ill-considered contemporary public statements by 
high-ranking US military officials. For example, General MacArthur, following a 
visit to Taiwan to discuss its defense with Chinese Nationalist leaders, had sent a 
message to the annual convention of the Veterans of Foreign Wars, which, in 
some of its passages, could be interpreted as implying a US intention to occupy 
the island. This message had been released to the public on 25 August 195O.‘O” 
On the same day, Secretary of the Navy Francis Matthews made a speech in 
which he suggested that the United States initiate a war “to compel cooperation 
for peace.” Less than a week later, Major General Orvil A. Anderson, USAF, 
Commandant of the Air War College, asserted in a lecture that the United States 
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was already at war and boasted that he could “break up Russia’s five A-bomb 
nests in a week.“104 

During the weeks that followed the President’s speech, warnings of prospec
tive Chinese intervention became more authoritative. Ambassador Panikkar of 
India was twice used by the Chinese Government as a channel to transmit mes
sages to this effect. On 25 September he was told by General Nieh Yen-Jung, 
China’s Acting Chief of Staff, that China would not “sit back with folded hands 
and let the Americans come up to their border.“io5 A week later, Mr. Panikkar 
was summoned to the residence of Premier Chou En-Lai, who informed him 
emphatically that Communist China would intervene if US troops crossed the 
parallel (but not if those of the Republic of Korea did so alone). The Ambassador 
immediately reported this interview to his government. On the following day, he 
notified the diplomatic representatives of the United Kingdom and Burma.10h 

Through British channels, this indirect warning from Premier Chou En-lai 
reached Washington early on the morning of 3 October.107 The Department of 
State passed it on to Secretary Marshall,iOR while the Department of the Army 
notified General MacArthur .loy But it was not accepted with the finality that, in 
the light of subsequent events, should have been accorded it. President Truman, 
having observed that Ambassador Panikkar had “played the game of the Chi
nese Communists fairly regularly,” thought that Chou’s statement might be 
intended as propaganda or as a bluff to keep the General Assembly from approv
ing the pending resolution on Korea. I10Secretary Acheson thought that it was 
probably part of a joint Soviet-Chinese diplomatic effort to save the North 
Korean regime and to bring about withdrawal of UN forces.“’ Both he and the 
President were doubtless influenced by the Central Intelligence Agency, which 
issued several reports suggesting that Chou’s statement was merely part of a war 
of words”2 

Nevertheless additional preparations were made in Washington to cope with 
possible Chinese action. On 9 October the Joint Chiefs of Staff, with President 
Truman’s approval, sent General MacArthur instructions to be applicable in case 
of “open or covert employment anywhere in Korea of major Chinese Communist 
units.” He was told to continue action as long as there seemed a “reasonable 
chance of success,” and to undertake no actions against objectives within China 
unless he had received prior authorization from Washington.“3 

President Truman remained uneasy and instructed the CIA to provide a care
ful assessment of Soviet and Chinese intentions with regard to Korea and to 
other parts of Asia. The CIA reply, submitted on 12 October, bore the concurrence 
of the intelligence organizations of the Military Services and the Department of 
State. It reaffirmed earlier assessments by the Agency that China probably would 
not intervene, since the disadvantages of participation, from a Chinese view
point, appeared to outweigh the advantages. The conclusion was: 

While full-scale Chinese Communist intervention in Korea must be regarded 
as a continuing possibility, a consideration of all known factors leads to the con
clusion that barring a Soviet decision for global war, such action is not probable 
in 1950. During this period, intervention will probably be confined to continued 
covert assistance to the North Koreans.l14 
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This conclusion was evidently accepted by the administration. Nor was it 
challenged in Tokyo. The FECOM Daily Intelligence Summary for 15 October, 
while pointing out that China had nine armies, totaling 38 divisions, in 
Manchuria, characterized recent threats of intervention in Korea as “probably in 
a category of diplomatic blackmail.” It added the conclusion, however, that anal
ysis of the intentions of the governments of Soviet Russia and Communist China 
was properly a responsibility of Washington.“” 

What should the United States do if the estimates of probability were not 
borne out and the Chinese did intervene? The administration had not faced this 
question, but in the minds of JCS members, the answer was clear. “We all agree 
that if the Chinese Communists come into Korea, we get out,” said General 
Bradley on 23 October 1950, during a meeting of the US and British Chiefs of 
Staff.llh 

The Wake Island Conference 

T he possibility of Chinese intervention in Korea was one of several reasons 
that impelled President Truman to hold a face-to-face meeting with his Far 

East Commander in mid-October 1950. The President wanted the benefit of the 
General’s “firsthand information and judgment” on the many reports and 
rumors. But he also had broader considerations in mind. He hoped that he could 
have better success than some of his emissaries in conveying an understanding of 
the foreign policy of his administration. He was convinced that some of his prob
lems with General MacArthur stemmed from the fact that the General, having 
lived in the Orient for almost fourteen years, “had lost some of his contacts with 
the country and its people.“l’7 

The President did not wish to ask General MacArthur to leave his command 
long enough to undertake a trip to the United States. With the General’s concur
rence, he selected Wake Island, some 2,000 miles from Tokyo in the western 
Pacific, as the locale.118 

The President at first wanted all the JCS members to accompany him to Wake 
Island, but they demurred on the grounds that it would be inadvisable for them 
to be absent from Washington at the same time. General Bradley was therefore 
chosen as their representative in the President’s party.“” Others in the group 
included Assistant Secretary of State Dean Rusk; Secretary of the Army Frank 
Pace; W. Averell Harriman, Special Assistant to the President; and Ambassador
at-Large Philip C. Jessup. Ambassador Muccio also attended the conference, as 
did Admiral Arthur W. Radford, Commander in Chief of the Pacific Fleet.izu 

The meeting took place on Sunday morning, 15 October. When the President’s 
aircraft landed at Wake Island about 0630, he found General MacArthur awaiting 
him, and the two men at once went into a private conference lasting about an 
hour. According to the President’s account, they discussed the situation in both 
Korea and Japan. The General gave assurance that the Korean conflict was 
already won and that Chinese intervention was unlikely. When President 
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Truman mentioned his plans for Europe, General MacArthur expressed the belief 
that a division could be moved from Korea to Europe by January ‘The entire con
versation was cordial-“much more so than I had expected,” as Mr. Truman 
wrote later.‘?’ 

The President and the General then adjourned to another building for a larger 
conference with their military and diplomatic advisors. No official transcript of 
this meeting was kept, but a memorandum prepared later, based on notes taken 
by General Bradley and others, indicates the substance of the discussion.‘22 

President Truman opened the conference with a question about the prospects 
for rehabilitating Korea. General MacArthur replied that military operations 
must be completed first and went on to summarize the military situation. “I 
believe that formal resistance will end throughout North and South Korea by 
Thanksgiving,” he said. The 15,000 enemy troops remaining in the south would 
be mopped up or destroyed by the approaching winter. North Korea, he contin
ued, was “pursuing a forlorn hope,” using about 100,000 poorly trained replace
ments who “are only fighting to save face.” He believed that, with the impending 
capture of P’yongyang, most of the remaining enemy troops would be trapped 
and the war ended. 

“It is my hope,” went on General MacArthur, “to be able to withdraw the 
Eighth Army to Japan by Christmas.” He proposed to leave the 2d and 3d US 
Divisions, plus UN detachments, as an occupation force, but he hoped that elec
tions could be held as soon as possible and the occupying troops withdrawn. 
“Nothing is gained by military occupation,” he said. “All occupations are fail
ures.” A ten-division ROK Army, supplied with US equipment, plus a “small but 
competent” Navy and Air Force, could “secure Korea” and constitute a “tremen
dous deterrent” to an attack by Communist China. As for rehabilitation, he 
believed that the Korean economy could not absorb more than $150 million 
annually, and that several years of expenditure at that level would make the 
country self-sustaining. Ambassador Muccio concurred in these estimates. 

The conferees moved into an extended discussion of rehabilitation, until I’res
ident Truman brought them back to military matters by asking the question that 
had been largely responsible for his journey halfway around the world. “What 
are the chances for Chinese or Soviet interference?” he inquired of the Far East 
Commander. 

General MacArthur’s answer discounted the prospect of Chinese interven
tion and indicated a low assessment of the capabilities of that country. Accord
ing to the memorandum account of the meeting, the substance of his reply was 
as follows: 

Very little. Had they interfered in the first or second months it would have 
been decisive. We are no longer fearful of their intervention. We no lon er stand 
hat in hand. The Chinese have 300,000 men in Manchuria. Of these ro i ably not 
more than 100/125,000 are distributed along the Yalu River. On Py 50/60,000 
could be gotten across the Yalu River. The 

l7inese 
have no Air Force. Now that we have 

bases for our Air Force in Korea, if the C 
there would be the greatest slaughter.‘*” 

tried to get down to Pyongyang 
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The General then dealt with Soviet Russia’s probable actions. The Soviets, he 
said, had available some 1,300 aircraft, which were “probably no match for our 
Air Force.” There were no Soviet troops readily available for Korea; it would take 
them six weeks to put troops into that country, “and six weeks brings the win
ter.” Soviet air support of Chinese ground forces was possible but was unlikely to 
be effective, since air-ground coordination required intensive training. 

The conversation swung to a possible Japanese peace treaty, which General 
MacArthur heartily favored. In this connection, he touched on the prospective 
return of the Eighth Army to Japan. General Bradley, noting a need for troops to 
be sent to Europe, asked if the 2d and 3d Divisions could be made available for 
this purpose by January. General MacArthur replied in the affirmative and rec
ommended the 2d, as being better trained. 

Other Asian problems were then discussed, including the situation in Indochina 
and the possibility of cooperative regional defense. The subject of Taiwan came up 
briefly; the President remarked that there was no need to discuss it, since he and 
the General had “talked fully” about it and were “in complete agreement.“124 

General Bradley asked the Far East Commander about the value of UN troop 
contingents. Should the United States, he wondered, continue to underwrite the 
costs of those that had not yet arrived, with the end of the war approaching? 
“They are useless from the military point of view and probably would never see 
action,” was General MacArthur’s reply. “From the political point of view, they 
give a United Nations flavor. I think that the balance between these two consider
ations should be struck in Washington. I cannot do it.” 

Assistant Secretary Rusk commented upon an informal suggestion put forth 
by the Indian Government that Indian and Pakistani troops be stationed along 
Korea’s northern frontiers. General MacArthur replied that such a step would be 
“indefensible from a military point of view.” He planned to use South Korean 
troops to form a buffer, he said, and to pull back all other forces “south of a line 
from 20 miles north of P’yongyang to Hamhung.” 

The formal conference ended at 0912, but informal discussions among the par
ticipants continued for another hour and a half. In the course of these discus
sions, Assistant Secretary Rusk mentioned to General MacArthur the fact that the 
Chinese Communists had threatened to enter the war if UN forces crossed the 
parallel. The General confessed himself puzzled that the Chinese leaders should 
have “gone out on such a limb,” and remarked that they “must be greatly embar
rassed by the predicament in which they now find themselves.“‘25 Finally, the 
President awarded another Distinguished Service Medal to General MacArthur; 
then all the conferees departed. 

On the conclusion of the conference, President Truman believed that it had 
served its purpose. He released a statement that it had been “highly satisfactory” 
and that “very complete unanimity of view” had prevailed.lz6 But the under
standing achieved at Wake Island was short lived, as the events of the next few 
months were to show. There had been no discussion of basic US and UN policy 
objectives in Korea, and thus no opportunity to reach a real meeting of the minds 
between the President and the General-or, alternatively, to bring into the open 
their disagreement. Such discussion did not take place because there seemed no 
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need for it. President Truman had been assured by the theater commander that 
the war would probably end soon and that Communist China was not likely to 
make trouble-two of the assumptions underlying the UN resolution of 7 Octo
ber. On his part, General MacArthur could feel that he had a clear-cut mission 
assigned him by higher authority; he had no reason to doubt that his interpreta
tion was shared by Washington. 

Curtailment of the UN Military Effort 

P lans to shift from war to peace were under way in Washington even before 
the Wake Island conference. On 4 October 1950 the Joint Chiefs of Staff, at the 

suggestion of General Collins, directed the Joint Strategic Plans Committee to 
prepare a plan for redeploying US forces from Korea, together with recommen
dations concerning the future size of the ROK Army.lz7 

JCS redeployment planning quickly revealed a disagreement between General 
Bradley and General MacArthur regarding what had been said at the recent con
ference. On 20 October 1950 the Joint Chiefs of Staff told CINCFE that they 
planned to withdraw the 2d and 3d Divisions from the Far East assoon as practi
cable. They particularly desired the 2d Division to be made available in time to 
reach Europe by the end of 1950.12HGeneral MacArthur, in reply, protested that he 
was planning to retain the 3d Division in Korea for occupation purposes, at least 
until elections could be held, and had so indicated at Wake Island. “I was under 
the impression that this proposal had received the approval of all concerned,” he 
told the Joint Chiefs of Staff. “I resubmit it at this time for your consideration.“129 

The matter remained unsettled until General Bolte visited Tokyo in late Octo
ber. After discussions with General MacArthur, he recommended that the 3d 
Division be left in Korea asan occupation force until 1 May 1951, if necessary but 
not beyond that date. 13(1The Joint Chiefs of Staff approved this suggestion but 
instructed General MacArthur to make the 2d Division ready for departure from 
the theater on sixty days‘ notice.‘“’ 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff also revised downward their estimates of troop 
requirements from other countries. On 25 October they approved, with minor 
changes, a proposal by General Collins, which was intended to reduce the logis
tic burden on the United States while retaining the political advantages of an 
international force. Under this plan, the French, Belgian, Netherlands, and Philip
pine infantry units and the New Zealand artillery battalion would be dropped. 
The Canadian and Greek forces would be reduced to a single battalion apiece. 
The Australian and Turkish contingents (already in Korea) and the Indian and 
Swedish hospital units would still be required, as would the UK 29th Brigade, 
then en route from Europe, which, on arrival, would release the 27th Brigade. 
The Thai force would be reduced from a regiment to a battalion, which was also 
on its way. Efforts to obtain Latin American contingents would be discontinued. 
These adjustments would leave CINCUNC a ground force of approximately 
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16,760 men from countries other than the United States and the Republic of 
Korea, instead of the 36,400 previously envisioned.132 

Secretary Marshall transmitted the JCS recommendations to the Secretary of 
State on 2 November, disagreeing only in one particular. He had been informed 
by Secretary Pace that negotiations with Colombia had proceeded so far that the 
cancellation of that country’s offer would be “mutually embarrassing.” Subject to 
this exception, he asked that the Department of State approach the countries 
affected by the JCS proposals.13” 

Heading for the Yalu 

A 11through these developments, the war in Korea continued to go well for the 
UN Command. The US 1st Cavalry and 24th Infantry Divisions (supported 

by British and Australian forces now combined into the 27th British Common
wealth Brigade), drove northwestward toward P’yongyang and its port, Chin
namp’o. At the same time, four divisions of the ROK Army converged on 
P’yongyang from the east and southeast. Both US and ROK troops entered the 
capital on 19 October. The surviving enemy forces withdrew northward just 
ahead of the paratroopers of the 187th Airborne RCT, who dropped down at 
Sukch’on and Sunch’on, some 25 miles north of P’yongyang, in a vain effort to 
trap the fleeing foe. The North Korean Government fled first to Sinuiju, near the 
mouth of the Yalu, then to Kanggye, in the mountain fastnesses of central Korea. 
The X Corps played no part in these events; its units were afloat off Wonsan, hav
ing found it impossible to land because the harbor had been thoroughly mined.134 

The next stage in the advance of the UN forces had been planned even before 
P’yongyang fell. CINCFE Operation Order No. 4, dated 17 October 1950, estab
lished a new objective line, beginning at Sonch’on on the west coast, then curving 
northwestward in an arc to Songjin in the east. 135It ran roughly parallel to the 
northernmost boundary of Korea, approaching it in some places within 45 miles, 
and was approximately 30 miles north of the Ch’ongju-Hamhung line laid down 
in the plan of 28 September as the limit of advance for non-ROK troops. This ear
lier restriction was now removed; all UN forces could advance freely up to the 
new objective line, beyond which, however only ROK troops would operate 
“except on direct orders of CINCUNC.” The X Corps was to continue indepen
dent of Eighth Army and was to confine its operations to the east of a line run
ning generally through central Korea north almost to the Manchurian border. 
(See Map 4. )13h 

Since this new plan still imposed restriction 
forces near the borders of the country, General 
tain that he was acting within the letter of the 
But it hardly conformed with the administration’s 
lution of 7 October, according to which the task 

on the operations of non-Korean 
MacArthur could perhaps main-

JCS instructions of 27 September. 
interpretation of the UN reso

of pacifying the far northern part 
of the country, beyond the narrow “waist,” was to be left to ROK troops. More
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over, in promulgating the new order, General MacArthur unilaterally introduced 
changes into a plan that had received the formal approval of his superiors. As 
General Collins later remarked, “This was the first, but not the last, stretching of 
MacArthur’s orders beyond JCS instructions.“137 The Joint Chiefs of Staff 
expressed no concern, however, over the prospect of a closer approach of US 
troops toward Chinese soil, nor did they record any comments regarding the con
tinuing separation between Eighth Army and X Corps. 

Two days later, General MacArthur gave further evidence of the latitude that 
he allowed himself. Ordering the new plan to be executed at 1200 on 20 October, 
he directed that “all concerned” make a “maximum effort” to seize the objective 
line rapidly and be “prepared for continued rapid advance to the border of North 
Korea.“138 The implication was that US troops would be free to march right up to 
the Yalu River. Again the Joint Chiefs of Staff made no protest. 

Another message from CINCFE on 24 October, however, stirred the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff into action. By this time, the Eighth Army, fresh from the capture 
of P’yongyang, had pushed bridgeheads across the Ch’ongch’on River in north
western Korea, en route to the objective line specified in the operation order of 17 
October.n9 General MacArthur now removed the restrictions on the advance of 
US troops that he had laid down in that order-restrictions that, he said, had 
been based on the assumption that the enemy would capitulate. Eighth Army 
and X Corps were “authorized to use any and all ground forces . . . as necessary 
to secure all of North Korea.” However, it was added, non-Korean forces “should 
be withdrawn from border areas as feasible and replaced by ROK units.” The 
objective line in Operation Order No. 4 was to be considered only as an “initial 
objective.” Commanders were “enjoined to drive forward with all speed and 
with the full utilization of all their force.“140 

When this message reached the Joint Chiefs of Staff, they at once reminded 
CINCFE of their directive of 27 September, which had specified that only South 
Korean forces would operate “in the northeast province bordering the Soviet 
Union or in the area along the Manchurian border.” While expressing confidence 
that he had “sound reasons” for his latest message, they asked to be informed 
what these were, as his action was “a matter of some concern here.“141 

General MacArthur replied that his instructions had been “a matter of military 
necessity.” The ROK forces, he explained, were not strong enough to secure North 
Korea by themselves, and their commanders were often highly emotional and 
unreliable. He had not violated orders, inasmuch as the relevant portion of the 
JCS directive of 27 September had been characterized in that document as merely 
“a matter of policy.” Moreover, he continued, the same directive had specified that 
its provisions “cannot be considered to be final since they may require modifica
tion” (although obviously, modification would be the prerogative of the authority 
who issued the directive, not of the recipient). He found further justification in 
Secretary Marshall’s instructions that he was to “feel unhampered tactically and 
strategically to proceed north of 38th parallel.” In fact, the Secretary had intended 
in this message only to induce the US Commander to cross the parallel with as lit
tle noise and delay as possible, but General MacArthur read it as granting him 
complete freedom to operate inside enemy territory. 
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Even while straining the interpretation of his orders, General MacArthur 
assured the Joint Chiefs of Staff that he was “fully cognizant of the basic purpose 
and intent” of their directive of 27 September and that “every possible precaution 
is being taken in the premises.” However, he continued, any course of action 
other than the one he had chosen might produce “tactical hazards.” There was a 
touch of asperity in his conclusion: “This entire subject was covered in my con
ference at Wake Island.“142 

The General had by now sown the seeds of distrust in the minds of his mili
tary as well as his civilian superiors. The Joint Chiefs of Staff apparently accepted 
his defense of his latest action; at any rate, they did not countermand his order. 
But six months later, General Collins cited this incident as the first instance in 
which General MacArthur violated a JCS directive. As he said: 

I think this was one indication among many others which certainly have been 
clear, that General MacArthur was not in consonance with. . . basic policies. . . [it] 
led us gradual1 to fear that just as he violated a policy in this case without con
sulting us, per l!iaps the thing might be done in some other instance of a more 
serious nature.143 

Another contemporary incident also reflected the divergent outlook between 
General MacArthur and those in Washington. The Department of State, having 
been warned by the CIA that Communist China might send forces across the 
Yalu to protect the Suiho hydroelectric plant near Sinuiju, asked that General 
MacArthur send assurance to the UN Security Council that his command had no 
intention of interfering with the operations of the plant or of altering the distribu
tion of its output. On 21 October the Joint Chiefs of Staff “authorized” CINCFE to 
take the action. The General, however, declined to issue any statement on the 
subject. He had no intention, he said, of interfering with any peaceful use of elec
tric power on the border, but he nonetheless refused to commit the UN Com
mand until he could assure himself that the output from the Suiho plant was not 
being used to manufacture munitions.144 

Despite these evidences of disharmony, it appeared that the end of October 
might see the Korean conflict ended for all practical purposes. In Washington, 
during the last few days of the month, the Joint Chiefs of Staff completed action 
on a directive to govern the occupation of North Korea long enough to ensure the 
establishment of a United Korean Republic. After being modified in the light of 
General MacArthur’s comments and approved by the President, this directive 
was dispatched to CINCFE on 29 October. I45But already events were in the mak
ing that were to impart an entirely new impetus to the war. 

Enter a New Enemy 

For the final advance to the border of Korea with “all speed,” General Walker 
selected the 24th Infantry Division and the 27th British Commonwealth 
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Brigade to constitute the left wing, operating along the coast. Farther inland 
would be the ROK 1st and 7th Divisions, under command of US I Corps. The 
ROK II Corps (6th and 8th Divisions) would advance on the extreme right. Little 
organized opposition was expected, and the UN forces were split into columns, 
each of which was instructed to drive for the boundary as rapidly as possible. 
The US 1st Cavalry Division remained behind to garrison P’yongyang. 

The ROK 6th Division was the first to encounter trouble. On 25 October its 2d 
Regiment ran into sizable forces at Onjong, 15 miles northwest of the 
Ch’ongch’on River. In subsequent fighting on 25 to 26 October, the regiment was 
destroyed as an effective force. Within the next few days, four other ROK regi
ments were attacked and routed in the same area, including one that had reached 
the border at Ch’osan but had to be recalled. 

The US and British forces also met some opposition but fared better. The 21st 
Regiment of the 24th Division, after passing through Sonch’on-the western ter
minus of the objective line in Operation Order No. 4-reached Chonggo-dong, 18 
air miles from Sinuiju, on 1 November. This was the farthest advance achieved 
by any US element operating with Eighth Army. 

Despite gains on the left, the overall situation of Eighth Army was somewhat 
precarious at the end of October. The remnants of ROK II Corps had fallen back 
below the Ch’ongch’on, leaving the ROK 1st Division, which was holding on at 
Unsan (near Onjong), occupying an exposed salient in the center of the front. 
General Walker had brought up the 1st Cavalry Division and had used its 8th 
Regiment to reinforce the ROKs at Unsan. From farther south, the 2d Division, 
which (with the 25th Division) had been fighting guerrillas and guarding com
munications below the parallel, was hurrying northward to plug a gap that had 
opened between US I Corps and the badly mauled ROK units on its right.14h 

On the other side of the peninsula, separated from Eighth Army by as much 
as fifty miles of desolate country, the ROK I Corps had been moving steadily 
northward through the rugged terrain of the Taebaek mountains, the highest in 
Korea. The Capital Division captured Hamhung and its port, Hungnam, on 17 
October, then swung northeastward along the coast and seized Songjin 
(Kimch’aek), the eastern anchor of General MacArthur’s objective line, on 28 
October. The 3d ROK Division moved due north from Hamhung. Its first major 
objective was the Changjin (Chosin) Reservoir, some fifty miles from the coast. 

Following in the footsteps of the ROK troops came the US X Corps. The 1st 
Marine Division finally went ashore at Wonsan on 26 October; two of its regi
ments were ordered to secure the city, while the third started northward to assist 
the ROK 3d Division. The 7th Division landed farther north, at Iwon, some 40 
miles southwest of Songjin; from here it would have a relatively short advance to 
the border at Hyesanjin, some eighty air miles away.147 

Halfway to the Changjin Reservoir, the ROK 3d Division hit an enemy block
ing force and tried without successto break through. There was no recourse but 
to halt and await the arrival of the US Marines.14x 

It was soon evident that the new opposition to the UN forces did not come 
entirely from the tattered remnants of Kim 11Sung’s army. On both fronts, pris
oners from organized units of the Chinese Communist Forces were captured on 
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the same day, 25 October. The first captive was taken by the ROK 1st Division 
near Unsan, where several others were seized in the next few days. At the same 
time the ROK 6th Division captured a Chinese soldier near Onjong. 

When interrogated, these prisoners reported that other Chinese forces were 
present in large numbers. The Unsan captives gave somewhat conflicting state
ments but were consistent in reporting that they had crossed into Korea on or 
about 19 October, wearing North Korean uniforms. The prisoner from Onjong 
told his captors that he was a member of the 56th “unit,” which FECOM G-2 
interpreted as referring to the 56th Chinese Communist Forces (CCF) Army, 
known to be massed on the border. With other members of his force, he said, he 
had crossed the Yalu on 12 October after all insignia had been removed in order 
to create the fiction that the men were “volunteers.“‘“’ 

In the east, the first capture was made by the 26th Regiment of the 3d ROK 
Division, which was leading the advance to the Changjin Reservoir. The captive 
reported that from 4,000 to 5,000 Chinese troops were nearby. On 29 October the 
ROKs captured 16 more Chinese prisoners, who provided full identification of 
their unit: the 370th Regiment, 124th Division, 42d Army, of the XIII Army 
Group. General Almond, Commander of X Corps, hurried to the ROK I Corps 
command post at Hamhung on 30 October to interview the prisoners. According 
to their story, they had crossed the Yalu at Manp’ojin northwest of Changjin, 
about the middle of the month.‘50 

Eighth Army headquarters was reluctant to believe that it was facing orga
nized CCF units. It interpreted the Chinese presence as indicating “some further 
reinforcement of North Korean units with personnel taken from the Chinese 
Communist Forces,” and saw “no indications of open intervention” on the part 
of China.15’ These conclusions were not disputed by G-2, FECOM.152 On the east
ern front, the presence of the 370th CCF Regiment could hardly be denied; it was 
accepted immediately, if tentatively, by X Corps and the Far East Command.‘“” 
Nevertheless the report of the UN Command for the period 16 to 31 October, 
while reporting the capture of Chinese prisoners, concluded that “there is no pos
itive evidence that Chinese Communist units, as such, have entered Korea.“15* 

Events were soon to show that this interpretation was excessively cautious, 
although the evidence available at the end of October was admittedly scanty. The 
basis for reluctance to accept the presence of major CCF forces was indicated in 
the FECOM daily intelligence summary for 28 October, which contained the fol
lowing statement: 

From a tactical viewpoint, with victorious U. S. Divisions in full deployment, 
it would ap ear that the auspicious time for such [Chinese] intervention has long 
since passex ; it is difficult to believe that such a move, if planned, would have 
been postponed to a time when remnant North Korean forces have been reduced 
to a low point of effectivenessIs 

The presence of Chinese soldiers in Korea was of course reported to the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff promptly but, it appears, with no particular sense of urgency. 
On 26 October the Central Intelligence Agency had available the results of 
Eighth Army’s interrogation of the first Unsan prisoner. The information was 
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disseminated to the Joint Chiefs of Staff and other recipients, with an evaluation 
of “F-6,” indicating the lowest possible appraisal of both source and content.156 
Further details were furnished by G-2, FECOM, on 27 October, in the daily tele
type conference with G-2 in Washington. 157The summaries of the Korean situa
tion prepared each day for General Bradley made note of other captures and of 
the conclusions drawn by FECOM.15* 

No one in Washington challenged the interpretation placed on the evidence in 
the field. As with the North Korean invasion four months earlier, there had been 
abundant warnings of what was possible, but no clear and specific evidence of 
precise Chinese intentions. ls9The belief prevailed that Communist China would 
have little to gain by intervening in Korea at that time. A paper prepared jointly 
by officials of the State and Defense Departments, apparently soon after the mid
dle of October, concluded that North Korea was probably not of sufficient impor
tance to China to be worth a direct clash with UN forces. Military action to the 
southward-toward Indochina, Tibet, or Macao-seemed far more likely to pay 
dividends for the men in Peking. 160“We looked at all the factors that were avail
able,” said Secretary Acheson seven months later, “and on those factors I think 
we all came to the conclusion that it was more likely that they [the Chinese Com
munists] would not come in than that they would.” And General Bradley was 
speaking for his colleagues aswell as for himself when he said: 

We had no intelligence that they were oing to enter the war. We had the 
intelligence that they were concentratin in kl anchuria. . . . They had the capabil
ity for intervenin in the war.. . . we a7ways had the thought that they might 
enter it, but we di %not have any intelligence to the positive effect that they were 
going to intervene.161 

The basis for miscalculation in Washington and Tokyo was a failure to view 
China’s interests as they were seen in Peking. When full-scale Chinese inter
vention finally became obvious, it was widely assumed to have resulted in 
whole or in part from decisions taken in Moscow. But a careful reading of the 
available evidence suggests that the decision was made by the rulers of the 
People’s Republic of China (PRC). They apparently acted out of genuine fear of 
a US presence close to China and of a possible alignment of a noncommunist 
Korea with the United States and Japan-considerations that dictated the 
preservation of at least a remnant of the Democratic People’s Republic of 
Korea. Maintenance of China’s prestige, as a leading power in Asia and as 
model for Communist movements elsewhere in the Far East, probably also 
played a part. Allen S. Whiting, a political scientist who has scrutinized the evi
dence with great care, concludes that “it would seem that a Soviet d&tat was 
not needed to bring the PRC into the war. There may have been differences 
between the two allies as to the timing and extent of the move. . . . There 
undoubtedly were questions of mutual responsibility, some of which may have 
been resolved to the dissatisfaction of one or both partners.. . . But the final 
decision to fight appears to have been basically a Chinese decision, conditioned 
by Russian advice and encouraged by Russian support.“162 
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Effects of the First Chinese Attack 

Six Chinese armies totaling eighteen divisions had entered Korea during Octo
ber 1950. Their nominal strength was about 180,000 men (10,000 per division). 

Five armies were assigned to the western front. The 38th, 39th, and 40th Armies 
deployed along the Ch’ongch’on, where they collided with Eighth Army. Behind 
them, in reserve, were the 50th and 66th Armies.’ 

As October passed into November, these troops inflicted a disaster on one US 
unit of Eighth Army and temporarily halted the UN advance. The 8th Cavalry 
Regiment, moving up to Unsan to support ROK forces, came under heavy attack 
on the night of 1 to 2 November, and was trapped when the South Koreans gave 
way. Two US battalions fought their way out, with heavy losses; the third could 
not penetrate the enemy ring and was lost. 

This reverse in the center of Eighth Army, coming on top of the rout of the 
ROK II Corps on the right, endangered the US and British forces on the left. In 
the face of this threat, General Walker called off the attack. By 7 November 
Eighth Army had withdrawn behind the Ch’ongch’on, holding only a few 
beachheads on the north bank of the river. In reply to an exasperated inquiry 
from General MacArthur, General Walker promised to resume the offensive as 
soon as possible.* 

On the east side of the peninsula, where X Corps was operating indepen
dently of Eighth Army, another Chinese Army, the 42d, sought to block the road 
to the Changjin Reservoir. However, the 7th Marine Regiment, which relieved the 
ROK 3d Division as the spearhead of the advance, reached Koto-ri, about 10 
miles south of the reservoir, on 10 November. At the same time, the 7th US 
Infantry Division was pushing northward from Iwon, and the ROK Capital Divi
sion, reinforced by the 3d ROK Division, moved along the coast. The US 3d Divi
sion, formerly held in Japan as a reserve, landed at Wonsan to free the rest of the 
First Marine Division for movement northward. Already the severity of the win
ter weather in northeastern Korea gave a foretaste of what was to come.3 
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Not only on the ground but also in the air, Communist China provided a fresh 
accession of strength for North Korea. During October, US aircraft that strayed 
close to the Manchurian border had drawn antiaircraft fire from the other side of 
the Yalu. On 1 November, US F-80 jet aircraft clashed with YAK fighters near 
Sinuiju, at the mouth of the Yalu. During the course of the day, jet aircraft made 
their first appearance on the enemy side. Six MIG-15 fighters, of Soviet design, 
crossed the Yalu to attack the US pilots. Thus the foe signified his intention to 
contest the aerial supremacy that UN forces had enjoyed since the early days of 
the conflict.” 

Seen from Washington, the situation in Korea at the beginning of November 
was thoroughly confused. General Bradley was puzzled to observe that the pat
tern of Chinese participation so far was one not foreseen by the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff. Organized Chinese units were present, with air and antiaircraft support, 
but only in small numbers. The instruction that had been given General 
MacArthur concerning “major” Chinese intervention did not cover this “halfway 
between“ situation.” 

On 3 November the Joint Chiefs of Staff asked General MacArthur for an 
“interim appreciation” of the problem.(’ His reply, received the following day, 
indicated that General MacArthur was as baffled as his superiors. He confessed 
that it was “impossible at this time to authoritatively appraise the actualities of 
Chinese Communist intervention in North Korea.” On the basis of such intelli
gence as was available, however, he suggested the following possible explana
tions of Chinese policy: 

(1) That the Chinese Communist Government pro oses to intervene with its 
full potential military forces, openly proclaiming sueK course at what it might 
determine as an appropriate time. 

(2) That it will covertly render military assistance,but will, so far as possible, 
conceal the fact for diplomatic reasons. 

(3) That it is permitting and abetting a flow of more or less voluntary person
nel across the border to strengthen and assistthe North Korean remnants in their 
struggle to retain a nominal foothold in Korea. 

(4) That such intervention, as exists, has been in the belief that no UN Forces 
would be committed in the extreme northern reaches of Korea except those of 
South Korea. A realization that such forces were insufficient for the purpose may 
well have furnished the concept of salvaging something from the wreckage. 

The first contingency, he pointed out, “would represent a momentous deci
sion of the gravest international importance. ” He believed, however, that it was 
less likely than one of the other contingencies, or perhaps a combination of all 
three of them. He recommended against “hasty conclusions which might be pre
mature,” and urged that final appraisal “await a more complete accumulation of 
military facts.‘17 

General MacArthur followed up this message with a special report to the 
United Nations on 5 November. He drew attention to the fact that UN forces 
“are presently in hostile contact with Chinese Communist military units.” 
Twelve pieces of corroborative evidence were presented, beginning with the 
observation of antiaircraft fire from the Manchurian side of the Yalu and con
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eluding with a statement that a total of 35 Chinese prisoners had been captured 
in Korea as of 4 November.R 

In response to a US request, the UN Security Council assembled in a special 
session on 6 November, at which time Ambassador Austin presented this report. 
The Council, however, took no action and postponed discussion for two days.” 

The Manchurian Border Issue 

Just at this moment, with the United States looking toward the United Nations 
for support in meeting the changed situation in Korea, General MacArthur took 

a step laden with incipient danger. On 5 November he ordered General Strate
meyer, Commanding General, FEAF, to launch an intensive and widespread 
bombing effort to cripple enemy capabilities in northern Korea. All the bridges 
across the Yalu were to be destroyed at the Korean end, and, with a few excep
tions (Rashin, the Suiho dam, and power plants), all installations, factories, means 
of communication, cities, and villages between the front line were to be demol
ished, using both explosive and incendiary weapons. UN aircraft were not to vio
late the border, however, and targets close to the border would be attacked only 
under visual conditions. This aerial offensive was to begin at 0300 on 7 November, 
Far East time (1300 EST, 6 November), and was to continue for a two-week period, 
during which combat crews would, if necessary, be flown to exhaustion.10 

Apparently General MacArthur did not interpret this operation as violating 
the instructions given him to stay well clear of the borders of Korea. In any event, 
he did not seek the approval of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. In the daily teleconfer
ence with G-2 in Washington that day, his staff merely gave the information that 
B-29 aircraft would be used to destroy the bridges between Sinuiju (Korea) and 
Antung (Manchuria).” Fortunately General Stratemeyer sent a message describ
ing General MacArthur’s instructions to his Service superior, General Vanden
berg, who recognized the serious nature of the issue involved. He quickly 
brought the matter to the attention of Secretary Finletter of the Air Force, who, in 
turn, notified the Deputy Secretary of Defense, Robert A. Lovett. 

Mr. Lovett at once hurried to the Department of State, where he conferred 
with Secretary Acheson and Assistant Secretary Rusk. It was then about 1000 on 
the morning of 6 November-only three hours before the bombers were to take 
off. In New York, the US delegation at the United Nations was trying to induce 
the Security Council to consider the special report on Chinese intervention; 
clearly it was no time to risk alienating other nations by undertaking massive 
operations near the Chinese border. Mr. Rusk revealed that the United States had 
promised the British Government (which was holding a cabinet meeting that day 
to consider policy toward China) to consult it before taking any action that might 
affect Manchuria. Both he and Secretary Acheson felt that, in the absence of some 
compelling military reason for immediate action, the risk was very large in rela
tion to the possible benefits. Mr. Lovett explained that his department did not 
know the full reasons behind the order but assumed that they were important; 
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apparently the intention was to close off a major route for troops and supplies 
moving into North Korea from Manchuria. He was inclined to doubt the efficacy 
of the proposed bombing, since charts showed that the Yalu was shallow near its 
mouth and destruction of bridges would therefore not shut off troop movements, 
although rail traffic would be affected. A hasty telephone conference with Secre
tary Marshall resulted in an agreement that the air attack should be postponed 
until the President, who had gone home to Missouri to vote in the Congressional 
elections, could be consulted. 

Fortunately Secretary Acheson was able to reach the President promptly. Mr. 
Truman indicated that his major concern was for the safety of UN troops but 
agreed that General MacArthur should be asked to justify the attack before it 
took place. His first thought was that the Secretary should call the General per
sonally; however, when it was suggested that the matter should be handled 
through military channels, he agreed and left it to Mr. Acheson and Mr. Lovett to 
handle the matter as they thought best. 

Secretary Lovett carried the President’s decision to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
who at once sent the following brief message to CINCFE: 

1. Consideration being urgently given to Korean situation at governmental 
level. One factor is present commitment not to take action affecting Manchuria 
without consultation with the British. 

2. Until further orders postpone all bombing of targets within five miles of 
Manchurian border. 

3. Urgently need your estimate of situation and reason for ordering bombing 
Yalu River bridges as indicated in telecon this date.‘* 

General MacArthur’s reply, received by the Joint Chiefs of Staff that evening, 
depicted the tactical situation in a manner that was startlingly at variance with 
his message of 4 Novemter, in which he had counseled against hasty decisions. 
He said: 

Men and materiel in large force are ouring across all bridges over the Yalu 
from Manchuria. This movement not onPy jeo ardizes but threatens the ultimate 
destruction of the forces under my comman s . The actual movement across the 
river can be accomplished under cover of darkness and the distance between the 
river and our lines is so short that the forces can be def loyed against our troops 
without being seriously subjected to air interdiction. he only way to stop this 
reinforcement of the enemy is the destruction of these bridges and the subjection 
of all installations in the north area supporting the enemy advance to the maxi
mum of our air destruction. Every hour that this is ostponed will be paid for 
dearly in American and other United Nations blood. T he main crossing at Sinuiju 
was to be hit within the next few hours and the mission is actually already being 
mounted. Under the gravest protest that I can make, I am suspending this strike 
and carrying out your instructions. What I have ordered is entirely within the 
scope of the rules of war and the resolutions and directions which I have received 
from the United Nations and constitute no slightest act of belligerency against 
Chinese territory, in spite of the outrageous international lawlessness emanating 
therefrom. I cannot overem hasize the disastrous effect, both physical and psy
cholo ical, that will result Prom the restrictions which you are im osin . I trust 
that tk e matter be immediately brought to the attention of the F resi cfent as I 
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believe your instructions may well result in a calamity of major roportion for 
which I cannot accept the responsibility without his personal an cf direct under
standin of the situation. Time is so essential that I request immediate reconsider
ation oB your decision pending which complete compliance will of course be 
given to your order.13 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff must have been jolted by this message, with its accus
ing tone, its virtual appeal to the President over their heads, and its unexpected 
revelation of a dangerous situation. General Bradley telephoned President Tru
man and read the message to him. The President was well aware of the danger of 
a serious border violation. But, accepting the judgment of the theater comman
der, he gave his approval for the operation.14 

Following a meeting with Secretaries Acheson and Marshall and Deputy Sec
retary Lovett, the Joint Chiefs of Staff sent General MacArthur a carefully worded 
message authorizing the attack on the bridges while at the same time stressing its 
dangers. They did not fail to point out that the situation he had depicted was 
“considerably changed” from that reported on 4 November. They continued as 
follows: 

. We agree that the destruction of the Yalu bridges would contribute materi
ally to the security of the forces under your command unless this action resulted 
in increased Chinese Communist effort and even Soviet contribution in response 
to what they might well construe as an attack on Manchuria. Such a result would 
not only endanger your forces but would enlarge the area of conflict and U.S. 
involvement to a most dangerous degree. 

However in view of first sentence your [message] you are authorized to go 
ahead with your planned bombing in Korea near the frontier including targets at 
Sinuiju and Korean end of Yalu bridges provided that at time of recei t of this 
message you still find such action essential to safety of your forces. & e above 
does not authorize the bombing of any dams or power plants on the Yalu River. 

Because of necessity for maintainmg optimum position with United Nations 
olicy and directives and because it is vital in the national interest of the U.S. to 

Pocahze the fighting in Korea it is important that extreme care be taken to avoid 
violation Manchurian territory and airspace and to report promptly hostile action 
from Manchuria. 

It is essential that we be kept informed of important changes in situation as 
they occur and that your estimate as requested in our [message of 3 November] 
be submitted as soon as possible.15 

In reply to the final sentence of this message, General MacArthur submitted a 
fairly complete situation report and a further justification of the air operation. 
Intelligence received since 4 November, he said, had confirmed his appraisal of 
probable Chinese motives and intentions, while the presence of organized Chi
nese forces in Korea had been verified beyond question. The exact strength of 
these forces was unknown, but they had been able to seize the initiative in the 
west and to slow the advance in the east. If the enemy strength continued to 
increase, it might become necessary to give up hope of further advance or even 
to fall back. He intended to try to resume the attack in the west sector, possibly 
within ten days, if the enemy’s flow of reinforcements could be checked. “Only 
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through such an offensive effort can any accurate measure be taken of enemy 
strength,” he declared. 

Air bombing of the targets under discussion, continued the General, was “the 
only resource left to me to prevent a potential buildup of enemy strength to a point 
threatening the safety of the command.” It amounted to interdiction of enemy 
communications within Korea and, as such, was “so plainly defensive that it is 
hard to conceive that it would cause an increase in the volume of local intervention 
or, of itself, provoke a general war.” Inviolability of Manchuria and Siberia had 
been a “cardinal obligation of this headquarters from the beginning of hostilities,” 
and there had never been any intention to destroy hydroelectric installations.lh 

This exchange of messages was supplemented by another between the Secretary 
of Defense and the Far East Commander. General Marshall was obviously inspired 
by a desire to prevent any estrangement between Washington and Tokyo and to do 
everything possible to create an understanding of the policy pursued by the admin
istration. On 7 November he sent General MacArthur the following dispatch: 

This is a very ersonal and informal message to you from me. I have just 
talked to the Presi ent in Independence, Missouri. Though absent from Washingf 
ton he has been kept almost hourly aware of the latest developments as reported 
by you. The discussions and decisions here are heavily weighted with the 
extremely delicate situation we have before the Security Council of the UN at the 
present time whose meeting tomorrow may have fateful consequences. 

We all realize your difficulty in fighting a desperate battle in a mountainous 
region under winter conditions and with a multi-national force in all degrees of 
military pre aredness. I also understand, I think, the difficulty involved in con

a battle under necessarily limiting conditions and the necessit ofducting sue K 
keepin 

Is 
far distant headquarters closely informed of developments and B eci

sions. owever, this a pears to be unavoidable-but I want you to know that 
understand your prob Pem. Everyone here, Defense, State, and the President, is 
intensely desirous of supporting you in the most effective manner within our 
means. At the same time we are faced with an extremely grave international 
problem which could so easily lead to a world disaster. 

Incidentally, for my personal information, do you feel that the hydroelectric 
and reservoir situation is probably the dominant consideration in this apparently 
last-minute move by the Chinese Communists incited by the Soviets to protect 
their interests in Vladivostok, Dairen, and Port Arthur?17 

General MacArthur replied in the same spirit, expressing deep appreciation 
for this “cordial and understanding message,” together with “complete agree
ment with the basic concept of localizing, if possible, the Korean struggle.” He 
went on to explain why he did not believe that Chinese actions stemmed from 
concern for hydroelectric facilities on the border. The initial North Korean attack 
had been “launched with the complete moral and material support of the Chi
nese Communists,” at a time when there was no possible threat to those installa
tions. Moreover, the importance of these facilities had been greatly exaggerated; 
they had suffered so severely from “Soviet post-war looting” that they were 
“clearly of insufficient consequence to become provocative of major war.” Rang
ing back into fifty years of history, General MacArthur found the explanation for 
Chinese behavior in the changing “character and culture” of the nation; formerly 
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divided, and animated by peaceful ideals, it had become increasingly unified, 
nationalistic, and aggressive. These tendencies had culminated under the present 
regime. General MacArthur had been convinced from the beginning 

that the Chinese Communist support of the North Koreans was the dominant 
one. Their interests are at present arallel to those of the Soviet, but I believe that 
the aggressiveness now displaye $ not on1 in Korea but in Indo-China and Tibet 
and ointing potentially toward the sout h” reflects predominantly the same lust 
for t Re expansion of power which has animated every would-be conqueror since 
the beginning of time.‘” 

General Marshall acknowledged with thanks this “comprehensive analysis of 
the causes and effect of the present situation. I think you misunderstood my 
query re hydroelectric installations,” he added. “I was referring only to the sud
den developments of the past week. Don’t bother to acknowledge this.“” 

Meanwhile the aerial onslaught that had occasioned this flurry of messages 
had gotten under way on 8 November. Carrier aircraft as well as land-based 
bombers took part in the assault on the Yalu bridges, from the mouth of the river 
as far northeast as Hyesan, and on other military targets in northern Korea. The 
destruction of supply and communication centers was thorough, but the attack 
on the bridges was less effective. UN aircraft were hindered by enemy fighters 
and antiaircraft fire and also by the need to avoid violations of the border, which 
severely limited the possible axes of attack. By the time the campaign was sus
pended on 5 December, four of the twelve rail and highway bridges linking 
Korea with Manchuria were severed and most others damaged. However, the 
enemy quickly threw up new pontoon bridges, and the river soon froze over, 
thus making bridges unnecessary. And it was subsequently determined that 
large numbers of Chinese troops had already entered Korea before the aerial 
offensive began.20 

Whatever the results of the operation, it had been carried out essentially as 
General MacArthur had proposed, despite the misgivings in Washington. But at 
the same time, the Far East Commander opened another issue that was even 
more disturbingly complex. The hostile aircraft that joined the battle for North 
Korea at the end of October 1950 operated from bases in Manchuria with almost 
complete impunity. They could swoop across the border in a quick run to the 
main line of contact, then retire behind their sanctuary. On 7 November 1950 
General MacArthur drew the attention of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to this situa
tion. “The effect of this abnormal condition upon the morale and combat effi
ciency of both air and ground troops is major,” he declared. He asked instruc
tions for dealing with this “new and threatening development,” which might 
assume “decisive proportions” unless corrective measures were taken.zl 

Probably what General MacArthur had in mind was authority for UN aircraft 
to cross the Yalu to pursue enemy fighters or to carry out attacks on air bases, or 
both. If the matter of flying close to the Korean borders was politically sensitive, 
overt aerial invasion of Manchuria was vastly more so. The issue was one to be 
decided by the President after careful consultation with other countries. The Joint 
Chiefs of Staff therefore returned a temporizing reply at that time. “Situation and 
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urgent necessity corrective measures being presented for highest United States 
level consideration,” they told CINCFE.** 

Policy Reexamined in Washington 

A s surprising as the sudden appearance of Chinese forces in Korea was the 
manner in which they withdrew from the fight and seemingly vanished into 

the hills. A dispatch from Tokyo dated 7 November reported that Chinese and 
North Korean troops had broken contact with Eighth Army in a “surprise 
maneuver,” following repulse of their efforts to break through the UN line north 
of Anju.23 Likewise, the forces that had contested the advance of the First Marine 
Division toward Changju Reservoir abandoned the struggle. There was little 
fighting for the next few weeks, while UN troops consolidated their positions 
and prepared to resume the advance. 

The reasons for this abrupt withdrawal are as uncertain today as they were at 
the time. Did it reflect Mao Tse-tung’s inherently cautious outlook, as revealed in 
his writings? Was the Chinese Government waiting to test the US reaction-per
haps meanwhile trying to signal a willingness to negotiate? Or did the Chinese 
simply need more time to reinforce their troops and prepare for the rigors of a 
winter campaign?24 

Whatever its explanation, the ensuing three-week lull on the battlefield, 
between what the Chinese later called their “First Phase” and “Second Phase” 
offensives, provided the United States with a breathing space in which to read
just its policy and strategy to a changed situation. Through indecision, vacilla
tion, and faulty judgment this opportunity was lost. In Secretary Acheson’s 
words, “the Government missed its last chance to halt the march to disaster in 
Korea. All the President’s advisors in this matter, civilian and military, knew 
that something was badly wrong, though what it was, how to find out, and 
what to do about it they muffed.” It was not from lack of effort; the flurry of 
meetings held in Washington during the month of November attested to the 
search for a formula that would avert disaster. But such a formula, if it existed, 
was never found.25 

At the very least, it was obviously necessary to take a hard look at the course 
of existing policy. The Department of State initiated this reexamination on 6 
November 1950, when Deputy Under Secretary H. Freeman Mathews sent Gen
eral Burns the draft of a resolution to be presented to the UN Security Council 
regarding Chinese intervention. He asked for comments on the draft and also on 
the “military significance of the Chinese intervention.“26 

This request was passed to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, who sought General 
MacArthur’s advice. Speed was necessary, since the National Security Council 
intended to discuss the Korean situation on 9 November. The Joint Chiefs of Staff 
indicated their opinion that the scale of Chinese intervention, as reported by 
CINCFE, constituted “entry into North Korea by major.. . Chinese Communist 
forces,” in the words of their directive of 27 September. Therefore, it appeared 
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necessary to reexamine the mission assigned CINCFE-“the destruction of the 
North Korean Armed Forces”-which had been contingent upon the absence of 
such intervention. The implication, though the Joint Chiefs of Staff did not spell it 
out, was that General MacArthur should abandon his planned attack and fall 
back on the defensive.27 

General MacArthur, however, had no intention of giving up his attack. 
Although on 7 November he had affirmed that “the introduction of Chinese 
Communist forces in strength into the Korean campaign has completely changed 
the overall situation,“28 he now emphatically rejected any thought of modifying 
his mission, and so informed the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The existing situation, he 
declared, was fully covered by the JCS message of 9 October, which had autho
rized him, in the event of “open or covert employment anywhere in Korea of 
major Chinese Communist units,” to continue operations so long as there 
remained a “reasonable chance of success.” In his view, “it would be fatal to 
weaken the fundamental and basic policy of the United Nations to destroy all 
resisting armed forces in Korea and bring that country into a united and free 
nation.” In this passage, General MacArthur combined the military mission 
given him by the Joint Chiefs of Staff with the recommendations of the UN Gen
eral Assembly resolution of 7 October 1950. 

General MacArthur had every confidence that, using his superior air power, 
he could interdict Chinese reinforcements from Manchuria and destroy those 
already in Korea. He would begin his destruction of the enemy on 15 November 
with a major attack that would carry his forces to the northern borders of Korea. 
As he argued: 

Any program short of this would corn letely destroy the morale of my forces 
and its psychological conse uence woul cp be inestimable. It would condemn us 
to an indefinite retention o7 our militar forces along difficult defense lines in 
North Korea and would unquestionab Yy arouse such resentment among the 
South Koreans that their forces would collapse or might even turn against us. 

CINCFE scoffed at the idea of making political overtures aimed at restricting the 
southward advance of the Chinese Communists in Korea. 

Alluding to a reported British plan to establish a buffer zone in northern 
Korea, General MacArthur denounced it as amounting to a giveaway of Korean 
territory, comparable to the cession of the Sudeten region of Czechoslovakia to 
Nazi Germany in 1938. The proper course of action for the United States was to 
press for a UN resolution that would condemn Communist China’s defiance of 
the United Nations and would threaten military sanctions if Chinese forces were 
not withdrawn. “I recommend with all the earnestness that I possess,” he con
cluded, “that there be no weakening at this crucial moment and that we press on 
to complete victory which I believe can be achieved if our determination and 
indomitable will do not desert us.“29 

Little of General MacArthur’s viewpoint appeared in the memorandum of 
advice that the Joint Chiefs of Staff sent the Secretary of Defense on 9 November. 
They first considered and rejected the possibility that the Chinese Communist 
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forces in Korea were composed of mere volunteers. Available intelligence indi
cated that “well-organized, well-led and well-equipped Chinese Communist 
units, probably as large as divisions,” were entering Korea. Admitting their 
inability to determine the motives of the rulers in Peiping, they offered three 
possible explanations for Chinese intentions. First, China might be seeking to 
protect the hydroelectric power complexes along the Yalu, and perhaps at the 
same time to establish a cordon sanitaire south of the river. If these were the 
motives, the Chinese forces might be willing to withdraw in return for a UN 
guarantee not to infringe on the sovereignty of Manchuria or to disturb the elec
tric generating and distributing system. In any case, if such assurances were 
given and the Chinese nevertheless remained, one possible explanation for 
China’s behavior could be eliminated. 

A second possibility was that Communist China was seeking to maintain an 
undeclared war in Korea in order to tie down US forces at little cost to them
selves. If so, it was essential for the United States not to allow the Korean conflict 
to sap its strength and leave it unprepared for trouble elsewhere. On the other 
hand, such an objective, being limited, might be compatible with a negotiated 
settlement of the conflict. Throughout their discussion of this possibility, the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff were obviously mindful of the dangers of Soviet involvement. 

As a third alternative, the Joint Chiefs of Staff considered that the Chinese 
Communists might be seeking to drive the UN forces out of Korea entirely. They 
doubted that such an effort could succeed without the aid of Soviet naval and air 
power. Soviet intervention would signal the onset of World War III and would 
make it essential to withdraw UN forces from Korea as soon as possible. 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff saw three courses of action open to the UN Com
mand: to force the action to a successful conclusion; to establish and hold a 
defensive line short of the Korean border; or to withdraw. The choice among 
these three would depend on the strength of the Chinese commitment in Korea. 
The first would require additional UN forces even if the Chinese Communists’ 
scale of effort were not materially increased; the third was unacceptable and, if 
forced upon the United States, “could only be accepted as the prelude to global 
war.” The second course was feasible and “might be a temporary expedient 
pending clarification of the military and political problems raised by Chinese 
intervention.” While the Joint Chiefs of Staff did not specifically advise this line 
of action, their preference was implied in their recommendation that “every 
effort should be expended as a matter of urgency to settle the problem of Chinese 
Communist intervention in Korea by political means, preferably through the 
United Nations.” This effort would include reassurances concerning UN inten
tions and, if necessary, direct negotiations through the good offices of nations 
that had recognized Communist China. In the meantime, they concluded, the 
present mission of the UN Commander should not be changed but should be 
kept under constant review, while the United States should develop its plans on 
the assumption that the risk of global war had increased. 

At the same time, the Joint Chiefs of Staff took the opportunity to draw atten
tion to the exploitation of the Manchurian boundary by Communist aircraft. The 
situation, they warned, “may well become intolerable,” and it might be necessary 
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to authorize the UN Commander to take “appropriate air and naval action out
side Korea against Communist China,” as provided in NSC 81 /l.“” 

In preparation for the NSC meeting of 9 November, the NSC Senior Staff met 
on the day before. The Joint Chiefs of Staff were represented by their Special 
Assistant for NSC Affairs, Rear Admiral E. T. Wooldridge; Secretary of the Air 
Force Finletter represented the Department of Defense. Both he and Admiral 
Wooldridge warned the others that General MacArthur might in the near future 
insist on the need for air attacks on Manchuria to cut off the flow of men and sup
plies into Korea. Admiral Wooldridge admitted that there were no JCS “evalua
tions” of the ability of the UN Command to hold its present positions against sub
stantially increased pressure. The CIA representative estimated that there were 
750,000 Chinese Communist troops in Manchuria, available for use in Korea. The 
two Defense spokesmen observed that General MacArthur’s situation would 
indeed be serious if these forces intervened and no action was allowed against 
Manchuria. It would be most undesirable, however, they recognized, to start a 
full-scale war with Communist China. The use of air power by the UN Command, 
they thought, would not be decisive but would impede enemy progress.31 

The recommendations of the Joint Chiefs of Staff were made available to the 
National Security Council on 9 November, together with a brief appraisal of the 
situation by the Director of Central Intelligence, General Walter B. Smith, USA. 
The CIA conclusion was that the commitment of Chinese Communist forces, 
with Soviet materiel assistance, indicated that the Soviets were willing to risk 
general war in Korea. Whether or not they would actually undertake such a con
flict, however, was uncertain. It was not probable that UN air attacks north of the 
Yalu would alone trigger such action, though they would probably lead to a 
materiel increase in the extent of Chinese participation in Korea.32 

The Council discussed these views at a meeting presided over by Secretary 
Acheson, in the absence of the President. General Bradley presented the JCS con
clusions. In the ensuing discussion, General Bradley expressed the belief that UN 
forces could hold approximately along their present lines, but he was not sure 
how much pressure they could stand if not allowed to attack Chinese bases in 
Manchuria; however, he recognized that permission to operate across the border 
must come from the United Nations. He further expressed skepticism that bomb
ing the Yalu bridges could, as General MacArthur believed, stem the flow of Chi
nese troops into Korea. 

Secretary Marshall commented on the wide dispersal of UN forces on the 
eastern front in Korea. General Bradley replied that this disposition of forces had 
been made by General MacArthur in order to carry out his directive to occupy 
the entire country and hold elections. It appears that, significantly, no one ques
tioned this sweeping interpretation, which, of course, coincided with General 
MacArthur’s own.33 

Secretary Acheson asked if a line farther south would be easier to defend 
than the existing line. General Bradley replied that it would, but that any retreat 
of UN forces would impair the morale of the South Koreans. The Secretary of 
State pointed to the sensitivity of the Soviet Union toward its borders, and sug
gested that a buffer area be established in northeast Korea, to be policed by a 
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UN constabulary As to the Chinese, he believed that their major interest was to 
keep the United States involved in Korea; they were also concerned with their 
border and the power plants along the Yalu. He recommended that the United 
States explore “privately” the possibility of a demilitarized zone ten miles wide 
on each side of the Manchurian border, though he admitted that such a proposal 
would undoubtedly cause the Chinese to insist on the departure of all foreign 
troops from Korea, which would abandon the country to the Communists. 

It was finally agreed that no change would be made in General MacArthur’s 
directive at that time; he would be free to act at his discretion (but not to attack 
Manchuria). At the same time, the Department of State would investigate the 
possibility of negotiating with the Chinese Communists.34 

The NSC Staff incorporated these conclusions in NSC 81/2, which was 
intended to provide interim recommendations pending a more complete study 
by the Senior Staff of possible alternatives.35 But this latter study was never com
pleted, and NSC 81/2 never went to the Council for approval.36 

In Tokyo, General MacArthur had a conversation on 14 November with his 
political advisor, Ambassador William J. Sebald, which illuminated the thinking 
behind his plans. His immediate objective, he said, was to destroy the Yalu bridges 
and thus to isolate the area between the present battle line and the border. He had 
ordered the FEAF to observe the border scrupulously, a fact resented by many 
pilots because they could not retaliate against enemy air attacks from Manchuria. 
At the same time, FEAF was to destroy built-up areas between his forces and the 
border so that the Communist forces could not “live off the country.” 

The drive to the Yalu was now in preparation. If his forces could reach the 
border before the Yalu froze, he told Mr. Sebald, the Korean campaign would be 
at an end. Should his attack fail and the enemy continue to pour reinforcements 
into Korea from Manchuria, he saw no alternative but to bomb key points in 
Manchuria. Admittedly, if this were done, “the fat would be in the fire”; the 
Soviet Union would almost certainly come in. He therefore hoped that such dras
tic action would not become necessary. 

The General felt that Communist China’s intervention in Korea was moti
vated by “imperialistic aspirations.” He had no doubt that Chinese actions in 
North Korea, Tibet, and Indochina were taken on Communist China’s own 
responsibility. Soviet Russia, while satisfied by these actions, had remained in 
the background. 

If the drive to the border succeeded, General MacArthur believed that the war 
would be over. The Chinese would have demonstrated their desire to help their 
Communist neighbors and their ability to conduct a modern war, and thus 
would be satisfied. They had not intervened earlier, in General MacArthur’s 
view, because they were confident that the North Koreans could defeat the UN 
forces without help. When they found out otherwise, it had taken them some 
time to shift their military center of gravity from central and southern China 
northward to Manchuria and Korea.37 

Three days later, talking with Ambassador Muccio, General MacArthur main
tained that the Chinese Communists could not have infiltrated more than 30,000 
soldiers into North Korea. Any larger numbers would have required overt troop 
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movements that would have been detected by air. He predicted that his coming 
offensive would clear all areas now held by the Communists within ten days. 
Immediately thereafter, to emphasize the end of the Korean military action, he 
would order the Eighth Army back to Japan, leaving X Corps, UN national units, 
and ROK forces to maintain stability. Korean prisoners of war would be released, 
with a warning that if they resumed fighting they would be dealt with as irregu
lars; the question of restoring their civil rights would be left to the ROK. Chinese 
prisoners would be taken to the border and released.38 

About the same time, one of Secretary Marshall’s advisors in Washington pro
posed another face-to-face conference with the General in order to seek agree
ment. General James H. Burns, Assistant for Foreign Military Affairs and Military 
Assistance, pointed out on 14 November 1950 that the difference between Wash
ington and Tokyo involved the relation between means and ends, not the ends 
themselves. No one doubted that “complete victory” was inherently desirable, 
but what price must be paid for it? General MacArthur’s estimate of the probable 
cost was clearly lower than that of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. General Burns sug
gested that the JCS members, accompanied by officials of State and Defense 
(below the secretarial level), journey to Tokyo to seek a “meeting of the minds” 
on these matters.3y 

Secretary Marshall doubted the wisdom of “transferring such discussions 
from Washington to Tokyo” and of distracting General MacArthur at that 
moment. However, he asked General Burns to sound out the Department of 
State. Assistant Secretary Rusk and Ambassador at Large Philip E. Jessup, with 
whom General Burns conferred, indicated that they were opposed to such a 
meeting at that time, though they recognized that US objectives in Korea needed 
reexamination. Reporting this conference to Secretary Marshall, General Burns 
made clear his alarm over the drift of events. “Many people feel, and I am one of 
them,” he wrote, “that if we continue to pursue our present military objectives in 
Korea we are running a serious risk of becoming involved in the world war we 
are trying to avoid.“40 

Political and Diplomatic Maneuvers 

President Truman and his advisors were fully aware of the need to coordinate 
their course of action with other UN members, and particularly with the major 

allies. At the same time, they sought, largely through UN channels, to sound out 
Chinese intentions and to reassure the Peiping Government with regard to its 
legitimate concern for the security of its borders. The UN Security Council 
reassembled on 8 November and decided, over a Soviet protest, to discuss Gen
eral MacArthur’s special report on Chinese intervention. The Council also agreed 
to invite a representative of Communist China to attend the discussion.41 

The Department of State drafted a resolution to be presented to the Security 
Council, intended to bring about removal of Chinese troops from Korea. All 
states and authorities were urged to refrain from aiding the North Korean regime 
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in any way and to withdraw all of their nationals, including members or units 
of their armed forces. Assurance was given that UN forces would remain in 
Korea only long enough to establish a unified and democratic government 
there. The UN Commission for the Unification and Rehabilitation of Korea 
(UNCURK), which had been established by the Assembly resolution of 7 Octo
ber, would be requested to aid in settling problems along the Korean border. 
This draft resolution was the one that had been sent to the Department of 
Defense for comment on 6 November. The Joint Chiefs of Staff reviewed it and 
pronounced it acceptable.42 

Another resolution, prepared by the French delegation, reflected an assump
tion that Communist China’s principal concern was with the sources of electrical 
power. The French proposal would request the UN Command, “with due consid
eration for the necessities of military safety,” to take all measures needed to pre
vent any damage to the installations along the Yalu. The Department of State had 
suggested that the wording be changed to read “without prejudice to military 
necessity,” so as to allow General MacArthur somewhat broader discretion. In 
conversations with US officials, however, the French representatives indicated 
that they would be willing to withdraw their resolution and accept that of the 
United States, subject to addition of a statement to the US draft affirming that it 
was UN policy “to hold the Chinese frontier with Korea inviolate and fully to 
protect Chinese legitimate interest in the frontier zone.” The Joint Chiefs of Staff 
adjudged the original French resolution acceptable if amended as suggested by 
the Department of State. But the proposed French addition to the US resolution 
was “wholly unacceptable,” since it would in effect “guarantee a sanctuary for 
attacking Chinese aircraft.“43 

Although the JCS views had the endorsement of the Secretary of Defense,44 
the Department of State, after consulting the French and British UN delegations, 
agreed to accept the provision pronouncing the Chinese border “inviolate.” Thus 
amended, the resolution was introduced into the Security Council on 10 Novem
ber by the United States and five other sponsoring nations. Debate on the resolu
tion then began, over the objection of the Soviet delegate, who contended that the 
subject should only be discussed in the presence of a representative of Commu
nist China. 

The sessionended before a vote could be taken, and the matter was temporar
ily dropped. On 11 November Communist China notified the Council that it 
would not participate in discussion of the special UNC report. This refusal, plus 
the breaking off of contact by Chinese forces in Korea, apparently convinced 
most of the Council members that no immediate action was necessary. There was 
a feeling, as Ambassador Austin told General MacArthur in a message on 15 
November, that the mere introduction of the resolution had served its purpose 
(presumably by reassuring China).“” 

About the same time, however, came contrary evidence that Communist 
China had not been reassured. Two friendly neutrals, Sweden and Burma, both of 
which had embassies in Peiping, reported evidence that Communist China was 
planning a new and larger intervention. Less alarming information received from 
the Netherlands was that Communist China genuinely feared aggression and 
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would not act further if UN forces stopped fifty miles from the Yalu. The Central 
Intelligence Agency appraised all of these reports somewhat skeptically. Its opin
ion was that China’s operations in Korea “will probably continue to be defensive 
in nature.“46 

A citizens’ conference on foreign affairs held in Washington on 15 November 
provided Secretary Acheson with an opportunity to send an indirect message to 
the Chinese Government. In an extemporaneous review of US foreign policy, the 
Secretary discussed Korea and the recent Chinese intervention there. It was 
essential, he said, to “clear away any possible misunderstanding that there may 
be in the minds of the Chinese.” If they were actually worried about their fron
tiers, he continued, then “everything in the world should be done and is being 
done to make them understand that their proper interests will be taken care of.” 
But if they were bent upon precipitating “a really grave crisis,” then there was 
nothing to do but to meet the situation resolutely. “We must explore carefully 
and wisely,” he declared, “every possibility of ending this Korean aggression in 
accordance with the principles of the Charter of the United Nations.“47 

On 16 November the Security Council resumed discussion of the six-power 
resolution on Korea. At a news conference that day, President Truman cited this 
resolution as one among many UN actions attesting that there was no intent to 
carry hostilities into Chinese territory. The policy of the United Nations, which 
was fully supported by the United States, was “to localize the conflict and to 
withdraw its forces from Korea as soon as the situation permits.” The United 
States, he added, 

will take every honorable step to prevent any extension of the hostilities in the 
Far East. If the Chinese Communist authorities or peo le believe otherwise, it can 
only be because they are being deceived by those w K ose advantage it is to pro
long and extend hostilities in the Far East against the interests of all Far Eastern 
people.4x 

United States Representative Ernest A. Gross read this statement to the Secu
rity Council but failed to induce the members to approve the resolution. Follow
ing a day of inconclusive discussion, the Council turned its attention to the 
perennial problem of Palestine, and, after enacting a resolution on this subject, 
adjourned sine die. Apparently the members were influenced by the fact that 
Communist China had announced its intention to accept the Council’s invitation, 
issued two months earlier, to take part in a discussion of US “aggression” against 
TaiwanbY Why not wait until the Chinese spokesmen were present, and then dis
cuss with them the entire Far Eastern situation? The hope of negotiation thus 
became justification for inaction, and the Security Council forfeited whatever 
opportunity it might have had to shape the course of events. By the time the men 
from Peiping arrived, the war had flared up again with unparalleled intensity 
and the situation had slipped out of control.50 

Outside the Council, however, there was considerable activity. The British 
proposal for a neutral buffer zone, of which General MacArthur had heard 
rumors, was presented to the US Government about the middle of November. It 
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specified that all the territory north of the narrow part of North Korea (approxi
mately the Ch’ongju-Hungnam line) should be demilitarized and placed under 
the administration of some UN body on which Communist China would be rep
resented. The British Government felt that this proposal offered the only hope of 
ending the Korean conflict without risking a wider war51 

This scheme was clearly in harmony with the views expressed by Secretary 
Acheson at the NSC meeting of 9 November. It would have dovetailed neatly 
with General MacArthur’s original plan for military operations in North Korea. 
Now, however, its implementation would require that General MacArthur be 
ordered to halt his forces or to pull them back after they reached the border. Sec
retary Acheson was inclined to favor some sort of a buffer zone, as shown subse
quently by the tenor of his remarks in the 21 November meeting with the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff. For the moment, however, he persuaded the British not to 
advance their proposal in the United Nationss2 In any event, the prospects that 
the suspicious Chinese regime would agree to any such plan appeared doubtful 
at best. A broadcast from Peiping on 17 November heaped scorn on the recent 
reassuring statements by Secretary Acheson and President Truman and alleged 
that the United States intended to invade Manchuria.53 

“Hot Pursuit” 

M eanwhile air operations along the northern border continued to raise dan
gerous problems. Taking advantage of UN unwillingness to violate the 

Manchurian border, Soviet-made jet aircraft, presumably piloted by Chinese and 
North Koreans, swept across the border in larger and larger numbers, attacking 
US planes, then darting back to the safety of Manchurian air space before US 
pilots could retaliate. The Joint Chiefs of Staff shared General MacArthur’s view 
that, in order to stop these attacks, the restrictions on his air operations should be 
lifted to allow his pilots to pursue enemy attackers 6 or 8 miles across the 
Manchurian border. Secretary Marshall agreed, as did Secretary Acheson and 
President Truman. But they were reluctant to grant permission for “hot pursuit” 
without consulting the other nations whose forces were in Korea. As was being 
amply demonstrated, these nations were growing more and more apprehensive 
that some rash move on the part of the United States, particularly in relation to 
the northern borders of Korea, might cause the conflict to spread.54 

On 13 November the Department of State made a cautious approach to vari
ous other countries. Five governments closely allied to the United States-those 
of the United Kingdom, Canada, the Netherlands, France, and Australia-were 
informed that it might become necessary to authorize UN aircraft to engage in 
“hot pursuit” of enemy aircraft that fled into Manchuria after attacking UN 
forces. All five governments reacted unfavorably; they expressed fears of the 
spread of the conflict and indicated that any such action should be taken only 
after a formal UN decision had been announced and Chinese reaction had been 
tested. The US Ambassador in The Hague cabled his opinion that the Nether
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lands and possibly other NATO members might disassociate themselves from 
any such unilateral decision by the United States.55 

To some degree, the reaction of these countries may have been inspired by 
fears of Soviet intervention. Intelligence obtained by the United States through 
“reliable channels” reported that a Soviet diplomat in Peiping had told 
Ambassador Panikkar that the Soviet Air Force would enter the fray if UN air
craft bombed Manchuria.56 In any case, the scale of enemy air action never 
reached the point where it became necessary for the United States to pursue 
the matter further.57 But the incident provided an indication of the diverging 
viewpoints of the United States and its allies. Many UN member governments 
were willing to pay almost any price to avoid provoking Communist China or 
the Soviet Union. 

Reconsideration of Force Cutbacks 

hatever China’s ultimate objectives and intentions might be, the 
appearance of the new enemy clearly made it unwise to reduce the 

scale of the UN military effort. By the beginning of November 1950 it had 
become entirely possible that General MacArthur might need more assis
tance, rather than less. 

On 4 November Deputy Secretary Lovett suggested to the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff the advisability of reconsidering the general reductions in UN forces that 
they had approved only a little more than a week earlier.58 Two days later, Gen
eral Collins submitted to his colleagues his recommendations on this subject. “It 
now appears probable that the Korean operations will last longer than antici
pated,” he wrote, in what was to prove a major understatement. “Therefore 
feel that we must avoid all possible cutbacks at this time in the foreign contin
gents already in Korea or scheduled for deployment to Korea, including medical 
units.” He recommended that all the original requirements remain in force 
except that involving Greece, since logistic adjustments to reduce the Greek con
tingent to a single battalion had already been made. The Joint Chiefs of Staff did 
not immediately act on these proposals; they merely told the Secretary of 
Defense that action on their recommended reductions should be held in 
abeyance for the time being.5” 

After further consideration, it was agreed among the Joint Chiefs of Staff and 
the Departments of State and Defense that the cutbacks previously agreed upon 
would be suspended. Plans would continue for the utilization of all the units 
then in Korea or projected for deployment thereto, except that the Canadian as 
well as the Greek force would be reduced to a battalion; in both of these 
instances, it was too late to reverse earlier decisions.60 

A prospective need to send additional US forces to Korea also confronted the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff. General MacArthur, as already noted, had asked for rein
forcements in a message of 7 November. All units that he had previously 
requested, he said at that time, must now be regarded asa minimum requirement; 
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the alternatives to fulfilling these requests would be “either a stalemate or the 
prospect of losing all that has thus far been gained.” The flow of Army replace
ments, which had been cut off, must be resumed; all naval and air units in the Far 
Eastern theater must remain there. It was possible that additional units of all the 
Services might later have to be requested.h1 

This message was turned over to the Department of the Army. With Secretary 
Marshall’s approval, it was decided to send General MacArthur approximately 
sixty-four of the smaller service support units, from Reserve or National Guard 
sources, that he had requested. On 16 November General Collins assured 
CINCFE that the question of augmenting his forces was under consideration; 
there would be no reduction in naval forces, he added, and the flow of Army 
replacements had already been increased. Q General MacArthur’s requests that 
remained unfilled at the end of November included three divisions,h3 twelve tank 
companies, three tank battalions, ten artillery and six engineer battalions, and 
various supporting unitsh” There was little hope of reducing this deficit until the 
National Guard divisions in process of mobilization were ready for service. 

But there was one source of additional military manpower close at hand: the 
Republic of Korea. CINCFE had already undertaken to make use of this supply. 
Well before the Inch’on landing, he approved a suggestion by General Walker to 
reorganize and expand the ROK Army, of which only five divisions had survived 
the North Korean onslaught. Under the Walker plan, five new divisions would 
be created, at the rate of one per month, to be supplied with equipment shipped 
from the United States. Three of these new divisions had come into existence by 
the end of October 1950.65 

The legal authority for this plan was somewhat uncertain, since it involved 
the provision of US support beyond the 65,000-man limit that had been estab
lished in 1949 for the Korean MDA program. CINCFE and the Department of the 
Army proceeded on the assumption that the President’s statement of 27 June 
1950, announcing that US forces would support the ROK Army, authorized them 
to exceed this limit. However, on 1 November 1950 the Secretary of the Army 
asked President Truman to approve the ten-division plan and the steps already 
taken to put it into effect. The President did so three days later. The Joint Chiefs 
of Staff were not consulted; the matter was treated as a budgetary problem 
between the Department of the Army and the President.‘j6 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff had, however, given some thought to the ultimate 
size of the ROK forces to be maintained after hostilities ended. At the suggestion 
of General Collins, the JSPC had studied this question and on 18 October had 
recommended a ten-division army with small naval and air forces. General 
Collins, however, pointed out that the expansion of the ROK Army to that goal 
was already under way and that the ultimate size of the ROK forces would be 
affected by the planned withdrawal of UN forces when fighting ended. He 
therefore recommended, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff agreed, that the JSI’C 
report be set aside for the time being. 67Several days later the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
similarly put off action on a study of the postwar ROK Air Force suggested by 
General Vandenberg.6x 
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Preparations for the Final Attack 

D uring the interlude that followed Eighth Army’s withdrawal behind the 
Ch’ongch’on, UN forces registered gains only in northeastern Korea. ROK 

troops, with US air and naval support, moved along the coast against stubborn 
North Korean resistance, drawing closer to Ch’ongjin, the last major city before 
the Siberian border. The 17th Regiment of the US 7th Infantry Division pushed 
north to the Yalu at Hyesanjin on 21 November, thus becoming the only US unit 
to reach the Korean border. The First Marine Division moved more slowly, with a 
caution that was soon to prove its salvation. The 7th Regiment advanced from 
Koto-ri to Hagaru-ri, at the southern end of the Changjin Reservoir, and began 
constructing an advance base there, while the 5th Regiment moved into Koto-ri 
to strengthen the assault.hy 

At the same time, Eighth Army was preparing to resume its interrupted 
advance to the northwestern borders. General Walker had issued an operational 
plan for this purpose on 6 November, even before the withdrawal was com
pleted. The 2d and 25th Infantry Divisions were to be brought up to join the 1st 
Cavalry and 24th Infantry Divisions in the assault. The US forces, the ROK 1st 
Division, and the Turkish and British brigades would constitute the left and cen
ter of the advance, while the ROK II Corps, with three divisions, would operate 
on the right. The attack was at first scheduled to begin on 15 November, but sup
ply difficulties necessitated postponement.70 

It was originally planned that X Corps would continue its northward advance 
in three roughly parallel columns, keeping pace with the Eighth Army. But since 
Eighth Army would be moving northwestward, the gap separating it from X 
Corps would grow broader as the two forces advanced into a widening spread of 
territory. Hence, after some discussion among planning staffs of Eighth Army, X 
Corps, and Far East Command, it was agreed that the Marines of X Corps would 
reorient their advance toward the west, aiming at the enemy’s main supply 
route, which was believed to run southward from Manp’ojin to Kanggye (the 
route recently used by the Chinese invaders) and thence southward through 
Koindong to Huich’on, in the upper Ch’ongch’on valley. The 3d Division was 
expected to provide flank protection for both Eighth Army and X Corps, while 
retaining responsibility for the security of Wonsan.71 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff had of course been informed that a new attack was in 
preparation. On 18 November General MacArthur informed them that the Eighth 
Army offensive would begin on 24 November and would be aimed principally at 
enemy concentrations between Huich’on and Kanggye. “The air attack of the last 
10 days,“ he added, “has been largely successful in isolating the battle area from 
added reinforcement and has greatly diminished the enemy flow of supply.“72 

This prospective renewal of the northward offensive drew no objections from 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff. General Collins and General Bradley later recalled that, 
about that time, they felt some alarm about the exposed position of X Corps, but 
they did not attempt to interfere with the disposition of the troops. Secretary 
Acheson was “deeply apprehensive,” but did not take it upon himself to try to 
have the attack called off or postponed.73 
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The United States was at that time deeply engaged in exploring diplomatic 
approaches to the Korean problem. An important meeting of the President’s 
advisors took place on 21 November 1950-the last, as it turned out, before Gen
eral MacArthur’s attack began. In preparation for the meeting, Secretary Ache
son drafted a list of “broad political objectives,” including: withdrawal of the 
Chinese and surrender of the remaining North Korean forces, through UN politi
cal action; unification of the country under the supervision of UNCURK; relin
quishment of military responsibilities to the ROK; restriction of the fighting to 
Korea; and above all, avoidance of “major hostilities” with Communist China.74 

An air of mild concern pervaded the meeting, which was attended by the Sec
retaries of State and Defense, Deputy Secretary Lovett, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
and several high-ranking State Department officials, including Ambassador Har
riman and Assistant Secretary Rusk. Secretary Acheson spoke first, presenting 
his list of political objectives. He stressed the fear of other UN members that the 
United States might become involved in war with Communist China. However, 
he agreed that General MacArthur’s attack should proceed as planned-a view 
that the Secretary of Defense greeted with pleasure. Secretary Marshall believed 
that political initiatives should be postponed until after the attack had been car
ried out, on the assumption that it would be a success. Secretary Acheson was 
less inclined to make this assumption. He noted that he had discouraged the 
United Kingdom from pressing its proposal for a demilitarized zone, partly 
because he anticipated difficulty in reaching agreement on a zone covering both 
sides of the frontier. He continued to stress the need to terminate the Chinese 
intervention and the sensitivity of the Soviets toward their borders. Secretary 
Marshall urged that it was important for the United States to put forth proposals 
while the UN forces were advancing, instead of waiting for other countries to 
make proposals that might be unacceptable. Secretary Acheson thought that it 
might be possible to give assurance through the UN that would satisfy the Chi
nese Communists temporarily while a lasting solution was sought. 

In the course of this discussion, Mr. Lovett suggested that, instead of an 
attempt to establish a demilitarized zone through negotiation, General 
MacArthur, after pushing his forces to the border of Manchuria, might simply 
pull them back to a defensible position south of the Yalu, thus, in effect, creating 
a de facto demilitarized zone by unilateral action. This possibility was considered 
by the conferees, most of whom favored it. Generals Bradley, Collins, and Van
denberg agreed that it would be militarily advantageous to hold the high ground 
south of the river rather than the river itself. With the aid of a map, General 
Collins traced a possible line that followed the terrain at distances ranging from 
10 to 25 miles south of the Yalu. He suggested that General MacArthur might 
publicly announce that this line would be held with ROK forces alone and that 
the rest of the UN forces would be withdrawn to rear areas while a new govern
ment was formed. Mr. Lovett and General Vandenberg thought that it would be 
“weakness” for the United States to burden itself with self-imposed limitations in 
the absence of a negotiated settlement. Secretary Acheson pointed out that it 
would be advantageous if the Chinese Communists could be persuaded “to take 
through negotiation what we would do anyway,“ that is, withdrawal of US 
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forces south of the river; he thought that the administrative status of the inter
vening territory could be left for later determination or perhaps ignored. 

After this discussion, Secretaries Marshall and Acheson withdrew, leaving the 
others to continue the meeting. The Joint Chiefs of Staff agreed that, if it were 
ultimately decided that General MacArthur should in fact withdraw his forces to 
the high line south of the river, his directive would have to be amended to make 
it clear that he was not required to occupy the intervening territory. The possibil
ity that his offensive might bog down was considered. Admiral Sherman and 
General Vandenberg believed that, in that eventuality, it might be necessary to 
threaten to attack Manchuria unless the Chinese withdrew. But the meeting 
ended with no consensus on this point.75 

At no time during the meeting, it appears, did anyone suggest that General 
MacArthur should be ordered to cancel or delay his proposed offensive. Thus 
almost by default, the conferees agreed to leave him a free hand. 

Following this meeting, Assistant Secretary of State Rusk drafted a message to 
CINCFE embodying the sense of the discussion and sent it to General Collins for 
review. While recognizing that it was not the responsibility of the State Depart
ment to draft directives for General MacArthur, he thought that this was “the 
most convenient means for setting forth our views for the consideration of the 
Department of Defense.“76 After further interdepartmental discussion and minor 
amendment, General Collins sent the message to General MacArthur on the 
evening of 23 November.77 

The introductory paragraph of this message warned General MacArthur that 
many UN members feared a general war growing out of the clash between UN 
troops and Chinese forces. For that reason, it was possible that proposals might 
be made in the United Nations for “unwelcome restrictions” on UN troop move
ments, “since some sentiment exists in UN for establishing a demilitarized zone 
between your forces and the frontier.” 

The Army Chief of Staff then set forth some proposals for modification of 
General MacArthur’s plan. This portion of the message deserves full quotation, 
in order to indicate how carefully the authorities in Washington avoided issuing 
direct orders to the General. 

The consensus of olitical and military opinion [at the meeting of 21 Novem
ber] was that there sR ould be no change in your mission, but that immediate 
action should be taken at top overnmental level to formulate [a] course of action 
which would permit the esta %lishment of a unified Korea and at the same time 
reduce risk of more general involvement. On the assumption that your coming 
attack will be successful, exploratory discussions were had [sic] to discover what 
military measures, which ou might in any event wish to take, might lend them
selves to political action w K ich would reduce tension with Peiping and the Soviet 
Union and maintain a solid UN front. The following represent a search for such 
measures: 

1. After advancing to or near the Yam, you might secure the osition which 
you had thus achieved by holding forces on terrain dominatin t4: e approaches 
from the Valle of the Yalu, from its mouth to approximately t?I e position now 
held b the 1Yth Infantry. These forces would be rincipally ROK troo s while 
other i; N forces would be grouped in positions o P readiness to ensure tK e hold
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ing of the established line. This, of course, would be contingent on the cessation 
of effective enemy resistance. 

2. The above position would be extended to the Japan Sea along a general line 
approximately east from the 17th Infantry’s position with an outpost at Chongjin, 
which would be the limit for the present of our advance to the northeast. 

3. It was thought that the above woul cif not seriously affect the accomplish
ment of your military mission. 

4. UN forces would continue to make every effort to spare all hydro-electric 
installations in North Korea; destruction of these facilities could result only as 
incident to resistance from enemy forces. 

5. UNCURK would, at the appropriate time, enter into ne otiation with 
appropriate representatives to ensure an equitable distribution oB hydro-electric 
power. 

6. In the event that the Chinese did not again attack in force across the Yalu, 
the conduct of orderly elections in North Korea and the unification of the country 
could roceed in accordance with UN action. 

7. 8 ltimate handlin of the extremely sensitive Northeast Province would 
await further UN proce i?ures. 

While it is recognized that from the point of view of the Commander in the 
field this course of action ma leave much to be desired, it is felt that there may 
be other considerations whit K must be accepted and that the above procedures 
would not seriously affect the accomplishment of your military mission. At the 
same time it might well rovide an out for the Chinese Communists to withdraw 
into Manchuria without s oss of face and might lessen the concern of the Russians 
as to the security of Vladivostok. This concern ma be at the root of Russian pres
sure on the Chinese Communists to intervene in ITorea. 

The above is suggested as a course of action upon which we would appreciate 
your comments. If it should prove feasible the second question would arise as to 
whether and how such a course of action might be announced. This would have 
to be worked out in such a way as not to impede your o erations, but in such a 
way that the Chinese and Russians could not mistake U rs intentions. Your views 
as to timing and source of such an announcement would be appreciated. 

Since there are many political and military implications involved in these 
ideas and since other nations would be involved, no action along these lines is 
contemplated until full op ortunity has been iven for further consideration of 
your views, final decision lity the President, an i possibly discussion with certain 
other governments. 

This message unmistakably, though indirectly, authorized General MacArthur 
to launch his planned offensive on schedule. Its tentative, almost hesitant, sug
gestions for changes in his plan were out of date when sent. Both UN and Chi
nese forces were already poised for major assaults, on a scale larger than at any 
previous time in the war. There was no time for leisurely formulation of political 
agreements that would satisfy the government in Peiping. The Joint Chiefs of 
Staff of course had no knowledge of this fact, having been assured by CINCFE 
that the battlefield had been “isolated” by airpower. 

Eighth Army’s attack was set to begin on the morning of 24 November in 
Korea-about the time when, in Washington, the Joint Chiefs of Staff sent this mes
sage. Just before the attack, General MacArthur flew to Eighth Army Headquarters 
for a tour of the front. According to his account, he observed that ROK troops were 
not in good condition and resolved that, if the Chinese were present in force, he 
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would at once withdraw and abandon the attempt to move north. For this pur
pose, he made a further aircraft observation tour behind enemy lines, from the 
Ch’ongch’on to the Yalu. Seeing no evidence of large enemy forces anywhere on 
the snow-covered landscape, he decided to allow the offensive to take its course.7R 

On his return to Tokyo, General MacArthur found the latest JCS message wait
ing him.7y But he did not reply until the next day. 8” He then told the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff that he “fully understood and shared” the desire to confine the spread of the 
war, but that their approach “would be provocative of the very consequences we 
seek to avert.” His reconnaissance of the objective area had, he said, 

demonstrated conclusively that it would be utterly im ossible for us to stop 
upon commanding terrain south of the river as suggeste cr and there be in a posi
tion to hold under effective control [the] lines of approach to North Korea. The 
terrain ranging from the lowlands in the west to the rugged central and eastern 
sectors is not adaptable to such a system of defense were we, for any reason, to 
sacrifice the natural defense features of the river line itself, features to be found in 
no other natural defense line in all of Korea. Nor would it be either militarily or 
politically defensible to yield this natural protective barrier safeguarding the ter
ritorial integrity of Korea. 

General MacArthur went on to argue against the “disastrous consequences” 
of failing to push the war to a successful conclusion. It would be regarded as a 
“betrayal” by the people of Korea and as weakness by other Asiatic nations. 
Soviet and Chinese propaganda provided no evidence that those countries were 
seriously disturbed by the prospect of UN control of the south bank of the Yalu. 
The possibility of Chinese intervention was a risk assumed when the United 
States first committed its forces to Korea. There had been no apparent Chinese or 
Soviet reaction to the presence of US troops at Hyesanjin. The UN Command had 
“repeatedly and publicly” emphasized the fact that it had no aggressive designs. 
His intention, as soon as he could consolidate the UN position along the Yalu, 
was to replace US forces with ROK troops as far as possible. He would then issue 
orders returning US troops to Japan and paroling all prisoners to their homes, 
leaving Korean unification to be carried out by the people of Korea, with UN 
assistance. He concluded by expressing the view that 

the prom t implementation of this plan as soon as our military objectives have 
been reac Red will effectively appeal to reason in the Chinese mind. If it will not, 
then the resulting situation is not one which might be influenced b bringing to a 
halt our military measures short of present commitments. By reso Yutely meeting 
those commitments and accomplishmg our military mission as so often publicly 
delineated lies best-indeed only-hope that Soviet and Chinese aggressive 
designs may be checked before these countries are committed to a course from 
which for political reasons they cannot withdraw.x1 

Obviously General MacArthur did not share the concern felt in Washington 
over the danger of a wider war. “He seems very disdainful of our concern over 
the major conflict with the Chinese,” Admiral Sherman commented after reading 
this message.x2 
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By the time this message reached Washington, UN troops were in motion all 
across the front, wholly ignorant of the size of the enemy forces lying in wait for 
them. The stage had been set for the shattering defeat that was soon to come. By 
not interfering with General MacArthur’s plans, the administration had “missed 
its last chance to halt the march to disaster in Korea,” as Secretary Acheson later 
wrote.83 The Secretary’s comments about the drift of events during the critical 
period in November, from the first appearance of Chinese troops to General 
MacArthur’s final announcement of his impending offensive, deserve extensive 
quotation: 

. . . All the dangers from dispersal of our own forces and intervention by the Chi
nese were manifest. We were all dee ly apprehensive. We were frank with one 
another, but not quite frank enough. P was unwilling to urge on the President a 
military course that his military advisers would not propose. They would not pro
pose it because it ran counter to American milita tradition of the pro er powers 
of the theater commander. . . . If General Marsha 7 1 and the Chiefs ha i proposed 
withdrawal to the Pyongyang-Wonsan line and a continuous defensive position 
under united command across it-and if the President had backed them, as he 
undoubtedly would have-disaster would probably have been averted. But it 
would have meant a fight with MacArthur. . . and his relief under arguable cir
cumstances. So they hesitated, wavered, and the chance was lost. While everyone 
acted correctly, no one, I suspect, was ever quite satisfied with himself afterward.84 
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The New War 

MacArthur’s Attack Begins 

T he “final” offensive of the UN Command, intended to carry the troops right 
up to the northern boundary of Korea, began on the morning of 24 Novem

ber 1950. On the same day, in Tokyo, UNC headquarters released a special com
munique setting forth the objectives and the general nature of the planned opera
tion, as follows: 

The United Nations massive corn ression envelopment of North Korea against 
the new Red Armies operating tR ere is now a proachin its decisive effort. 
The isolating component of the pincer, our Air Eporces of al Bt pes, have, for the 
past three weeks,. . . successfully interdicted enemy lines o Y support from the 
north so that further reinforcement therefrom has been sharply curtailed and 
essential supplies markedly limited. The eastern sector of the pincer.. . has 
steadily advanced in a brilliant tactical movement and has now reached a com
manding envelo in position, cutting in two the northern reaches of the 
enemy’s geograp K icaP potential. This mornin the western sector of the pincer 
moves forward in a general assault in an ef Bort to complete the compression 
and close the vise. If successful this should for all practical purposes end the 
war, restore peace and unity to Korea, enable the rompt withdrawal of 
United Nations military forces, and permit the camp Pete assumption by the 
Korean people and nation of full sovereignty and international equality. It is 
that for which we fight.1 

The attacking forces jumped off at 0800. On the left of the battle line were the 
US 24th Infantry Division, the ROK 1st Division, and the 27th British Brigade, 
making up the US I Corps. The 25th and 2d Infantry Divisions and the Turkish 
Brigade (IX Corps) held the center, while the ROK II Corps (6th, 7th, and 8th 
Divisions) constituted the right wing. The 1st Cavalry Division was in reserve. 
The initial objective line (roughly one-quarter of the distance from the starting 
line to the northwestern boundary of Korea) ran from Napch’ongjong, seven or 
eight miles east of Chongju, through T’aech’on, Onjong, and Huich’on.* 
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The enemy’s total strength was believed by FECOM to amount to almost 
83,000 North Koreans and from 40,000 to 70,935 Chinese Communists.~ These fig
ures were, however, far too low. Unknown to US intelligence, the IX Chinese 
Communist Army Group-12 divisions in three armies-had moved into Korea 
to oppose X Corps. This force, added to the 18 divisions on Eighth Army’s front, 
gave a total of 30 divisions, or approximately 300,000 men.J 

All went well at first. The US 24th Division, on the extreme left, led the pace, 
registering gains of three to four miles within the first two hours. Throughout 
the first day and most of the second, US forces moved steadily forward, finding 
little opposition. By the end of 25 November the 24th Division had already 
passed Napch’ongjong and was within a mile of Chongju. The ROK units were 
less successful. The 1st Division had been driven back by a counterattack 
southeast of T’aech’on, while the 7th and 8th Divisions had encountered resis
tance from the outset.” 

Disaster Strikes 

0 n the evening of 25 November the enemy unleashed his full force. A power
ful attack erupted against the ROK 8th Division, on the extreme right, and 

drove it back in disorder. On the following day the attack spread to the ROK 7th 
Division and then all across Eighth Army’s front. The enemy concentrated on the 
ROK troops, fully aware that they were the weakest elements in Eighth Army. 

During the next two days, it became clear that the Chinese had wrested the 
initiative from Eighth Army. The ROK 11Corps was all but destroyed; its rem
nants fell back to Pukch’ong, well below the beginning line of the advance, and 
sought to rally behind the protection of the ROK 6th Division. The right flank of 
US 2d Division, on the east edge of IX Corps, now stood exposed. On the left, the 
ROK 1st Division seemed likely to give way, thus endangering the 24th Division. 
By 28 November it had become clear that there was no hope of further advance. 
Once more Eighth Army headed back toward the Ch’ongch’on River, this time 
under extreme pressure.h 

The “western sector of the pincer,” as General MacArthur had described 
Eighth Army in his communique of 24 November, had been smashed. The east
ern sector fared no better. On 27 November, the 5th and 7th Marine Regiments 
moved westward from the Changjin Reservoir, in the direction of the enemy sup
ply route. Heavy fighting limited their advance to less than a mile the first day. 
During the night, Chinese troops slipped into position all around them, cutting 
their line of retreat. By the next day, the attackers had become the besieged. The 
Marines reversed their direction and started to fight their way back to their base 
at Hagaru-ri.7 

On 28 November General MacArthur reported to the Joint Chiefs of Staff the 
complete collapse of the UN offensive in the following words: 
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The developments resultin from our assault movements have now assumed 
a clear definition. All hope of Bocalization of the Korean conflict to enemy forces 
composed of North Korean troops with alien token elements can now be com
pletely abandoned. The Chinese military forces are committed in North Korea in 
great and ever increasing strength. No pretext of minor support under the guise 
of volunteerism or other subterfuge now has the slightest validity. We face an 
entirely new war. . 

The “pattern of Chinese strategy, “ continued General MacArthur, had now 
become clear. The initial intervention had been intended to arrest the UN 
advance. Having done so, the Chinese had broken contact in order to build up 
overwhelming strength for an offensive, probably to be launched in the spring. 
The ultimate Chinese objective, in the General’s view, was “the complete destruc
tion of all United Nations forces in Korea.” 

General MacArthur went on to complain, as he was to continue to do in the 
weeks that followed, that his command had been given a task that was beyond 
its capacity. IHetold the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

At the resent moment the freezing of the Yalu River increasingly opens up 
avenues oYreinforcement and supply which it is impossible for our air otential 
to interdict. It is quite evident that our present strength of force is not suPficient to 
meet this undeclared war by the Chinese with the inherent advantages which 
accrue thereby to them. The resulting situation presents an entire new picture 
which broadens the potentialities to world embracing considerations beyond the 
s here of decision by the Theater Commander. This command has done every
tRing humanly possible within its capabilities but is now faced with conditions 
beyond its control and its strength. 

His present plan, he concluded, was, in accord with the JCS directives of 27 
September and 9 October, “to pass from the offensive to the defensive with such 
local adjustments as may be required by a constantly fluid situation.“x 

The Reaction in Washington 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff had been following the developing tactical situation, 
and had observed that matters were not progressing as General MacArthur 

had predicted. They met on 27 November for a lengthy discussion of various top
ics, and doubtless touched upon the subject of Korea, but at that time matters did 
not seem excessively alarming.q It was not until early the next morning that the 
magnitude of the defeat became apparent. Shortly after midnight, FECOM, by 
teletype, informed the Department of the Army of the collapse of ROK II Corps 
and of the impending withdrawal of Eighth Army to the Ch’ongch’on.“’ General 
MacArthur’s alarming message arrived several hours later.” At 0615, General 
Bradley called President Truman and broke the news that (as the President later 
said) the Chinese had “come in with both feet.“12 
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The President at once convoked a meeting of the National Security Council 
for that afternoon. In the morning, the Armed Forces Policy Council held a meet
ing, which was attended by Assistant Secretary of State Rusk and Ambassador 
Harriman. Secretary Marshall asked the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Service Sec
retaries to prepare statements of their views. I3 The Secretaries at once drafted a 
memorandum in which they recognized that a critical situation existed, but 
urged that the United States act through the United Nations and not alone. They 
recommended acceleration of US military expansion and an effort to obtain more 
troops for Korea from other countries. One of their assumptions, based on advice 
furnished by General Collins, was that it would be possible for UN forces to hold 
a line somewhere in Korea.14 The Joint Chiefs of Staff held a short meeting early 
in the afternoon, but apparently time did not allow them to prepare a written 
statement of their views.‘” It was doubtless at this time that they decided to 
instruct the Joint Strategic Plans Committee to recommend appropriate courses 
of action in the event that the conflict escalated into at least an undeclared state 
of war with Communist China.lh 

The lengthy and inconclusive NSC meeting of 28 November was attended by 
a number of non-members of the Council, including the Joint Chiefs of Staff and 
the Service Secretaries. The generally somber tone of the meeting was set at the 
outset when General Bradley sketched the worsening military situation in Korea. 
The most serious threat was that posed by more than 200 Communist bombers in 
Manchuria. These were capable of striking severe blows against the crowded and 
highly vulnerable US airfields in Korea and Japan, which were essential to the 
airlift of supplies to UN forces. The best defense against enemy air attacks lay in 
preemptive strikes against Manchurian airfields. But, added General Bradley, the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff did not favor violating the border, at least until developments 
had become clearer. 

Secretary Marshall read the memorandum of the Service Secretaries, indicat
ing his general agreement with their views. General Bradley observed that he 
and his colleagues, like the Secretaries, fully agreed that the United States should 
not be pulled into a war with China. Regarding reinforcements from other coun
tries, the Joint Chiefs of Staff believed that only militarily effective units were 
desirable, but would accept those in a less ready condition if political necessity so 
required. The United States had no more ground troops to send and it was inad
visable to call up more National Guard units at present. Moreover, said General 
Bradley, the Joint Chiefs of Staff believed that General MacArthur had enough 
ground forces in Korea already. 

Secretary Marshall pointed out the large gap between Eighth Army and X 
Corps in the northeast sector. He assumed that General MacArthur would with
draw X Corps but did not wish to interfere with operations “on the spot.” Vice 
President Alben W. Barkley mentioned General MacArthur’s injudicious and now 
embarrassing remark about having the troops “home by Christmas,“17 which the 
General had officially denied having made, although the evidence was incon
testable. President Truman remarked that public discussion of this matter must be 
carefully handled in order to avoid causing General MacArthur to lose face. 
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Recalling the meeting of State and Defense personnel on 21 November,lx Gen
eral Marshall pointed out that the discussion at that time had assumed that Gen
eral MacArthur’s attack would succeed; in the face of failure, it was much harder 
to decide what to do. The United States, continued the Secretary, must not get 
“sewed up” in Korea but must get out without loss of prestige. General Collins 
expressed the belief that General MacArthur could “hold the line in the narrow 
neck of Korea”; President Truman agreed. 

Secretary of State Acheson then entered the conversation for the first time. He 
warned that the United States had moved much closer to the danger of general 
war. There had always been some Chinese Communist involvement in Korea, 
but a full scale attack was another matter. Underlying the situation was the more 
dangerous possibility of the Soviet Union becoming involved. Therefore the deci
sions on Korea must be made not in isolation but in light of the worldwide prob
lem of confronting the USSR as an antagonist. The US approach must include 
action in the United Nations to uncloak the Chinese Communist aggression with
out publicly pointing the finger at the Soviets. Also, the United States should 
seek to “make life harder” for the Chinese Communists in order to keep them 
under pressure. 

Continuing, Secretary Acheson remarked that General MacArthur seemed to 
have misunderstood his directive. He had never been required to occupy the 
northeastern portion of Korea. The United States, he stressed, must get out of its 
present involvement. The Chinese could not be defeated in Korea; they could 
always put in more forces than the United States. If it were essential to save UN 
troops, air action in Manchuria might be necessary. But entering Manchuria 
might bring in the Soviet Union. It was imperative, he thought, to find a defensi
ble line and turn it over to the ROK Army as soon as possible. 

Secretary Finletter again warned of the danger of air attack by China or Rus
sia, or both. Secretary Marshall observed that General MacArthur’s offensive had 
been necessary in order to find out what the Communists were up to. “Now we 
know,” he concluded ruefully. 

The Secretary of State assured the others that there was no reason to believe 
that a political arrangement could be reached at that time. It would be “disas
trous,” however, if the United States simply pulled out of Korea at that time. 
Admiral Sherman thought that if Chinese air forces attacked from Manchuria, 
“we must hit back or we cannot stay there.” The President agreed, but added 
“we will meet that when it comes.“ 

The prospect that one of the UN member nations might come forward with a 
ceasefire proposal was cited by Ambassador Jessup. He thought it would be 
advantageous for the United States to accept any such proposal if it did not pre
clude the regrouping of UN forces. President Truman directed that this matter be 
discussed between the State and Defense Departments. The meeting ended with 
some remarks about the importance of a general increase in the level of US mili
tary forces.‘” 

On the following day, 29 November, the press carried a special communique 
released by General MacArthur. It was essentially a condensation of his recent 
message to the Joint Chiefs of Staff and included the characterization of the current 
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crisis as “an entirely new war.” At the same time, the General declared that the 
Chinese plan for a “later surprise assault upon our lines in overwhelming force” 
had been disrupted by the UN offensive, which “forced upon the enemy a pre
mature engagement.” This claim had been implied, but not clearly stated, in his 
message to the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 28 November.2o 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff continued their review of the deteriorating situation. 
Admiral Sherman had become seriously alarmed over the situation in the north
eastern theater, where naval vessels supporting troop movements were operating 
dangerously close to Vladivostok, and the Marines around Changjin were in dan
ger of being cut off. He urged that General MacArthur be instructed to withdraw 
X Corps to a consolidated defense line.21 The other JCS members, however, did 
not go so far as Admiral Sherman wished. Still reluctant to give direct orders to 
General MacArthur, they merely drew his attention to the danger. “What are 
your plans regarding the coordination of operations of the Eighth Army and X 
Corps,” they asked, “and the positioning of X Corps, the units of which appear to 
us to be exposed?” At the same time, they concurred in his proposal to shift from 
offense to defense. “Any directive in conflict therewith is deferred,” they told 
him. “Strategic and tactical considerations are now paramount.“?” 

Before being sent, this message was cleared by Secretary Marshall and Presi
dent Truman.23 Their approval might perhaps have been sought in any case, but 
it had now become mandatory. President Truman had telephoned Secretary Mar
shall and directed that all instructions from the Joint Chiefs of Staff to General 
MacArthur must “be processed through the Secretary of Defense to the President 
personally.“z4 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff also had to consider a new message from General 
MacArthur, received that morning, suggesting the use of Chinese Nationalist 
forces in Korea. CINCFE pointed out that Chiang’s earlier offer of troops had 
been declined because it was feared that an invasion of Taiwan might be immi
nent and that their use in Korea might afford Communist China a pretext for 
intervening. Obviously these considerations were no longer applicable, and there 
was no other readily available source of trained manpower. General MacArthur 
asked that he be authorized to negotiate directly with the Nationalist Govern
ment for the movement of these troops to Korea.2” 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff tentatively approved a reply that the use of National
ist troops would probably bring Taiwan into the war and would therefore be con
sidered in connection with other measures to be taken in the event of a wider 
conflict. When this message was successively referred to Secretary Marshall and 
Secretary Acheson, it was amended to stress the political and diplomatic compli
cations raised by General MacArthur’s suggestion. The final answer, approved 
by the President and sent to ClNCFE, was as follows: 

Your roposal . . is being considered. It involves world-wide consequences. 
We shall K ave to consider the possibility that it would disrupt the united osition 
of the nations associated with us in the United Nations, and have us iso Pated. It 
may be wholly unacceptable to the commonwealth countries to have their forces 
employed with Natioi~alist Chinese. It might extend hostilities to Formosa and 
other areas. Incidentally, our position of leadership in the Far East is being most 
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serious1 compromised in the United Nations. The utmost care will be necessary 
to avoi cythe disruption of the essential Allied line-up in that organization.?” 

In Tokyo, meanwhile, General MacArthur, on the evening of 28 November, 
had summoned his two field commanders, Generals Walker and Almond, for a 
“council of war.” Their discussion eventuated in a decision that Eighth Army 
should withdraw as far as necessary to keep from being outflanked by the Chi
nese forces, and that X Corps should be withdrawn into the Hamhung-Hungnam 
area. A westward strike from Wonsan by the 3d Division, against the Chinese 
operating on the right flank of Eighth Army, was briefly considcrtd but rejected 
because of the unfavorable terrain and weather.?: 

The planned withdrawal of X Corps was announced to the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff by CINCFE on 30 November 1950, in a message replying to their query of 
the preceding day. General MacArthur discounted the JCS fears and vigorously 
defended his troop dispositions. X Corps, he contended, threatened the main 
supply lines of the enemy forces attacking Eighth Army and occupied the attcn
tion of six to eight Communist divisions that otherwise would have been free to 
act against that Army’s flank. A physical combination of Eighth Army and X 
Corps in a continuous line across the narrow part of the peninsula, he continued, 
would be impracticable owing to the distance involved, the numerical weakness 
of his forces, and the logistical problems imposed by a north-south mountainous 
divide that would split the two forces. His plan was to have X Corps contract 
into the Hamhung-Wonsan sector as enemy pressure developed, making certain 
that his forces were not isolated piecemeal and trapped.zh 

CINCUNC’s message did little to quiet the anxieties of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff. Doubts about certain of the statements were registered by General Bradley 
in the margin of his copy of the dispatch. He apparently considered the X Corps 
threat to enemy supply lines as ineffective and its occupation of six to eight 
enemy divisions as doubtful. He placed a question mark beside the statement 
about the impracticability of a continuous line across Korea.*” 

Less than two hours after the arrival of this message, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
received another from CINCFE giving further alarming news. The Chinese Com
munists were continuing to strengthen their forces, despite all efforts at air inter
diction. Enemy reinforcements could reach the front in two night marches, mak
ing possible a “continuous and rapid buildup.” Further withdrawals by Eighth 
Army were inevitable. “Everything leads to the conclusion,” reported General 
MacArthur, “[that] the Chinese forces have as their objective the complete 
destruction of United Nations forces and the securing of all of Korea.“?” 

On the afternoon of 30 November, the Joint Chiefs of Staff met for the fourth 
time in as many days.” Taking heed of Admiral Sherman’s fears, they approved 
a draft message for General MacArthur giving instructions regarding X Corps. 
They expressed fear that a “progressively widening gap” might develop between 
Eighth Army, as it retreated down the peninsula, and X Corps, huddled in a 
beachhead between Hungnam and Wonsan. It seemed important to them that the 
units of X Corps be “extricated from their exposed position as soon as practica
ble,” and that the forces on the two coasts “be sufficiently coordinated to prevent 
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large enemy forces from passing between them or outflanking either of them.” 
The language was not that of a directive; rather the Joint Chiefs of Staff expressed 
the “hope” that CINCFE would take these considerations into account in formu
lating his plans. 

Secretary Marshall approved this draft with the addition of an instruction to 
General MacArthur that “the entire region northeast of the waist of Korea should 
be ignored except for strategic and tactical considerations relating to the security 
of your command.” With the President’s approval, the message was sent to Gen
eral MacArthur on the evening of 30 Novembers2 

Repercussions on the International Scene 

the United Nations, meanwhile, the United States strove to keep in line itsIn 
frightened supporters. A special emissary from Communist China, sent in 

response to the Security Council’s invitation, arrived on 27 November and the 
Council took up anew the consideration of Korea, along with the status of Tai
wan. An acrimonious debate came to an end on 30 November, when the Council 
decisively defeated two resolutions sponsored by the Soviet representative con
demning the United States for allegedly interfering in both Korea and Taiwan. 
Next the members voted on the six-nation resolution introduced several weeks 
earlier, assuring Communist China that its interests would be protected and ask
ing it not to aid North Korea. Although this resolution received nine favorable 
votes (with India abstaining), it was defeated by a Soviet veto.“” 

The impression of US-allied solidarity created by these developments was 
illusory. In fact, the collapse of General MacArthur’s offensive was producing 
serious diplomatic and political problems. “There is no doubt that confidence in 
General Douglas MacArthur, even on Capitol Hill, has been shaken badly as a 
result of the events of the last few days,” wrote a well-known correspondent, 
James Reston, in the New York Times on 30 November. “Similarly, there is no 
doubt that United States leadership in the Western world has been damaged by 
President Truman’s acceptance of the bold MacArthur offensive.“X 

The breach between the United States and its allies became evident when, 
after the Security Council vote of 30 November, Ambassador Austin suggested to 
his British and French colleagues that a much stronger resolution, condemning 
Communist China as an aggressor, be put before the General Assembly. “Both 
reacted vigorously against this,” reported Mr. Austin. They strenuously opposed 
any action that might commit the United Nations to a fight against Communist 
China and leave Europe wide open to Soviet attack. While there was “general 
and widespread concern” about the situation in Korea, according to the Ambas
sador, the major allied countries felt that a defensive military position should be 
established before further UN action was taken. Some delegations from Asia and 
Latin America made it clear that public opinion in their countries would not sup
port a war with Communist China. Mr. Austin felt that the infrequency of reports 
from the UN Command was making it harder to hold the principal allies 
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together. Moreover, the British idea of a buffer zone was gaining some support, 
adding to the general impression of disunity.35 

In an effort to provide other nations with a greater sense of participation, the 
United States initiated a series of informal conferences in Washington, in which 
Assistant Secretary Rusk or one of his colleagues met with the ambassadors of 
those nations contributing forces for Korea and explained the situation from the 
US viewpoint. The first such meeting took place on 30 November. Eventually this 
informal group grew into a “Committee of Sixteen,” which met regularly and 
was given intelligence briefings as well as summaries of current military opera
tions. The Joint Chiefs of Staff were apparently not consulted when this practice 
was begun.36 

President Truman inadvertently contributed to a straining of international 
relations by some injudicious remarks at a press conference on 30 November. At 
the opening of the conference, he released a statement that was intended to be 
reassuring. UN forces, he said, had “no intention of abandoning their mission in 
Korea.” In subsequent questions, Mr. Truman was led into statements that the 
United States would take any steps necessary to meet the military situation, 
including the use of “every weapon that we have.” When a reporter asked if this 
statement meant that the use of the atomic bomb was under “active considera
tion,” the President replied that “there has always been active consideration of its 
use.” Some of his further answers could be read as implying that it would be left 
to the field commander-General MacArthur-to decide whether or not to use 
this weapon.37 

The potentially disastrous effects of these casual remarks were realized almost 
at once. Before the day was over, a “damage-control party” (as Secretary Acheson 
characterized it) had hastily prepared and released, on behalf of the White 
House, an explanatory statement intended to reduce the President’s replies to 
their proper significance. In this statement, it was pointed out that all weapons 
were always considered for use whenever US forces were in combat; that the 
mere possession of any weapon necessarily entailed “consideration” of its use; 
that by law, only the President could authorize employment of nuclear weapons; 
and that the situation with regard to those weapons had in no way been changed 
by the replies given at the press conference. But the original words could not be 
recalled; they were flashed around the world, with immediate repercussions, 
notably in the British House of Commons, which was then debating foreign pol
icy. To quiet the ensuing uproar, Prime Minister Clement Attlee, after a hasty tele
graphic consultation with the US Government, announced, to the accompani
ment of cheers, that he would fly to Washington to confer with President 
Truman. The results of this important meeting, which took place the first week in 
December, are described in the ensuing chapter.38 

As December opened, the situation in Korea, as viewed from Washington, 
seemed even more dangerous than it had three months earlier, when the Pusan 
perimeter was under attack. The condition of UN forces grew more alarming 
hour by hour. Eighth Army, its right flank shattered, fell back across the 
Ch’ongch’on River, then began a fighting retreat down the peninsula. The 2d 
Division continued to suffer heavily from enemy blows; by 2 December it was no 
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longer fit for combat. The hard-won gains in northeastern Korea were aban
doned; the US 7th Division and the ROK 3d and Capitol Divisions withdrew 
toward the safety of Hungnam. The Marines fought their way back to Hagaru-ri, 
but still faced the task of breaking through roadblocks to reach the coast. A new 
threat to X Corps developed when the enemy took advantage of the widening 
gap between that force and Eighth Army (precisely as the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
had foreseen) to send forces swinging westward toward Wonsan.?” 

On 1 December Secretary Acheson and his principal assistants joined Secre
tary Marshall, Mr. Lovett, Mr. Harriman, the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Service 
Secretaries at a conference in the Pentagon. The Secretary of State noted that a 
“virtual state of panic” existed among US allies at the United Nations in New 
York. Many were complaining that US leadership had failed and were blaming 
General MacArthur for the military disaster in Korea. It was essential, said the 
Secretary, to restore confidence in the United States. If a line could be stabilized 
in Korea, an attempt could then be made to imbue it with an appropriate legal 
status. He suggested various other possible steps, such as a cease-fire resolution 
in the United Nations or the creation of armistice teams like those set up by Cen
era1Marshall in China in 1947, during the Chinese civil war. Another possibility 
was that the United States might offer to withdraw from Korea if the Chinese 
Communists withdrew their military forces from Manchuria. In any event, the 
United States must take some action. He was considering an address to the Gen
eral Assembly. But, recognizing that every political action must be geared to mili
tary considerations, Secretary Acheson requested guidance from the military 
men present. 

General Bradley responded that it was impossible to make any firm predic
tions regarding the military situation. He could not tell whether a line could be 
held in Korea. Perhaps it could if X Corps succeeded in regrouping, if losseshad 
not been too heavy, and if the reports of large enemy reinforcements were false. 
Secretary Acheson again pressed for an answer, asking whether the most advan
tageous course might be to seek a cease-fire in order to buy time. General Collins 
and Secretary Marshall backed General Bradley’s conviction that it was impossi
ble to forecast whether a line could be held in Korea. The Army Chief of Staff vol
unteered to fly to Japan immediately to find out what the situation really was. 
Secretary Marshall at once approved this suggestion. 

Admiral Sherman thought that, “from a strategic point of view,“ it would be 
best to abandon Korea, were it not for the fact that Japan would thereby be 
endangered. Hence the best course of action would be to hold at the waist of 
Korea “as a long-term strategic plan.” He noted with some surprise that the 
Communists had not challenged UN control of the air. This advantageous situa
tion should not be jeopardized, he thought, and hence there should be no air 
raids into Manchuria at present. However, the United States should decide in 
advance what to do if the Chinese Communist air force entered on a large scale. 
Generals Bradley and Collins thought that it would be well to withhold retalia
tion in order to avoid provoking the Soviet Union, General Collins disputed the 
Admiral’s view of the importance of holding Korea, which, he thought, “was not 
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worth a nickel while the Russians hold Vladivostok and positions on the other 
flank.“ 

Further discussion of possible retaliation against Chinese air attacks ensued. 
Admiral Sherman believed that the United States should strike back; so did Gen
eral Nathan F. Twining, the Vice Chief of Staff of the Air Force, who was repre
senting General Vandenberg. General Bradley did not disagree but pointed out 
that a decision to retaliate must be made in Washington as the situation devel
oped; it should not be left to the Theater Commander. Admiral Sherman warned 
against any political commitment that did not leave the United States free to act 
quickly, a proposition with which Secretary Acheson fully agreed. But, added the 
Secretary, if retailiation brought in the Soviets, “we would go from the frying pan 
into the fire.” In that case, General Bradley noted, the United States would have 
to evacuate Korea and would probably be engaged in general war. 

Secretary Acheson then asked the military men whether a cease-fire along the 
38th parallel would be the best solution, one that the United States would be 
“lucky” to get. Generals Bradley and Collins and Admiral Sherman answered 
affirmatively, although General Collins urged that no decision be made yet. Sec
retary Marshall, however, said that acceptance of a cease-fire would represent a 
“great weakness” on the part of the United States. The conferees then turned to a 
discussion of problems of European defense.“” 

The only definite agreement that emerged from this meeting was that General 
Collins should leave for Tokyo that day.4’ General Bradley, relying on the sense of 
the meeting, drew up a list of guidelines setting forth the subjects that General 
Collins was to discuss with the UN Commander. The first item was “the chances 
for a successful outcome of a defensive action by the United Nations forces in 
Korea.” In this connection, General MacArthur was to be asked what line in 
North Korea could be held with available forces and for how long; also what 
additional forces would be required to hold the line for a longer period. Among 
other topics, General Collins was also to discuss the question of air (and possibly 
naval) attacks on military targets north of the Yalu; the feasibility of withdrawing 
UN forces, either to a bridgehead in South Korea or entirely from the peninsula; 
and the possible augmentation of UN air power. Another subject-the advan
tages and disadvantages of a cease-fire with the enemy-was considered for 
inclusion but was deleted by General Bradley, probably because he considered it 
a matter requiring political guidance.42 

On the following day, Secretary Acheson told his principal aides that “the 
Military were extremely pessimistic about the present situation” and that it was 
uncertain whether a line could be held in Korea. He laid down the following US 
objectives: to protect UN forces, to localize the conflict, to disengage US troops, 
to maintain a solid front among US allies, and to retain the support of a majority 
in the United Nations. For these purposes, he said, the United States would take 
the line in UN discussions that the Chinese Communist intervention was an 
extremely grave threat to the peace; that it was essential to stop the fighting in 
Korea immediately; that the United Nations could not settle the dispute while 
the fighting was going on; and that the United Nations should call upon the 
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Chinese Communists to halt their attack in return for assurances that UN forces 
would cease hostilities toward them.4z 

The subject of UN action was discussed that evening by President Truman 
with Secretary Acheson, Secretary Marshall, and General Bradley. They agreed 
that the Chinese intervention in Korea would be brought before the General 
Assembly. They considered two possible ways of seeking a cease-fire: a resolu
tion in the General Assembly or a diplomatic approach to the Soviets or the Chi
nese Communists. Decision on these alternatives was postponed pending Gen
eral Collins’ return and the outcome of the President’s forthcoming meeting with 
Prime Minister Attlee. 

As for the price that the Chinese Communists might exact in return for a 
Korean settlement, Secretary Acheson thought that, as a minimum, they would 
demand withdrawal below the 38th parallel, and he agreed with General Mar
shall that it was most unlikely that they would ask no more. Other possible 
demands that Mr. Acheson foresaw were US withdrawal from Korea, a seat for 
Communist China in the General Assembly, US abandonment of Taiwan, and 
Chinese participation in the negotiations for a Japanese peace treaty (foreshad
owing an effort to force the United States out of Japan). Secretary Marshall 
pointed out the difficulty of protecting US troops while avoiding any compro
mise with honor. He warned that the United States could not, “in good con
science,“ abandon the South Koreans, a statement with which the others agreed. 

Discussion then turned to the domestic impact of the changed world situa
tion. Secretary Acheson urged the President to declare a national emergency and 
to establish controls on prices, wages, and production. President Truman 
approved these measures and also agreed that US armed forces should be 
rapidly expanded. Finally, the President directed that the Secretaries confer again 
with the Joint Chiefs of Staff on the following morning and report to him imme
diately thereafter.44 

The Conference of 3 December 

w en the morning of 3 December 1950 dawned in Washington, the atmo
sphere there was thus described in a newspaper dispatch filed the same day: 

Every official movement in the capital today, ever official report from Tokyo, 
and every private estimate of the situation by we1 Y-informed men reflected a 
sense of emergency and even of alarm about the state of the United Nations 
Army in Korea. Not even on the fateful night twenty-three seeks ago when the 
Korean war started was the atmosphere more grim.4s 

Reports from the battlefront indicated the magnitude of Eighth Army’s defeat. 
Casualties for a two-day period (30 November-l December) exceeded 11,000 
men, according to preliminary estimates. The 2d Infantry Division had lost 6,380 
men, nearly half its strength. The Turkish Brigade was believed to have lost 1,000 
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out of 5,000 men. Eighth Army and X Corps together could put slightly more 
than 110,000men in the field, against an estimated 256,000 Chinese and 10,000 
North Koreans.46 

Early that morning, the Joint Chiefs of Staff received a long and profoundly 
pessimistic report from General MacArthur, who told them that X Corps was 
being contracted into the Hamhung area as rapidly as possible and that the sit
uation of Eighth Army was becoming “increasingly critical.” It was clear, he 
continued, that General Walker could not hold P’yongyang and would have to 
withdraw to the vicinity of Seoul. To unite X Corps and Eighth Army would 
produce no advantage and would forfeit the flexibility resulting from separate 
lines of naval supply. A defensive line across Korea would have a road distance 
of at least 150 miles; were it held by the two combined forces, each of the seven 
US divisions would have to protect a front of 20 miles or more against greatly 
superior enemy numbers. “Such a line with no depth would have little 
strength,” argued CINCFE, “and as a defensive concept would invite penetra
tion with resultant envelopment and piecemeal destruction.” It might have 
been practicable against the smaller North Korean forces but not against those 
of Communist China. 

The General expressed the view that Washington did not yet fully understand 
“the basic changes which have been wrought by the undisguised entrance of the 
Chinese Army into the combat.” Approximately 26 Chinese divisions were 
known to be in the battle line, with at least 200,000 more men moving up from 
the rear; the North Korean Army was also being reorganized. The nature of the 
terrain, plus the proximity of the Manchurian border, made it difficult for air 
power to interdict enemy supply lines; the concentration of enemy troops away 
from the coast lessened the effectiveness of naval gunfire support and eliminated 
any hope of amphibious maneuver. Thus the UN superiority in air and sea 
power was nullified, and the relative strength of ground forces became decisive. 
Unless substantial reinforcements were forthcoming, the UN Command would 
be forced into a series of withdrawals, its strength diminishing with each one, or 
else driven into beachheads where they could only strive to hang on. In short, the 
prospect for the UN Command, which was “facing the entire Chinese nation in 
an undeclared war,” was for “steady attrition leading to final destruction.” Thus 
far, UN forces had exhibited “good morale and efficiency,” but they were “men
tally fatigued and physically battered.” ROK units were of “negligible” combat 
effectiveness; the various UN units were too small to affect the battle. US divi
sions, except the 1st Marine, were far understrength. 

In conclusion, General MacArthur restated the urgent need for a fresh under
standing of the situation asit appeared to him: 

The general evaluation of the situation here must be viewed on the basis of an 
entirely new war against an entirely new power of great military strength and 
under entirely new conditions. 

The directives under which I am operating based u on the North Korean 
Forces as an enemy are completely outmoded by events. r he fact must be clearly 
understood that our relatively small force now faces the full offensive power of 
the Chinese Communist nation augmented by extensive supply of Soviet 
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materiel. The strategic concept suitable for o erations against the North Korean 
Army which was so successful is not suscepti F:le to continued application against 
such ower. This calls for political decisions and strategic plans in implementa
tion tRereof, adequate fully to meet the realities involved. In this, time is of the 
essence asevery hour seesthe enemy power increase and our decline.47 

With these developments as a background, it was small wonder that the State-
Defense conference of 3 December took place “amid deepening gloom,” in Secre
tary Acheson’s later words. 4xBesides the two Secretaries, those present included 
Mr. Harriman, Mr. Rusk, the Joint Chiefs of Staff (with General Collins repre
sented by his Vice Chief, General Wade H. Haislip), the Operations Deputies, and 
several other military officers, including the Director, Joint Staff, Admiral Davis. 
The meeting opened with a briefing by General Ridgway, who told his hearers 
that it was uncertain whether X Corps would be able to disengage and reach 
Hungnam, or whether the fleeing Eighth Army could beat the pursuing Chinese 
to Seoul. However, if UN forces could gain the beachheads at lnch’on, Hamhung, 
and Pusan, they could stay there “for some time” until the question of evacuation 
was decided. These judgments were of course based on General MacArthur’s lat
est reports. 

Had the military situation reached a point at which a cease-fire was neces
sary? This was the question put to General Bradley by Secretary Acheson. Gen
eral Bradley replied that a cease-fire would be “fine” if the price were not too 
high. Indeed, he continued, if it could not be obtained promptly, the United 
States might have to take unilateral action-perhaps virtually declaring war on 
Communist China. He pointed out that the United States could blockade China, 
bomb the mainland, and do “a good many other things to bother them,” 
although atomic weapons would “probably” not be used. 

Discussing the possible terms of a cease-fire, the Secretary of State foresaw 
that the United States would face a “bitter choice.” Withdrawal to the 38th paral
lel would be acceptable to the United States but probably not to the Communists, 
who might well demand total evacuation of Korea. The United States might 
counter with an offer to withdraw only X Corps, but this, if agreed and carried 
out, would leave Eighth Army vulnerable. Suppose the Communists further 
demanded withdrawal of the Seventh Fleet from Taiwan and a seat in the United 
Nations? “We must consider whether these are negotiable propositions,” said Mr. 
Acheson. The Chinese might further demand to be made a party to the Japanese 
peace treaty, with a veto over the negotiations. “This would mean driving us out 
of the Far East,” was his judgment. 

The Secretary deplored the attitude of “our friends” in the United Nations, 
who tended to criticize the United States rather than Communist China. He 
feared that the United States would get little support in resisting any Chinese 
demands except on the issue of the 38th parallel; the retention of this line, he 
thought, was “a position with moral force.” If there were no cease-fire and UN 
forces had to fight their way out, military actions against the Chinese must be 
limited to those connected directly with evacuation, since in any wider conflict 
with China, the United States would find itself without allies. General Bradley 
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countered that these cautions must be offset by consideration of the moral and 
political effects of expulsion from Korea and the consequent loss of prestige 
around the globe. In Europe the Germans were already saying that the United 
States had proved weak, and appeasement was making strong headway. 

Admiral Sherman was adamantly opposed to asking for a cease-fire. The 
United States, he said, had lost a battle but not a war. He believed that the United 
States should warn the Chinese to stop their attack or face war with the United 
States. Should they choose war, then the United States should evacuate Korea 
and get down to business of defeating China. Any other course of action would 
lead other nations to begin to “push us around.” Secretary Acheson pointed out 
that the United States was “fighting the second team”; the real enemy was the 
USSR, which would be delighted to see the United States embroiled with Com
munist China. 

Assistant Secretary Rusk stressed the importance of maintaining solidarity 
with the United Nations and repeated Secretary Acheson’s earlier statement that 
this could be done only on the basis of making a stand on the 38th parallel. If the 
Chinese subsequently crossed the parallel, it would solidify UN support for the 
United States; other countries would be unlikely to reward aggression by giving 
Communist China a UN seat. Secretary Marshall asked if he was proposing to 
confine any cease-fire simply to a line at the 38th parallel. Mr. Rusk answered 
yes; the United States, he said, should accept nothing by agreement except the 
38th parallel, and anything else should be “taken only dcfrrcto.” 

The key question was put to the others by Secretary Acheson: Did anyone 
doubt the desirability of concluding a cease-fire at the 38th parallel if some other 
country made the proposal? There was no reply and therefore no objection. 

General Bradley observed that, while the political question was whether or 
not to ask for a cease-fire, there was a military question to be answered: whether, 
after beachheads had been reached, evacuation should begin at once or US forces 
should fight until forced out. This question was discussed but not answered. Sec
retary Marshall pointed out that the two questions were related; withdrawal to 
the beachheads would leave the Chinese free to overrun the rest of Korea, hence 
it would be desirable to have a cease-fire before UN forces were driven south of 
the parallel. General Bradley again stressed the need for a decision on the ques
tion of evacuation. He thought that the time had come to “establish firm beach
heads but do it on the principle that we are going to withdraw in an orderly way, 
then induce some other country to propose a cease-fire on the 38th parallel.” 
Ambassador Jessup asked whether the United States should agree to the depar
ture of all non-Korean forces from Korea; Admiral Sherman frankly replied that 
he would prefer war with China. General Bradley opposed such a conflict, but 
warned that the effects of withdrawing, or being forced out, without retaliation 
would be detrimental. However, he thought that no retaliation should be under
taken until after UN forces had been evacuated. Secretary Acheson pointed out 
that a course of continued hostilities against China would be irreconcilable with 
any sort of cease-fire. 

After further discussion, it was agreed that no basic political decisions would 
be made until after President Truman had talked to the British Prime Minister; 
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however, General MacArthur would be ordered to concentrate his troops in 
beachheads. General Bradley read a draft message for this purpose, which was 
revised to reflect suggestions by Secretary Marshall and Admiral Sherman.4y 

Immediately afterwards, Secretary Acheson, Secretary Marshall, and General 
Bradley went to the White House to report the outcome of the meeting to the 
Presidents0 It was doubtless at this meeting that General Bradley secured the 
President’s approval for the message ordering General MacArthur to concentrate 
his troops, which was dispatched that afternoon. It read as follows: 

We consider that the preservation of our forces is now the primary consider
ation. Consolidation of forces into beach r; eads is concurred in.“’ 

Prime Minister Attlee was scheduled to arrive in Washington on 4 December. 
Before his arrival, Secretary Acheson discussed the Korean situation with Assis
tant Secretary Rusk and several others in the State Department. All agreed that, if 
a cease-fire could not be achieved, the United States must hold on as long as pos
sible and force the Chinese Communists to pay the highest possible price for 
expelling UN troops; simply to “bow out” would have disastrous effects on the 
US world position. To this end, it would be necessary to strengthen the will of 
military authorities to resist without allowing them to undertake reprisals 
against Chinese territory. Secretary Acheson reported these conclusions by tele
phone to Secretary Marshall, who agreed with two qualifications: first, it would 
be necessary to see whether X Corps could be evacuated; second, the United 
States “must not dig ourselves into a hole without an exit.” Secretary Acheson in 
turn accepted these amendments5* 

On the same day, the Service Secretaries tendered advice to Secretary Marshall 
that ran directly opposite to that of Secretary Acheson. They urged that UN 
forces, if pursued south of the parallel, should be withdrawn. However, the 
United States should refuse to recognize defeat and should therefore blockade 
China and prepare to bomb China’s lines of communication, while being careful 
to avoid commitment of ground forces on the Chinese mainland. “The broad 
lines of our policy,” they wrote, “should be not to accept the present military 
defeat as any more than the loss of a battle or campaign.” At the same time, they 
recommended that their reprisal measures be taken only with UN approval. Sec
retary Marshall undoubtedly recognized that this unrealistic qualification viti
ated their proposals.53 

Bleak Prospects 

A t the beginning of December, UN troops faced the possibility of being driven 
into another Pusan perimeter or its equivalent, with no certainty that they 

would be able to maintain their beachhead. The hope for an early end to the 
Korean hostilities, which had glimmered brightly six weeks earlier, had van
ished. The prospective establishment of a unified Korea under the United 
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Nations, which would have represented a towering accomplishment for the five
year-old organization, was likewise gone. At the least, it was clear that the world 
faced a period of acute international tension, lasting perhaps for many months. 
Such was the situation confronting President Truman as he sat down to confer 
with his closest ally, Prime Minister Clement Attlee. 

The administration’s difficulties were exacerbated by the loquacity of General 
MacArthur. He complained to press representatives about China’s “privileged 
sanctuaries” and criticized those European countries that were reluctant to sup
port strong measures in the Far East. President Truman was forced to issue a 
directive on 5 December that all public statements by government officials relat
ing to foreign or military policy be cleared in advance with the Departments of 
State or Defense.54 

Over everything else, however, loomed one desperately serious question. 
How far were Communist China and its Soviet Russian ally prepared to go in 
seeking to inflict military reverses on UN forces in Korea? If they were willing at 
all costs to drive the United States off the peninsula, then World War III might 
well lurk around the corner. The Joint Chiefs of Staff were compelled to face this 
possibility. On 6 December 1950-the day when Chinese Communist forces 
moved into P’yongyang on the heels of the retreating Eighth Army-the follow
ing somber warning went out as a personal messageto all joint commanders: 

The JCS consider that the current situation in Korea has greatly increased the 
possibility of general war. Commanders addressed take such action as is feasible 
to increase readiness without creating atmosphere of alarm.55 
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The UN Command in the Balance 

General Collins Goes to Korea 

U nder urgent orders from the President to determine the true extent of the 
military catastrophe in Korea and to improve communications with General 

MacArthur, General Collins flew to the Far East, his third such mission in six 
months. Reaching Tokyo on 4 December, he called immediately upon General 
MacArthur.’ The UN Commander expounded a position that he had already 
made clear and was to reiterate constantly in coming weeks: the United Nations, 
having committed itself to support the Republic of Korea against North Korean 
aggression, should accept the new challenge from Communist China and direct 
its full power toward the “entirely new and undeclared war.” Even if “material 
reinforcement in a reasonable time” could be sent, however, CINCFE warned 
General Collins, the UN Command could accomplish nothing more than with
drawal to successive positions, perhaps all the way back to Pusan. If no reinforce
ments were available, the Command should be evacuated “as possible.” 

General Collins could promise little additional support. General MacArthur 
therefore outlined his plans, on the assumption that he would have to fight 
with what he had. Since the enemy’s forces (which he estimated at over 500,000 
Chinese and 100,000 North Koreans) were superior, they could envelop any 
static defense position and thus force Eighth Army back to the Seoul-Inch’on area. 
X Corps was already concentrating around Hamhung. If a decision were made to 
evacuate Korea, said General MacArthur, every effort should be made to obtain 
an armistice on reasonable terms. UN troops could hold the Seoul and Hamhung 
bridgeheads during negotiations only if the enemy chose not to launch a full
scale attack. General Collins offered the “hopes” of himself and his JCS col
leagues that the enemy’s course of action would afford the UN Command a 
breathing spell. He added that it was the “probable intention” of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff to bring Eighth Army back to Japan and then to reinforce it.2 

After sending back to Washington a summary of the meeting,” General Collins 
flew to Korea, where he found the situation serious but not desperate. General 
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Walker and General Almond, the commanders of Eighth Army and X Corps 
respectively, were confident that they could hold bridgeheads for a considerable 
length of time.4 

Returning to Tokyo on 7 December, General Collins discussed with General 
MacArthur three possible courses of action. The first assumed that Communist 
China would continue all-out attack, that no air or naval action against China 
itself would be permitted, and that there would be no substantial reinforcement 
in Korea. General MacArthur believed that these conditions “would represent 
essentially a surrender.” UN forces would have to be withdrawn; a cease-fire 
would not be necessary, since they could be evacuated even without one. 

The second case assumed continued attack by Chinese troops, but with the 
UN Command free to blockade the China coast, to undertake air attacks against 
Chinese territory, and to employ Nationalist forces offensively. Under these con
ditions, General MacArthur proposed to evacuate X Corps to Pusan and reunite 
it with Eighth Army; the combined force would then hold a position as far north 
as possible. Whether to continue operations in Korea or to withdraw therefrom 
would depend upon the subsequent Chinese reaction. 

Finally, in the event that the Chinese Communists agreed not to cross the 
38th parallel, General MacArthur believed that the United Nations should 
accept an armistice, provided that it applied also to North Korean forces (includ
ing guerrillas). Eighth Army should remain in position covering Seoul and 
In&on; X Corps should be withdrawn to Pusan. General MacArthur believed 
that this would be the best arrangement that could be obtained unless the scale 
of UN support were increased. 

Recurring to the need for reinforcements, General MacArthur again urged 
that Chinese Nationalist troops be used in Korea. Moreover, he added, all “major 
powers” in the United Nations “should increase their contingents in Korea to a 
total of at least 75,000.” 

The conferees considered what should be done with North Korean prisoners 
of war (estimated to number 140,000) and with ROK troops in event of a UN 
withdrawal. General MacArthur considered it inadvisable to evacuate either of 
these groups to Japan. General Collins had discussed the fate of the prisoners 
with Ambassador Muccio, who had suggested that they be relocated to Cheju-do 
(the largest of Korea’s offshore islands, near the southwestern tip of the penin
sula) or to Okinawa. As for the ROK forces, General MacArthur pointed out that 
the United Nations had a moral responsibility for them, but he had no solution to 
suggest at the moment.5 

General Collins returned to Washington early in the morning on 8 December,6 in 
time to attend a JCS meeting at 1000 hours.7 In a memorandum for his colleagues, 
he recapitulated his recent conversations and indicated his general agreement with 
the views expressed by CINCFE. His final recommendation was as follows: 

If UN decision is not to continue an all-out effort in Korea and if the Chinese 
Communist [sic] continue to attack, General MacArthur should be directed to 
take the necessar steps to prevent the destruction of his forces pending final 
evacuation from II orea. 
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On the preceding day, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had received an information 
copy of a message from CINCFE to General Walker and General Almond (proba
bly sent shortly after the second Collins-MacArthur conference) briefly outlining 
an approved concept of operations. Eighth Army would withdraw in successive 
positions to Pusan, if necessary, and would attempt to hold Seoul as long as pos
sible without allowing itself to be enveloped. X Corps would be removed from 
Hungnam, joined with Eighth Army, and placed under its command.9 

This message was on the agenda for the JCS meeting of 8 December. After 
hearing a report by General Collins, the Joint Chiefs of Staff informed General 
MacArthur that they approved his plan, adding that the evacuation of X Corps 
should take place “as early aspracticable.“iL’ 

Details of the phased withdrawal plan for Eighth Army were set forth in 
another message from CINCFE to the field commands that reached the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff on the evening of 8 December. Nine defensive lines, successively 
farther south, were laid out; they were anchored on the west coast and took max
imum advantage of rivers. The first ran from Kyomip’o, some 20 miles southwest 
of P’yongyang, to Sin’gye, about 50 miles inland; the last one was the Naktong 
River line with an eastward extension to Yongdok-the old Pusan Perimeter.” 
This plan had been explained to General Collins during his visit,‘* and he doubt
less passed along the information to the other JCS members, but there was no 
occasion for them to take any action. 

Prime Minister Attlee Comes to Washington 

hile General Collins was in the Far East, President Truman was playing 
host to Prime Minister Clement Attlee-a “Job’s comforter,” as Secretary 

Acheson styled him. l3 The initiative for the meeting, as described in the preced
ing chapter, had come from London, but the opportunity was accepted willingly 
by the United States, since the Truman administration set a high value on transat
lantic unity. “The great concern, of course,” General Haislip wired General 
Collins on 3 December 1950, summarizing the results of the State-Defense meet
ing of that day, “is the ability of the United States to solve the current crisis in 
such a manner as to preserve maximum solidarity in [the] UN and especially 
with British Commonwealth nations.“14 Indeed, this was at all times a cardinal 
objective of policy under President Truman. 

The talks were to cover a wide range of problems. The Department of State 
prepared fifteen “position papers,” which were sent to the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 
3 December with instructions that comments had to be submitted by the follow
ing day. l5 The most significant, addressed specifically to the Korean situation, 
declared that the United States should try to reach a cease-fire on the basis of the 
38th parallel before Chinese forces reached that line. However, it was added, 
such a settlement should not be conditioned upon agreement on other issues,such 
as Taiwan or Communist China’s UN membership. Efforts to unify Korea by 
“political means” should continue after a cease-fire. If the Communists rejected an 
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armistice and advanced beyond the 38th parallel, the UN Command would prob
ably have to evacuate Korea. Any such step “must be clearly the result of military 
necessity,” since anything that looked like a voluntary abandonment of South 
Korea would have disastrous consequences. It should be followed by efforts to 
mobilize “political and economic measures” against Peiping, including UN con
demnation of China as an aggressor. To seek a military defeat of China on the 
mainland would be unwise, but military harassment, instigation of guerrilla activ
ities, and exploitation of Nationalist capabilities should be considered.‘” 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff, after reviewing this study, declined to endorse the 
recommendation for a cease-fire at the 38th parallel; they preferred a statement 
that an armistice would be “militarily advantageous” provided that its terms did 
not jeopardize the safety of UN forces. They believed that the United Nations 
should declare China an aggressor without waiting until the UN Command had 
been driven from Korea. And as a further possible means of harassment, they 
suggested naval blockade of Communist China and the bombing of communica
tions in that country.17 

In another paper, the Department of State amplified its list of measures that 
might be taken if, as seemed likely, Communist China continued its aggressive 
course in Korea and elsewhere around its borders. An economic embargo, sever
ance of diplomatic relations, and assistance to opposition movements on the 
mainland were listed as possible, though it would be difficult to obtain Prime 
Minister Attlee’s approval for them. Military options appeared quite limited. 
“Hot pursuit” of aircraft into Manchuria was of little importance now that UN 
forces had retreated from the border. Bombing and blockade would probably 
not be approved by the United Nations and might trigger Soviet intervention; in 
any case they could not have an immediate effect. Nationalist assaults on the 
mainland were unlikely to produce results without major US assistance, which 
was out of the question. The Department of State could only recommend contin
uing air and naval action against the Chinese in Korea, a course that would not 
require fresh UN sanction and would avoid accepting a political defeat. The 
Joint Chiefs of Staff regarded this paper as acceptable, citing only one additional 
political measure that might be employed against China, namely, the denial of a 
UN seat.lx 

What of the possible use of nuclear weapons-the issue that had precipitated 
the Prime Minister’s trip? This question was already under study within the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, as a result of a suggestion made by General Collins on 20 Novem
ber. The Joint Strategic Survey Committee, in a report submitted on 29 Novem
ber, foresaw that a situation might develop in which the employment of these 
weapons would be necessary to prevent UN forces from being overwhelmed in 
Korea, and pointed out that a decision on the matter would have to be made at 
the highest level. ly The Joint Strategic Plans Committee, studying the use of 
nuclear weapons in case of Soviet intervention, concluded on 3 December 1950 
that if the Soviets openly participated in the Korean conflict, they would do so 
because they were willing to risk global war; hence no US action, of any sort, 
would discourage them in Korea. In case of evacuation, nuclear weapons should 
be used against targets of opportunity if necessary to avert major disaster, and 
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immediate preparations for their employment in the Far East should be made.2” 
Neither of these studies was officially acted upon by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and 
both were withdrawn from circulation a few weeks later.21 

The Department of State, assessing the probable British position on this issue, 
believed that Prime Minister Attlee felt that he should be consulted, and should 
give his assent, before nuclear weapons were employed. The Department recom
mended that the President indicate his desire to avoid using these weapons and 
to “move in step” with the British but make no commitment that would restrict 
his freedom of action. The Joint Strategic Survey Committee, in commenting on 
this paper, recommended the addition of a proviso that situations might arise in 
which nuclear weapons might constitute the only means of averting a “major dis
aster.” The Joint Chiefs of Staff, however, accepted the State draft as written, 
probably judging its language sufficiently elastic and considering that the pro
posed JSSC amendment would only alarm the Prime Minister.22 

The JCS comments on each of these papers were at once transmitted to Secretary 
Acheson. Time did not permit the normal procedure of coordination, which would 
have meant the preparation of revised papers indicating the degree to which the JCS 
views were acceptable to State. In the course of the talks, however, the President and 
the Secretary of State generally upheld positions in line with JCS views. 

Before departing for Washington, the British Prime Minister received a hur
ried visit on 2 December from Prime Minister Rene Pleven of France, with whom 
he established a “general identity of view. ” Thus, when Mr. Attlee landed in 
Washington on the morning of 4 December, he arrived as spokesman for Western 
Europe as well as for his own country. Moreover, the general viewpoint that he 
upheld in talking to the President-that the West should at almost any cost 
avoid diverting its attention from Europe to the Far East-was shared by the 
opposition in Parliament, according to a statement by the Conservative leader, 
Sir Winston Churchill.*” 

The conferences between the President and the Prime Minister lasted from 4 
to 8 December inclusive. Secretaries Acheson and Marshall took part, as did Gen
eral Bradley. On the British side, participants included Field Marshal Sir William 
Slim, Chief of the Imperial General Staff, who had accompanied the Prime Minis
ter; Marshal of the RAF Lord Tedder, head of the British Joint Services Mission; 
and the British Ambassador, Sir Oliver Franks. 

By far the greater part of the discussion was devoted to the Far Eastern crisis, 
although other problems, such as NATO and British rearmament, were not 
neglected. Broad agreement on fundamentals was easily reached. The need to 
maintain Anglo-American unity, to uphold the prestige and authority of the 
United Nations, and to continue rebuilding the strength of Western Europe; the 
desirability of a “free and independent” Korea; the importance of avoiding gen
eral war-these were matters on which the two sides could readily agree. 

Regarding the immediate situation in the Far East, it was also agreed that the 
time had come to seek a cease-fire through the United Nations. But what price 
should be paid for an end to the hostilities? Here the two nations differed. At the 
first meeting, President Truman introduced the State Department’s paper on the 
subject (rewritten to incorporate most of the changes recommended by the Joint 
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Chiefs of Staff), which stressed that a cease-fire in Korea must not be linked to 
other issues. The British did not comment on the paper at the time, but in subse
quent conversations, Prime Minister Attlee frankly advocated concessions to 
Communist China that might encourage “Titoism” in that nation. While he 
agreed that voluntary withdrawal from Korea was unthinkable, he was willing to 
acquiesce in a forcible expulsion, which would mean that the United Nations 
would have “failed with honor.” He and his advisors strongly opposed any 
reprisals-political, economic, or military-if China succeeded in driving the UN 
forces from Korea or rejected an armistice. 

President Truman and Secretary Acheson believed that the United Nations 
should squarely face the issue of aggression in Korea. While not opposed to 
negotiation as such, they warned that it would be extremely difficult under the 
existing situation. “This moment for negotiation with the Communist movement 
is the worst since 1917,” said Secretary Acheson. Moreover, they insisted that dis
cussions with China must not begin with concessions on the matter of Taiwan or 
UN membership. They pointed out that, to all intents and purposes, China was 
already at war with the United Nations. Secretary Marshall and General Bradley 
warned that the US position in Japan and the Philippines would be jeopardized if 
Taiwan passed into Chinese Communist hands. Secretary Acheson noted that the 
Communists had come into power in China trumpeting their hostility to the 
United States, in defiance of fifty years of US efforts to cultivate friendship with 
the Chinese people. But the subject of action against China following expulsion 
from Korea was not pressed by the US participants. 

In the end, the British reluctantly agreed that the cessation of Taiwan was too 
great a price to pay for a cease-fire in Korea. But they continued to favor admis
sion of China to the United Nations, and the final communique recognized the 
disagreement on this issue.25 

As for nuclear weapons, the United States avoided a formal commitment. 
President Truman and Prime Minister Attlee discussed the subject at a private 
conference on 7 December. The President recalled the British-US partnership in 
the development of atomic energy and said that he would not consider using the 
atomic bomb without consulting the United Kingdom. Mr. Attlee expressed his 
thanks for this promise and suggested that it be put in writing, but President Tru
man replied that an oral understanding would suffice. In fact, as Secretary Ache
son pointed out later to the President, a formal agreement would have exceeded 
the President’s authority and would have been unacceptable to Congress. The 
drafting of the portion of the communique covering this subject occasioned some 
difficulty. The British finally accepted a statement that spoke of the “hope” of the 
President “that world conditions would never call for the use of the atomic 
bomb” and of his “desire to keep the Prime Minister at all times informed of 
developments which might bring about a change in the situation.“26 

While all the discussions between the two Western leaders and their advisors 
were frank and open, the most candid took place on the evening of 6 December at 
the residence of the British Ambassador. Following dinner, members of the two 
delegations talked for two and a half hours in a “no holds barred” atmosphere. 
The Prime Minister, admitting he was raising a “difficult and delicate” matter, 
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questioned General MacArthur’s direction of the UN effort in Korea. There was a 
feeling among Europeans, he said, that General MacArthur was “running the 
show” and that participating UN members had little voice in what was being 
done. Secretary Marshall and General Bradley replied that General MacArthur 
was simply doing what he was required to do by the United Nations and that he 
had followed strictly the terms of his directives based on UN resolutions. General 
Marshall outlined the joint control exercised by State and Defense over General 
MacArthur, and reminded Prime Minister Attlee that the British had been con
sulted on the questions of “hot pursuit” and the bombing of Manchuria. 

When the British proposed that a committee be set up to direct the Korean War, 
General Bradley attacked the idea. He even went so far as to suggest that if other 
nations did not like the way the United States was handling the war in Korea, 
they “would be given assistance in withdrawing.” If they wished to remain, how
ever, then they must accept the responsibilities assigned to the UN Command. 

President Truman reminded the others that the United Nations had asked the 
United States to set up a unified command. He was in charge, he said, and would 
run it so long as the United Nations wanted him to do so. The orders now going 
to General MacArthur were concerned only with the safety of his command. If 
Communist aircraft swept down to bomb UN forces, “every airfield in sight 
would be bombed in order to protect our troops. ” The President concluded that the 
United States would stay in Korea and fight, with or without help from others.27 

The last session, on 8 December, was attended by General Collins, fresh from 
his trip to the Far East, who gave a somewhat reassuring report. He believed it 
unlikely that UN forces would be driven out of Korea; X Corps would be able to 
rejoin Eighth Army and the combined force could probably hold the Pusan 
bridgehead indefinitely. In a word, as General Collins later wrote, the situation 
was “serious” but “no longer critical.” 

General Collins’ report did not affect the outcome of the talks. The two sides 
had already reached conclusions and, immediately after hearing him, they 
turned to the drafting of a communique. But, as General Bradley remarked, it 
now seemed apparent that the United Nations would not have to negotiate 
under extreme pressure.28 

Although they did not reach full agreement during their five days of confer
ences, the President and the Prime Minister had succeeded in narrowing their 
differences and clarifying their respective viewpoints. Perhaps the most impor
tant result of the meetings, and of the preparatory deliberations, was that the 
administration placed itself firmly on record as willing to end the war on a basis 
of the old border-the 38th parallel. The hope of unifying Korea by force had 
been finally laid to rest. 

The General Assembly Seeks a Cease-Fire 

I n the principal point of disagreement between the President and the Prime 
Minister-whether or not to “buy off” Communist China with concessions
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most of the nations of the world shared the British view. The members of the 
United Nations were willing, up to a point, to resist a defiant challenge from a 
small country like North Korea, but Communist China was quite another matter. 
It was by no means certain, therefore, that the United Nations would be willing 
to aid in reaching a settlement on terms that the United States could accept. In 
the words of a contemporary analyst: 

Most of the non-Communist world seemed less troubled by Pekin ‘s bull ing of 
the United Nations and generally lawless behavior than by the ca i:ante t at the 
quarrel between the United States and Communist China would precipitate gen
eral war.. . . A good many delegations now seemed to consider restraint of Com
munist China less important than restraint of the United States.‘” 

During the second Truman-Attlee meeting, on 5 December-after both sides 
had agreed to seek a cease-fire under UN auspices-Secretary Acheson was noti
fied (by a telephone call from the US Delegation at Lake Success) that a group of 
thirteen Asian and Arab states proposed to ask the Chinese and North Koreans 
that their forces not cross the 38th parallel. The Indian delegate, Sir Benegal N. 
Rau, one of the sponsors of this proposal, wished to make certain that this plea 
was acceptable to the US and British Governments. President Truman and Prime 
Minister Attlee quickly gave their assent.‘” 

Accordingly, a public statement to this effect was issued on the evening of 5 
December, with Ambassador Rau acting as spokesman for the group.“’ There was 
no direct reply, however, from either Peiping or P’yongyang. During the ensuing 
week, the scene of action in the United Nations shifted to the General Assembly. 
The Political and Security Committee (known as the “First Committee”) of the 
Assembly spent several days discussing the Chinese presence in Korea.?2 The 
Indian Government explored with Peiping the possibility of a cease-fire and 
reportedly sought and obtained from “responsible officials” in Washington assur
ances that UN forces would not renew their invasion of North Korea if Commu
nist troops stopped at the parallel.33 

In Korea, the intensity of fighting slackened as Eighth Army broke contact 
and fell back down the peninsula. By 12 December the troops stood along the 
third of the nine withdrawal lines sketched by CINCFE, lying just north of the 
parallel. Chinese forces, unable or unwilling to press close pursuit, moved south
ward more slowly, massing for a possible assault. On the right of the UN line, 
ROK troops clashed with reconstituted North Korean units on or below the par
allel. In northeastern Korea, US forces withdrew into a perimeter around Hung
nam. The embattled Marines fought their way through the roadblock south of the 
Changjin Reservoir; the rearguard of the 1st Marine Division closed Hungnam 
before midnight on 11 December, when some elements of the same divisions 
were already embarking.34 

In the United Nations, the Arab-Asian bloc continued its diplomatic initiative. 
On 11 December the thirteen countries of this group agreed to introduce two res
olutions into the Assembly. The first would establish a three-man commission to 
seek a cease-fire; the second would call for a conference on Far Eastern problems 
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to be held promptly thereafter. This twofold approach, it was hoped, would not 
only satisfy the US insistence upon an unconditional cease-fire but also assure 
China that there would be consideration of broader Asian problems.“” 

The US Government had been informed that this plan was under considera
tion. The President and the National Security Council met on the afternoon of 11 
December to consider the plan. Earlier, Assistant Secretary Rusk had discussed it 
with representatives of the Services, who had expressed a fear that it might leave 
the Communists free to strengthen their forces and thus put them in a favorable 
position if they subsequently decided to renew the attack. Reporting this view to 
the National Security Council, Mr. Rusk set forth the view that the conditions of a 
cease-fire should be negotiated before any resolution was introduced into the 
United Nations. 

The Council then moved to a discussion of the terms of a cease-fire. Admiral 
Davis, Director of the Joint Staff, explained that the Joint Staff had not yet studied 
the question but gave as a preliminary opinion that any cease-fire should provide 
suitable guarantees against an enemy buildup and should allow the UN Com
mand to redeploy X Corps from northeastern Korea. Secretary Marshall thought 
that the indispensable condition was supervision by a UN commission free to 
operate throughout Korea. General Smith, Director of CIA, was inclined to favor 
an immediate cease-fire on the basis of the 38th parallel; there was some evi
dence, he said, that the Chinese might be agreeable. President Truman replied 
that he was in agreement with what he understood to be General MacArthur’s 
desire to hold “tenaciously” to his present positions north of the parallel. He had 
no objection, however, to withdrawing to the parallel if military necessity so dic
tated. The conferees reached no decision on this question. During the discus
sions, General Bradley and Secretary Marshall both expressed the view that the 
UN could hold a line somewhere in Korea.“h 

The final recommendation, agreed on by the Council and approved by the 
President, was as follows: 

We will consider a cease-fire, but must insist upon a cease-fire which does not 
place UN forces at a military disadvantage and which does not involve political 
concessions. Details of a cease-fire should be negotiated in order to protect the 
security of UN forces before a cease-fire is accepted. 

In addition, the Joint Chiefs of Staff were directed “as a matter of urgency” to 
determine the military conditions that would be acceptable.‘7 

In framing their reply to this requirement, the Joint Chiefs of Staff consulted 
General MacArthur, who set forth the following minimum terms: 

(1) All ground forces must remain in their positions or be withdrawn to the rear. 
(2) There must be no augmentation of combat strength b a buildup of mili

tary ersonnel, sup lies, or e uipment, (other than supp 7ies needed for the 
healt K and comfort oPthe troo s . 

(3) There must be no aircra Bt flights by either belligerent across the front lines. 
e u ees must not be allowed to migrate across the front lines, in either 

dir!%ck.f g 
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(5) The foregoing provisions must be supervised by a commission made u 
of representatives of nations not having forces in the Korean conflict, whit K 
must have unlimited freedom of movement and must be given full support by 
both sides.sR 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff incorporated these recommendations into a much 
longer and more detailed list that they sent to Secretary Marshall on 12 Decem
ber. Any cease-fire, they believed, should be limited to Korea and remain in force 
until the Korean question was permanently settled. A demilitarized zone approx
imately 20 miles wide should be established, with its southern boundary follow
ing generally the 38th parallel. Any ban on the introduction of troops or supplies 
should extend to the replacement of personnel. Guerrillas fighting on either side 
should receive a safe conduct for transfer to the area of their respective main 
forces. Prisoners of war should be exchanged on a one-for-one basis. 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff added a cautionary comment that the execution of 
any cease-fire resolution “will, in all probability, prevent the attainment of the 
United Nations objective of a free and united Korea.” This gratuitous incursion 
into the realm of high policy drew unfavorable attention from Secretary Mar
shall. In sending the JCS recommendations to the Department of State, General 
Marshall generally approved them but made it clear that he thought their con
cluding remark was inappropriate. He had discussed it with the JCS members, he 
said, and had been assured that the intent was merely to draw attention to a 
probable result of a cease-fire; they were not advocating “a continued fight for 
the conquest of North Korea.“3y 

The Department of State condensed the JCS recommendations into a shorter 
list for the guidance of Ambassador Austin. It was hastily referred to the Depart
ment of Defense and, slightly amended, became the basis of the US position, 
although Admiral Davis felt that the complete JCS statement should have been 
used instead.40 

The cease-fire resolution of the Arab-Asian bloc had meanwhile been laid 
before the First Committee of the UN General Assembly. It called for a three-man 
commission, headed by the President of the Assembly, Nasrollah Entezam of 
Iran, to determine the basis upon which a cease-fire could be arranged. It was 
approved by the Committee on 13 December and by the Assembly on the day 
after, in each case by a large margin and with US support.41 

The activities of this Cease-Fire Group swiftly illuminated Peiping’s inten
tions and attitudes. After obtaining the US statement of cease-fire terms, the 
Group asked the Chinese Communist Government to instruct its special ambas
sador, General Wu Hsiu-chuan, who was scheduled to depart, to extend his stay 
long enough to discuss the subject. In another message, the members assured 
China of their “clear understanding” that, as soon as a cease-fire had been 
arranged, the negotiations envisioned under the second part of the Arab-Asian 
plan would take place. But the answer, received from Peiping on 21 December, 
was a flat rejection, on the grounds that all UN actions taken without the partici
pation of Communist China were illegal. General Wu had already left on 19 
December, without meeting the commission.42 
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Any lingering hopes were dashed by a subsequent telegram from Foreign 
Minister Chou on 23 December 1950, the text of which was broadcast over the 
Peiping radio on 22 December (Washington time). Assailing US actions, the Chi
nese official declared that the 38th parallel, as a demarcation line, had been 
“obliterated forever” by the invasion of North Korea. He made it clear that Com
munist China would not consider a cease-fire apart from a favorable disposition 
of Far Eastern political issues: withdrawal of “foreign” troops from Korea, settle
ment of Korean affairs by “the Korean people themselves,” withdrawal of 
“American aggression forces” from Taiwan, and the seating of the Chinese Peo
ple’s Republic in the United Nations. 

This harshly worded rebuff brought the peace effort to an end. On 2 January 
the commission reported to the Assembly that “no recommendation in regard to 
a cease-fire can usefully be made. . . at this time.“43 

Events in Korea 

T hroughout December the situation on Eighth Army front continued relatively 
quiet. UN forces withdrew to a defensive line running northeastward along 

the Imjin River to a point just above the parallel, thence east to the coast. On the 
right, ROK forces grappled with North Korean troops and guerrillas in an 
attempt to straighten out the line. Toward the end of the month, the main body of 
Chinese forces, despite a punishing air interdiction campaign, moved up oppo
site Eighth Army, and enemy troops began infiltrating through a large gap 
between the ROK units. By the end of December, a new Communist offensive 
was clearly in the offing. 

Evacuation of X Corps from Hungnam was completed on 24 December. The 
1st Marine Division, the 3d and 7th US Infantry Divisions, and the ROK Capital 
Division were progressively outloaded in a skillfully executed operation, while 
tactical air and naval gunfire helped to hold the shrinking perimeter. Approxi
mately 105,000 troops and 100,000 refugees were taken off, together with 350,000 
tons of equipment. The evacuees headed for Pusan and P’ohangdong, there to 
unload and hurry northward in support of Eighth Army.44 

Shortly before X Corps completed its evacuation, a casualty forced a change 
in the command of Eighth Army-a change that was to prove of great signifi
cance for the course of the war. On 23 December 1950, Lieutenant General Wal
ton H. Walker, driving northward from Seoul, was killed when his jeep was 
struck by a truck.45 

General Walker’s successor had already been selected. General Collins, dur
ing his recent visit to Tokyo, had discussed with CINCFE the possibility of 
replacing General Walker if the necessity should arise. They agreed that a suit
able choice would be Lieutenant General Matthew B. Ridgway, USA, then 
Deputy Chief of Staff for Administration, who had compiled a distinguished 
record as an airborne division and corps commander in World War II. On learn
ing of General Walker’s death, General MacArthur quickly consulted General 
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Collins by telephone. The appointment of General Ridgway was agreed upon 
and was made official after General Collins had cleared it with his superiors, 
including the President.46 

General Ridgway left Washington in time to reach Tokyo before midnight on 
Christmas Day. The next morning he had an interview with General MacArthur, 
who instructed him to hold as far forward as possible. Seoul should be retained, 
he said, for political and psychological reasons, but not if it became a “citadel 
position.” General MacArthur observed that US forces were operating in a “mis
sion vacuum” while diplomacy attempted to feel its way. “A military success,” 
he remarked, “will strengthen our diplomacy.” The most that could be hoped for, 
in his view, was to inflict on the enemy “a broadening defeat making possible the 
retention and security of South Korea.” 

At the conclusion of the interview, General Ridgway asked whether it would 
be permissible to attack if opportunity offered. General MacArthur gave him full 
discretion to do so. “The Eighth Army is yours, Matt,” he said. “Do what you 
think best.“47 

Departing for Korea, General Ridgway at once began the process by which, 
through a vigorous display of battlefield leadership, he was soon to revitalize the 
dispirited Eighth Army. He spent several days touring the front, to inspect the 
terrain and examine troop morale. He told President Rhee that he had “come to 
stay.” Although General Ridgway looked forward ultimately to the resumption 
of the offensive, he recognized that the enemy would soon strike again and that 
further withdrawals would be inevitable; hence he began preparing positions far
ther south.48 

Another Search for Reinforcements 

Spurred by the crisis of early December, the administration launched a broad 
expansion of the US military establishment and mobilization base.4yPresident 

Truman announced this program to the nation on 15 December 1950, at the same 
time declaring his willingness to seethe Korean conflict settled peaceably, though 
without yielding to aggression. On the following day, the President proclaimed 
the existence of a national emergency?” At the same time, the administration 
froze Chinese Communist funds in US territory and prohibited US ships from 
entering Chinese ports.51 

None of these measures could bring immediate relief to the beleaguered UN 
forces in Korea. New forces created by the mobilization program could not be 
ready for many months. For that reason, as General Collins had told General 
MacArthur, there was little prospect that additional US troops could be sent to 
Korea. The dispatch of the last combat-ready division in the United States
the 82d Airborne-was considered by the Department of the Army early in 
December but was rejected on the advice of General Collins after his return 
from Tokyo.52 
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Four National Guard divisions, called into Federal service in September, were 
still being trained. On 18 December 1950 General MacArthur suggested that they 
be sent to Japan to complete their training. He did not contemplate using them in 
Korea but thought that they might allay a growing apprehension of the Japanese 
people, fostered by Soviet propaganda broadcasts.“” 

This request for a major reinforcement in the Far East had to be evaluated in 
the light of the broad question of US policy toward Korea and the Far East gener
ally. The subject was discussed at a special meeting of the Armed Forces Policy 
Council on 19 December. At the invitation of Secretary Marshall, Assistant Secre
tary Rusk attended in place of Secretary Acheson, who was in Brussels for a 
NATO meeting. Secretary Marshall opened the meeting by expressing great con
cern over the vulnerability of Japan to a Soviet attack. The question he wished to 
raise was whether there was any way the United States could withdraw from 
Korea “with honor.” Mr. Rusk addressed the political problems involved in the 
question of withdrawal but professed to have no ready solution. 

Admiral Sherman stated that, from the military point of view, withdrawal 
from Korea was preferable to sending more troops to that country. The United 
States, he thought, should consult its own interests and do whatever was neces
sary. If this meant withdrawal from Korea, he thought that Western European 
countries would be “delighted.” The effects of any loss of prestige would be off
set by the increased flexibility resulting from disengagement in Korea. “Certainly 
we should not send more troops West when our principal responsibility lies East 
[i.e., in Europe], “ was his conclusion. 

General Vandenberg urged that the United States withdraw troops from 
Korea and continue operations against China by sea and air. General Wade Hais
lip, representing General Collins (who was also in Europe), opposed sending 
General MacArthur the “large reinforcements” he had asked for. If it did prove 
necessary to send a division to the Far East, he thought that an equivalent divi
sion should be sent to Europe at the same time. And he noted that the divisions 
then in training would not complete basic training before March. 

General Bradley did not believe that the UNC should withdraw any further 
until there was “serious indication” that the enemy meant to advance in strength 
south of the 38th parallel. He thought it unlikely that Eighth Army would be 
pinned up against Inch’on and believed that it could, if necessary, withdraw to 
Pusan. However, if the Chinese were really intent on driving the UNC out of 
Korea, they had the capability to do so even if General MacArthur received the 
reinforcements he was seeking. Mr. Rusk pointed out that the 38th parallel had 
no political significance. General Bradley observed that there had been consider
able criticism of the action of Eighth Army in withdrawing so far without yet 
having been seriously engaged, other than in the initial Chinese attack.54 

In the end, the Joint Chiefs of Staff postponed action. They told General 
MacArthur on 19 December that it was unlikely that any National Guard divi
sions could be sent, but that a definite answer would be given in a few days, after 
General Collins returned from Europe. Meanwhile, they suggested that part of 
X Corps might be landed in Japan, without prejudice to its future disposition.“” 
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What of the possibility of troops from other countries? Nationalist China was 
a source to which General MacArthur had drawn attention on several occasions. 
Following General Collins’ return from Tokyo, the Joint Chiefs of Staff instructed 
the Joint Strategic Survey Committee to study the advisability of using National
ist forces, in Korea or elsewhere, assuming that political considerations would 
allow their employment .s The Committee’s report was submitted three weeks 
later and was considered in connection with a wide range of possible actions 
against Communist China urged by General MacArthur, as described below. 

Additional units promised earlier by some of the UN member nations were 
now arriving in Korea, to join the British, Australians, Turks, and Filipinos. The 
French, Dutch, and Thai battalions arrived in November; the first two were 
attached to the US 2d Division and took part in the fight for Wonju in January 
1951, but the Thai had to undergo an extensive period of reequipping and train
ing. The Greek, Canadian, and New Zealand forces arrived in December and 
went into action during the next few weeks.s7 

Two other troop offers, described in Chapter 3, took definite form during this 
phase of the war. The Colombian infantry battalion was approved by the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff on 29 November and the Ethiopian contingent on 6 DecembersR A 
number of weeks were to elapse before even these small reinforcements could 
arrive. An offer by Cuba to supply a single company was submitted to the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff on 8 December; for political reasons, they recommended approval, 
but urged that Cuba be requested to augment its force to a battalion. Their rec
ommendation was approved, but ultimately nothing came of the Cuban offer.5y 

The Department of State considered making another appeal to UN members 
for reinforcements. On 5 December 1950 Secretary Acheson informed Secretary 
Marshall that the prospects for success did not appear bright. “Apart from those 
countries which are already represented by units in the field, or for whom firm 
plans of which you are aware have been concluded, there appear to be very few 
further prospects,” he wrote. Discussions were under way with some Latin 
American countries but seemed unlikely to yield results. The Department was 
prepared, if desired, to make another effort to obtain a Pakistani contingent but 
was “not hopeful” that it would succeed. There remained only the possibility of 
asking the nations that had cut back the size of their proffered forces to send the 
larger units they had originally tendered or of seeking more troops from the 
other countries that had already sent contingents. The Secretary asked whether it 
was desired that the above suggestions be pursued. His own view was that the 
expansion of the ROK forces represented the best prospect for increasing the 
strength of UN forces.60 

The Secretary’s letter was referred to the Joint Strategic Plans Committee, 
which, for reasons not indicated in available sources, did not reply until 15 Jan
uary 1951. The ultimate result, described in the following chapter, was simply 
another barren round of talks with other countries. Meanwhile, however, the 
question of expanding the ROK Army was raised by the Korean Ambassador in 
Washington, Dr. Chang. He suggested that the United States supply small arms for 
the members of the Korean Youth Corps (KYC), an organization of approximately 
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half a million men who had received some military training during their education 
and who, according to the Ambassador, were “eager” to defend their country.61 

The Joint Strategic Plans Committee was inclined to favor this proposal. After 
surveying available stocks of weapons, the Committee suggested that from 
75,000 to 100,000 South Koreans be organized into special units to guard lines of 
communication and to operate as guerrillas in enemy-held territory. General 
MacArthur, however, felt that existing ROK units had performed so poorly that 
there was little advantage in creating new ones. The available weapons could 
better be used in equipping the National Police Reserve of Japan, in his view, 
while the best way to use the members of the KYC would be as fillers for existing 
ROK divisions. This judgment was accepted by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and was 
passed on to Secretary Marshall, who relayed it to Secretary Acheson. Presum
ably the ROK Government acquiesced, as nothing more was said about arming 
the KYC, nor were any other steps taken at that time to enlarge the ROK forces.‘j* 

Evacuation or Escalation? 

G eneral MacArthur had told General Collins that, under existing conditions, 
the UN Command would be unable to remain in Korea. General Collins had 

privately disagreed. But if General MacArthur was right, then a refusal either to 
send reinforcements or to alter the rules of engagement would render evacuation 
unavoidable. The prospect had to be squarely faced.63 

On 22 December the Joint Chiefs of Staff held a critically important discussion 
on courses of action in Korea. The occasion was General MacArthur’s request, 
still pending, for National Guard divisions. The Joint Chiefs of Staff agreed that a 
decision should be made now, “on the governmental level,” that US forces would 
be evacuated as soon as it became apparent that the Chinese Communists 
intended to drive the United Nations from Korea. An attack in force on UN posi
tions, accompanied by a continuing buildup of enemy forces, would constitute 
sufficient evidence of such intention, and if it took place, “it must be accepted 
that we are being militarily forced out of Korea.” In any event, the original UN 
directive, under which the United States had gone into Korea, was now obsolete 
and should be revised. They directed the Joint Strategic Survey Committee to 
prepare a memorandum for the Secretary of Defense that would serve to bring 
these issues to the attention of the National Security Council. Also, General 
MacArthur was informed that, pending decisions on the above matters, no addi
tional divisions would be deployed to the Far East.64 

Before the Committee had replied to this directive, the President summoned 
Secretaries Acheson and Marshall and General Bradley to Blair House on 26 
December, to discuss the Korean situation and the possibility of withdrawal. Sec
retary Acheson stressed that the US objective, resisting aggression “on a collec
tive security basis” for as long as possible, was very clear and was accepted by all 
present. Reverses, he continued, did not warrant withdrawal; the UN Command 
was not “hopelessly outnumbered” and it enjoyed the inherent advantage 
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accruing to the defense. There should be no thought of withdrawal until General 
MacArthur had fully tested Chinese strength. Moreover, the United States could 
not “pull out of Korea and leave our friends there to be murdered”-a sentiment 
that the President promptly endorsed. On the other hand, the Secretary pointed 
out, eventual disentanglement was essential; the United States had never 
intended to leave a large force in Korea. Moreover, since the US troops there rep
resented a major portion of overall US strength, any withdrawal must be con
ducted without major losses. 

Secretary Acheson asked Secretary of Defense Marshall about the directives 
given General MacArthur. He was especially puzzled that the 3d Division had 
been thrown into battle instead of being used to garrison Japanhs Secretary Mar
shall agreed that there had been so many directives issued in connection with the 
Far East crisis that confusion might have arisen, and that they should be reexam
ined and possibly rewritten. He too was worried about Japan and feared that 
Communist air atttacks might make it difficult to extricate US troops. He and 
General Bradley thought that UN forces would be able to hold the line of the 
Kum River but only by making use of all available forces, leaving none available 
for Japan. There was general agreement among all those at the meeting that Gen
eral MacArthur must not risk the destruction of his forces, since they were the 
only ones available for defending Japan.h6 

On the following day, the Joint Chiefs of Staff approved a memorandum for 
Secretary Marshall reflecting the tenor of their discussion of 22 December. They 
pointed out that the Chinese Communists appeared strong enough to expel the 
UN forces, since other US commitments made it impossible to send reinforce
ments. If UN troops were to be driven out of Korea, the United States should 
select the time and place for evacuation, instead of being driven out “under con
ditions approximating a military rout.” There was no evidence of the viewpoint 
that had been expressed by Secretary Acheson, that political considerations 
required prolonged resistance. Indeed, it was expressly argued that “the decision 
to evacuate should not be based on political grounds; rather it should be based 
on our best military judgment as to whether and how long it is possible to main
tain combat forces in Korea.” The last opportunity for orderly withdrawal would 
occur when UN troops reached the line of the Kum River, just north of Taejon 
(the seventh of the nine lines laid out in the CINCFE message of 8 December). If 
it became necessary to retreat to this line, and if the Chinese then began massing 
forces for a new assault, General MacArthur should be instructed to begin with
drawing his forces to Japan. A draft directive to this effect was enclosed with the 
memorandum.h7 

This draft was discussed on 28 December by the JCS members along with Sec
retary Marshall, Deputy Secretary Lovett, Secretary Acheson, and Assistant Sec
retary Rusk. 6HThe State Department officials wanted it rewritten to emphasize 
the great political advantage of resisting in Korea as long as possible and inflict
ing maximum damage upon enemy forces. After considerable discussion, an 
amended version was approved by both Departments and then by the President, 
to be forwarded to CINCFE.(+’ 
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This directive was sent to General MacArthur on 29 December. Its instructions 
(preceded by a warning of the extreme sensitivity of the matter) were asfollows: 

It ap ears from all estimates available that the Chinese Communists possess 
the capa77ility of forcing UN forces out of Korea if they choose to exercise it. The 
execution of this capabilit might be prevented by making the effort so costly to 
the enemy that the wou d abandon it, or by committing substantial additional 
U.S. forces to that t4:eater thus seriously jeopardizing other commitments includ
ing the safety of Japan. It is not practicable to obtain significant additional forces 
for Korea from other members of the United Nations. We believe that Korea is 
not the place to fight a major war. Further, we believe that we should not commit 
our remaining available round forces to action against Chinese Communist 
forces in Korea in face of tae increased threat of general war. However, a success
ful resistance to Chinese-North Korean a gression at some osition in Korea and 
a deflation of the military and politica B prestige of the Phinese Communists 
would be of great importance to our national interests, if this could be accom
plished without incurring serious losses. 

Your basic directive to furnish such assistanceto the Republic of Korea asmay 
be necessar to repel the armed attack and to restore international peace and 
security in ti: at area requires modification in the light of the present situation. 

You are now directed to defend in successive positions, as generally outlined 
in your CX 50635 [of 7 December], inflicting such damage to hostile forces in 
Korea as is possible, sub’ect to the primary consideration of the safety of your 
troops. Every effort shouId be continued to mobilize the maximum Korean con
tribution to sustained resistance, including both conventional and unconven
tional means. 

Since developments may force our withdrawal from Korea, it is important, 
particularly in view of the continued threat to Japan, to determine, in advance, 
our last reasonable opportunity for an orderly evacuation. It seems to us that if 
you are forced back to positions in the vicinity of the Kum River and a line gener
ally eastward therefrom, and if thereafter the Chinese Communists mass large 
forces against your positions with an evident capability of forcing us out of 
Korea, it then would be necessary, under these conditions, to direct you to com
mence a withdrawal to Japan. 

Your views are requested as to the above-outlined conditions which should 
determine a decision to initiate evacuation, articularly in light of your continu
ing primary mission of defense of Japan Por which only troops of the Eighth 
Army are available. 

Following the receipt of your views you will be given a definite directive as to 
the conditions under which you should initiate evacuation70 

To General MacArthur, this message“seemed to indicate a loss of the ‘will to 
win‘ in Korea.“71 In a reply on 30 December, later characterized by one of his sub
ordinates as probably his “most important single comment on the Korean war,“72 
he argued vigorously for a different policy. “A comprehensive estimate of rela
tive capabilities in the Korean campaign,” he began, “appears to be dependent 
upon political-military policies yet to be formulated.” The “entire military 
resource of the Chinese Nation” had been committed against the UN Command. 
Because China’s forces had been concentrated in Korea and Manchuria, other 
parts of the country were vulnerable, but existing policies prevented exploitation 
of this opportunity. He suggested four actions that might be undertaken in case 
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the administration decided “to recognize the State of War which has been forced 
upon us by the Chinese authorities”: 

(1) To blockade China’s coast. 
(2) To destroy the country’s industrial war-making capacity, through air and 

naval bombardment. 
(3) To reinforce the UN Command with Nationalist contingents. 
(4) To allow the Nationalists to undertake diversionary action against the 

mainland. 

Through these actions, General MacArthur contended, the United States, with 
a relatively small investment of military force, “could severely cripple and 
largely neutralize China’s capability to wage aggressive war and thus save Asia 
from the engulfment otherwise facing it.” The pressure on the UN troops in 
Korea would be released, and a decision could then be made whether to carry on 
the fight there or to redeploy forces to the offshore islands, meanwhile continu
ing naval and air action against China. 

General MacArthur recognized that such a course of action (which he charac
terized as “defending ourselves by way of military retaliation”) had been rejected 
earlier as likely to provoke a major war. But, he argued, China was now fully 
committed, and “nothing we can do would further aggravate the situation” as far 
as that country was concerned. Whether the Soviets would intervene was “a mat
ter of speculation.” His own view was that the Soviet rulers would make their 
decision solely on the basis of their “own estimate of relative strengths and capa
bilities, with little regard for other factors.” Admittedly the Soviets were showing 
increasing interest in Japan; it was for this reason that he had asked for four more 
divisions. “It has never been my thought,” he added, “that they should be com
mitted to the Korean campaign.“73 It was his understanding that the four 
National Guard divisions called up in September had been intended for use in 
the Far East. 

To evacuate Korea without undertaking reprisals against China, continued 
CINCFE, would have the “most adverse effect” upon the Japanese and other peo
ples of Asia and would require a “material reinforcement of the forces now in 
this theater.” Moreover, China’s forces in Korea would be released for adventures 
elsewhere, and the ROK military potential “would disintegrate or become of neg
ligible value.” 

Ranging into matters not touched on in the JCS message, General MacArthur 
challenged the fundamental priority of the administration’s foreign policy. As 
he wrote: 

I understand thoroughly the demand for European security and fully concur 
in doing ever thing possible in that sector, but not to the oint of accepting 
defeat everyw a ere else-an acceptance which I am sure coul x not fail to ensure 
later defeat in Europe itself. The preparations for the defense of Europe, however, 
by the most optimistic estimate are aimed at a condition of readiness two years 
hence. The use of forces in the present emergency in the Far East would not in 
any way prejudice this basic concept. To the contrary it would ensure thoroughly 
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seasoned forces for later commitment in Europe synchronously with Europe’s 
own development of military resources. 

In conclusion, General MacArthur agreed that, given the continuance of 
restrictions on UN military operations, the tactical estimate in the JCS message 
was sound. Evacuation, if it were to take place, could only be accomplished 
through a “successively contracting defense line south to the Pusan beachhead.” 
There was no need to make an “anticipatory decision” until the “beachhead line” 
was reached.74 

Before dealing with the issues raised in this message, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
felt constrained to ask for clarification of the phrase “beachhead line” as used by 
CINCFE. It was not clear to them whether General MacArthur meant the old 
Naktong River line or one still closer to Pusan. Could he, perhaps, be referring to 
the Kum River line mentioned by the Joint Chiefs of Staff? In clarifying this con
fusion, General MacArthur once more took the opportunity to insist upon the 
relation between policy decisions and tactics and to intimate that Korea could not 
be held under existing limitations. Unless there were “some possibility of policy 
change or other external eventuality favorable to the strengthening of our effort 
in Korea,” a JCS directive to begin withdrawal could be issued “at any time.” 
However, “if a reasonable possibility does exist for favorable developments,” 
then it would be well to wait until the old Naktong line was reached.” 

There existed one retaliatory measure short of carrying the war to Chinese 
soil: aerial destruction of the power installations on the Korean side of the Yalu 
River, including the dams on the river itself. On 26 December 1950 the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, with the approval of Secretary Marshall, asked General 
MacArthur for his views as to the “possibility and desirability” of bombing these 
facilities “if the Chinese attack across the 38th parallel, thus demonstrating their 
intention of driving us out of South Korea.” General MacArthur replied the next 
day that the hydroelectric installations in northeastern Korea were largely inac
tive. Those in the northwestern part of the country were of unknown value; they 
could be destroyed by medium bombers, but, he reminded the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff, they had been placed off limits by decision of higher authority. Whether or 
not this decision should be reversed was a political rather than a military ques
tion.76 Thereafter the matter was dropped; no such action was taken when the 
Chinese attacked in force across the parallel several days later. 

When they received General MacArthur’s message of 30 December, the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff had before them a report from the Joint Strategic Plans Committee 
dated 27 December 1950 (prepared in response to their directive of 28 Novem
ber), regarding courses of action to be followed in the event that the Korean con
flict escalated into a state of war between the United States and China. The Com
mittee had been unable to agree. 77The Navy and Air Force members wished to 
organize a strategic defense “in the Far East,” including retention of “selected 
beachheads” in Korea, imposition of “economic sanctions” against China and 
encouragement of covert operations to create conditions “which will reduce 
Communist Chinese capabilities to attain their objectives.” The more aggressive 
Army planner spoke of strategic defense “on the Mainland of Asia,” retention of 
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“selected positions in Korea and Indochinn,” naval blockade, and covert operations 
to assist “the eventual overfhrozu of the Chinese Communist government.“7X 

The first JCS member to comment on this JSPC study, and on General 
MacArthur’s message of 30 December, was Admiral Sherman. Indeed, the Chief 
of Naval Operations quickly emerged as a leading actor in these crucial weeks. In 
a memorandum for his colleagues that was to prove of considerable importance, 
he argued that 

a state of open hostilities between the forces of Communist China and the forces 
of the United States exists in Korea. . . . Heavy lossesand severe military reverses 
have been incurred by us in our attempt to prevent or delay the operation of the 
well-known principle that limited wars tend to become unlimited in character; 
that when one contestant begins to predominate in the limited area, the 
other. . . seeks through more general pressure or by striking his enemy at the 
sources of his power to achieve his own war objectives. 

Initial restrictions imposed on operations in Korea, Admiral Sherman pointed 
out, stemmed from a desire to deter Chinese Communist intervention and to 
avoid a general conflict with the Soviet Union. But since the Chinese, with Soviet 
logistic support, had already “intervened effectively,” the time had come to reex
amine these limitations. US objectives now should be to hold the major Pacific 
islands, to provide for the security of Western Europe and the Western Hemi
sphere, and to prevent or delay further Chinese expansion, at the same time 
averting a clash with the Soviet Union until the nation was properly prepared. 

In order to attain these objectives, Admiral Sherman recommended a number 
of actions, including some that had been proposed by General MacArthur. UN 
forces should “occupy advantageous defensive positions in South Korea as long 
aspracticable and inflict maximum damage on enemy forces in Korea.” No major 
ground reinforcements should be sent to the Far East unless it proved possible to 
hold Korea with the forces already there, in which case two partly trained divi
sions “might” be sent to Japan. A naval blockade of China should be initiated “as 
soon as our position in Korea is stabilized, or when we have evacuated Korea.” 
Restrictions on operations of Nationalist forces should be removed “now,” and 
logistic support should be furnished to guerrillas in China. Intermittent aerial 
reconnaissance of Manchuria and the Chinese coast should be undertaken at 
once. Naval and air attacks on targets within China should be initiated “at such 
time as the Chinese Communists attack any of our forces outside of Korea.” 

Admiral Sherman recognized that some of these actions, notably a blockade, 
would require UN approval. “Pressure should be instituted immediately to 
obtain concurrence,” he urged, “together with UN denunciation of Communist 
China as an aggressor. If concurrence is not obtainable,” he concluded, “the time 
has come for unilateral action by the United States.“7y 

Admiral Sherman said nothing about using Nationalist forces in Korea, a sub
ject that was under study by the Joint Strategic Survey Committee. On 5 January, 
the Committee submitted its conclusions, which were that the Nationalists could 
not significantly affect the outcome in Korea, and that the United States should 
instead provide military and technical aid for regular forces on Taiwan and 
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covert assistanceto guerrillas on the mainland. 8”In commenting on the Commit
tee’s report, the Chief of Naval Operations noted that it assumed the continuance 
of the existing policy of “confining the undeclared war in Korea to that area”-a 
policy that forfeited the advantage of US air and naval superiority. While agree
ing that the United States should avoid becoming entangled in a general war 
with Communist China, he pointed out that such an objective would not neces
sarily apply to the “appropriate use of those arms in which the United States 
now has great advantage,” or to the “development and opportune use of Asiatic 
ground forces.“81 

The Crisis Deepens 

T he Joint Chiefs of Staff now confronted General MacArthur’s challenging 
messageof 30 December 1950, two committee reports bearing on Far Eastern 

policy, and Admiral Sherman’s extended comments on all three. Their considera
tion of these papers took place against the background of a sudden fierce flare of 
action in Korea, which began on New Year’s Eve (Far East time). Surging across 
the Imjin, the Chinese “People’s Volunteer Army, ” with their North Korean allies, 
drove Eighth Army back toward the Han, concentrating their strength as usual 
against the ROK units. General Ridgway quickly realized that his forces were not 
strong enough to make a stand along the Han. There was no alternative to a fur
ther retreat, even though this meant the abandonment of Seoul. Evacuating the 
South Korean capital on 4 January, Eighth Army fell back to a prepared line some 
35 miles farther south, running from P’yongtaek eastward through Wonju to the 
east coast at Samch’ok.xz 

With their superior mobility, the units of Eighth Army were able to disengage 
and withdraw in reasonably good order. Moreover, after five days it became clear 
that the “Third Phase“ offensive was losing its impetus. The enemy, however, 
shifted his attention to Wonju, in the center of the new UN line, where a north
ward bulge formed a broad salient. Wonju was defended by the reorgnized 2d 
US Infantry Division and by the newly arrived French and Dutch battalions. But 
they were forced out of the city on 8 January. 

By 10 January the fighting had temporarily died down. Behind the new 
defense line, there was only the Kum River, which the Joint Chiefs of Staff were 
considering as the position from which withdrawal must be initiated, and then 
the Naktong line around Pusan and P’ohang-dong. But the UN forces, though 
they had been drawn back, had not been routed. And the divisions of X Corps 
had landed and were hurrying northward to strengthen the line.x” 

The encouraging aspects of the situation were not apparent, except to General 
Ridgway, who, while the offensive was in progress, had expressed confidence in 
the strength of Eighth Army. 8JIn Washington, the overriding facts were that the 
enemy had given a scornful reply to those who had asked him to stop along the 
parallel, and that he appeared both able and determined to drive the UN forces 
into the sea. 
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President Truman, in a news conference on 4 January 1951, was questioned 
about the situation in Korea and its increasing gravity. Asked whether the nation 
was “formally at war,” he replied with a flat negative. “We are carrying out an 

obligation for the United Nations,” he said. In reply to another query, he said that 
he did MOMcontemplate asking the United Nations for “permission to bomb 
China.” As for prospects for a wider war during the coming year, he could only 
hope that it would not occur. “That has been my fight for 5 years,” he said.xs 

On 9 January 1951 the Joint Chiefs of Staff sent General MacArthur an interim 
reply to his messageof 30 December. They accepted the JSSCposition on the use 
of Nationalist troops in Korea and borrowed Admiral Sherman’s suggestion 
regarding reinforcements for Japan. They assured General MacArthur that the 
four retaliatory measures he had suggested would be “given careful considera
tion.” However, “based on over-all considerations,” they told him, the following 
conclusions must be accepted: 

(1) There is little possibility of policy change or other external eventuality jus
tifying strengthenin of our effort in Korea. 

(2) Blockade of 8 hina Coast, if undertaken, must await either stabilization of 
our position in Korea or our evacuation from Korea. However, a naval blockade 
of the coast of China would require negotiations with the British in view of the 
extent of British trade with China through Hongkong. It is considered necessary 
to obtain UN concurrence. 

(3) Naval and Air attacks on objectives in Communist China robably can be 
authorized only if the Chinese Communists attack United States Porces outside of 
Korea and decision must await that eventually [sic]. 

(4) Favorable action cannot be taken on the proposal . . . to obtain Korean rein
forcements from the Chinese Nationalist Garrison in Formosa, in view of improb
ability of their decisive effort on the Korean outcome and their probable greater 
usefulness elsewhere. 

(5) If our osition in Korea could be stabilized with forces now committed, 2 
partly-traine 1 National Guard Divisions could be deployed to Japan in order to 
increase the security of Japan. If our Korean position cannot be stabilized, this 
pur ose must be served by art of the troops evacuated from Korea. This is final 
rep P to your C 51559 [of 18b ecember, asking for four more divisions]. 

(6) The pro ram for the arming of JapaneseSecurity Forces will be ex edited. 
(7) Effort is t eing made to intensify the economic blockade of trade wit R China. 

In the light of these statements, and “after full consideration of all pertinent 
factors,” they directed General MacArthur asfollows: 

(1) Defend in successive positions as required by JCS 99935 [of 29 December], 
inflicting maximum damage to hostile forces in Korea, subject to primar consid
eration of the safety of your troops and your basic mission of protecting 7apan. 

(2) Should it become evident in your judgment that evacuation is essential to 
avoid severe losses of men and material you will at that time withdraw from 
Korea to Japansh 

The alternatives in this twofold task-to hold out in Korea if possible, other
wise to withdraw-were interpreted by General MacArthur as contradictoryx 
His immediate response was to ask the Joint Chiefs of Staff for “clarification.” It 
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was “self -evident,” he said, that the UN Command was not strong enough both 
to hold in Korea and to protect Japan. Strategic dispositions “must be based upon 
overriding political policy establishing the relativity of American interests in the 
Far East.” A beachhead line could be held for a time but with inevitable losses. 
“Whether such losses were regarded as ‘severe’ or not,” he wrote, “would to a 
certain extent depend upon the connotation one gives the term.“ 

The UN Command, as General MacArthur pointed out, had accomplished its 
original mission by destroying the North Korean Army. It had never been 
intended to “engage the armies of the Chinese Nation.” The troops, he continued, 

are tired from a lon and difficult campaign, embittered b the shameful propa
ganda which has faBsely condemned their courage and fig K ting qualities in mis
understood retrograde maneuver, and their morale will become a serious threat 
to their battle efficiency unless the political basis upon which they are asked to 
trade life for time is clearly delineated, fully understood, and so impelling that 
the hazards of battle are cheerfully accepted. 

In conclusion, General MacArthur thrust upon Washington the onus for decid
ing immediately whether or not to remain in Korea. This decision was, he said, 

of highest national and international importance, far above the competence of a 
Theater Commander guided lar ely by incidents affecting the tactical situation 
developin upon a very limited i ield of action. Nor is it a decision which should 
be left to tk e mitiative of enemy action which in effect would be the determining 
criteria [sic] under a reasonable interpretation of our message. My query there
fore amounts to this: Is it the present objective of e nited States olitical policy to 
maintain a military position in Korea-indefinitely, for a limite cptime, or to mini
mize losses by evacuation as soon as it can be accom lished? 

As I have before pointed out, under the extraor cpinary limitations and condi
tions imposed upon the command in Korea its military position is untenable, but 
it can hold for any length of time up to its complete destruction if overriding 
political considerations so dictate.8” 

In Washington, this message, received on 10 January, produced profound dis
may. President Truman was “deeply disturbed” to be told, in effect, “that the 
course of action decided upon by the National Security Council and by the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff and approved by me was not feasible.” He convoked a meeting of 
the National Security Council for 12 January 1951 to consider a reply.xy Secretary 
Acheson read the message as a “posterity paper” designed to shift the blame 
from its author if things went wrong. He needed no further evidence that Gen
eral MacArthur was “incurably recalcitrant and basically disloyal to the purposes 
of his Commander in Chief.“‘” 

The President’s military advisors were seriously alarmed by the General’s 
estimate of the situation. Admiral Sherman, recalling several days of furious 
activity in Washington that followed the receipt of this message, later character
ized the period as “a very difficult one.” He added that he and his colleagues felt 
“some disappointment” at being asked to “clarify” instructions that had seemed 
perfectly clear to them. y1 General Marshall testified that “we were at our lowest 
point” about the time this message came in.“* 
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New Instructions for CINCFE 

G eneral MacArthur’s latest message reached the Joint Chiefs of Staff on the 
morning of 10 January.“” They drafted a reply, cleared it with Secretary Mar

shall, and then, in the afternoon, presented it to Secretary Acheson and his advi
sorsy4 The principal point stressed by the State Department representatives in this 
meeting was the cardinal importance of continuing resistance in Korea.“” Mr. 
Acheson agreed that military considerations should determine how long UN 
forces remained in Korea, and that no requirements should be placed on Eighth 
Army that would impair its later usefulness in Japan or elsewhere. But, he contin
ued, it would be valuable to gain time. A new cease-fire effort was being made in 
the United Nations; if UN troops could hold out until it was completed, there 
would be a much better chance that, should it fail, the world organization would 
condemn China as an aggressor. Secretary Marshall commented that the morale of 
the UN forces, to which General MacArthur had drawn attention, might be the 
deciding factor. It was agreed that, if instructions for a later withdrawal were 
issued now, a damaging “leak” would be inevitable. The conferees finally directed 
General Collins, as the JCS executive agent for Korea, to revise the message,pre
sumably to incorporate the considerations advanced by Secretary AchesonY 

On the following day, 11 January, General Collins submitted a new draft, 
which was further revised in discussions with Mr. Rusk and Mr. Matthews of the 
Department of State and then approved at the Secretarial level. Subsequently, 
however, the Department of State prepared its own draft message to General 
MacArthur, stressing political considerations. The Joint Chiefs of Staff considered 
both of these messages on the morning of 12 January, shortly before the NSC 
meeting scheduled for that day. They decided that the State Department version 
was not appropriate as a JCS directive and that their own version, already 
approved at the Secretarial level, should be sent at once.y7 

Immediately thereafter, the Joint Chiefs of Staff consulted General Marshall 
and obtained his approval for these decisions. During the conversation, the Sec
retary decided that General Collins should pay still another visit to Korea, in 
order to obtain firsthand information (“stripped of MacArthur’s colorful 
rhetoric, “ in the words of Secretary Acheson) on the morale and fighting effi
ciency of the troops. General Vandenberg decided to go also, to review Air 
Force evacuation plans. It was tentatively agreed that both officers should leave 
that afternoonyR 

Later on the morning of 12 January, the Joint Chiefs of Staff attended a meet
ing of the National Security Council, at which the President approved the draft 
JCS directive as well as the plan to send Generals Collins and Vandenberg to the 
Far East. Secretary Acheson’s proposal that the two JCS emissaries bear with 
them a message giving political guidance to CINCFE was turned down; it was 
agreed that a messagefor that purpose should be sent separately. The discussion 
touched on the possible withdrawal of UN forces. The President agreed that 
plans should be made for evacuating ROK troops and North Korean prisoners 
of war.yy 
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Following the meeting, the Joint Chiefs of Staff sent their directive to General 
MacArthur. The most important portion was the four opening paragraphs, which 
read as follows: 

Based upon all the factors known to us, including particularly those resented 
in your recent messages, we are forced to the conclusion that it is infeasi !I le under 
existing conditions, including sustained major effort by Communist China, to 
hold for a protracted eriod a position in Korea. 

However, it woul dpbe to our national interest, and also to the interest of the 
UN, to gain some further time for essential di lomatic and military consultations 
with UN countries articipating in Korean ePfort before you issue firm instruc

evacuation of troops from Korea.tions for initiation o P 
It is important also to United States prestige worldwide, to future of UN and 

NATO organizations, and to efforts to or anize anti-Communist resistance in Asia 
that Korea not be evacuated unless actua ly forced by military considerations, and7 
that maximum practicable punishment be inflicted on Communist aggressors. 

It is not possible in Washington to evaluate present state of combat efficiency 
and morale of UN forces. However, we are concerned about effect on troops, par
ticularly ROK forces, if it should become known to them that a decision to initi
ate troop evacuation were made at this stage in operations. Instructions to evacu
ate are almost certain to become known soon after issue. . . . this might well result 
in artial collapse of ROK troops, thus serious1 jeopardizing the ability of 
Eig th Army to reach a relatively secure beachhea dr about Pusan and hold it dur-R 
ing period required for actual evacuation. 

Noting that General MacArthur had said that an “anticipatory decision to 
evacuate” need not be made until the old Pusan line had been reached, the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff asked him to reconsider this question in the light of the above con
siderations and to submit new recommendations, if necessary. Meanwhile, the 
instructions given him in their message of 9 January-to hold out if possible, oth
erwise to withdraw to Japan-remained in force.““’ 

Still another action taken by the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 12 January, before 
Generals Collins and Vandenberg departed, was to complete formal action on the 
recent JSSC and JSPC reports, one dealing with the contingency of open war with 
China, the other with the employment of Nationalist forces. Admiral Sherman, in 
commenting on these, had laid out a detailed program of action tailored to a set 
of broad objectives. At their meeting on 12 January, the Joint Chiefs of Staff con
sidered a revision of Admiral Sherman’s paper submitted by General Collins, 
and also another by Admiral Sherman himself intended to reconcile the few dif
ferences between them. They approved the latter paper with a few changes and 
sent it to the Secretary of Defense immediately.rO’ 

In this memorandum (which was to become a subject of public controversy a 
few months later), the Joint Chiefs of Staff set forth the following “tentatively 
agreed” objectives relating to Communist China and Korea: (1) to secure the off
shore defense line (Japan-Ryukyus-Philippines); (2) to deny Taiwan to the Com
munists; (3) to delay a general war with the Soviet Union until a degree of mobi
lization could be achieved; (4) to prevent the spread of communism on the 
mainland of Asia, especially in Indochina, Siam, and Malaya; (5) to support 
South Korea as long as practicable, maintaining a Korean government in exile if 
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forced to evacuate the country; and (6) to support the establishment of a govern
ment in China friendly to the United States. Then followed a list of sixteen pro
posed actions, of which the following were related to the Korean crisis: 

a. With preservation of the combat effectiveness of our forces as an overriding con
sideration, stabilize the situation in Korea or evacuate to Japan if forced out of Korea. 

b. Limit major U.S. ground forces in the Far East to those now committed, 
unless: 

(1) The outcome of the resent Chinese offensive should indicate that we 
can profitabl remain in 2 orea with the number of U.S. divisions now com
mitted, in w i?lich event, if the Army could provide them and at the same 
time meet our commitments in Europe, not to exceed two partly trained 
divisions mi ht be deplo ed to Japan to increase its security 

c. Expedite the fJ uild-up of Yapanese defense forces. 
d. Move troops to Japan from Korea as necessary to defend Japan. 
e. Continue and intensify now an economic blockade of trade with China. 
$ Prepare now to impose a naval blockade of China and place it into effect as 

soon as our position in Korea is stabilized, or when we have evacuated Korea, 
and depending upon circumstances then obtaining. 

g. Remove now restrictions on air reconnaissance of China coastal areas and 
of Manchuria. 

h. Remove now the restrictions on o erations of the Chinese Nationalist forces 
and give such logistic support to those Yorces as will contribute to effective opera
tions against the Communists. 

i. Continue to bomb military tar ets in Korea. 
j. Press now for UN action bran %;ing Communist China as an aggressor. 
k. Send a military training mission and increase MDAP to Chinese National

ists on Formosa. 
1. Furnish now all practicable covert aid to effective Nationalist guerrilla 

forces in China. 
m. Initiate damaging naval and air attacks on objectives in Communist China at 

such time as the Chinese Communists attack any of our forces outside of Korea.lo2 

The list of recommended actions included three of those suggested by General 
MacArthur in his message of 30 December. But only one-removal of restrictions 
on Nationalist forces-was adopted without qualification. Two others, naval 
blockade and bombardment of Chinese territory, appeared as contingent possi
bilities; the fourth, use of Nationalist troops in Korea, had been rejected by the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff and was entirely omitted. 

This memorandum was approved in time for General Collins and General 
Vandenberg to take a copy with them when they left for the Far East later that 
day. At the request of Secretary Marshall, it was placed on the calendar of the 
National Security Council, to be considered on 17 January.‘03 

A separate message from President Truman to General MacArthur, intended 
to furnish political guidance, was transmitted through JCS channels on 13 Jan
uary. This communication, which Secretary Acheson characterized as “imagina
tively kind and thoughtful,” was drafted in the Department of State, reviewed by 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and then carefully revised by Mr. Truman himself.104 The 
President began by assuring General MacArthur that “the situation in Korea is 
receiving the utmost attention here,” and went on to explain: 
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I wish in this telegram to let you have my views as to our basic national and 
international purposes in continuing the resistance to aggression in Korea. We 
need your judgment as to the maximum effort which could reasonably be 
expected from the United Nations forces under your command to support the 
resistance to aggression which we are trying rapidly to organize on a world
wide basis. This present telegram is not to be taken in any sense as a directive. 
Its pur ose is to give you something of what is in our minds regarding the 
politica P factors. 

The political and psychological importance of successful resistance in Korea 
was set forth. Then followed an important paragraph in which the President 
sought to explain the overriding objective of his foreign policy: 

Our course of action at this time should be such as to consolidate the great 
majority of the United Nations. This majorit is not merely part of the organiza
tion but is also the nations whom we wou Kd desperately need to count on as 
allies in the event the Soviet Union moves against us. Further, pendin the 
build-up of our national strength, we must act with great prudence in so f ar as 
extending the area of hostilities is concerned. Steps which might in themselves 
be fully Justified and which mi ht lend some assistance to the campaign in 
Korea would not be beneficial if ta ey thereby involved Japan or Western Europe 
in large-scale hostilities, 

The President recognized that continued resistance with available forces 
might prove impossible, and also that it was necessary to preserve enough mili
tary strength to defend Japan. If the UN Command were driven out of Korea, it 
might be advisable to continue resistance from Cheju-do or other islands. It must 
be made clear to the world that any expulsion from Korea was the result of “mili
tary necessity” and that “we shall not accept the result politically or militarily 
until the aggression has been rectified.” 

After commenting on the international political climate, which he believed 
was improving because the United States had supported UN peace efforts, the 
President closed with words of warm praise. “The entire nation is grateful for 
your splendid leadership in the difficult struggle in Korea,” he wrote, “and for 
the superb performance of your forces under the most difficult circumstances.“105 

To General MacArthur, this message provided a clear-cut answer to a pivotal 
question. “That, gentlemen, finally settles the question of whether or not we evac
uate Korea,” he told his staff. “There will be no evacuation.“106 To the President, 
he returned a laconic answer: “We shall do our best.“‘07 But like previous efforts, 
this one failed to achieve a real understanding between Washington and Tokyo. 

Secretary Acheson Wink a Gamble 

T he new offensive opened by Communist China on 31 December, coming after 
that nation’s rejection of the overture from the three-man UN cease-fire com

mission, led the administration to envision a resolution condemning China for 
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aggression. In a circular sent out on 3 January 1951, Secretary Acheson cited these 
two actions as evidence of China’s intention to make good its “oft-repeated 
threat” to expel the UN forces from Korea. It would, he wrote, be “incomprehen
sible” for the United Nations to ignore this intention, and thus to signal that 
“‘big’ aggressions can succeed with impunity.” The administration was consider
ing a resolution in the General Assembly declaring Communist China an aggres
sor and asking the Collective Measures Committee (established by the “Uniting 
for Peace” resolution of 3 November 1950) to suggest steps that might be taken. 
Recipients of the circular were instructed to sound out other countries regarding 
these proposals.lox 

The cease-fire commission, however, refused to accept China’s rejection as 
final and continued its work. The members drew up a new peace plan, intended 
to meet some of the demands put forth by Peiping, which proposed to establish 
peace in the Far East through the following five steps: 

(1) An immediate cease-fire in Korea. 
(2) Exploration of further measures to romote peace. 
(3) Withdrawal of armed forces from I! orea, plus “ap ropriate arrangements” 

for the Korean people to express their wishes re arding tF:eir government. 
(4) Interim arrangements for unification of a orea and maintenance of peace 

and securit therein. 
(5) Esta lTlishment of an “appropriate body, “ including representatives of the 

United States, United Kingdom, Soviet Russia, and Communist China, to settle 
Far Eastern roblems, including the status of Taiwan and China’s representation 
in the Unite i Nations. 

This plan was submitted to the First Committee of the General Assembly at 
1500 hours on 11 January 1951. The United States had not known of it in advance, 
and had only a few hours to prepare a position on the matter.lOY 

The first four of these measures were innocuous enough. The fifth, however, 
with its implied willingness to consider surrendering Taiwan and admitting 
Communist China to the United Nations, presented the administration with a 
choice that Secretary Acheson described as “murderous.” To support the plan 
would generate a torrent of criticism at home; to oppose it would cast the United 
States in the role of an obstructor of the search for peace. Secretary Acheson 
chose the former, as the lesser of two evils. He believed that Communist China 
would reject the plan and that other nations would then join with the United 
States in censuring Chinese aggression. President Truman accepted his recom
mendation. Consequently, when the plan was introduced into the First Commit
tee, Ambassador Austin praised it and announced that he would vote in its 
favor; Soviet Ambassador Malik castigated it.“” 

At once, in the words of Secretary Acheson, “the political roof fell in.” The 
principal arena of criticism was in the Senate, which was already debating the 
administration’s plan to send troops to Europe. 11’Nevertheless the First Commit
tee quickly approved the plan and invited the Secretary-General to transmit it to 
Communist China.112 
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On 17 January 1951 Communist China, having received and considered the 
offer, returned a reply that wholly vindicated Secretary Acheson. A cease-fire with
out political negotiations was pronounced wholly unacceptable. Counterproposals 
were submitted, which amounted to a repetition of China’s earlier demands: 
admission to the United Nations and removal of US forces from Taiwan, as part of 
the price of negotiations on Korea. Secretary Acheson at once issued a statement 
characterizing the Chinese reply as further evidence of a “contemptuous disregard 
of a world-wide demand for peace.” The United Nations, he said, had “explored 
every possibility of finding a peaceful settlement of the Korean question. Now,” he 
continued, “we must face squarely and soberly the fact that the Chinese Commu
nists have no intention of ceasing their defiance of the United Nations.“113 

The Department of State already had drafted two alternative versions of a 
resolution to be submitted to the General Assembly. The preferred draft 
declared flatly that the Chinese People’s Republic “has committed aggression in 
Korea” and called on all states to refrain from aiding the “aggressors.” The other 
version, which avoided use of the terms “aggression” and “aggressors,” might 
be used by the US Delegation if substantial additional support could be 
obtained thereby. Both versions were sent to the Department of Defense for 
information, together with a draft of a supplemental instruction for the US Dele
gation, on which comment by the Joint Chiefs of Staff was desired. This instruc
tion explained that neither of the resolutions was considered to authorize exten
sion of hostilities against the Chinese mainland, but that the United States, being 
responsible for the safety of the forces under the UN Command, reserved the 
right to bomb Manchurian airfields if these were used for large-scale air attacks 
against UN troops. Should such action become necessary, however, those 
nations participating in the Korean action would be informed in advance if pos
sible. The Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended that this instruction be strength
ened to say that the United States “would“ bomb Manchurian airfields (not 
merely that it “has the authority” to do so) under the conditions stated. They felt 
that time might not permit advance consultations, which, moreover, might jeop
ardize security.l14 

The resolution that Ambassador Austin submitted to the First Committee on 
20 January, though in some respects a compromise between the two drafts, was 
forthright in characterizing Chinese action as “aggression.“115 Many nations still 
shrank back from this action, but eventually the US resolution, with some 
amendments, was approved by the First Committee on 30 January and by the 
General Assembly on 1 February. 1’6 The “wily” Chinese Communists had over
reached themselves; they had rejected an opportunity to settle the war on better 
terms than they were to accept two and a half years later. 

A Rift in the Clouds? 

0 n 15 January 1951 General Collins, accompanied by General Vandenberg, 
landed in Tokyo on his fourth mission in six months. At once the two officers 
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went into conference with General MacArthur and his staff. General MacArthur 
complained that no one had made it clear to him just how long, and under what 
conditions, the Eighth Army was to remain in Korea, or who was responsible for 
the security of Japan. He then read the President’s message, which he had 
recently received, and stated that it had removed part of the uncertainty. He 
characterized it as a “directive” to remain in Korea indefinitely.117 CINCFE now 
felt that Eighth Army could perform this task. However, he added, Japan would 
then be left defenseless, and he refused to assume the responsibility for its 
defense. General Collins replied that the President’s message was merely 
explanatory background information; the real “directive” was the JCS message 
of 12 January, which had stressed the importance of remaining in Korea while 
leaving CINCFE to determine whether the UN Command could do so without 
being destroyed. However, he continued, the President had indicated that he 
attached great importance to a prolonged defense in Korea, in order to allow 
time for political action in the United Nations. As for Japan, the two JCS mem
bers pointed out that reinforcements, even if approved at once, could not arrive 
for at least six weeks, during which time CINCFE would still be responsible for 
securing Japan.11x 

General MacArthur emphasized that a withdrawal from Korea would have 
most serious repercussions throughout the Far East; it would be followed by the 
loss of Hong Kong, Indochina, and all of Southeast Asia. Recurring to the subject 
of Japan, he declared, “with some emotion,” that he should not be held responsi
ble for its defense while Eighth Army was in Korea. He repeated his suggestion 
that the four National Guard divisions be sent to Japan at once; Generals Collins 
and Vandenberg, however, replied that these divisions had not been called up for 
that purpose.“” 

The conversation swung to the disposition of the ROK Army and Govern
ment in case of evacuation. The JCS members told General MacArthur that the 
President had decided that they should be removed along with US forces. Gen
eral MacArthur expressed satisfaction at this decision.120 

Next General Collins read aloud the JCS memorandum of 12 January 1951 to 
the Secretary of Defense, with its list of sixteen actions that might be taken 
against China. He stressed that these were tentative proposals that were still 
under study. General MacArthur indicated his concurrence with them.lzl 

After their conference with General MacArthur, the two visitors from Wash
ington flew to Korea. Upon their arrival, General Collins told reporters that UN 
forces would “certainly stay in Korea and fight.“lz2 

Their arrival coincided with a turn in the war that gave support to General 
Collins’ optimistic forecast. Against the unanimous advice of his staff, General 
Ridgway on 15 January ordered a limited attack, or reconnaissance in force 
(Operation WOLFHOUND) by I Corps, on the extreme left of the UN line, 
against enemy forces between Osan and Suwon. The attacking force accom
plished its mission, driving to the outskirts of Suwon against light opposition, 
then withdrew.lz3 

Temporary though it was, this recapture of the initiative on a part of the front, 
so soon after the enemy had driven I Corps all the way from the Imjin River back 
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to P’yongtaek, was to prove a portent for the future. During a two-day stay in 
Korea, the two JCS members saw further heartening evidence that Eighth Army 
was recovering. While General Vandenberg toured Air Force installations,124 Gen
eral Collins, in company with General Ridgway, visited the headquarters of a 
number of US, UN, and ROK units. He found that, contrary to what General 
MacArthur had said in one of his recent messages, the morale of the Eighth 
Army was “very good,” and its condition was “improving daily under the vigor
ous leadership of General Ridgway.” The condition of ROK forces was less favor
able; they instinctively feared the Chinese, though capable of effective resistance 
against North Koreans. However, there was real danger of a complete collapse of 
the morale of the ROK Army if UN forces gave evidence of any intent to abandon 
Korea. Fortunately, there were signs that the enemy’s morale was also suffering; 
prisoners reported shortages of food and ammunition. UN forces were well dug 
in along their defensive line, and General Ridgway was taking action to plug the 
gaps in the east, through which enemy forces had infiltrated. Moreover, X Corps 
now was available to aid in defending a continuous line across the peninsula. 

Nevertheless the danger of expulsion remained, and the two Generals dis
cussed the problem of evacuation. General Ridgway thought that Eighth Army 
could hold out for several months before being forced into the old Pusan beach
head. No preliminary steps toward evacuation should be taken, he believed, 
until UN forces had cleared the mountain barrier in south central Korea; it would 
be too easy for the lightly armed enemy to press the retreating columns winding 
through the hills with their heavy equipment. Once east of that range, General 
Ridgway would at first conduct an active defense, holding key strong points and 
undertaking local counterattacks. He would not go into a “perimeter defense,” 
he said, unless forced back to the Pusan beachhead. Already a defensive line 
around Pusan was being prepared for this purpose. With both flanks resting on 
the sea, Eighth Army could, in General Ridgway’s opinion, hold out indefinitely 
against any force that the Chinese could bring up.lz5 

Returning to Tokyo, Generals Collins and Vandenberg met again with General 
MacArthur on 18 January. lzh They discussed the evacuation of ROK troops and 
officials (estimated to number approximately a million, including dependents) 
and agreed that they should be placed on Cheju-do. As for the enemy prisoners 
in UN hands, the only solution seemed to be to move them to some other off
shore island and release them at the last minute. General MacArthur stressed that 
the disposition of the Koreans was a problem for the United Nations. From 
Admiral Joy, COMNAVFE, General Collins received a study estimating that 
500,000 troops and 2,000,OOO metric tons of equipment could be brought off from 
Pusan in from six to eight weeks. 

Regarding military prospects in Korea, General MacArthur, like General Ridg
way, now believed that UN forces could hold a beachhead “indefinitely,” because 
their air and sea power would enable them to interdict the lengthening Chinese 
lines of communication. But the decision whether to evacuate Korea was a politi
cal question, in his opinion. Turning to Japan, he asked for two of the four 
National Guard divisions, which, with four light Japanese divisions that he pro
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posed to establish as rapidly as possible, would suffice until the end of the 
Korean War. General Collins apparently did not give a direct answer.lz7 

Following this conference, General Collins and General Vandenberg headed 
back to Washington. During their absence, the National Security Council came to 
grips with the JCS proposals of 12 January for action against China. The NSC 
Senior Staff, in preparation for the Council meeting of 17 January, had reviewed 
the JCS recommendations and weakened several of them. For example, where 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff had called for preparations to impose a naval blockade, 
subject only to reservations regarding “circumstances then obtaining,” the staff 
members from State, Defense, Treasury, and Office of Defense Mobilization pro
posed that a “plan” for a blockade be prepared “for possible use only in coopera
tion with other friendly nations.” Similarly, the State Department member 
“reserved his position” on the paragraph permitting air reconnaissance of China. 
In like vein, representatives of the Departments of State and Defense took excep
tion to the proposed removal of restrictions on Nationalist forces; they recom
mended merely that the United States seek agreement of its allies for this step 
and “consider” acting unilaterally only if agreement could not be obtained.i2x 

On the morning of 17 January, before the NSC meeting, the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff received General Collins’ report from Tokyo summarizing his visit to the 
front and his conversations with the field commanders. The salient portions were 
the following: 

Eighth Army in good shape and improving daily under Ridgway’s leader
ship. Morale very satisfactory considering conditions.. . . Barring unforeseen 
development Ridgway confident he can obtain 2 to 3 months delay before havin 
to initiate evacuation. . . . Chinese have not made any move so far to push sout i+l 
from Han River. When counter attacked they have usual1 fled. They are having 
supply difficulties and there are many indications of Yow morale.. . . On the 
whole Eighth Army now in position and prepared to punish severely any mass 
attack.129 

This message was promptly shown to President Truman.‘“” It had an immedi
ate effect upon the deliberations of the National Security Council later that day. 
The members focused on those actions listed in the JCS memorandum of 12 Jan
uary that had been the subject of dispute in the Senior Staff: naval blockade, air 
operations against mainland China, and use of Nationalist forces. It now seemed 
that time would permit a more careful study of the entire range of actions 
against Communist China. Consequently, the NSC sent the JCS memorandum 
back to its Staff “for revision in the light of the discussion,” with instructions to 
consider objectives as well as courses of action. The Joint Chiefs of Staff were 
directed to prepare a study of the effectiveness of using Nationalist forces 
against mainland China and of the resulting effect on the defense of Taiwan; the 
Department of State was to examine the political consequences of continued US 
support to Chiang.‘“’ 

The next day, 18 January, Generals Collins and Vandenberg landed at National 
Airport at 1730. General Collins told reporters that he had found UN troops in 
“good fighting spirit,” though he declined to answer questions about their ability 
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to remain in Korea.‘“2 On the following day, 19 January, they reported their con
clusions to their colleagues and also to the President and his Cabinet.‘“” Besides 
the written summary of their trip, signed by both of them, General Collins ten
dered Secretary Marshall a special memorandum appraising the conditions of the 
troops. “There is no cause for alarm,” wrote General Collins to the Secretary, 
“over the present state of morale and fighting efficiency of the Eighth Army and 
ROK Forces.“104 

Here was welcome news indeed. “For the first time since the previous 
November,” General Collins later wrote, “responsible authorities in Washing
ton were no longer pessimistic about our being driven out of Korea.“135 Of 
course the degree of relief engendered by the findings of the two Generals was 
limited. President Truman, although he was “reassured,” had only the day 
before received intelligence warnings of a new offenisve in Korea and of possi
ble actions against Japan or Hong Kong. 13hBut if the world situation was still 
serious, at least there was hope that the United Nations would not have to 
make the grim choice between either abandoning Korea or striking directly at 
China. The statesmen had asked for time-time in which to concert measures in 
the United Nations and to seek ways of persuading the enemy to end the con
flict on the basis of a restoration of the status quo ante. General Ridgway had 
now provided them with a breathing spell of at least two or three months. UN 
forces would by then have regained the 38th parallel; there was not the slight
est danger that they would be driven into the sea, and armistice negotiations 
had become a distinct prospect. 

In the two months that had elapsed since General MacArthur’s “massive 
compression envelopment” in North Korea miscarried, the administration had 
firmly committed itself to a cease-fire and had, for all practical purposes, aban
doned any thought of unifying Korea. It had sought to avoid war with China, to 
preserve allied solidarity, and to secure a settlement that would leave South 
Korea intact. There had been moments when it appeared doubtful that these 
goals were mutually compatible. All eventually proved possible of attainment, 
because of the revival of the Eighth Army and because the Chinese enemy, for 
whatever reason, limited his investment of resources in Korea. 

During these weeks, there had been an invisible but important alteration in 
the command relationships involved in the Korean conflict. The organizational 
charts remained unaltered, except for the insertion of a new name in the box rep
resenting the Commanding General Eighth Army. But the imposing figure in 
Tokyo no longer towered quite so impressively. In every previous decision of cru
cial import-commitment of US troops in Korea, selection of the Inch’on landing 
site, separation of X Corps from Eighth Army, advance of UN forces to the Yalu
the recommendations of General MacArthur had proved decisive. Now, how
ever, his prestige, which had gained an extraordinary luster after Inch’on, was 
badly tarnished. His credibility suffered in the unforeseen outcome of his late 
November offensive and declined further when General Collins contradicted his 
assertions about the sinking morale of Eighth Army.‘“’ There was indeed some 
reason to believe that General MacArthur’s own morale had been affected. Cer
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tainly his frequently changing appraisals of the military prospects in Korea 
seemed difficult to account for on any other basis. And his superiors, their 
patience tried by numerous arguments necessitating the sending of emissaries to 
Tokyo, no longer reposed full confidence in him. “The normal relationships 
which are desirable between one echelon of command and another had been seri
ously impaired,” remarked Admiral Sherman, describing the situation as of the 
middle of January.138 

For all these reasons, General MacArthur’s counsels no longer commanded 
the respect that they had once enjoyed. Washington now exerted a closer and 
more direct control over the course of operations in Korea. Moreover, the misun
derstanding between the General and his superiors was widening and his dis
missal had moved a step closer. Within five months, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
found themselves constrained to agree unanimously that General MacArthur’s 
conduct had left the President no alternative but to remove him. 
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The Breathing Spell 

T he keynote of the Korean situation during the last part of January 1951 was 
uncertainty. China’s “Third Phase Offensive,” which carried the enemy south 

of the 38th parallel, had run out of momentum. But no one could say for certain 
that the tide of battle had turned. In Washington, the administration, having 
renounced all thought of forcible unification of Korea, was groping for a clear 
alternative. Equal confusion reigned in New York, among the United Nations, 
where many hoped that Communist China might prove amenable to a peaceful 
settlement. 

The unfolding of a new pattern began when General Ridgway proved that 
the success of his initial limited counterattack, Operation WOLFHOUND, was 
not a mere accident. On 25 January 1951 he launched a larger operation 
(THUNDERBOLT), intended to develop the enemy’s main line of resistance 
and to keep him off balance. Elements of I and IX Corps, on the left of the UN 
line, moved out with orders to advance to the Han. The operation soon devel
oped into a full-scale attack, in phase with another (Operation ROUNDUP) 
conducted on the central front by troops of the ROK Army and of X Corps, 
which had completed its move to the battle line. Inch’on was recaptured on 10 
February. By that time, some elements of I Corps had reached the Han and 
could look across at Seoul, while others had registered gains ranging from 10 to 
30 miles from the starting line.’ 

While Eighth Army was approaching the Han, recapturing territory and 
regaining confidence, President Truman was conferring with Premier Rene 
Pleven of France, who visited Washington on 29 and 30 January. The French 
Prime Minister, like his British colleague earlier, was seeking reassurance about 
US intentions in the Far East. Position papers drafted by the Department of State 
suggested that the President assure M. Pleven that the United States intended to 
continue resisting in Korea in the hope that the enemy would eventually accept 
an honorable settlement. The United States would continue to try to confine 
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hostilities to Korea and would not seek authorization to extend the war to China 
(though in case of massive air attacks on UN troops from across the border, it 
might become necessary to make retaliatory strikes against the Chinese air fields 
used for the purpose). The President should also warn the Prime Minister that 
China’s demonstrated willingness to use armed forces beyond its borders consti
tuted a threat to neighboring states, notably Indochina-a threat that could best 
be met by refusal to reward aggression (for example, by recognizing the Commu
nist regime or by admitting it to the United Nations). In commenting on these 
papers, the Joint Chiefs of Staff made only one suggestion. They recommended 
deletion of a statement that the United States would continue to resist in Korea 
“unless superior force should require . . . evacuation.” Eighth Army’s recovery 
was already making an impression in Washington.: 

President Truman upheld these positions during the conference, which was 
attended by Secretary Marshall and General Bradley. The final communique pro
claimed that the two leaders were in “complete agreement as to the necessity of 
resisting aggression and assisting the free nations of the Far East in their efforts 
to maintain their security and assure their independence.” They also agreed that 
“aggression must not be rewarded or the menace of aggression appeased.“” 

Meanwhile the General Assembly was debating the resolution introduced by 
the US Delegation on 20 January asking condemnation of China.j The US draft 
called for the creation of a subcommittee of the “Collective Measures Commit
tee” (established by the “Uniting for Peace” resolution of 3 November 1950) to 
consider “additional measures” to meet the Chinese aggression, and another 
three-man committee (including the President of the General Assembly) to use its 
“good offices” to try to end the war in Korea. The US delegation accepted an 
amendment that would authorize postponement of consideration of “additional 
measures” until the Good Offices Committee had reported, and another deleting 
a statement that China had “rejected” UN peace efforts so far (the phrase “has 
not accepted” was used instead). With these amendments, the resolution was 
approved by the First Committee on 30 January 1951 and by the General Assem
bly on 1 February. Thus the allies, in the words of Secretary Acheson, returned to 
“comparative sanity.“” 

Needless to say, the passage of this resolution brought no immediate assis
tance to Eighth Army. Secretary Acheson had told the Department of Defense on 
5 December that he was willing, if desired, to make another appeal for troops 
from selected UN members, though he doubted that it would succeed.h The Joint 
Strategic Plans Committee, after considering the Secretary’s offer, submitted a 
split report on 15 January. The Army member believed that a general appeal for 
troops should be made, exempting only the United Kingdom and the continental 
members of NATO. The Navy and Air Force argued that any additional ground 
forces likely to be obtained in that manner would be “inadequate to affect materi
ally the issue in Korea.“7 This view was obviously justifiable if the UN Command 
were in danger of expulsion from Korea. 

When the Joint Chiefs of Staff considered the Committee’s report on 24 Jan
uary, the military situation in Korea had visibly improved. It was probably for 
this reason that the Joint Chiefs of Staff endorsed the Army view that a fresh 
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troop appeal might serve a useful purpose. They so advised Secretary Marshall, 
who relayed their conclusion to Secretary Acheson. The Department of State 
thereupon undertook a new initiative, the results of which are described later in 
the chapter. 

The Emerging Consensus in Washington 

T he National Security Council had not yet acted on the proposals that the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff had submitted to Secretary Marshall on 12 January 1951 for a 

wide range of actions to be taken or planned in response to the Far East crisis.q In 
fact, the Council never did debate the JCS memorandum, and the issues raised 
therein were not to be settled for almost four months. They were initially dis
cussed in a series of meetings between the Joint Chiefs of Staff and representa
tives of the Department of State that began as an outgrowth of the national mobi
lization launched in December 1950. In approving NSC 68/4, which laid down 
guidelines for this mobilization, President Truman directed the Department of 
State to undertake a “joint review of the politico-military strategy of this Govern
ment.“” Obviously the Far East situation would be a key element in this review. 

The first meeting was held on 14 January 1951 in the Pentagon. In attendance 
were members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Joint Strategic Survey Commit
tee, as well as the Operations Deputies. State Department representatives 
included Ambassador Jessup, Under Secretary Matthews, and Mr. Paul Nitze of 
the Policy Planning Staff. I1 The discussion was general, dealing with the danger 
of world war and means of meeting it. Consideration of Korea and other problem 
areas was deferred.‘* 

The Far Eastern situation came in for discussion at the next meeting, 30 Jan
uary. The conferees had before them a revised version of the JCS memorandum 
of 12 January 1951, prepared by the Senior Staff after the NSC discussion of 17 
January.‘” They quickly approved the first five recommendations in the memo
randum and focused most of their discussion on the last two, dealing with Tai
wan and Southeast Asia. There was general agreement that these should be kept 
out of hostile hands and that military assistance should be provided to the gov
ernments in those areas. l4 

Near the end of the meeting, the subject of Korea was introduced by Assistant 
Secretary Rusk, who observed that it seemed unlikely that the 38th parallel 
would again become an issue. This forecast was soon to prove inaccurate, but at 
the time it appeared reasonable. “I can not at this time see any chance of a break
through to the North by us,” agreed General Collins. Even if the opportunity did 
present itself, there seemed no advantage in going back into North Korean terri
tory. “We would want to stay south of the 38th parallel,” observed Mr. Nitze, 
with general assent. 

From this introduction, the conferees moved into a discussion of related prob
lems. General Collins stressed that the question of retaining US forces in Korea 
must be decided soon in connection with the disposition of two National Guard 
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divisions that would soon be ready for deployment. He also touched on the ques
tion of political support for the war. “Congress wants us out of Korea,” he said, 
“and if we are going to stay any length of time we ought to be deciding as to the 
reason for our staying and getting the word to the people.” 

At the next conference, on 6 February, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had available 
studies bearing on two aspects of the war. One was the use of Chinese National
ist forces. On 27 January 1951 the Joint Strategic Plans Committee, responding to 
an NSC decision ten days earlier,ls submitted a report on the military effective
ness of these units. The Committee concluded that their value would depend 
entirely on the scale of US aid and guidance. At a maximum, if given US air and 
naval support, the Nationalists might be able to hold large beachheads and per
haps induce large-scale defections by Communist forces. Such assaults alone 
could not be decisive, but the Committee believed that, in combination with 
other courses of action suggested by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, they might deny 
the Communists all of China south of the Yellow River and greatly reduce 
China’s ability to threaten other countries. The Joint Chiefs of Staff tentatively 
accepted the conclusions of this study and referred it to General MacArthur for 
his comments.‘h 

The other study, forwarded by Admiral Sherman on 5 February, dealt with the 
effects of a naval blockade of Communist China. Its conclusion was that such an 
operation would substantially reduce China’s war potential and would effec
tively impede preparations to invade Taiwan. Participation of other nations, 
especially the United Kingdom, would be desirable but not essential. It was 
unlikely that Soviet Russia would openly intervene, particularly if the United 
Nations could be induced to declare a blockade; however, if Port Arthur and 
Dairen were included, hostilities with the Soviet Union might result, since the 
Soviets exercised certain privileges there under a treaty with Communist China.17 

The conference of 6 February opened with a discussion of five possible 
courses of action with respect to Korea, as follows: 

(1) Reinforcement of UN troops in order to unify Korea by force. 
(2) Deliberate withdrawal. 
(3) Military stalemate with no agreement of any sort. 
(4) A cease-fire with restoration of the status uo ante. 
(5) An attempt to “settle the Korean question” % y defeating the Peiping regime. 

It was agreed that the fourth of these was preferable. General Bradley made it 
clear that the Joint Chiefs of Staff were opposed to any reinforcement of the 
troops in Korea and hoped that they could be withdrawn before another winter. 
The conditions of an “acceptable” cease-fire, as defined by the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff on 12 December 1950,l” entered the discussion. The conferees agreed that a 
cease-fire on these terms, leaving the troops in place, would not in itself provide 
what was desired-“a political settlement that we can live with,” as Assistant 
Secretary Rusk put it. They agreed further that the time was not ripe for the UN 
Command to seek a cease-fire and that nothing would be gained by trying to 
invade North Korea. 
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The discussion swung to the courses of action set forth in the JCS memoran
dum of 12 January 1951. It was quickly recognized that the Far Eastern situation 
had undergone considerable change since the Joint Chiefs of Staff prepared their 
recommendations. Mr. Jessup pointed out that a new paper on Far Eastern policy 
was in preparation, which would deal with the points raised in the JCS memo
randum.‘” Nevertheless some of the JCS recommendations were discussed, 
beginning with the proposal for a naval blockade. General Bradley pointed out 
that this recommendation was intended to apply only after UN troops had been 
forced out of Korea. “That is important to remember,” added Admiral Sherman. 
The Admiral then read portions of the 5 February study, which had not yet been 
considered by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The conclusion, as summed up by General 
Bradley, was that no blockade should be attempted at that time, but that if the 
Korean situation worsened, the question should be reconsidered. 

Aerial reconnaissance of Manchuria and the China coast was then debated. 
The current restrictions on that activity were pronounced by Admiral Sherman to 
be “outmoded.” With General Bradley’s support, he stressed the need for coastal 
reconnaissance, particularly if a blockade were undertaken. Mr. Jessup indicated 
that the Department of State would agree but that reconnaissance over Man
churia would require further study. 

In connection with the possible use of Nationalist troops, General Bradley pre
sented the conclusions of the recent JSPC study. Admiral Sherman noted that it 
had been prepared “when we were being forced into a beachhead” and that the 
situation “is now different and far happier. ” “In other words, you are recom
mending nothing specific now,” said Mr. Jessup, addressing the JCS members, 
who assented. The conferees agreed, however, that it would be desirable to estab
lish a Mutual Defense Assistance Program (MDAP) mission on Taiwan to control 
the allocation of military aid. The discussion then turned to other subjects.20 

The meetings thus far had indicated a general convergence of thinking 
between the JCS members and their opposite numbers in the Department of 
State. They had agreed that there should be no new invasion of North Korea and 
that a diplomatic settlement should be sought. Most important, all of them-the 
military men no less than the civilians-were united in rejecting any major 
expansion of hostilities. The desperate urgency of December and January had 
threatened to bring on a terrible dilemma-to abandon Korea or to widen the 
war. That danger was now fading, dispelled by the recovery of Eighth Army 
under General Ridgway’s leadership. 

Issues of Strategic Bombing 

A t that point, General Ridgway foresaw no prospect of advancing beyond the 
Han. His intention, as he explained to General MacArthur on 3 February 

1951, was to hold the line of the Han as far east as Yongp’yong, some 30 airline 
miles east of Seoul. Above this point, the Han has a south-to-north orientation 
and there is no readily defensible line to the east. However, General Ridgway 
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would take advantage of the terrain to extend his line through Hoengsong, due 
east of Seoul, and thence to Kangnung, on the coast some 18 miles below the 38th 
parallel. Nothing would be gained by trying to advance beyond this line, nor 
would he seek to recapture Seoul unless a favorable opportunity arose to do so. 
General MacArthur, replying on February, generally concurred, while pointing 
out the political and logistic importance of retaking the capital if possible.21 

This exchange of messages was not relayed to Washington, and the Army’s 
G-3, Major General Maxwell D. Taylor, had to ask General MacArthur on 11 
February what his plans were. 22 General MacArthur, in reply, described the 
strategy of cautious limited advance on which he and General Ridgway had 
agreed. In doing so, he made it clear that he no longer feared that the enemy 
could drive UN forces from Korea. At the same time, he took the opportunity 
once again to call attention to the enemy‘s “privileged sanctuary” in Manchuria. 
His message said: 

It is my urpose to continue ground advances until I develop the enem ‘s 
main line oP resistance or the fact that there is no such line south of the 3 J th 
parallel. These advances serve to keep him off-balance so that his ground forces 
cannot get set for a blow, to enable our forces to realize the maximum from our 
superior artillery and armor and to flush the enemy from concealment where he 
may have escaped air attack. If it should develop that no major enem stren th is 
dis osed south of the 38th arallel, report will be made to the Joint C h”.iefs o BStaff 
an l instructions requeste l before proceeding further. It can be acce ted as a 
basic fact that, unless the authority is given to strike enemy bases in J anchuria, 
our ground forces as presently constituted cannot with safety attempt major 
operations in North Korea. 

It is evident that the enemy has lost his chance for achieving a decisive mili
tary decision in Korea, but he retains the otential, as long as his base of opera
tions in Manchuria is immune to our attac fi , to employ a force which will enable 
him to resume the offensive and force retro rade movement upon us. We intend 
to hold the line of the Han up to the point of a major and decisive en agement. It 
is impossible to predict where, once we withdraw from this line, ta e situation 
will again stabilize, but stabilization will be certain. The ca abilit of the enemy 
is inversely and geometrically proportionate to his distance Yrom tE(e Yalu2” 

Shortly after this message was sent, a new enemy offensive erupted on the 
central front, held by X Corps. Chinese and North Korean troops concentrated as 
usual on the ROK units in the line, routed them, and drove them back, wiping 
out many of the gains registered in Operation ROUNDUP. The battle came to a 
climax at the village of Chip’yong-ni, where a regiment of the US 2d Division, 
aided by the French Battalion, held out for several days against five enemy divi
sions. Finally a task force from the 1st Cavalry Division broke through and the 
attack tapered off.24 

It was perhaps this new enemy stroke that led General MacArthur, in a mes
sage on 15 February 1951, to raise anew the question of bombing Rashin, which 
had been placed off limits in September 1950.25 He pointed out that the enemy 
was continuing to reinforce and supply his troops in Korea despite heavy attacks 
on his transportation centers. Rashin, with its large marshalling yards and dock 
areas, was the one important supply center that remained untouched. Favorable 
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weather for bombing Rashin could be expected during February but not there
after. The city could “unquestionably” be attacked without danger of violating the 
Soviet border, and he considered its destruction “imperative” in order to disrupt 
the transport system on the east mast. He therefore requested that the JCSinstruc
tions issued in September 1950be modified to permit visual bombing of Rashin.2h 

For the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the question of possible Soviet reaction was not to 
be so easily dismissed. They replied that in the past, Soviet ships had used 
Rashin when Vladivostok was icebound and asked if there were any current 
indications of the presence of Soviet vessels there. They also desired an estimate 
of the nature and quantity of the supplies that were causing him concern.27Gen
eral MacArthur responded that no Soviet ships had been observed in Rashin and 
that Vladivostok was still open. UN aircraft, he pointed out, had often flown in 
the vicinity of Rashin without drawing any Soviet reaction. The exact nature of 
the supplies stored in and shipped through Rashin was unknown, but there were 
“unquestionably great depot accumulations”; photographs taken on 16 February 
showed approximately 332 railroad cars. Rashin was the “last major profitable 
strategic target in North Korea,” and had remained untouched. “The destruction 
of this vital link in the enemy’s East Coast transportation system by visual bomb
ing will be a major loss to the enemy,” he concluded, “and conversely its immu
nity from attack remains a major threat to our forces.“2X 

General Taylor recommended to General Collins that this request be granted.2y 
The Joint Chiefs of Staff, however, consulted their superiors, Secretary Marshall 
and Deputy Secretary Lovett, who thought that, in view of the known opposition 
of the Department of State, it would be useless to carry the matter to the Presi
dent. Meeting on 20 February, the Joint Chiefs of Staff agreed to reject General 
MacArthur’s plea and to make it clear that the decision was a political rather 
than a military one. “Decision has been reached on higher governmental levels,” 
they told CINCFE on 21 February, “that restrictions on Rashin must remain in 
effect for the present.“30 

Similar reasoning led to a denial of General MacArthur’s request for permis
sion to attack the hydroelectric installations on the Yalu River. This issue had in 
fact been raised by the Joint Chiefs of Staff themselves in December 1950. At that 
time, they asked General MacArthur’s opinion of the desirability of attacking 
these power plants in case the Chinese attacked across the parallel. General 
MacArthur replied that the installations were “mainly inactive” and hence the 
issue was primarily political rather than militaryX1 

The Deputy Director for Strategic Plans, Major General R. C. Lindsay, USAF, 
studied the question for the Joint Chiefs of Staff and concluded that it would be 
“militarily desirable” to destroy the Yalu power complex. There seemed no politi
cal reason to abstain, since large Chinese forces had already been committed with 
the declared intention of driving the United Nations from Korea.“* The Army and 
Navy members of the Joint Strategic Plans Committee (Brigadier General C. D. 
Eddleman and Rear Admiral W. V. O’Regan) believed, however, that General 
Lindsay had underestimated the unfavorable political consequences of such 
action. The Committee decided on 18 January 1951 that the question should be 
studied further in collaboration with the Joint Intelligence Committee.“” 
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Before the results of this restudy could be reported, General MacArthur on 26 
February forwarded an “urgent” request from General Stratemeyer for permis
sion to destroy the entire North Korean power complex, including the plants on 
the Yalu River. General MacArthur thought it possible that the considerations 
that had influenced previous decisions might have changed.34 The Joint Chiefs of 
Staff, however, rejected the request, citing General MacArthur’s own statement 
two months earlier about the inactivity of the plants. They also drew his attention 
to their message of 6 November 1950, replying to his plan to bomb the Yalu 
bridges, in which they had stressed the great importance of avoiding any viola
tion of Manchurian territory or air space.“5 

The Joint Intelligence Committee subsequently concluded that, while the 
destruction of the North Korean power complex would yield strategic benefits, it 
would endanger relations with other countries. The Joint Strategic Plans Group 
drafted a memorandum recommending an attack carefully limited to power 
installations on Korean soil; this recommendation was to be sent to the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff in the event that the Korean situation worsened. The JSPG draft 
was forwarded to the Joint Strategic Plans Committee, where it was withheld 
and never used.3” 

The 38th Parallel Again 

By the end of February 1951, the winter crisis was fading. Three months after 
the massive Chinese intervention, the question of widening the war had 

almost become a dead issue. Unless the situation suddenly worsened, it was 
unlikely that the President’s military advisors would urge upon him any politi
cally dangerous measures like the bombing or even the blockade of Communist 
China. Indeed, the issue that was beginning to come to the fore was one that had 
been wholly unforeseen even a few weeks earlier. As in September 1950, the 
administration faced the question: What should be done if UN troops again 
reached the prewar boundary of North Korea? 

The political and military situation was of course entirely different now. A 
sustained drive into North Korean territory, such as General MacArthur had car
ried out, was unlikely, at the very least, to be militarily feasible against the 
formidable armies of Communist China. Moreover, it could be expected that the 
majority of UN member nations would be highly circumspect in approving any 
northward move across the boundary, especially in the light of current discussion 
of a possible diplomatic settlement. The British Government was known to be 
extremely wary of any such step.37 

A staff study of the 38th parallel prepared in the Department of State was 
informally made available to General Bradley on 13 February by Mr. Matthews. 
In this paper, the Department of State ruled out any general advance into North 
Korean territory, while recognizing the need to go on fighting as long as the 
enemy refused a reasonable cease-fire. There might be some advantage in forcing 
the enemy back across the line, but serious risks should not be taken merely to 
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acquire territory. If enemy forces withdrew across the parallel, the main body of 
UN forces should remain south thereof but should retain freedom to thrust or 
patrol approximately 20 miles to the north, in order to control the situation and 
to keep the enemy off balance. In the absence of a cease-fire, the enemy should 
not be afforded a sanctuary behind the 38th parallel like the one he now enjoyed 
across the Yalu.38 

This paper guided the discussion when the JCS-State meetings were 
resumed on 13 February. At the outset, the Joint Chiefs of Staff expressed their 
position regarding withdrawal from Korea. They would “prefer,” they said, to 
have US forces out of the country “before next winter” because of other mili
tary commitments, but a withdrawal was not “mandatory.” It was also agreed 
that the purpose of the conference was merely to exchange views, rather than 
to reach agreements. 

The conferees then took up the State Department study. General Bradley 
expressed the view that the situation in Korea required a definition of political 
objectives as a basis for determining military requirements. US forces, he 
thought, were “capable of any action which might be required as a result of a 
political decision,” except that a major offensive north of the 38th parallel 
would require additional UN forces. The parallel itself was of no military sig
nificance. “A decision to cross it in force should be based on political considera
tions,” he said. Mr. Matthews, on the other hand, indicated that the Department 
of State “did not want to consider a political decision except in light of our mili
tary capabilities.“39 

Assistant Secretary Rusk rejected the two extreme objectives of unilateral 
withdrawal and an attempt to drive the Chinese from Korea. The problem, he 
thought, was “to achieve a stabilization by which we could make progress 
toward our political objectives.” Political and military problems, he observed, 
“are closely related.” For the time being, the objective was “to punish the enemy 
severely,” in order to attain a cease-fire and then a restoration of the status quo 
ante. Mr. Jessup asked whether the ROK Army could develop enough strength to 
hold the 38th parallel against anything short of a major assault. General Collins 
thought it might be two or three years before South Korean forces could do so; in 
fact, he agreed with General Vandenberg that they might never be able to defend 
themselves alone if the “Iron Curtain” again descended along the parallel, thus 
permitting North Korea to build up its strength without interference. 

The only possible courses seemed to be to withdraw unilaterally, to hold on 
indefinitely, or to reach a political settlement that would permit withdrawal. The 
first could be ruled out; the second would require more troops. Attainment of the 
last depended partly on the ability of UN forces to increase the pressure on the 
enemy. General Vandenberg pointed out that the Air Force had already run out 
of profitable targets in North Korea; he wondered how long the US public would 
tolerate the trade of “irreplaceable Americans for expendable Chinese.” Admiral 
Sherman and General Bradley stressed the importance of allied support. General 
Bradley thought that a cease-fire would not be advantageous at that time; it 
would probably be necessary, he said, to defeat the new enemy offensive, and 
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probably one more, before the Chinese Communists would be ready to consider 
an acceptable agreement. 

Describing the military situation, General Collins believed that stabilization, 
or stalemate, was in the offing. There was little to be gained, he believed, by any 
UN advance across the parallel or even across the Han River. “We might even do 
better to fall back a bit from our present position.. ,” he continued. “We are now 
close to the limit of our capabilities with present forces as long as there is no 
appreciable change in enemy strength, and positions are likely to remain approx
imately as they are now.“ But where, he asked, was the politically desirable line of 
stabilization? Mr. Matthews replied that “no agreement short of the 38th parallel 
would be politically acceptable.” Somewhat ambiguously, however, he added 
that it was “not politically necessary to regain Seoul or to mount an offensive to 
seize ground along the 38th parallel. If it is militarily advantageous to hold about 
where we are now, as General Collins indicated, that is politically satisfactory.” 

Could retaliatory action be undertaken against China in the hope of inducing 
a settlement? The possibility was suggested, apparently by State Department rep
resentatives. The risk of Soviet intervention would be present. Generals Collins 
and Bradley thought the risk “excessive.” Nevertheless Mr. Nitze believed that 
the mere capability for taking such action might be helpful. It was agreed that the 
question of Soviet response to various possible actions would be studied by the 
two Departments, with the collaboration of the Central Intelligence Agency.J0 

Another conference a week later dealt only briefly with Korea. State’s Deputy 
Assistant Secretary for Inter-American Affairs, Mr. Thomas C. Mann, told the 
others that it was planned to seek additional troops from Latin nations: a division 
each from Argentina and Brazil and a regiment from Mexico. However, the 
United States would have to supply equipment. General Collins thought that 
these additional troops would be desirable if they brought most of their equip
ment with them, leaving only small deficits to be made up by the United States. 
As for the situation in Korea, the conferees noted that there had been little change 
in the last week and agreed again that withdrawal of forces under a political 
arrangement was desirable. Mr. Nitze remarked that the Department of State “is 
assuming that it will be consulted before any decision is made to cross the 38th 
parallel in force.“41 

Three days later, on 23 February, Secretary Acheson sent General Marshall a 
draft memorandum for the President discussing the 38th parallel. By that time, 
Eighth Army had absorbed most of the punch of the enemy’s latest offensive and 
had regained the initiative with Operation KILLER. As the month ended, this 
attack had achieved its purpose of straightening the UN line east of the Han. For 
the first time since the Chinese intervention, UN forces stood along a relatively 
stable line, with “no gaping holes, no soft spots, and no enemy salients threaten
ing to tear it in two.“42 

The outcome of Operation KILLER could not be foreseen on 23 February, but 
it was clear that, in Secretary Acheson’s words, the problem of the parallel was 
“of some urgency,” and he therefore desired the views of the Department of 
Defense as soon as possible. The draft memorandum was intended to become the 
basis for a new directive to General MacArthur. The first paragraph stressed the 
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need for instructions regarding the parallel. It was noted that other nations par
ticipating in the Korean action “are insisting upon full consultation” before any 
“substantial” UN forces crossed the line. The UN political objective in Korea was 
reaffirmed as “the establishment of a unified, independent and democratic 
Korea.” The military objective, however, was much more limited: “to repel the 
aggression against the Republic of Korea and to restore international peace and 
security in the area.“ Forcible unification was expressly rejected, and it was noted 
that most UN member countries supporting the action in Korea would oppose 
unification as a war aim (as distinct from an ultimate political goal). 

The draft accepted the conclusion that large-scale incursions into North Korea 
could not be attempted without heavy reinforcements. Even if these were avail
able, the wisdom of committing them to Korea was doubtful. If the object was to 
force a change in the enemy’s policy by inflicting maximum damage on him at 
minimum cost, then a “battle of maneuver” approximately along the present line 
would be preferable to operations substantially farther north. Moreover, “virtu
ally all members of the United Nations” were “strongly opposed to any general 
advance across the 38th parallel.” Any such action by General MacArthur would 
“create a severe crisis within the free world“ and might result in the withdrawal 
of some allied forces then in Korea. On the other hand, it would be “disastrous” 
for the UN forces if North Korea became a “safe haven.” The UN Command 
“must be free to continue maximum air and naval action against North Korea 
and to take such action on the ground as is required to keep the enemy off bal
ance. . . . The 38th parallel should not become a barrier to the conduct of aggres
sive defensive operations.““” 

This draft was at once sent to the Joint Chiefs of Staff with a request for 
prompt comment.44 The JCS conclusions, based on a study of the document by 
the Joint Strategic Survey Committee, were forwarded to Secretary Marshall on 
27 February 1951. The Joint Chiefs of Staff concluded that the State Department 
draft represented “an unsound approach.” It would “predetermine future mili
tary courses of action” on the basis of “interim political factors,” and would 
probably result in disclosing a US military decision to the enemy. The proper 
method was first to determine long-range political objectives, then to approve 
short-range political courses of action which would become the basis for military 
decisions. They agreed that there were “grave military risks“ in trying to unify 
Korea by force, but stressed that, so long as the United States and United Nations 
retained their present political objectives in Korea, UN military forces should not 
be forbidden to advance north of the parallel. They opposed restoration of the 
status quo ante, fearing that it would enable the Communists to build up their 
strength so as to jeopardize the safety of UN forces in Korea. A political settle
ment in Korea was desirable, but it should “advance rather than jeopardize” the 
security of UN forces in Korea. 

It was “premature,” in the opinion of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, to make any 
determination regarding the 38th parallel until General MacArthur had felt out 
the enemy’s main line of resistance. The present courses of action in Korea 
should continue, and General MacArthur’s directive should remain unchanged, 
until an agreed governmental policy, based on political objectives formulated by 
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the Department of State, could be promulgated. The draft memorandum should 
not be submitted to the President.45 

Others in the Department of Defense looked more favorably upon the State 
Department draft. General Burns appraised it as “sound” and thought that the 
“basic concepts” should be approved. 46The Service Secretaries agreed that the 
United States should abide by any UN decision and should not advance across 
the parallel except for tactical reasons. Secretaries Pace of the Army and Finletter 
of the Air Force believed that this policy regarding the parallel should be 
announced to the world “as a matter of principle.” Acting Secretary of the Navy 
Dan Kimball believed that any such announcement, or even any discussion with 
other governments, would unduly hamper military action; he thought it would 
suffice to inform other troop-contributing countries that CINCFE had been told 
to make no major moves without consultation.47 

Secretary Marshall adopted the JCS views as his own, and so informed Mr. 
Acheson on 1 March 1951. Noting that Far Eastern policy was then under study 
by the NSC Senior Staff, he expressed the view that the National Security Council 
was the proper forum for working out the politico-military aspects of the Korean 
problem. In the meantime, it would suffice to inform President Truman, who was 
about to leave for a visit to Key West, that it was too early to settle the question of 
the parallel and to remind him of General MacArthur’s promise to consult Wash
ington before crossing the boundary. But, if it was felt necessary to forward the 
draft to the President, Secretary Marshall asked that the JCS comments be trans
mitted at the same time.4x 

In the end, the draft memorandum was never sent. A DOD representative, 
Mr. Frank C. Nash, discussed it and the JCS objections with Assistant Secretary 
Rusk. Mr. Rusk felt that the Joint Chiefs of Staff were wrong in trying to make a 
“neat prescription” of political objectives in Korea as distinct from military objec
tives; the two could not be separated. He remarked on the value of the recent 
State-JCS discussions, and hoped that they might continue. Agreeing that there 
were good reasons for temporarily postponing a decision on the 38th parallel, he 
believed there should be a State-Defense agreement on the matter by the time 
UN forces reached the line. Speaking “in confidence,” Mr. Rusk explained that 
the reason for the draft memorandum was that the President’s Special Assistant, 
Mr. W. Averell Harriman, had thought it necessary to “firm up” the President’s 
thinking on the 38th parallel. In view of the JCS objections, Mr. Rusk agreed that 
the memorandum would not be formally submitted to the President. Mr. Nash in 
turn agreed that Mr. Harriman might read the memorandum, together with the 
JCS comments and Secretary Marshall’s letter, as background information to use 
in briefing the President. It was further agreed that the problem of Korea would 
be handled in the National Security Council, as Secretary Marshall had sug
gested, and that the question of the 38th parallel should be considered in connec
tion with the overall Far East policy paper then in preparation.4y 

It may be assumed that President Truman was duly informed of the substance 
of this discussion and thus learned of the consensus among his advisors that the 
matter of the 38th parallel did not require an immediate decision. In any event, 
the question was not pressed, and thus the wishes of the Joint Chiefs of Staff pre
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vailed. Indeed, the administration, as it had been five months earlier, was careful 
to avoid forcing the issue at the United Nations. When General MacArthur 
drafted this semimonthly report for the period 15 to 28 February (which was for
warded to Washington on 2 March 1951), he proposed to include a promise that 
he would not “arbitrarily exercise” his authority to cross the parallel if “cogent 
political reasons against crossing” should be advanced when the question actu
ally arose. This statement, however, was deleted at the request of the State and 
Defense Departments, who agreed that it would be better to make no reference to 
the subject.50 

Nevertheless the need for a decision was drawing closer. After the enemy’s 
February offensive tapered off, Eighth Army on 7 March 1951 launched Opera
tion RIPPER, intended to drive a broad salient into the center of the enemy line 
and thus separate the Chinese in the west from the North Koreans in the east. A 
major target of this drive, Ch’unch’on, was less than 10 airline miles from the 
38th parallel. The operation succeeded beyond expectations and yielded a major 
dividend in the recapture of Seoul. The northward advance in the center had the 
effect of outflanking the capital, and when Eighth Army seized the commanding 
heights east of the city, the enemy had to choose between abandoning Seoul or 
defending it at a disadvantage. He chose the former alternative, and thus the cap
ital was liberated at minimum cost to UN forces. South Korean troops began 
reoccupying it on 14 March.5’ 

With these developments, the issue of the 38th parallel became a matter of 
public discussion. On 15 March 1951 President Truman was asked by a reporter 
whether UN forces would be allowed to advance beyond the line. “That is a tacti
cal matter for the field commander,” he replied. “A commander in chief 7,000 
miles away does not interfere with field operations. We are working to free the 
Republic of Korea and set it up as the United Nations wants it. That doesn’t have 
anything to do with the 38th parallel”“2 

The President’s statement was somewhat vague-no doubt intentionally so
but it was clearly in keeping with JCS views in maintaining the freedom of Gen
eral MacArthur and in separating the immediate question of the parallel from 
long-range UN political objectives. At the same time, the use of the word “tacti
cal” implied that any operations across the line would have limited objectives 
and would thus be under some restraint. 

On the same day- 15 March-a draft of a revised Far East policy paper, pre
pared by the Department of State, was sent to the Senior Staff. It put in writing, 
while defining more carefully, the authority granted to CINCFE by the Presi
dent’s statement. The draft was intended, after approval, to supersede the exist
ing Far East policy paper (NSC 48/2) and also to complete action on the JCS 
memorandum of 12 January 1951 (which, as NSC 101, was still on the NSC 
agenda). The overall US objective in Korea, according to State’s draft, was to set
tle the Korean problem along two lines, politically, by establishing a unified and 
independent nation, and militarily, by repelling aggression and restoring peace. 
UN forces should continue to inflict maximum losses on the enemy and should 
regain control over territory south of the 38th parallel; meanwhile the defenses of 
the Republic of Korea should be built up. UN ground forces should be permitted 
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to conduct “aggressive defensive operations” approximately 10 to 20 miles north 
of the parallel “as may be required by the tactical situation.” When the 38th par
allel was reached in force, the United States should seek a cease-fire along the 
lines communicated to the UN Cease-fire Committee in December 1950. Should 
the enemy refuse an acceptable rrmdz~s uiuendi, UN forces should continue to in
flict maximum attrition. They might undertake raids north of the parallel, to keep 
the enemy off balance and to disrupt his offensive preparations, but there should 
be no general advance, nor should any attempt be made to hold territory in 
North Korea. As for Communist China, the United States should seek to deflate 
its prestige by inflicting heavy losses on its forces in Korea and should continue 
current economic, political, and diplomatic actions against its government. But 
no military actions directly against mainland China were suggested in the draft.51 

The State Department paper was to pass through several revisions before it 
emerged in final form, two months later, as NSC 48/5. Its immediate importance 
was as a statement of the understanding that had been reached by the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff and the Department of State-an agreement on some “fairly sim
ple and sensible conclusions,” as Secretary Acheson called them.il There was to 
be no attempt at forcible unification of Korea; military and political objectives 
were to be distinguished; the right of the theater commander to operate across 
the parallel was recognized, within limits. The prospective wider war urged by 
General MacArthur-the operations against mainland China-was ruled out. 

Abortive Peace Efforts 

Eighth Army’s approach to the 38th parallel offered an auspicious occasion for 
a new try at peace. The prewar status quo had almost been restored, and the 

UN Command was in position to negotiate from something approaching equal
ity of strength. Sentiment among UN member nations strongly favored another 
peace appeal before any attempt was made to cross the parallel in force. 

In the hope of launching peace negotiations, President Truman decided to 
issue a public declaration that the UN Command was willing to consider a cease
fire. The Department of State prepared a draft declaration, which the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff discussed on 19 March 1951 with Secretaries Marsha11 and Acheson. Dur
ing the next few days, the draft was revised and was circulated to other govern
ments for their approval. General MacArthur was notified that the statement was 
in the offing. 

Without warning, General MacArthur on 24 March 1951 released a statement 
of his own that had the effect of completely undermining the administration 
plan. The General ridiculed Chinese military ability, threatened direct military 
action against China, and, though he closed with an offer to meet with the enemy 
command, made it clear that the only purpose of such a meeting would be to 
determine how the UN “political objectives” were to be accomplished “without 
further bloodshed.“si 
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The tone of this pronunciamento practically guaranteed against its acceptance 
by the enemy as an open door to negotiations. Its release by General MacArthur 
was the act that finally convinced President Truman that the General had to go. 
But, for the moment, the President and his advisors continued to study the par
ticulars of a possible settlement, looking toward a moment when conditions for 
negotiation would again appear favorable. 

At the JCS-State meeting on 19 March, there had been some discussion of the 
terms of a cease-fire. Secretary Acheson had asked whether the terms set forth by 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 12 December 1950 were still acceptable.“” The JCS 
reply, transmitted on 27 March, answered this inquiry and at the same time 
addressed the “broader problem” of ending the war. The Joint Chiefs of Staff 
pointed out that the Chinese and North Korean forces were suffering severe 
losses and therefore stood to gain from a cease-fire that did not prejudice their 
position, particularly if it kept UN forces tied down in Korea. “From the military 
point of view, therefore,” wrote the Joint Chiefs of Staff, “an armistice arrange
ment of itself would not, even temporarily, constitute an acceptable solution of 
the Korean situation.” The current military situation seemed to offer an opportu
nity for a political settlement that would end the fighting and ensure against its 
resumption. But any such arrangement must avoid prejudicing the US position 
vis-a-vis the Soviet Union or the US stand with regard to Taiwan and Communist 
China’s UN membership. In short, any armistice should “be contingent upon the 
acceptance of a general agreement which protects the overall security interests of 
the United States.” In addition, it must include all the terms set forth in the JCS 
memorandum of 12 December 1950, and it must not become effective until a 
supervisory commission, adequately staffed, had been organized and was ready 
to function.s7 

The influence of the improved military situation was clearly apparent here. 
Since Eighth Army was in a much stronger position than it had been in Decem
ber, the Joint Chiefs of Staff felt able to raise the terms of settlement-to insist on 
a harder bargain. Acting Secretary Lovett did not entirely agree. Forwarding the 
JCS memorandum to the Secretary of State on 31 March, he expressed his “gen
eral agreement,” but added that, in his opinion, it would be “fitting” to include 
the questions of Taiwan and of China’s admission to the United Nations in con
sidering terms of settlement for the Korean problem.sx 

The JCS memorandum regarding terms of settlement had been drafted by the 
Joint Strategic Survey Committee. On 30 March the Committee, on its own initia
tive, recommended that the Joint Chiefs of Staff amplify their views on Korea, 
particularly in the light of the proximity of Eighth Army to the 38th parallel. A 
draft memorandum to the Secretary of Defense, prepared by the Committee, was 
designed to encompass various eventualities. The Communist objective in Korea 
was seen as the establishment of an armistice on terms disadvantageous to the 
UN forces in order to keep US troops tied down there. The Korean problem was 
insoluble by military action alone, and, as a symptom of world tension, it proba
bly could not be resolved by any politico-military action that was confined to 
Korea. In the light of these considerations, the Committee drew the following 
conclusions: (1) US forces in Korea should pursue their course of action until a 
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“political objective” could be attained there that would not jeopardize the US 
position on Taiwan or on Communist China’s UN membership. (2) “Depend
able” ROK units should be generated in sufficient strength to take over the major 
burden of defense. (3) The possibility of naval and air action against the Chinese 
mainland should be kept under “continuing review.” (4) Action should be taken 
“as a matter of urgency” to ascertain the policies and objectives of the allies 
toward Korea and the Far East and their willingness to support possible action 
against mainland China.“” 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff discussed this draft memorandum and approved it 
with a few changes. General Collins wanted the final conclusion deleted; any 
attempt to line up advance support for action against China, he feared, would 
suggest an actual intention to attack and would provoke “interminable discus
sion.” His colleagues rejected his suggestion, but they approved one by Admiral 
Sherman to amend the draft to state that “preparations should be made” for 
attacks against the mainland, rather than that such actions should be “kept under 
continuing review.“ Thus amended, the memorandum was forwarded to Secre
tary Marshall on 5 April 1951. The Secretary in turn sent it to the President and 
the National Security Council, and it was considered in the revision of NSC 48/2, 
as described below.60 

For the moment, there seemed nothing for the United States to do but to mark 
time, giving consideration to the question of acceptable peace terms and awaiting 
a favorable occasion for a demarche of some sort. In any event, there was evi
dence that President Truman’s appeal, even if it had been issued, would have 
fallen on deaf ears. This evidence was found in Communist China’s failure to 
respond to the approaches tendered by the UN Good Offices Committee, created 
by the General Assembly resolution of 1 February, and by the Arab-Asian bloc in 
the United Nationsbl 

The British Government foresaw the failure of the Good Offices Committee 
and on 30 March 1951 suggested to the Department of State a “new approach.” 
“We must not miss the chance, now that we are near the parallel to examine 
whether further military operations can be avoided,” declared Foreign Secretary 
Bevin in a message to Secretary Acheson. No proclamation by President Truman 
alone, such as had recently been considered, was now likely to receive any atten
tion from Communist China. The Foreign Secretary therefore suggested a joint 
statement by all the nations having forces in Korea, indicating their willingness 
to negotiate for a united Korea and for the withdrawal of all non-Korean troops. 
This statement would be accompanied by a declaration of support by President 
Truman and would be followed up by an approach to Communist China and 
perhaps also Soviet Russia to sound out their reaction.62 The reply from the 
Department of State has not been found, but the British suggestion was appar
ently not followed up. When negotiations finally started several months later, 
they resulted from discreet private conversations, not from public statements. 

The failure of peace efforts brought into play the Additional Measures Com
mittee, another creation of the 1 February resolution. This committee held its first 
meeting on 16 February. On 8 March a subcommittee was appointed to prepare 
initial recommendations. For some reason-perhaps in the hope that peace was 
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near-the subcommittee did not meet until 19 April, at which time it decided 
that economic reprisals against Communist China should be given priority. The 
upshot was that the United States submitted a resolution calling for an embargo 
on the shipment of all munitions and strategic materials to Communist China. 
This resolution was approved by the Committee and then, on 18 May 1951, by 
the General Assembly. It had no visible effect upon the course of the war.h3 

Operations along the Parallel 

hen enemy forces withdrew in the face of Operation RIPPER, they fell back 
across the parallel to a strong line anchored by well-constructed fortifica

tions in the center, along the southernmost edge of the “Iron Triangle/‘-the 
region bounded by the cities of Ch’orwon, Kumhwa, and P’yonggang. By the 
end of March, US forces, having moved up to their objective line (designated 
IDAHO), had passed it on both extremities. In the west, UN forces had crossed 
the Han and moved up to the Imjin, just below the 38th parallel. On the east 
coast, elements of the ROK Capital Division crossed the parallel on 27 March; by 
the end of the month the ROK forces had established positions near Yangyang, 
some five miles north of the old boundary. (See Map 5 on page 223.)64 

It was known that the enemy was preparing for another offensive, making 
full use of the supply centers and transportation facilities in and around the Iron 
Triangle. General Ridgway therefore decided to continue pushing ahead in 
order to keep the foe off balance. Taking advantage of the freedom granted him 
by President Truman’s statement of 15 March, he set a new objective line, 
KANSAS, which followed the Imjin to a point a few miles north of the parallel 
and then ran eastward to Yangyang. It would take advantage of a ten-mile water 
barrier in the center-the Hwach’on Reservoir, source of Seoul’s water supply. 
This plan was submitted to General MacArthur, who approved it without con
sulting Washington.65 

The new attack (Operation RUGGED) began on 5 April 1951. On the same 
day, General MacArthur, in one of his last messagesto the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
explained its objectives. He added that plans had already been drawn for further 
advances, at some future date, in the center. Two successive phase lines, UTAH 
and WYOMING, both modifications of the basic KANSAS line, had been drawn. 
Advance to the second of these would bring the UN forces within range of 
Ch’orwon and Kumhwa and thus enable them to dominate the Iron Triangle. 
Thereafter, according to General MacArthur, contact with the enemy would be 
maintained through battalion-sized patrols. Limitations of supply, weather, and 
terrain, together with the strength of the enemy, indicated that an advance 
beyond WYOMING “is not feasible at this time.“h6 

Operation RUGGED proceeded generally according to plan. By 9 April US I 
and IX Corps had drawn up to the KANSAS line and began moving toward 
UTAH, while the forces on the center and the east (X Corps and ROK III Corps) 
plowed ahead through difficult terrainh7 
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Just at this juncture came the startling news, on 11 April 1951, that President 
Truman had dismissed the Far East Commander. This important event and its 
aftermath are the subject of the following chapter. There was no immediate effect, 
however, on the course of the war. General Ridgway at once succeeded to the 
position of CINCFE. Command of Eighth Army went to Lieutenant General 
James A. Van Fleet, who arrived from Washington on 14 AprilhH 

Upon General Van Fleet fell the principal burden of meeting the new enemy 
offensive that erupted on 22 April, far surpassing the previous one in intensity 
and duration. The attack had been expected, and Eighth Army quickly fell back 
in accord with plans. There followed almost a month of bitter fighting. During 
the early days of the offensive, Chinese forces drove hard for Seoul. They were 
stopped within five miles of the city, but by the end of April, I and IX Corps had 
lost everything gained during the last six weeks. 

A pause ensued, during which UN forces regained some territory on the 
western front. But now the enemy shifted his strength and delivered a powerful 
blow in the center, beginning on the night of 15 and 16 May. The repulse of this 
latest offensive paved the way for the UN Command to regain the initiative. By 
the time the enemy’s force was spent, however, Eighth Army had been driven 
below the parallel for distances ranging from 10 to 30 miles except on the east 
coast, where ROK troops retained a foothold just north of the line.hy 

NSC 481.5 

By the time of General MacArthur’s removal, a tacit agreement had emerged 
within the administration concerning policy toward Korea. The objective was 

an end to the fighting and a return to the status quo; the mission of Eighth Army 
was to inflict enough attrition on the foe to induce him to settle on these terms. 
As yet this agreement had been embodied only in the State Department’s 15 
March redraft of NSC 48/2, which awaited action by the President and the 
National Security Council.7o 

The State Department draft was revised by an informal working group com
posed of representatives of the Departments of State and Defense and of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff. The members of this group made several significant changes. 
They omitted all references to the 38th parallel, which had become a dead issue. 
They recommended that contingency plans be developed for several of those 
actions against Communist China that had been listed in the JCS memorandum 
of 12 January 1951: naval and air blockade of the coast, attack on targets within 
mainland China, and employment of Nationalist forces, offensively or defen
sively. They also incorporated some provisions of the JCS memorandum of 5 
April. On 26 April their version, further revised by the NSC Senior Staff, was 
placed on the Council’s agenda as NSC 48/3.71 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff, commenting in this paper before the Council meet
ing, focused on the following key paragraph, which declared that the United 
States should 
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seek a settlement acceptable to the United States of the Korean problem which 
would, as a minimum, terminate hostilities, end the a gression, and provide 
against its resumption. Until such a settlement is achieve a , military action should 
continue in order to penalize the aggressor and deny him the exploitation of his 
aggression. 

This provision, in the JCS view, “is, in effect, a course of action and is not suffi
ciently comprehensive to permit the Joint Chiefs of Staff to formulate therefrom 
necessary military policies.“72 

When the Council discussed NSC 48/3, this JCS criticism apparently received 
considerable weight. The members sent the draft back to the Senior Staff.7o The 
next version, NSC 48/4, considerably expanded the statement of Korean War 
objectives. The United States, it was said, should seek a settlement that would 
end the war “under appropriate armistice arrangements”; would “restore the 
authority of the Republic of Korea over all Korea south of the 38th parallel”; and 
would permit a buildup of ROK strength so that UN forces might be withdrawn. 
Such a settlement should not preclude a larger agreement that would provide for 
a “united, independent and democratic Korea.” Meanwhile, resistance to aggres
sion must continue.7J 

This new version drew JCS criticism because it implied that the indefensible 
line of the 38th parallel might be restored asa political boundary. Any settlement, 
they told Secretary Marshall on 11 May, should give the Republic of Korea “a 
northern boundary so located as to facilitate both administration and military 
defense, and in no casesouth of the 38th parallel. “7sThis comment was transmit
ted to the Council, and on 15 May 1951 the Senior Staff circulated an amendment 
to NSC 48/4 altering the relevant paragraph to incorporate the substance of the 
JCS views.7h 

NSC 48/4 was debated by the Council on 16 May. Most of the discussion cen
tered around the paragraph defining objectives in Korea. One of the speakers 
(perhaps Secretary Acheson) remarked that at no time had the United States 
adopted unification of Korea as a milifnry objective. General Collins, who repre
sented General Bradley at the meeting, replied “that while this may not have 
been set as a clear-cut military objective, nevertheless CINCUNC had been 
directed to clear Communist aggressors from all Korea.” The new CINCUNC 
(General Ridgway), he continued, had already requested clarification on this 
matter, pointing out that his forces were inadequate to accomplish such a task. 
General Collins made it clear that, if NSC 48/4 were approved, it was likely that 
this paragraph “probably would be used as a basis for a new military directive to 
CINCUNC which would not require his forces to drive all Communists from 
Korea by force. This statement on my part was not questioned by any member of 
the Council.“77 

The Council approved NSC 48/4 with the understanding that it would 
replace NSC 48/2 and would constitute final action on various other papers, 
including NSC lOl-the JCS memorandum of 12 January 1951. On 17 May Presi
dent Truman also gave his approval to the new directive, which, in its final form, 
became NSC 48/5.7H 
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The most important portion of this document consisted of two paragraphs 
setting forth objectives in Korea. They reflected careful thought, in which the 
influence of JCS views was apparent. These two paragraphs declared that the 
United States should: 

Continue as an ultimate objective to seek by political, as distinguished from 
military means, a solution of the Korean problem which would provide for a 
united, independent and democratic Korea. Seek, through a pro riate UN 
machinery, as a current objective a settlement acce table to the S,itecl? States of 
the Korean conflict which would, as a minimum P1) terminate hostilities under 
a propriate armistice arrangements; (2) establish the authority of the Republic of 
It orea over all Korea south of a northern boundary so located as to facilitate, to 
the maximum extent possible, both administration and military defense, and in 
no case south of the 38th parallel; (3) provide for the withdrawal b appropriate 
stages of non-Korean armed forces from Korea; (4) permit the bui Yding of suffi
cient ROK military power to deter or repel a renewed North Korean a gression. 
Until the above current objective is attainable, continue to oppose an f penalize 
the aggressor. 

Consistent with [the] above [para raph] and the rotection of the security of 
U.S. and UN forces, seek to avoid tR e extension o P hostilities in Korea into a 

eneral war with the Soviet Union, and seek to avoid the extension beyond 
a orea of hostilities with Communist China, particularly without the support of 
our major allies. 

Another paragraph specified that an “acceptable political settlement” in 
Korea would be one “that does not jeopardize the United States position with 
respect to the USSR, to Formosa, or to seating Communist China in the UN.” In 
the absence of such a settlement, military action should continue, “without com
mitment to unify Korea by military force, ” in order to inflict maximum losses on 
the enemy, to prevent South Korea from being overrun, and to limit Communist 
capabilities for aggression elsewhere. 

The overall US objective in Asia was to develop free and independent nations 
and to reduce or eliminate the “preponderant” power of the Soviet Union. Politi
cal, diplomatic, and economic action against Communist China would continue, 
and plans would be drawn for military action against that country in the event of 
“Chinese aggression outside Korea. ” The United States should “continue as a 
matter of urgency” to influence its allies to support such actions should they 
become necessary. The influence of the JCS memoranda of 12 January and 5 April 
was apparent here. 

With the promulgation of NSC 48/5, the Joint Chiefs of Staff obtained a policy 
directive of the kind that they desired. Admiral Sherman, writing on 28 May, 
expressed the satisfaction of himself and his colleagues with the Council’s action. 
“The current political objectives of NSC 48/5,” he remarked, “were recom
mended, in essence, by the Joint Chiefs of Staff so as to provide a statement of 
short range political objectives from which an appropriate military mission could 
be derived.“‘” Such a statement was, of course, precisely what the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff had sought in their discussions with State Department representatives. 
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Directives for a New Commander 

ith the accession of General Ridgway as CINCFE/CINCUNC, the adminis
tration gained a commander who was wholly in sympathy with the wishes 

of the President, the Secretaries of State and Defense, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
to keep the conflict within bounds. General Ridgway made this fact clear in two 
messages sent to General Van Fleet on 19 April. The first said: 

Confirming m oral instructions to you in presence of your Chief of Staff on 
afternoon of 14 K pril, I desire that there be no o erations in force conducted 
beyond the WYOMING line without prior approva P of this Headquarters. To the 
extent you feel the situation warrants, please inform me prior to advancing in 
force beyond UTAH.XU 

The second and longer message was intended to provide interim guidance 
pending the issuance of more detailed instructions. The subject of this message, 
significantly, was “Prevention of World War III.” General Ridgway warned of the 
“grave and ever present danger” of an enlargement of the conflict and ordered 
that every commander be constantly aware of this possibility. He intended to 
reserve to himself the responsibility for decisions that, by committing elements of 
the command to “retaliatory or other forms of offensive action,” might extend the 
area of hostilities and thus “heighten the danger of precipitating a world con
flict.” Admittedly the result would be to impose “restrictions and restraints” that 
might be “viewed as unreasonable” by subordinates. However, he himself would 
accept full responsibility for these limitations, and would expect the “full and 
willing cooperation of all concerned.“8l 

The same cautious spirit infused the more complete instructions sent to Gen
eral Van Fleet on 22 April (and to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, for information, three 
days later). These had already been discussed with General Van Fleet, who had 
pronounced them “clear” and “adequate.” The mission assigned Eighth Army 
was “to repel aggression against so much of the territory (and the people therein) 
of the Republic of Korea as you now occupy.” In pursuit of this mission, Eighth 
Army was authorized to conduct military operations (including amphibious and 
airborne landings as well as ground operations) north of the 38th parallel. How
ever, advance of “major elements” beyond the KANSAS-WYOMING line would 
take place only on order of CINCFE. Moreover, under no circumstances would 
any elements of Eighth Army, of whatever strength, cross the Manchurian or 
Soviet borders, nor would any non-Korean forces “operate in North Korean terri
tory contiguous to those borders.” 

Subject to these limitations and to the preservation of his forces, General Van 
Fleet was to direct his efforts toward inflicting maximum casualties in the 
enemy. “The continued piecemeal destruction of the offensive potential of the 
Chinese Communist and North Korean armies,” ran General Ridgway’s direc
tive, “contribute[s] materially to this objective, while concurrently destroying 
Communist China’s military prestige.” This attitude was in sharp contrast to 
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that of General MacArthur, who had proclaimed that merely destroying the 
enemy served no purpose. 

General Van Fleet was instructed to “maintain the offensive spirit of your 
Army and retain the initiative, through maximum maneuver of firepower, within 
the limitations imposed by logistics and terrain, and without undue sacrifice of 
men or equipment.” The enemy’s every weakness was to be exploited, although 
mere acquisition of territory was of little value. The warnings against enlarging 
the area of hostilities were repeated. Finally, General Van Fleet was invited to dis
cuss the instructions with General Ridgway at any time, either to seek clarifica
tion or to propose changes.K2 

Separate instructions to the FECOM Naval and Air Force commanders like
wise stressed the importance of confining the war. Except in direct support of 
UN military operations, forces under their command were not to approach 
within 20 miles of Soviet territory or within three miles of Chinese Communist 
territory north of 32 degrees latitude. Nor would they cross the Manchurian or 
Soviet borders of Korea except with prior authorization from CINCFE. No 
action was to be taken against Rashin or against the hydroelectric installations 
along the Yalu. If US forces outside Korea were subjected to attack, the comman
ders were authorized to take “immediate and aggressive” measures of defense, 
but there would be no retaliation against Chinese or Soviet Russian targets 
except on order from CINCFE.H’ 

While laying down careful guidelines for his subordinates, General Ridgway 
felt constrained to seek from the Joint Chiefs of Staff clarification and in some 
casesenlargement of his own authority. A matter requiring immediate attention 
was the possible appearance of a new enemy on the battlefield. Intelligence 
reports reaching the Far East Command suggested the prospect of massive Soviet 
Russian intervention, with troops and aircraft, in the near future.KJ With an eye to 
this possibility, General Ridgway on ‘17April 1951 requested the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff to authorize him, in the event of a Soviet attack against the Far East Com
mand, to withdraw UN forces from Korea and use them elsewhere in defense of 
the FECOM.85 

This request raised political problems, since obviously the governments that 
had contributed forces for service in Korea would have to be consulted about 
using them for any other purpose. From earlier discussions of the possibility of 
Soviet intervention, inspired apparently by the same alarming reports,H” the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff had concluded that the time was not propitious to approach these 
other governments-not even the British, the closest ally of all. On 5 April the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff had approved a draft order to CINCFE authorizing him, in 
the event of any “major” air attack on UN forces originating outside Korea, to 
attack air bases in Manchuria and on the Shantung peninsula. On the following 
day General Bradley and Admiral Sherman discussed the draft with Mr. Nitze, of 
the Department of State, Sir Oliver Franks, the British Ambassador, and Lord 
Tedder, representing the British Chiefs of Staff. The British spokesmen opposed 
any advance grant of such authority to the UN Commander, insisting that any 
decision for air retaliation against China must be made at governmental level. 
Within the next few days, the Joint Chiefs of Staff obtained the concurrence of 
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Secretaries Marshall and Acheson and of President Truman for their draft order. 
The approval was subject to the understanding that before the order was exe
cuted, the President would be consulted if time permitted; otherwise the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff could direct the necessary action. In a subsequent discussion with 
British representatives on 12 April, General Bradley and Mr. Nitze stressed the 
fact that any decision for retaliation against China would be made by the Presi
dent, rather than by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, if at all possible. Nevertheless the 
British still felt that their government should have a say in the matter before any 
retaliatory attacks were launched.H7 

The British attitude colored a discussion of General Ridgway’s request that 
took place at a JCS-State meeting on 18 April. General Bradley told the State 
Department representatives that the Joint Chiefs of Staff planned to reply to Gen
eral Ridgway that, if the Soviets attacked, he should simply report the fact and 
await instructions. To go beyond these steps, seeking permission from other gov
ernments for the withdrawal and reuse of their forces, did not seempromising. “I 
would not favor an approach to other governments on this problem at this time,” 
said Mr. Matthews, of the State Department.xx 

Accordingly the Joint Chiefs of Staff, after consulting Secretary Marshall and 
the President, told General Ridgway on 19 April that they agreed “in principle” 
with his request and authorized him to plan accordingly. But, they added, “major 
withdrawal” would not actually begin until approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 
Moreover, pending further instructions, no plans would be made for use of any 
UN forces other than those of the United States in defense of the Far East Com
mand outside of Korea.Hy 

General Ridgway did not protest this decision. In a further message on the 
subject of withdrawal, sent on 27 April, he told the Joint Chiefs of Staff that, in 
the absence of a political settlement, it would probably be impracticable to with
draw any major elements until UN forces had fallen back to a line running from 
Masan northeastward through Samnangjin and thence to the east coast. Hence, 
the only forces currently available to defend Japan were those already there or 
those that might be created up to the moment of attack.“” 

The order granting CINCFE authority to retaliate against enemy bases in 
Manchuria and China in caseof a major air attack on UN forces, which President 
Truman had approved a few weeks earlier, had not been sent to CINCFE.“’ On 27 
April General Ridgway submitted, through special channels, a request for just 
such authority. He warned that enemy capabilities were growing and that an air 
attack in support of the ground assault seemed increasingly probable. The effec
tiveness of any UN counteraction, he pointed out, would depend entirely on the 
rapidity of its delivery. Moreover, he believed he should at once be authorized to 
conduct aerial reconnaissance of the areas in question. 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff replied the next day in a message that had been 
cleared with the Secretary of State and the President. They granted General Ridg
way all the authority he had requested. They warned, however, that 

the consequences of the action authorized may set in chain a course of events 
making it of the utmost importance to have the support of the other countries 
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and the right to use facilities and bases controlled by them. This support may 
depend upon consultin or at least informing them of the action prior to its 
occurrence, if at all possi %le you should seek JCS advice before taking action and 
in any case you should inform the JCS immediately and withhold publicity until 
notification of allies has taken place.y2 

These exchanges of messages amounted to piecemeal amendments to the 
instructions that had been given CINCFE over a period of almost a year. 
Already General Collins, in drafting a reply to General Ridgway’s message of 17 
April, had drawn his colleagues’ attention to the advantage of compiling a com
prehensive and up-to-date directive that would consolidate all previous instruc
tions, while modifying them as necessary. By JCS decision, therefore, the Army 
Staff prepared a new directive for CINCFE, which General Collins submitted on 
24 April 1951. With some changes, it was approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
on 25 April and, after submission to the President, was forwarded to CINCFE on 
1 May 1951.“” 

The directive was addressed to CINCFE but dealt entirely with General Ridg
way’s responsibilities as ClNCUNC. The overall UN mission was “to assist [the] 
ROK in repelling the aggression and to restore peace and security in Korea.” The 
military objective of CINCUNC was “to destroy the armed forces of North Korea 
and Communist China operating within the geographic boundaries of Korea and 
waters adjacent thereto.“ The pursuit of this objective was subject to two overrid
ing considerations, the security of the forces under CINCUNC and his basic mis
sion, as CINCFE, of defending Japan. He was authorized to conduct air and 
naval operations within Korea and adjacent waters, but not to carry out action 
against Manchuria, the territory of the Soviet Union, or the North Korean hydro
electric complex. As a “matter of policy,” no operations were to be conducted 
within 15 miles of Soviet territory. 

The concept of operations set forth in CINCFE’s message of 5 April was 
approved. No “general advance” was to be undertaken beyond the limit set 
forth in that message without prior JCS approval. However, limited tactical 
operations (including guerrilla actions and amphibious and airborne landings) 
were authorized. 

The forces available to CINCUNC included all US forces in FECOM except 
the two National Guard divisions (40th and 45th Infantry) that had recently been 
sent to the theater.“” These two were not to be employed outside Japan without 
JCS approval. Forces made available by the ROK and by other UN members were 
also to serve under CINCUNC. 

Under no circumstances were UN forces to cross the Manchurian or Soviet 
borders of Korea. Naval operations were to keep “well clear” of Chinese and 
Soviet coastal waters. Aerial reconnaissance over all Korean territory was autho
rized up to the Yalu River in the west but “short of” the Soviet-Korean boundary 
in the east. Reconnaissance over the coast of China was to be limited to areas 
south of the 32d parallel and north of Hong Kong. US naval and air forces might 
participate in the defense of Taiwan, but those of other nations would not do so 
without prior JCS approval. There were to be no naval or air attacks on Rashin. In 
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the event of Chinese Communist attacks on US forces outside Korea, immediate 
retaliation against the Chinese mainland was approved in principle; however, 
subject to the right of “immediate self-defense,” CINCUNC would obtain JCS 
approval before carrying out such retaliatory actions. Withdrawal from Korea in 
the event of Soviet attack was also approved in principle, as it had been earlier. 

General Ridgway meanwhile had prepared a draft of his own and sent it to 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 30 April. Apparently his dispatch crossed that of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff. It differed from their version in that it would have allowed 
CINCFE to send troops across the Manchurian and Soviet borders if he felt such 
a step necessary-a surprising proposal coming from General Ridgway, consider
ing what he had said to his subordinates about the dangers of enlarging the war. 
His version would also allow CINCFE full freedom in the use of the two 
National Guard divisions.“” After comparing the two drafts, General Ridgway 
told the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 7 May that their version was unclear and that he 
was sending a staff officer to Washington to discuss “current ambiguities and 
conflicting instructions.” Meanwhile he requested authority to operate under his 
own draft.“” 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff agreed to receive General Ridgway’s proposed 
emissary. However, they instructed him for the time being to follow their direc
tive of 1 May and to notify them by dispatch of those portions requiring imme
diate clarificationy7 

There were three such matters, according to General Ridgway. In a message of 
9 May, he drew attention to the following points: 

(1) The mission assigned CINCUNC in the JCS directive was “completely 
beyond the capabilities of this command to accomplish with forces presently 
available,” particularly in view of the prohibition against advancing beyond the 
KANSAS-WYOMING line. 

(2) The two overriding missions-security of UN forces and defense of 
Japan-were antithetical. Together with the requirement for JCS approval of 
withdrawal from Korea and the prohibition against using any UN forces other 
than those of the United States to defend Japan, they constituted a “serious 
abridgement” of General Ridgway’s freedom of action. He believed that he 
should be authorized to evacuate Korea at his discretion in case of hostilities with 
the Soviet Union. 

(3) No clear authorization had been given to conduct reconnaissance of 
Manchuria and the Shantung Peninsula in preparation for possible air attacks there.yx 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff admitted that the mission assigned in their directive 
was beyond the capabilities of CINCFE. However, it was in consonance with 
existing national objectives, which were currently under review by the President 
and the National Security Council; when the review was completed, the mission 
would if necessary be amended. Regarding withdrawal from Korea, “broad con
siderations” dictated that the decision be retained in their hands. Moreover, they 
had given CINCFE ample latitude for preliminary planning and preparation. The 
question of air reconnaissance, they added, was being dealt with in a separate 
message.“Y 
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General Ridgway’s liaison officer, Colonel Roy C. Hefelbower, USAF, reached 
Washington on 11 May 1951 (accompanied by Lieutenant Colonel Lynn D. Smith, 
USA, who had brought the Inch’on plans to the Joint Chiefs of Staff eight months 
earlier).‘“” They held extensive discussions with representatives of G-3 and of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff. A matter apparently stressed by the FECOM representatives 
(though not mentioned by General Ridgway) was the importance of distinguish
ing between the responsibilities of CINCFE and those of CINCUNC. At one time, 
they proposed separate directives addressed to General Ridgway in each of these 
two capacities but compromised on a single message in two sections. Meanwhile 
NSC 48/5 had been approved and had to be reflected in the instructions to Gen
eral Ridgway. At length a message mutually satisfactory to all was approved by 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff and dispatched on 31 May 1951.“” 

The first part of the directive, addressed to CINCFE, assigned General Ridg
way the mission of supporting UN operations in Korea and defending Taiwan 
and the Pescadores by air and naval action. If US forces outside Korea were 
attacked, immediate measures of self-defense might be taken. Retaliatory attacks 
against targets in China, Manchuria, or the Soviet Union would not be made 
without prior JCS approval, but plans for possible action against China (as autho
rized by NSC 48/5) were to be drawn up. Aerial reconnaissance over the Chinese 
coast, between the 32d parallel and Hong Kong, might be undertaken to deter
mine whether an attack on Taiwan was imminent. No US ground forces were to 
be used in defense of Taiwan. The 40th and 45th (National Guard) Infantry Divi
sions were to be used only in defense of Japan unless the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
decided otherwise. 

The portion addressed to CINCUNC was much longer and more detailed. 
The overall mission of the United Nations in Korea, restated from the 1 May 
directive, was to assist the Republic of Korea in repelling aggression and to 
restore peace and security. CINCUNC’s own mission was carefully stated in lan
guage drawn largely from NSC 48/5: 

As CINCUNC you will, consistent with the security of forces under your com
mand, inflict the maximum personnel and materiel losses on the forces of North 
Korea and Communist China operating within the geographic boundaries of 
Korea and waters adjacent thereto, in order to create conditions favorable to a 
settlement of the Korean conflict which would, as a minimum, 

a. Terminate hostilities under a ropriate armistice arrangements; 
b. Establish the authority of I?!%K over all Korea south of a northern 

boundary so located as to facilitate, to the maximum extent possible, both 
administration and militar defense, and in no case south of 38th parallel; 

c. Provide for the wit Yldrawal by appropriate stages of non-Korean 
armed forces from Korea; 

d. Permit the building of sufficient ROK military power to deter or 
repel a renewed North Korean aggression. 

In pursuit of the above mission, CINCUNC was authorized to conduct air and 
naval operations “within geographic boundaries of Korea and waters adjacent 
thereto as deemed by you to be necessary or advantageous.” This authority did 
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not extend to the conduct of operations against Manchuria, the Soviet Union, or 
the Yalu River power installations. However, restrictions on operations near the 
borders were eased by allowing an approach of 12 miles instead of the previous 
15. The limit of ground advance was now stated in general terms as “some line 
passing approximately through the Hwach’on reservoir area”; this change had 
been urged by General Ridgway on 30 April, after his forces had outstripped the 
KANSAS-WYOMING line in places.‘“* 

The prohibition against attacking Rashin was retained from the 1 May direc
tive. Likewise, provisions governing aerial reconnaissance and those relating to 
withdrawal in case of Soviet intervention were repeated. Finally, in the event that 
enemy military leaders requested an armistice, CINCUNC was to report the fact 
immediately and await instructions. 

This directive was sent to General Ridgway even before it had been approved 
at higher levels. A slightly modified version, bearing the approval of the Presi
dent, was forwarded on 10 July 1951. lo3It became the directive under which CIN-
CUNC operated until the time of the armistice two years later. 

Another Futile UN Appeal 

I n January 1951 the Joint Chiefs of Staff had told Secretary Marshall that they 
favored another search for reinforcements for the UN Command.104 The 

Department of State dutifully undertook the task, but the results were meager. 
On 23 February Secretary Acheson informed Secretary Marshall that the 

Department of State was attempting to procure an additional battalion apiece 
from Australia and New Zealand, and that it was planned to ask Canada to 
increase her contingent to the size originally offered. Discussions with Brazil, 
Mexico, Chile, and Peru would be held soon. Although it appeared “unwise” to 
press Greece or Turkey at that time, any voluntary offers from those countries 
would be encouraged, and in fact the Embassy in Athens had been asked to 
sound out the possibility of raising the Greek contribution from a battalion to a 
brigade. Finally, talks “at the technical military level” were planned with 
Uruguay, Ethiopia, and Cuba, which had already made offers. All other possible 
contributors, except those specifically excluded by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, had 
been reviewed, but it appeared useless to approach any countries other than 
those already mentioned.‘05 

Additional Canadian troops had already been tentatively earmarked for 
Korea several months earlier and were in training at Fort Lewis, Washington. The 
United States asked the Canadian Government to speed up the dispatch of these 
troops, while at the same time General Collins discussed the matter with Cana
dian military representatives in Washington. On 21 February 1951 the Canadian 
Minister of Defence announced that the training of these troops was almost com
pleted and that they would proceed to Korea “shortly.” Their strength-two bat
talions, with support units-when added to the battalion already there, would 
give Canada the equivalent of a brigade group.l”h 
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About the same time, two lesser nations, Argentina and Norway, came for
ward, apparently on their own initiative. On 8 February 1951 the Department of 
Defense was advised that Argentina was considering the offer of two air 
squadrons, with the understanding that US aircraft would be furnished on a loan 
basis. The political importance of Argentine participation was such that the 
Department of State hoped that the offer would be favorably considered if it 
materialized.‘n7 The JCS view was that the two Argentine squadrons would have 
“nominal” tactical value and that the aircraft could be more profitably used else
where, for example, in Indochina, Greece, or Iran. They would, however, approve 
the offer on the premise that it might be “a lever for procuring substantial Latin 
American ground forces.” If this “token” from Argentina’s “considerable military 
potential” were accepted with no indication that more was expected, Argentina 
might not only restrict her own participation but also influence other Latin 
American nations to act similarly. lo8 Deputy Secretary Lovett forwarded these 
comments to State on 9 March 1951, with his concurrence,‘Og but nothing more 
was heard of the matter; evidently the Argentine offer was never formally made. 

Norway’s offer, tendered on 9 March to the UN Secretary-General, was of a 
field hospital, with staff. Its value could hardly be debated. By the time the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff formally submitted their approval to the Secretary of Defense, the 
Norwegian Embassy had already discussed the matter with US Army represen
tatives, and the shipment of the hospital was expected to be completed by 25 
May 1951.1’0 

Secretary Acheson’s letter of 23 February had defined the limits of what 
seemed possible. But Acting Secretary of Defense Lovett still hoped that more 
might be accomplished. He wrote the Secretary of State on 31 March that, while 
he appreciated the difficulties involved, he believed that “an opportune moment 
is at hand to renew the requests for fuller participation by members of the United 
Nations.” Troops from other countries were needed to enable those of the United 
States to rest and refit or to be redeployed, either to other strategic areas or to the 
Zone of Interior to serve as mobilization cadres. He urged an effort to obtain 
“real rather than token assistance.” In particular, he hoped that Australia, New 
Zealand, and Canada might further increase their forces and that British troops 
might be brought to division strength. Some of the Latin American republics, he 
thought, notably Brazil and Mexico, might also make effective contributions.“’ 

The Secretary of State replied on 26 April that the Department of State had 
exhausted the possibilities. All other countries that appeared to be in position to 
make “substantial contributions” had been approached. Regarding the United 
Kingdom, he pointed out that the Joint Chiefs of Staff had recommended against 
soliciting help from that country or from the continental NATO members. Aus
tralia and New Zealand had been asked for another battalion apiece. The Aus
tralian Government would not act until after its general election on 28 April; 
New Zealand had responded favorably, but must first discuss the subject with 
other Commonwealth governments. There was little prospect of any Canadian 
contribution other than the units already preparing at Fort Lewis. Turkey and 
Greece would be likely to meet any request with a counterdemand, the first for a 
full US security commitment, the other for additional financial help. Moreover, 
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Greece, like Iran, faced hostile neighbors. Israel and the Arab States were 
debarred by reason of their “modest” military establishments and by the extrem
ity of Middle Eastern tensions. Pakistan was preoccupied with the Kashmir dis
pute; India obviously would not welcome a US approach. The Philippines con
fronted overriding internal security needs. The advisability of approaching 
Thailand was under study; the US Ambassador in Bangkok had been asked for 
his opinion. 

As for Latin American countries, the subject had been broached at a recent 
meeting of their Foreign Ministers. Requests for a Brazilian division and a Peru
vian RCT, made at that time, were awaiting further discussion. Bolivia, Chile, 
and Uruguay had also agreed to consider the matter; Mexico had not. 

The Secretary closed with earnest assurances that he was fully aware of the impor
tance of larger contributions from other countries and would continue to seek them. 
He would also be receptive to any suggestions from the Department of Defense.‘12 

Secretary Marshall passed this letter to the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Joint 
Secretaries on 18 May, asking for their suggestions.“? The result was another 
round of State-Defense discussions, no more productive than earlier ones.114 
Meanwhile the Department of State learned that New Zealand would be unable 
to send another battalion; to do so would prejudice her ability to meet commit
ments to US-UK war plans. Hence, reinforcement would be limited to approxi
mately 50 percent of New Zealand’s force; even these troops would not be avail
able before the end of September.“’ 

What lessons could be learned from this first venture into collective military 
action in support of peace? At the request of the Department of State, the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff studied the question for the benefit of the UN Collective Measures 
Committee. On 13 April 1951 they furnished a summary and appraisal of the 
standardized procedures that had been developed for bringing UN forces into 
the field. They believed that these procedures “have generally worked well,” but 
that they reflected in large measure the “unique financial and political position of 
the United States.” There was “considerable doubt” whether the Korean example 
could serve as a model for future actions, particularly if some nation other than 
the United States were to hold the Unified Command. Moreover, continued the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, the logistic aspects could be improved; most of the contribut
ing countries had not furnished either initial equipment or resupply for their 
forces. Any future actions should involve balanced forces from each nation, with 
proper logistic support. Finally, the cost of the operation could not yet be allo
cated among the participating nations. For all these reasons, the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff wished to make it clear that they were not endorsing the current procedures 
and practices for future use.iih 

Stalemate and Opportunity 

T he fierce enemy attack that erupted on 15 to 16 May 1951 was brought to a 
halt after three days, largely by artillery fire of unparalleled intensity and 
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volume. By 19 May it was clear that the enemy was overextended and vulnerable 
to a counteroffensive. Eighth Army drove forward against the disorganized foe, 
inflicting tremendous casualties. At the end of the month the UN forces had 
regained most of the length of the KANSAS line. 117 

On 30 May General Ridgway sent two important messagesto the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff. The first informed them that, after personal reconnaissance and confer
ences with the field commanders, he had authorized Eighth Army to advance to 
a line curving northeastward from the Hwach’on Reservoir to reach the coast 
near Kansong. This line was north of KANSAS, but General Ridgway did not 
believe that it represented a “general advance,” such as required prior JCS 
approval, since the purpose was merely to maintain contact with the enemy and 
keep him off balance. ‘Ix The Joint Chiefs of Staff tacitly approved this new line 
and, as already described, incorporated it into their 31 May directive. 

The other message,considerably longer, opened with a detailed appraisal of the 
military situation. The enemy, declared General Ridgway, had suffered a “severe 
major defeat.” Lossesof troops had been enormous; field commanders’ estimates 
of enemy dead were so great that General Ridgway could not accept them. More
over, morale had been shaken. The enemy’s fighting spirit was deteriorating; pris
oners were being captured from all three US corps zones; increasing numbers of 
Chinese were surrendering; many captives reported shortages of food. Ammuni
tion supplies were being captured in unprecedented quantities. “A plainly evident 
disorganization now exists among both CCF and NKPA forces,” reported CINCFE. 

Appraising enemy strength, General Ridgway estimated that there were thir
teen Chinese armies in the battle area, of which only seven were believed capa
ble of further strong offensive action at that time. There were also five North 
Korean corps, believed to be understrength and short of equipment. An addi
tional Chinese army group in the west, between the Imjin and the Yesong, was 
reported but not confirmed. All these forces added up to a capability of resisting 
the UN advance or of attempting limited new attacks. Eighth Army was fully 
prepared for either prospect; it was “at near full strength with morale excellent 
and confidence high.” Currently it was attacking toward a general line running 
from Ch’orwon and Kumhwa through Hwach’on Reservoir to the east coast 
(approximately the KANSAS-WYOMING line), in order to inflict maximum 
casualties on enemy troops and supplies. This attack was expected to reach its 
objective line within two weeks unless there were additional enemy forces 
between the Imjin and the Yesong. Should the attack continue, General Ridgway 
promised to submit, within the next few days, a new estimate, with recommen
dations for further action. But in any case, it was clear that the enemy could 
bring to bear a force no larger than the one that Eighth Army had twice defeated 
within the past two months. 

These considerations led up to the following important conclusion by General 
Ridgway: 

I therefore believe that for the next 60 days the United States government 
should be able to count with reasonable assurance u on a military situation in 
Korea offering optimum advantages in support of its x iplomatic negotiations.lly 
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Thus in Korea, as in Washington, the stage was set for a new attempt to end 
the war. Eighth Army had passed the crisis of midwinter and could hold its own. 
It had reached a defensible line that embraced substantially all of South Korea’s 
prewar territory and was thus satisfactory to the United Nations as the basis for a 
settlement. Since any general advance into North Korea had been ruled out, the 
only course of action was to remain essentially along the present line and to 
bring maximum pressure against the enemy to bring him to the negotiating table. 
“If we break the morale of their armies,” said Secretary Marshall on 7 May 1951, 
speaking to the committee investigating the MacArthur dismissal, “but, more 
particularly, if we destroy their best-trained armies as we have been in the pro
cess of doing, there, it seems to me, you develop the best probability of reaching 
a satisfactory negotiatory basis”120 

It remained to be seen how the enemy would react to the new situation. But 
before entering upon an account of the movement for a cease-fire that was soon 
to develop, it is necessary to interrupt the narrative to describe a dramatic diver
sion: President Truman’s dismissal of General MacArthur on 11 April 1951 and 
the ensuing controversy in Congress, in which the Joint Chiefs of Staff were inti
mately involved. 
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The Relief of General MacArthur 

The abrupt dismissal of General Douglas MacArthur on 10 April 1951 tem
porarily eclipsed events on the battlefield and set in motion a searching 
inquiry into the conduct of the war. President Truman summarily removed 
General MacArthur from all the positions that he held: Supreme Commander, 
Allied Powers in Japan; Commander in Chief, United Nations Command; 
Commander in Chief, Far East Command; and Commanding General, Army 
Forces Far East. His successor in all these positions was Lieutenant General 
Matthew B. Ridgway. 

The President took this drastic action only after the most painful and thor
ough deliberation and with the unanimous support of his principal civilian and 
military assistants. A surge of public indignation followed the General’s removal, 
so intense that the President was burned in effigy and senior members of 
Congress seriously discussed his impeachment. Unfortunate errors in adminis
trative handling of the relief gave unintentional and unnecessary affront to Gen
eral MacArthur and aggravated the public reaction.’ 

The firing of General MacArthur culminated a series of incidents that had 
been accumulating since early in the Korean War. Statements made by the Gen
eral in direct disagreement with the President’s policies and in violation of his 
orders had caused President Truman intermittent concern and annoyance. He 
had sought to avoid the ultimate action by polite warnings, by clear directives, 
and by explanation of the intent of his policy conveyed by several emissaries. 
These had failed to deter General MacArthur from publicly voicing his dissatis
faction and disagreement with the manner in which the President was directing 
US affairs in the Far East-and finally from violating the President’s orders. The 
distinguished military leader paid a heavy price for his transgression-dismissal 
from his commands. 
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The Disagreement over Taiwan 

T he first hairline crack that was to widen into an unbridgeable gulf between 
President Truman and General MacArthur appeared in August 1950 in con

nection with Taiwan (Formosa). President Truman had announced on 27 June 
that the US Seventh Fleet would protect the island. The intent of this move was 
to neutralize the area and forestall military operations by either the Communists 
or the Nationalists. The JCS directive to General MacArthur two days later had 
made him responsible for defending Taiwan and had confirmed an earlier deci
sion placing the Seventh Fleet under his operational control. But despite the urg
ing of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and of Secretary of Defense Johnson, the President 
had not yet authorized a military aid program for Chiang Kai-shek.2 

Recognition of the strategic importance of Taiwan was one reason for JCS 
reluctance to accept Chiang’s offer of troops for use in Korea. His forces lacked 
the training and equipment necessary to enable them to fight effectively in Korea, 
and their withdrawal would weaken Taiwan‘s defenses to no purpose. Accepting 
this view, the President had tactfully put off Chiang with a recommendation that 
any transfer of troops be carefully discussed with CINCFE in connection with 
plans for defending the island. “It is understood,” concluded the aide-memoire 
on this subject that was given the Nationalists on 1 July 1950, “that General 
MacArthur’s Headquarters will be in communication with the appropriate Chi
nese military authorities on Taiwan with a view to the dispatch from Tokyo of 
representatives of General MacArthur’s Headquarters for this purpose.“” 

General MacArthur planned to make this trip himself as soon as the situation 
in Korea permitted him to do so. He so informed Generals Collins and Vanden
berg during their visit to Tokyo in mid-July. Already Admiral Struble had visited 
Taiwan and had worked out a coordinated defense plan whereby the Seventh 
Fleet would guard the outer approaches, while the Nationalist forces would 
defend the inner zone. General MacArthur also made it clear that he was in full 
agreement with the decision not to use Nationalist troops in Korea, both because 
they were needed at home, and because their need for artillery and logistic sup
port would make them “an albatross around our neck for months.“4 

The State Department’s aide-memoire was not intended to authorize a survey 
of Nationalist China’s military needs as a basis for an aid program. In a letter to 
General Burns on 7 July, Assistant Secretary of State Dean Rusk made it clear that 
his department had agreed only to a reconnaissance to determine whether 
Chiang’s troops could be spared for Korea. Secretary Johnson sent this letter to 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff for comment, noting that he intended to have the subject 
of Taiwan placed on the NSC agenda in the near future.5 

Replying on 27 July, the Joint Chiefs of Staff set forth their conviction that Tai
wan was of strategic importance. Regardless of the situation in Korea, they 
believed, the United States should continue to deny the island to the Commu
nists. Whether the Seventh Fleet could do so, in view of the demands placed on it 
by the Korean War, was doubtful; in any case the Nationalist forces should be 
enabled to defend themselves effectively. For this purpose, the United States 
should furnish materiel and supplies. Chiang’s urgent needs in this respect, 
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which were already known, should be satisfied at once; other requirements 
should be determined through a survey made by FECOM.h 

The JCS recommendations were discussed by the National Security Council 
on 27 July. The President approved them in principle, leaving the Secretaries of 
State and Defense to work out details7 On 3 August 1950, following discussions 
with the Departments of State and Defense and the Economic Cooperation 
Administration, the Joint Chiefs of Staff directed General MacArthur at once to 
initiate a survey of the assistance required to enable the Chinese Nationalists to 
defend Taiwan.x CINCFE accordingly sent a mission headed by Major General 
Alonzo P. Fox. The report of this group, sent to Washington in September, became 
the basis for a mutual defense assistance program for Nationalist China, which 
was ultimately approved before the end of 1950.” 

Near the end of July 1950, an alarming buildup of Chinese Communist forces 
on the mainland opposite Taiwan, plus the continuing deterioration of the situa
tion on the island, led the Joint Chiefs of Staff to seek a modification of the Presi
dent’s policy of neutralizing the Strait of Taiwan. On 25 July they instructed 
CINCFE to make a naval demonstration in the waters around the island, even 
though it meant withdrawal of the Seventh Fleet from action in Korea at what 
General MacArthur considered a “critical moment.“l(’ Three days later they 
spelled out the nature of the threat in a memorandum to Secretary Johnson. The 
Chinese Communists were believed capable of launching as many as 200,000 
troops against Taiwan; even against US naval opposition, enough of these would 
probably get through to jeopardize the stability of the Nationalist Government 
and induce defections among its military forces. The Joint Chiefs of Staff accord
ingly recommended that the President’s statement of 27 June, forbidding Nation
alist attacks on the mainland, be “clarified” to allow Chiang’s forces to strike at 
amphibious concentrations and to mine the waters of the China coast opposite 
the island. Secretary Johnson endorsed this suggestion and forwarded it to Secre
tary Acheson, who, however, found grave objections. Mining operations, he 
thought, would be acceptable if suitable precautions, such as notification to inter
national shipping, were observed. Preventive bombing of the mainland, how
ever, was out of the question. Even if such operations were carried out solely by 
Chinese Nationalist forces, the responsibility of the United States would be mani
fest; the result would be at best a danger of estrangement of friendly govern
ments, and at worst, war with Communist China.” 

Meanwhile the Joint Chiefs of Staff had sought General MacArthur’s views 
and found him in full agreement. He stressed the resentment of Nationalist mili
tary officers occasioned by their inability to strike at growing Communist con
centrations. He was planning a trip to Taiwan on 31 July, he said, “to make a brief 
reconnaissance of the situation there.“‘* 

This trip took place on schedule, although the Joint Chiefs of Staff suggested 
to CINCFE that he postpone it for a few days pending policy discussions 
between the Departments of State and Defense.‘” It was to have fateful conse
quences, marking the beginning of the breach between General MacArthur and 
President Truman. Some of the General’s actions and statements while on Taiwan 
suggested an inclination to identify the United States with the interests of 
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Nationalist China and to reject the administration’s policy of neutralizing the 
island. Statements by Nationalist officials did nothing to discourage this impres
sion, and the reaction in the world press was highly unfavorable. After he 
returned to Tokyo, General MacArthur denied that his visit had any political sig
nificance or that there was any disagreement between his headquarters and 
Washington. His trip, he said, had been “maliciously misinterpreted” by those 
who had “propagandized a policy of defeatism and appeasement in the Pacific.“14 

While en route to Taiwan, General MacArthur had sent a message to the 
Department of the Army in which he remarked that he intended to transfer three 
squadrons of F-80C fighters to the island in case it was attacked.r5 The Depart
ment of State representative on Taiwan had reported this intention to his superi
ors in words that conveyed the impression that the transfer had already been 
decided on and would take place in a few days. Departmental concern was trans
mitted to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, who warned CINCFE that any such action 
would have “strong political implications” and should not be undertaken until it 
had been considered at the “highest levels” in Washington. General MacArthur 
replied that there was no intention to transfer any aircraft to the island except in 
case of attack.16 

Secretary Johnson apparently entertained a hope that the JCS recommendation 
to allow Chiang greater latitude in operations against mainland China would be 
approved at a meeting of the National Security Council scheduled for 3 August. 
At his request, the Joint Chiefs of Staff drafted a message that would grant 
CINCFE standing authority to permit the Nationalist Government to attack the 
mainland when intelligence indicated that a Communist attack was imminent.17 

The outcome, however, was quite different from these expectations. The 
National Security Council considered the question and referred it to the Secre
taries of State and Defense.ls In subsequent discussions, the President rejected 
Secretary Johnson’s recommendations and instructed him to send CINCFE a 
sharp reminder that the decision of 27 June 1950 remained in force. This message, 
sent on 4 August, read as follows: 

Under the President’s decision of June 27, you are to repel an attack upon 
Formosa and the Pescadores. Likewise, you are to sto attacks Yrom Formosa 
upon the mainland. No one other than the President as ommander-in-Chief hasP 
the authority to order or authorize preventive action a ainst concentrations on 
the mainland. You should report currently and urgent By intelligence regarding 
such concentrations and make every effort to keep reconnaissance reports cur
rent. Your recommendations are desired from time to time to the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff, on appropriate action which you recommend be taken to meet the facts you 
report. The most vital national interest requires that no action of ours precipitate 
general war or give excuse to others to do so. This message has the approval of 
the President and Secretary of State.19 

General MacArthur’s reply was all that any superior could ask of a subordi
nate. He told Secretary Johnson on 5 August that 

the President’s decision of June 27 is fully understood here and this headquarters 
has been and is operating meticulously in accordance therewith.. . . I understand 
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thoroughly the limitations of my authority as Theater Commander and ou need 
have no anxiety that I will in any way exceed them. I hope neither the is resident 
nor you has been misled by false or speculative reports from whatever source, 
official or non-official.20 

Two days later, General MacArthur sent to the Joint Chiefs of Staff a formal 
report on his trip to Taiwan. He had found that while Chinese forces on Taiwan 
had a good potential, substantial improvements would be needed before they 
were fully effective. The only substantive actions that he had taken with respect 
to his responsibilities for Taiwan had been to direct US naval air forces to make 
periodic reconnaissance flights over some of the mainland coastal areas. As a 
means of developing some readiness to intervene if necessary, he had also 
directed familiarization flights on a low-intensity basis to include refueling land
ings on Taiwan by US fighter aircraft.21 

In the hope of ensuring a genuine meeting of the minds with his Far East 
Commander, President Truman decided at this time to send Ambassador Harri
man to Tokyo, as described earlier (Chapter 4). Accompanied by General Ridg
way and General Norstad, Mr. Harriman proceeded to Japan and held extensive 
discussions with General MacArthur on 6 and 8 August. On his return, he 
reported that their talks were cordial and that the General had given assurances 
of his willingness to comply with instructions. Nevertheless the Ambassador 
came away with a feeling of unease. “For reasons which are rather difficult to 
explain,” he told the President, “I did not feel that we came to a full agreement 
on the way we believed things should be handled on Formosa and with the Gen
eralissimo. He accepted the President’s position and will act accordingly, but 
without full conviction.“z2 

President Truman, however, believed that the troubles had been smoothed 
overz3 On 10 August he told a news conference that “General MacArthur and 
are in perfect agreement, and have been ever since he has been in the job he is 
now. . . . I am satisfied with what he is doing.“24 

In a further effort to remove any occasion for misunderstanding of adminis
tration policy, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, at the direction of the President, sent Gen
eral MacArthur a message on 14 August 1950 clarifying the directive of 27 June. 
The President’s intention, they explained, had been to limit the US defense of Tai
wan to operations that could be carried out without committing any forces to the 
island itself. General MacArthur was therefore to make no commitment to the 
Nationalists to place fighter squadrons on Taiwan in case of attack. No US forces 
were to be based there without specific JCS approvalzs 

The VFW Incident 

L ess than two weeks later, the relations between President and General were 
seriously and, as it turned out, irreparably damaged by another incident. 

General MacArthur had been invited to address the annual encampment of the 
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Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFW), which was scheduled to open in Chicago at the 
end of the month. Unable to appear in person, he sent a message to be read at the 
convention. As his theme, he chose Taiwan, which, he said, was the subject of 
“misconceptions currently being voiced.” For the most part, his letter expressed, 
often in identical language, the views set forth in his memorandum of 14 June 
1950, which Secretary Johnson had brought back from the Far East and had read 
to the Blair House meeting on 25 June. 2hIt contained two paragraphs, however, 
that could be read as an attack on the administration’s cautious policy regarding 
the island. They read as follows: 

Nothing could be more fallacious than the threadbare argument by those who 
advocate appeasement and defeatism in the Pacific that if we defend Formosa we 
alienate continental Asia. 

Those who speak thus do not understand the Orient. They do not grant that it 
is in the attern of the Oriental psychology to respect and follow aggressive, res
olute an 1 dynamic leadership-to quickly turn on a leadership characterized by 
timidit or vacillation-and they underestimate the Oriental mentality. Nothing 
in the rvast five years has so inspired the Far East as the American determination 
to preserve the bulwarks of our Pacific Ocean strategic position from future 
encroachment, for few of its people fail accurately to appraise the safeguard such 
determination brings to their free institutions.27 

These words, preceded as they were by a vigorous assertion of Taiwan’s 
strategic importance to the United States, were difficult to reconcile with the 
administration’s public assurances that the United States had no ulterior motive 
in neutralizing the island. President Truman had made an authoritative state
ment to this effect on 19 July 1950, when, in his message to Congress dealing with 
the Far Eastern crisis, he had included the following passage. 

In order that there may be no doubt in any uarter about our intentions 
regarding Formosa, I wish to state that the United s tates has no territorial ambi
tions whatever concerning that island, nor do we seek for ourselves an special 
position or privilege on Formosa. The present military neutralization of 5 ormosa 
is without prejudice to political questions affecting that island. Our desire is that 
Formosa not become embroiled in hostilities disturbing to the eace of the Pacific 
and that all uestions affecting Formosa be settled by peace Yul means as envis
aged in the CIi arter of the United Nations. . . .2x 

The General’s message was to be read on 28 August, but it was released ahead 
of time and was published in a weekly news magazine that went to press on Fri
day evening, 25 August 1950.2” Almost immediately it came to the attention of 
Secretary Acheson, who was “outraged” at its “effrontery and damaging effect at 
home and abroad.“3” President Truman learned of it the next day and at once 
concluded that it “could only serve to confuse the world as to just what our For
mosa policy was.““’ The Joint Chiefs of Staff were also concerned. As General 
Collins said later, they did not question General MacArthur’s assessment of the 
value of the island, but they were disturbed by “the sort of imputation contained 
in the letter that we wanted Formosa as a military base.“?? 
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The statement came at a particularly inauspicious time. On 25 August the UN 
Security Council had received from Communist China a communication accus
ing the United States of “open encroachment” on Chinese territory and demand
ing the withdrawal of “armed invading forces from Taiwan and from other terri
tories belonging to China.” Ambassador Austin, in a letter to Secretary-General 
Trygve Lie, immediately denied any US aggression against China and gave 
assurance that the neutralization of Taiwan on 27 June “was not inspired by any 
desire to acquire a special position for the United States.“?” 

The President had scheduled a meeting for the morning of 26 August with the 
Secretaries of State and Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff. At this meeting, 
thoroughly aroused, he read the MacArthur messageand asked those present if 
they had known of it in advance. All said no. He then directed Secretary Johnson 
to order General MacArthur to withdraw the statement.04 

Secretary Johnson thereupon sent the General the following terse messageon 
the subject: 

The President of the United States directs that you withdraw your message 
for National Encampment of Veterans of Foreign Wars, because various features 
with respect to Formosa are in conflict with the policy of the United States and its 
position in the United Nations.“” 

General MacArthur sought to have this order reconsidered. In a reply to the 
Secretary of Defense, he defended his VFW message as being in harmony with 
the President’s statement of 27 June, which had characterized a Communist occu
pation of Taiwan as being “a direct threat to the security of the Pacific area and to 
United States forces. . . in that area.” Moreover, the messagehad been published 
and any attempt to suppress it would, he believed, do more harm than good. But 
his protest was disallowed and the messagewas formally withdrawn.06 

Perhaps in order to lessen the abruptness of the withdrawal order, President 
Truman followed it on 29 August with a message to the General that was 
couched in conciliatory terms. He drew attention to Ambassador Austin’s recent 
letter to the Secretary-General, which had restated the US policy of neutralizing 
Taiwan while awaiting a peaceful settlement of its permanent status. He believed 
that this letter would make it clear why he had felt it necessary to order the VFW 
messagewithdrawn. He added that the report by General Collins and Admiral 
Sherman of their recent conversations in Tokyo had been “most satisfying and 
highly gratifying.“37 

The incident was over, but the consequences lingered. General Bradley later 
characterized the dispute over the VFW letter as the first in the sequence of 
events that were ultimately to lead to General MacArthur’s dismissal.38Indeed, 
President Truman considered relieving the General at that time and actually dis
cussed the possibility with the Secretary of Defense. His tentative plan was to 
appoint General Bradley as the field commander in the Far East, relegating Gen
eral MacArthur to command of the occupation forces in Japan. He finally 
decided against this drastic step, however. “It would have been difficult to avoid 
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the appearance of a demotion, ” he later wrote, “and I had no desire to hurt Gen
eral MacArthur personally.“39 

Effects of the Chinese Intervention 

T he flurry over Taiwan subsided and in the next three months no untoward 
incidents marred the relationship between the President and the Commander 

in Chief, United Nations Command. The exchange of views over the proposed 
Inch’on landing, with General MacArthur prevailing, evoked no distrust of the 
General’s motives. Although a public impression had been created that Washing
ton officials had opposed General MacArthur’s brilliant strategy, he proved gen
erous in success and refrained from tactless statements. Nor did the potentially 
explosive issue of the crossing of the 38th parallel in October introduce any ten
sion in relations between him and his superiors. Later that month, his strained 
interpretation of the JCS directive of 27 September 1950, adopted in order to jus
tify his intention to advance to the Yalu, aroused misgivings in the minds of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff.40 But they did not bring their concern to the attention of the 
President, and General MacArthur did not criticize the national policy on which 
the JCS directive was based. 

The era of good feeling after the Wake Island meeting on 17 October, at which 
General MacArthur received a Distinguished Service Medal from President Tru
man and vowed that no American commander had ever received such fine sup
port as he, proved ephemeral. For the adversities of early November brought 
with them new indications of differences between Washington and Tokyo. 

On 6 November, without bothering to check with Washington or even to 
notify the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General MacArthur ordered his air forces to bomb 
the Yalu river bridges. In so doing he was ignoring the orders that he had 
received on 29 June to stay well clear of the Manchurian and Soviet borders. The 
reaction in Washington was immediate and strongly adverse, although the 
bombing was finally authorized. There is little question that General 
MacArthur’s actions in this case, in which it appeared he had intended to present 
the President with a fait accompli, reinforced the growing view among Washing
ton officials that he was not to be entirely trusted.41 

In justifying the bombing of the Yalu bridges, General MacArthur painted a 
picture of a worsening military situation, with enemy forces swelling as men and 
supplies poured in from Communist China. The Joint Chiefs of Staff drew the 
conclusion that CINCFE’s mission might have to be changed, and so suggested 
on 8 November, General MacArthur fired back a protest in strongest terms, blam
ing interference by other nations for this suggestion. His mission was not 
changed, but again the seeds of distrust were nourished.42 

Nevertheless, General MacArthur offered no public criticism of the national 
policy until after the main Chinese attack in late November. In two separate 
instances on 1 December, a magazine interview and a personal message to the 
head of the United Press, he criticized limitations against hot pursuit and against 
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attacks on Manchurian bases. These limitations he labeled “an enormous handi
cap, without precedent in military history.” He came dangerously close to 
impugning the motives of European allies, speaking of their “selfish” and “short
sighted” viewpoints, and implying that they were responsible for the withhold
ing of support for his forces.43 

The timing of these utterances could hardly have been worse. Western Euro
peans, to whom General MacArthur referred so disparagingly, were increasingly 
fearful that some intemperate action of his might involve them in a large-scale 
ground war with Communist China. This fear had been accentuated by the Presi
dent’s unfortunate statement of 30 November, which had inadvertently sug
gested possible use of atomic weapons in Korea. President Truman and his advi
sors were even then going to great pains to reassure Prime Minister Attlee and 
other allied leaders that the United States intended, if at all possible, to avoid a 
war with China.44 As for the limitations of which he complained, these had been 
set by the President, taking into consideration factors that General MacArthur 
discounted or of which he was not fully aware. 

The unfavorable JCS reaction to General MacArthur’s statements was height
ened by the fact that they believed him to be at least partly responsible for his 
own predicament in Korea. He had induced Washington to approve his plans for 
the disastrous November advances by persuasive insistence that the Chinese 
would not intervene effectively.45 

The effect of General MacArthur’s statements, according to the President in his 

memoirs, was to cause “many people abroad” to believe that the United States 

would change its policy. 46 In reaction, the President issued an extraordinary 

instruction. On 5 December he sent a letter to all Cabinet members and other offi

cials of the Executive Branch stating his wish 


that each one of you would take immediate steps to reduce the number of public 

speeches pertaining to foreign or military policy made by officials of the depart

ments and agencies of the executive branch. This applies to officials in the field as 

well as those in Washington. 


No speech, press release or other public statement concerning foreign policy 
should be released until it has received clearance from the Department of State. 

No speech, press release or other statement concerning military policy should 
be released until it has received clearance from the Department of Defense. 

At the same time the President forwarded to the Secretary of State and the 
Secretary of Defense a memorandum as follows: 

I wish the following steps to be taken: Officials overseas, including military com
manders and diplomatic representatives, should be ordered to exercise extreme 
caution in ublic statements, to clear all but routine statements with their depart
ments, an c!f to refrain from direct communication on military or foreign policy 
with newspapers, magazines, or other publicity media in the United States. 

There can be little doubt of the intent of the President’s instructions or of the 
fact that he was aiming them directly at General MacArthur. The Joint Chiefs of 
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Staff did not formulate a separate directive for CINCFE but merely forwarded 
the President’s letter and memorandum to all major overseas commanders, 
including General MacArthur, stating that they were for “guidance” and “appro
priate action.“47 

Complying with the letter of this directive, General MacArthur submitted to 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 9 December a proposed communique for release to the 
press. In this he stated that his forces were now waiting for “political decisions 
and policies demanded by the entry of Communist China into the war.. . The 
suggestion widely broadcast,” he continued, “that the command has suffered a 
rout or debacle is pure nonsense.” He further charged that advance notice of 
Communist China’s decision to attack was “a matter for political intelligence,” 
which, however, had “failed to filter from behind the Iron Curtain. Field intelli
gence was so handicapped that once the decision to commit was made, this new 
enemy power could move forward . . . without fear of detection.” The Joint Chiefs 
of Staff considered this communique to be out of line with the new directive and 
told General MacArthur that in the future he should confine his communiques to 
completed phases of military operations. “Discussions of foreign and military 
policy, references to press comments, and comments relative to political or 
domestic matters should not be included in military communiques issued in the 
field,” they informed him.48 

In the meantime, General MacArthur had spelled out for General Collins in 
Tokyo those measures that he wanted taken against Communist China, including 
air attacks and a naval blockade, if the enemy attack in Korea continued. In ensu
ing weeks, he continued to insist forcefully that he should be allowed to carry the 
war to the Chinese outside Korea. But he confined his communications to official 
channels, in a manner quite proper for a theater commander. 

Not until mid-February did General MacArthur, apparently out of frustration, 
take his case to the press once more. In a statement of 13 February, he reverted to 
his old tactics, charging that unless he were allowed to reduce Chinese superior
ity-by implication, through attacks on China-he could not consider major 
operations north of the 38th parallel. Three weeks later, in another blast at 
national policy, he asserted that vital decisions yet to be made must be provided 
on “the highest international levels ” in order to dispel “the obscurities which 
now becloud the unsolved problems raised by Red China’s undeclared war in 
Korea.” These statements, containing comments on foreign and military policy of 
the United States, directly violated the President’s orders of 5 December.J” 

Although these intemperate remarks by General MacArthur were not forgot
ten in Washington, favorable developments on the field of battle took the edge 
off their effect for the moment. By mid-March it was apparent that General Ridg
way was wresting the initiative from the enemy with such operations as RIPPER. 
Encouraged by these developments, Defense and State officials perceived that 
events might be ripening to a point where the enemy might be favorably dis
posed toward some form of settlement. He was being pushed back into North 
Korea and it might be possible to negotiate on the basis of the pre-war status. 

On 19 March the Secretaries of State and Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
discussed a draft Presidential proclamation that would in effect invite the enemy 
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to negotiate. On the next day the Joint Chiefs of Staff received for consideration 
from the Secretary of Defense a revised draft of this document that had been 
written by State Department planners.“” 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff proposed only minor changes in wording. The tenor 
of the announcement was that the aggressors had been driven back to the line 
from which they had launched their attack and that as a result, a basis now 
existed for restoring a generally acceptable peace. Consequently the UN Com
mand would be willing to sit dowr, with the Communists and discuss ways of 
ending the fighting and of establishing a unified, democratic government in 
Korea. This invitation to negotiate was, however, combined with a warning that, 
if it was rejected, the United Nations would carry on the fight.51 

On 20 March the Joint Chiefs of Staff notified General MacArthur that the 
President planned to make the announcement. They told him: 

State lannin Presidential announcement shortly that, with clearing of bulk 
of South R orea oB aggressors, United Nations now prepared to discuss conditions 
of settlement in Korea. Strong UN feeling persists that further diplomatic effort 
towards settlement should be made before an advance with major forces north 
of the 38th parallel. Time will be required to x etermine diplomatic reactions and 
permit new negotiations that ma develop. Recognizing that parallel has no mili
tar significance, State has aske CTJCS what authority you should have to ermit 
su Yficient freedom of action for next few weeks to rovide security for U NYforces 
and maintain contact with enemy. Your recommen t?ations desired.s2 

General MacArthur’s reply constituted another in his series of protests 
against the restrictions placed on his operations and barely noticed the specific 
request in the JCS message. It read: 

Recommend that no further militar restrictions be imposed upon the United 
Nations Command in Korea. The inhi ‘I itions which already exist should not be 
increased. The military disadvanta e arising from restrictions upon the scope of 
our Air and Naval operations coup 7ed with the disparity between the size of our 
command and the enem ground potential renders it completely impracticable to 
attempt to clear North Iz orea or to make any appreciable effort to that end. My 
present directives, establishing the security of the command as the paramount 
consideration, are adequate to cover the 2 points raised by the State Department.“? 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff discussed this message on 21 March with Mr. Nitze 
and other State Department representatives. The conferees ignored General 
MacArthur’s objections and approved a redraft of the proposed announcement. 
Later that day, a final version was approved by the President for clearance with 
other governments associated in the UN Command.5d 

Three days later, while the draft declaration was being discussed with other 
governments, General MacArthur preempted the Presidential initiative with his 
own call on the enemy to parley with him in the field. He compounded this 
indiscretion by further derogatory observations on the national policy toward 
Korea, together with derision of Communist China and a threat to expand the 
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war. Had he deliberately sought to do so, the UN Commander could hardly have 
found a more effective way to arouse the President’s wrath. 

General MacArthur’s statement, released to the public on 24 March (Far East 
time), proclaimed that Communist China was a vastly overrated military power. 
“Even under inhibitions which now restrict the activity of the United Nations 
forces and the corresponding military advantages which accrue to Red China,” 
he declared, “it has been shown its complete inability to accomplish by force of 
arms the conquest of Korea. ” The contrast between this confident assertion and 
the assessments that he had given several months earlier was striking. As 
before, however, General MacArthur set forth his belief that “the fundamental 
questions continue to be political in nature and must find their answer in the 
diplomatic sphere.” 

His statement continued: 

The enemy therefore must by now be painfully aware that a decision of the 
United Nations to depart from its tolerant effort to contain the war to the area of 
Korea through ex ansion of our military operations to his coastal areas and inte
rior bases would 5)oom Red China to the risk of imminent military collapse.. . 

Within my area of authority as military commander, however, it should be 
needless to say I stand ready at any time to confer in the field with the comman
der in chief of the enemy forces in an earnest effort to find an military means 

ations in Korea,whereb 
to whit K 

the realization of the political objectives of the United I3 
no nation may justly take exception, might be accomplished without 

further bloodshed.55 

It appears that General MacArthur utterly failed to realize the political impli
cations of this statement and regarded himself as acting well within his authority 
in issuing it. This conviction was reflected in the reference to his “authority as a 
military commander” and to the effort to find “military means” to realize UN 
objectives. In his memoirs, General MacArthur was later to speak of the state
ment as a “routine communique” in the “local voice of a theater commander.” He 
pointed out that twice before in Korea he had called upon the enemy to surren
der without the “slightest whisper of remonstrance” from Washington.56 

Unknown to the General, however, his message produced a “diplomatic 
furor,” in President Truman’s phrase. A flood of inquiries poured in from allied 
nations, asking if General MacArthur’s words meant a shift in policy. Owing to 
this result, the President was not prepared to find excuses for General 
MacArthur’s action. It was, he later wrote, 

a most extraordinary statement for a military commander of the United Nations 
to issue on his own responsibility. It was an act totally disregardin all directives 

efiance of mto abstain from any declarations on foreign policy. It was in open 3 
orders as President and as Commander in Chief. . . . By this act MacArthur le Yt 
me no choice-I could no longer tolerate his insubordination.57 

The President called in Secretary of State Acheson, Deputy Secretary of 
Defense Lovett, and Assistant Secretary of State Dean Rusk. All agreed that his 5 
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December instructions had been very clear. He thereupon directed that General 
MacArthur be reminded at once of his duty under the order.5H 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff accordingly sent a priority message to General 
MacArthur on the same day, telling him: 

The President has directed that your attention be called to his order as trans
mitted.. . [on] 6 December 1950. In view of the information given you.. . [on] 20 
March 1951 an further statements by you must be coordinated as prescribed in 
the order of 6 IKecember. 

The President has also directed that in the event Communist military leaders 
request an armistice in the field, you immediately report that fact to the JCS for 
instructions.59 

The relatively mild tone of this message scarcely presaged the violence of the 
storm that was about to break. A deed done before the receipt of this warning 
was to prove fatal to General MacArthur’s military career. On 20 March he had 
replied to a letter from Congressman Joseph W. Martin, Jr., minority leader of 
the House of Representatives. Evidently sharing General MacArthur’s outlook, 
Mr. Martin sought the General’s endorsement of his views on the use of Chinese 
Nationalist forces. General MacArthur, in his reply, indicated his agreement and 
repeated his well-known contention that administration policy favored Europe 
at the expense of Asia. He concluded with a phrase that was to become famous 
in subsequent months: “There is no substitute for victory.” Unfortunately for 
General MacArthur, Congressman Martin on 5 April 1951 chose to read the let
ter on the floor of the House of Representatives, thus publicizing it to the nation 
and the world.60 

General MacArthur later testified that the Martin letter was in his mind a 
“routine communication,” of so little importance that he could scarcely recall it. 
But when President Truman learned of the letter he decided that, in his own 
words, “the time had come to draw the line.“61 

During the next few days, Washington was the scene of extraordinary confer
ences as the President consulted his chief advisors on what should be done about 
General MacArthur. 

The Issue Is Joined 

A ny realistic consideration of the problem of what to do about General 
MacArthur had to take into account his almost unparalleled prestige with 

the American people and his popularity within Congress. He was the son of a 
well-known Civil War hero. His own career had been distinguished by unusual 
accomplishment almost from the day in 1903 when he had graduated from the 
United States Military Academy with a scholastic record of 98.14, one of the high
est marks ever attained at that venerable institution. In World War I, as chief of 
staff of the 42d “Rainbow” Division and, later, as commander of one of its 
brigades, his courage and outstanding leadership in combat had earned him 
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enviable reputation and promotion to the rank of brigadier general at the youth
ful age of 38.h2 

Following World War I, General MacArthur served with distinction as Super
intendent of the United States Military Academy and ultimately, from 1930 to 
1935, as Chief of Staff, United States Army. He retired from the Army on 31 
December 1937, having served as a general officer on the active list for nearly 
twenty years. He became military advisor (with the rank of Field Marshal) to the 
Government of the Commonwealth of the Philippines, a post he held until mid
1941 when war with Japan threatened and he was called back into Army service. 
In 1944 he was given the newly created rank of General of the Army. The luster 
of his reputation following his remarkable strategic achievements in the war in 
the Pacific was heightened by his personal acceptance of the surrender of Japan 
aboard the USS Missouri. 

General MacArthur’s performance as Supreme Commander Allied Powers, to 
which high office he acceded in 1945, had, as expected, been of the highest calibre 
and he was widely regarded as an ideal “proconsul” for conquered Japan. This 
performance conferred upon him a considerable reputation as a soldier-diplomat. 

On two occasions in late 1945, General MacArthur turned down “invitations” 
to come back to the United States, from which he had been absent since 1937, to 
receive honors from a grateful nation. On 17 September 1945 General Marshall, 
then Chief of Staff, US Army, “suggested,” at President Truman’s direction, that 
General MacArthur return to visit the United States. General Marshall outlined a 
schedule that included an address to a joint session of Congress, a Presidential 
reception, and appearances before Congressional committees studying postwar 
national defense. General MacArthur turned aside the suggestion on the grounds 
that conditions in the Far East were so unstable that it would not be safe for him 
to leave them to other hands, even briefly. And in any event he would not wish 
to appear before Congressional committees which might involve him in “contro
versial issues.” On 19 October President Truman issued a second invitation to 
General MacArthur that sounded much like an order. “The President,” wrote 
General Marshall, “has asked me to inform you that he wishes you to understand 
that he would like you to make a trip home at such time you feel you can safely 
leave your duties.” General MacArthur took advantage of the loophole, saying 
that while he would ordinarily respond to such an invitation without delay he 
was unable to do so because of the “extraordinarily dangerous and inherently 
inflammable situation which exists here.” He was not to return to the United 
States for almost six years.hz 

At the height of World War II, General MacArthur had shown some signs of 
political ambition. Some sentiment and support had developed for his nomina
tion as Republican candidate for President of the United States during the 1944 
Presidential campaign. But after some equivocal correspondence with Republi
can congressmen on the matter, General MacArthur eventually announced that 
he was not a candidate for the office and did not seek it. No high military officer 
at the front, he maintained, should be considered for President.h4 

During the 1948 Presidential campaign General MacArthur’s name, as he 
stated, “was again precipitated into the struggle for the Republican nomination 
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for the Presidency.” He declined to become a candidate. “I had not the slightest 
desire to become the head of state,” he later wrote, “having had more than 
enough of such an office in the administration of Japan.“hs 

When the Korean War began, General MacArthur was to most Americans a 
legendary hero, surrounded by an aura of infallibility, an almost sacrosanct fig
ure not to be attacked lightly. His success at Inch’on reinforced the legend. 
Strangely, the failure of his November offensive and the serious reversals from 
the Chinese entry into the war seem to have had little effect on his public image 
or popularity. Confidence in him remained at a high level as the battlefield situa
tion stabilized under General Ridgway’s combat leadership. 

Underlying his official relationships with Washington authorities were unspo
ken but effective relationships that affected his attitudes and those of such men as 
President Truman, General Marshall, and the members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 
When compared with other senior military commanders, General MacArthur was 
a man set apart. Washington’s dealings with him were marked by a deference and 
caution not apparent in its dealings with other military leaders. 

Before the Wake Island meeting, President Truman had never personally met 
General MacArthur. But, as he testified in his memoirs, the President, who had 
commanded a field artillery battery in World War I as a captain, had very high 
regard for the General’s military reputation and considered him a “great Ameri
can.“ General Marshall, the only true military contemporary of General Mac-
Arthur holding an official position in 1951, had respect for General MacArthur’s 
abilities. Persistent rumors of jealousy and antipathy between the two distin
guished soldiers were denied by General MacArthur.66 

Without exception, the members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff were consider
ably junior to General MacArthur. The senior of them, General Bradley, had 
graduated from West Point twelve years after General MacArthur, and had been 
a major when General MacArthur was a brigadier general in World War I. Gen
eral Collins and Admiral Sherman, who graduated in 1917 from their respective 
Service academies, had been junior officers when General MacArthur headed 
the Military Academy. The former had been a member of the faculty during Gen
eral MacArthur’s tenure there but had little contact with him. General Vanden
berg, a graduate of the West Point class of 1923, had been a cadet when General 
MacArthur was Superintendent. The effect of this status within the military sys
tem was sometimes apparent in General MacArthur’s communications to the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, when a tolerant tone and, on rare occasion, even a hint of 
“lecturing” and condescension, could be detected. Conversely, the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff seldom ordered General MacArthur in a decisive manner, and directives 
originating with them personally were couched in language calculated not to 
give offense to so senior an officerh7 

The part played by the Joint Chiefs of Staff in the action taken by the Presi
dent against General MacArthur was in strict keeping with their statutory 
responsibilities as principal military advisors to the Commander in Chief. 
Although as individuals they had cause to suspect that the President was grow
ing more and more displeased with General MacArthur as the war progressed, 
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the Joint Chiefs of Staff did not know that he was contemplating dismissal pro
ceedings until the Martin letter brought the issue into the open.‘j* 

Coincidentally, the Joint Chiefs of Staff were at that moment engaged in a task 
that exemplified their lack of trust in General MacArthur. As described in the 
preceding chapter, they had become alarmed by warnings of possible large-scale 
Soviet intervention and, on 5 April 1951, had approved a draft order authorizing 
CINCFE, in the event of a major air attack on UN forces, to attack air bases in 
Manchuria and nearby China. Within the next few days, they secured approval 
of the Secretaries of Defense and State and of President Truman for this order. 
Normally the next step would have been to send the orders to CINCFE for use in 
contingency planning. But the Joint Chiefs of Staff decided to withhold the order, 
and in fact even the knowledge of its existence, from General MacArthur, fearing 
that he might, as General Bradley later wrote, “make a premature decision in car
rying it out.“6y 

Late in the afternoon of 5 April, General Bradley summoned his colleagues to a 
short meeting in his office. Only General Collins, who was out of town, was miss
ing. The Chairman informed them that the President was “quite disturbed” by the 
letter that General MacArthur had written Congressman Martin and suggested 
that they think the matter over, since they would undoubtedly be called upon in 
the near future for their recommendations as to what should be done. The confer
ees discussed the possibility that President Truman might relieve General 
MacArthur, or, alternatively, that Secretary Marshall might go to the Far East to 
confer with the General or address a letter to him explaining the difficulties that his 
actions were causing the Government. They reached no conclusions, however7” 

The President called a meeting in his office on the morning of 6 April 
attended by Secretary of State Acheson, Secretary of Defense Marshall, Special 
Assistant W. Averell Harriman, and General Bradley. What action should he take, 
he asked them, in the matter of General MacArthur’s continuing defiance of his 
directives? Mr. Harriman did not hesitate to recommend that General MacArthur 
be relieved forthwith. Indeed, he believed that the General should have been dis
missed two years earlier, in the spring of 1949, when he had not only declined to 
come home for consultation but had given evidence of an intent to violate US 
economic policy toward occupied Japan. 71General Marshall, on the other hand, 
opted for a more cautious approach, mentioning particularly the possible effect 
on Congressional attitudes toward the current military appropriation bill. He 
asked for more time to reflect on the question. General Bradley recommended 
against the immediate relief of General MacArthur.72 

The Secretary of State later recalled that from the moment he had read Gen
eral MacArthur’s telegram to Representative Martin, he had been clear on the 
nature of the problem and what should be done. The question was how to do it. 
Grave trouble would result from the relief of General MacArthur but no other 
action could resolve the situation. This trouble could only be surmounted, in Sec
retary Acheson’s words, “if the President acted upon the carefully considered 
advice and unshakable support of all his civilian and military advisers. If he 
should get ahead of them or appear to take them for granted or be impetuous, 
the harm could be incalculable.” The President was fully aware of this danger 
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and, as he wrote in his memoirs, was careful not to disclose that he had already 
decided upon dismissal; the recommendation must come from his advisers. Sec
retary Acheson further warned President Truman that firing General MacArthur 
would bring upon him “the biggest fight of your administration.” General Mar
shall and General Bradley should, he said, take time for “unhurried discussion” 
with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, free from any pressure of prior conclusions, even 
tentative ones, from the Commander in Chief. “There was no doubt what Gen
eral MacArthur deserved; the sole issue was the wisest way to administer it,” in 
the Secretary’s view. The President directed that the same four men confer later 
in the day and be prepared to discuss the matter with him again on the following 
morning.73 

In the afternoon the four advisors to the President met again, this time in Gen
eral Marshall’s office. For nearly two hours, they discussed a suggestion by Gen
eral Marshall that General MacArthur be ordered back to the United States for 
consultation prior to a final decision by the President. Secretary Acheson charac
terized this as the “road to disaster,” pointing out that to order General 
MacArthur back to Washington in the “full panoply of his commands” and with 
his future still undetermined might “gravely impair the President’s freedom of 
decision” and imperil his political future. General Marshall did not press this 
suggestion. The group decided only that when they met with the President the 
next day-Saturday, 7 April-they would recommend deferral of any action until 
the following Monday.74 

Secretary Acheson, Mr. Harriman, and Generals Marshall and Bradley met 
again with the President for about an hour on the morning of 7 April. All four 
recommended that no decision be taken until after the weekend, in order to give 
President Truman time to confer with Congressional leaders of both parties. No 
one present had changed his position, as expressed earlier. Secretary Marshall 
and General Bradley continued to refrain from making specific recommendations 
for relief, although both felt that their “go-slow” approach was somewhat weak
ened by a new statement by General MacArthur, published in a magazine, in 
which he had disclaimed responsibility for the alleged failure of the UNC to 
make proper use of South Korean manpower.7” 

General Bradley suggested to General Marshall, apparently outside the meet
ings, that the Secretary of Defense write a personal letter to General MacArthur 
pointing out to him the difficult position in which he was placing President Tru
man by his actions and statements. These officials went so far as to draft a letter 
jointly, but it was never sent.7h 

General Bradley convened a meeting of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in his office at 
1400 on Sunday, 8 April. All were present. They discussed the “MacArthur prob
lem” for nearly two hours. At 1600 the Joint Chiefs of Staff-a “sad and sober 
group,” in General Collins’ words-moved to General Marshall’s office. The Sec
retary asked each officer separately to express his opinions on what to do about 
General MacArthur. Each prefaced his views by emphasizing that he was speak
ing from a “military point of view only.” General Collins believed that the Presi
dent “was entitled to have a commander in the field whose views were more in 
consonance with the basic policies of his government and who was more respon
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sive to the will of the President as Commander in Chief.” Admiral Sherman 
maintained that if the United States were to be successful in limiting the conflict 
in Korea and in avoiding World War III, “we must have a Commander in whom 
we can confide and on whom we can rely.” General MacArthur, in his view, had 
not been sufficiently responsive to the directives and to the policy guidance 
given him.77 

In essence, the Joint Chiefs of Staff thought, to a man, that General MacArthur 
should be relieved. But they realized that military considerations were only a 
part of the question and intended therefore to refrain from making a specific rec
ommendation to the President for the relief of General MacArthur. They would 
merely give their views. 

In reaching a consensus, the JCS members took their stand upon two consid
erations: the need for the President and for themselves to be able to rely com
pletely on subordinate commanders, and the principle of civilian control of mili
tary power. They also displayed a keen, and perhaps surprising, awareness of the 
importance of public opinion. Their considered judgment was summarized sev
eral weeks later by General Bradley, in words that deserve extensive quotation: 

a. That, since General MacArthur had indicated that he was not in entire sym
pathy with the policies being followed by the overnment in the Far East, it was 
difficult to have him do certain planning whit a was desirable but on which they 
were afraid General MacArthur might make a premature decision in carrying it 
out [for example, the draft order on retaliation against Manchurian air bases, 
which the Joint Chiefs of Staff had ap roved a few days earlier but had been 
careful to conceal from General MacArt Rur]. . . . 

For military success we have always held that, whenever the superior 
authority loses full confidence in a subordinate, whether or not such loss of con
fidence is justified by the facts, the subordinate must be changed in any such 
important command. 

In this instance, there is little evidence that General MacArthur ever failed to 
carry out a direct order of the Joint Chiefs, or acted in opposition to an order. 
However, it can be shown that at times, when General MacArthur did not receive 
the orders he desired, or disa reed with the basic policy being followed, he 
would take his case to the pub Bic. This sometimes would reveal what the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff were planning not to do, and it would cause considerable embar
rassment and lack of confidence in General MacArthur’s attitude on further 
operations when they did not coordinate with his ideas. All of this tended to cre
ate doubt, confusion, and uncertainty in the minds of the public of military lead
ership at a time when confidence in that militar leadership was very essential. 

b. All members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Kave expressed from time to time 
their firm belief that the military must alwa 
They were all concerned in this case that if 2 

s be controlled by civil authorities. 
eneral MacArthur was not relieved, 

a large segment of our people would charge that civil authorities no longer con
trolled the military.7x 
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D enouement came suddenly on Monday morning, 9 April, when the four 
principal advisors met in the President’s office. The President, after inform

ing them that he had discussed the problem with governmental leaders over the 
weekend, asked for the recommendations of those present. At General Marshall’s 
suggestion, General Bradley gave the views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. He 
informed the President that the three Service members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
thought that General MacArthur should be relieved, citing the two reasons that 
they had developed in their Sunday meeting. Secretary Marshall indicated his 
agreement with their conclusion, while the Secretary of State and Ambassador 
Harriman were “very emphatic” that General MacArthur should be relieved. 

The President then announced his decision: that General MacArthur would be 
relieved. It was only then that he revealed that he had in fact made this determi
nation after the General’s statement of 24 March. Secretary Marshall and General 
Bradley recommended that General Ridgway be named as General MacArthur’s 
successor. The President approved and instructed General Bradley to have the 
necessary orders prepared.Ty 

Following this meeting, Secretary Marshall met with Generals Bradley and 
Collins. The latter was instructed to prepare draft messages to be sent to Generals 
MacArthur, Ridgway, and Van Fleet, who had already been designated as Gen
eral Ridgway’s successor if occasion should arise.“” 

On Tuesday afternoon, 10 April, the principals again met with President Tru
man in his office. Also present was Mr. Joseph Short, Presidential Press Secretary, 
who was directed to prepare a news release announcing the removal. General 
Bradley subsequently assisted in the preparation of this announcement.R1 

The President had originally planned to have the relief notice delivered to 
General MacArthur by Secretary of the Army Frank Pace, who was then in the 
Far East on an inspection tour. Secretary Pace would carry the notice to General 
MacArthur at his home in the US Embassy, Tokyo, at 1000 hours 12 April Tokyo 
time (2000, 11 April, Washington time), prior to General MacArthur’s departure 
for the Dai Ichi building for the day’s business. Events combined to prevent this 
in a manner most unfortunate for all concerned. 

At about 1500 on the afternoon of 10 April (Washington time), the President 
received and signed the draft orders. He gave them to Secretary Acheson for 
transmittal to Ambassador Muccio in Pusan for delivery to Secretary Pace, who 
was at the front with General Ridgway. Upon receipt of the orders, Mr. Pace 
would fly back to Tokyo and inform General MacArthur personally of his relief. 
Thus the General would be spared what Secretary Acheson described as “the 
embarrassment of direct transmission through Army communications, with the 
inevitable leaks of such interesting news.” 

As it turned out, this commendable effort to avoid embarrassing General 
MacArthur went astray, resulting in considerable embarrassment to the adminis
tration and increased public sympathy for General MacArthur. A breakdown in 
commercial communications facilities used by the State Department prevented 
delivery of the message intended for Secretary Pace. He had gone to Korea 
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knowing nothing of the problem with General MacArthur. While he was at the 
front, General Bradley, in Washington, was informed by Mr. Short at about 1900 
on the evening of 10 April that the Chicago Tribune had somehow learned of the 
impending relief and was preparing to print the news in its morning edition. 
General Bradley immediately informed the President, who at once decided to 
send the relief orders to General MacArthur directly, using the Army communi
cations system. He also directed a press conference be set up for 0100 on the 
morning of 11 April. At that conference, reporters were handed the announce
ment of General MacArthur’s relief. 

About an hour before the news conference, the message to General 
MacArthur notifying him of his relief had been hurriedly put on the Army wires. 
It was signed by General Bradley and read as follows: 

I have been directed to relay the following 	 message to you from President 
as President and Commander in 

you as Supreme Commander, 
ations Command; Commander In 

Chief, Far East; and Commanding General, US Army, Far East. 
You will turn over our commands effective at once to Lieutenant General 

Matthew B. Ridgway. J ou are authorized to have issued such orders as are neces
sary to complete desired travel to such place as you may select. My reasons for 
your replacement will be made public concurrently with the delivery to ou of 
the fore oing order, and are contained in the next following message. l igned 
Harry S%ruman.e2 

The “next following message” stated: 

With deep regret I have concluded that General of the Army Douglas 
MacArthur is unable to give his wholehearted support to the policies of the 
United States Government and of the United Nations in matters pertaining to 
his official duties. In view of the specific responsibilities imposed upon me by 
the Constitution of the United States and the added responsibility which has 
been entrusted to me by the United Nations, I have decided that I must make a 
change of command in the Far East. I have, therefore, relieved General 
MacArthur of his command and have designated Lieutenant General Matthew 
B. Rid way as his successor. 

Ful 7 and vigorous debate on matters of national policy is a vital element in the 
constitutional s stem of our free democracy. It is fundamental, however, that mil
itary comman Bers must be governed by the olicies and directives issued to 
them in the manner provided by our laws and e onstitution. In time of crisis, this 
consideration is particularly compelling. 

General MacArthur’s place in history as one of our reatest commanders is 
full established. The nation owes him a debt of gratitu 2 e for the distinguished 
an CTexceptional service which he has rendered his country in osts of great 
res onsibility. For that reason I re eat m regret at the necessity or the action I 
fee Pcompelled to take in his case. $ rgned Harry S Truman.H3 fp 

In this event, Army communications facilities were little more swift than com
mercial lines. Before the official message reached General MacArthur, the results 
of the news conference in Washington had been broadcast over Tokyo radio. One 
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of the General’s aides, hearing the broadcast, telephoned Mrs. MacArthur. Thus 
the General learned of his relief from his wife.x4 

Epilogue: The MacArthur Hearings 

T tuning over his duties to General Ridgway, General MacArthur left Tokyo 
and landed at San Francisco on 17 April 1951, receiving a “hero’s welcome.” 

From there he proceeded to Washington and then to New York City, where he 
took up residence. Everywhere he was greeted by huge crowds and took part in 
triumphant parades. At Washington, where he landed shortly after midnight on 
19 April, he was greeted cordially by Secretary Marshall and the members of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, but the entire party was nearly overwhelmed by spectators 
who broke through restraining ropes. Later on 19 April, he delivered an eloquent 
address before a joint session of Congress, closing with a quotation from an old 
Army ballad: “Old soldiers never die, they just fade away.” His welcoming 
parade in New York drew the largest crowds ever seen in that city.85 

But the bitterness aroused by his dismissal did not “just fade away.” Angry 
outcries from his supporters continued, and the administration found itself 
under attack from many directions and in areas other than policy toward Korea.xh 

The controversy came to a head in hearings conducted before two committees 
of the Senate, beginning on 3 May and lasting for almost two months. The initia
tive for these hearings was taken by the Senate Armed Services Committee, 
which on 13 April invited General MacArthur to appear and give his views on 
the military situation in the Far East, together with the circumstances leading up 
to his dismissal. After General MacArthur had accepted this invitation, the Sen
ate Committee on Foreign Relations asked permission to take part in the pro
ceedings. From this request sprang a decision that the two committees would 
meet jointly in continuous hearings, to question General MacArthur and those 
involved in his dismissal, as well as other individuals who could shed light on 
the general situation in the Far East.R7 

These hearings occupied an inordinate amount of the time and attention of 
the Secretary of Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff during the spring and sum
mer of 1951. Each of these officials was called to testify before the committees fol
lowing General MacArthur’s testimony. They had known, of course, that their 
testimony would be required and, in a sense, participated as defendants of the 
national policy. In anticipation of this requirement, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
instructed the Joint Strategic Survey Committee on 20 April to prepare from the 
available records a complete narrative account of the Korean developments from 
25 June 1950 to the day of General MacArthur’s relief. This study was forwarded 
by the Committee on 26 April 1951 with a warning that it did not tell the whole 
story. “The records alone fail to provide a complete perspective, or to indicate the 
atmosphere and the personal equations which were involved in the decisions 
and actions of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,” wrote the Secretary of the JSSC, Colonel 
E. F. Cress, USA.RX 
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Colonel Cress cautioned that the hearings “will be of national and interna
tional importance and may have repercussions far transcending the matters at 
issue.” He continued: 

It is uite likely, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff as a body and each individual 
Chief of 33taff must expect, that the roceedings may involve personal attacks on 
the integrity of the Joint Chiefs o P Staff as a body and as individuals. These 
attacks may develo in connection with an phase of the investigation of the 
relations between ashington and General d acArthur.ny 

The JSSC envisioned at least three separate issues that would be involved: (1) 
strategy in the Pacific and elsewhere around the globe; (2) the relief of General 
MacArthur; and (3) the timing and manner of his relief. The Committee feared 
that if any JCS member used prepared statements or documents in his testimony 
it would trigger a spate of calls from the Committee for the official records, thus 
jeopardizing military security and adversely affecting “current and projected 
operations as well as United States international relationships.” Speaking for the 
JSSC, Colonel Cress recommended that the Joint Chiefs of Staff first agree on 
their approach to the issues in the hearings. “Thereafter, each Chief of Staff 
should then go into seclusion, as General MacArthur has done, and so prepare 
himself that he can testify without notes at the hearings,” he concluded.xy 

In some respects the predictions of the JSSC proved correct. The hearings did 
intrude into areas having little to do with General MacArthur’s relief and did 
serve as a sounding board for the views of some members of the Congressional 
Committees. The Secretary of Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff were ques
tioned closely, sometimes sharply, by Committee members. But their integrity as 
individuals or as members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff was not attacked. In keep
ing with the advice of the JSSC, the JCS members did not speak from written 
statements. However, the chairman of the hearings, Senator Richard B. Russell of 
Georgia, called for and received at various times official documents or para
phrases of such documents, within the limits imposed by military security. 

The hearings were closed to the public. Admiral Davis, Director of the Joint 
Staff, was made responsible for reviewing the transcript of each day’s testimony 
and for deleting such testimony as threatened to reveal facts, statistics, or posi
tions whose open publication would be detrimental to the national security. 
These deletions were kept to the absolute minimum so as not to arouse the oppo
sition of the Committee members who might otherwise have called for open 
hearings.“” 

The first witness was General MacArthur, who was greeted with warm praise 
and, during three days of testimony (3-5 May), was treated with great deference. 
General MacArthur gave his side of the controversy, denying that any of his 
actions had been improper or that he had ever been guilty of insubordination. He 
did not, however, question the right of the President to remove him or any other 
military officer. In turn, none of the subsequent witnesses accused him of actual 
insubordination or of any offense meriting a court-martial.“’ 
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General MacArthur’s testimony quickly drew the Joint Chiefs of Staff into the 
controversy. In his speech to Congress, General MacArthur had outlined four 
steps that he considered necessary: intensification of the economic blockade of 
Communist China, imposition of a naval blockade: removal of restrictions on air 
reconnaissance of Manchuria and the Chinese coast, and removal of restrictions 
on the operations of Chinese Nationalist forces. These steps had been among the 
sixteen contingent courses of action listed in the JCS memorandum of 12 January 
1951. On the witness stand, General MacArthur cited this fact as evidence that 
“the position of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and my own so far as I know were practi
cally identical.” Senator Russell, in questions, referred to these tentative courses 
of action as “recommendations” and suggested that, since they were not put into 
effect, they must have “encountered a veto” from the President or the Secretary 
of Defense. General MacArthur agreed. “I have no knowledge of what happened 
to this [JCS] study [of 12 January] after it reached the Secretary of Defense,” he 
said, implying that it had been held up by Secretary Marshall.y2 

A second matter cited by General MacArthur to show his agreement with the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff concerned the terms of a cease-fire. In addressing this ques
tion on 27 March, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had stressed that the terms should not 
include acceptance of Communist China in the UN or surrender of Taiwan to 
Communist China.“” “I was in fullest agreement, ” said General MacArthur. But it 
was his understanding that the JCS views had been “disapproved by the Secre
tary of Defense who said that he believed that those two items might well be con
sidered at the conference, the peace conference.“q4 

General MacArthur was followed to the stand by Secretary Marshall, who 
quickly denied the accusation that he had overruled the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The 
policy of the United States, he stressed, was “to deny Formosa to Communist 
China and to oppose the seating of the Communist Chinese in the United 
Nations.” There had been “no deviation from that policy whatsoever,” he said, 
and no wavering in the determination to exclude these matters from the 
armistice terms. The administration had agreed only that the United States 
would not oppose discussionof these issues, since they were certain to be raised 
by other parties during the negotiations.“” 

Regarding the JCS memorandum of 12 January 1951, Secretary Marshall was 
questioned at some length. He explained that it had been written at a time when 
the military situation was quite different-when the United States was “faced with 
the very real possibility of having to evacuate our forces from Korea.” The JCS 
courses of action had been put forward as tentative, to be considered for imple
mentation “if and when this possibility came closer to reality.” The memorandum 
had been sent to the National Security Council for consideration, but almost imme
diately the situation in Korea improved markedly, with UN troops regaining the 
initiative. As a result, it became unnecessary to put into effect any of the proposals 
advanced by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. “None of these proposed courses of action 
was vetoed or disapproved by me or by any higher authority,” affirmed Secretary 
Marshall. “The ultimate decision with respect to them was simply rendered unnec
essary at that time-or unwise, to put it better-in the view of the Chiefs of Staff.“yh 
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Ranging into broader matters, Secretary Marshall spelled out what he called a 
“fundamental divergence” of judgment between General MacArthur and his 
superiors. This divergence, he said, 

arises from the inherent difference between the position of a field commander, 
whose mission is limited to a articular area and a particular antagonist, and the 
position of the Joint Chiefs o Y Staff, the Secretary of Defense, and the President, 
who are responsible for the total security of the United States, and who, to 
achieve and maintain this security, must weigh our interests and objectives in 
one part of the globe with those in other areas of the world so as to attain the best 
over-all balance.“7 

On the general reason for General MacArthur’s removal, Secretary Marshall 
spoke as follows: 

It became apparent that General MacArthur had grown so far out of sympa
thy with the established policies of the United States that there was grave doubt 
as to whether he could an longer be permitted to exercise the authority in mak

command functions would assign to a theater coming decisions that norma P 
mander. In this situation, there was no other recourse but to relieve him.‘H 

General Bradley, the next witness, also denied General MacArthur’s con
tention that he and his colleagues had been overruled by the administration. The 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, he said, were thoroughly in agreement with the administra
tion’s policy toward the war. The “fundamental military issue,” in his view, was 
“whether to increase the risk of a global war by taking additional measures that 
are open to the United States and its allies.” General MacArthur had suggested 
certain measures, and had said that they would not increase the risk. But, accord
ing to General Bradley, “the Joint Chiefs of Staff believe that these same measures 
do increase the risk of global war and that such a risk should not be taken unnec
essarily.” There was admittedly no guarantee that a policy of “using means short 
of total war to achieve our ends and oppose communism” would avoid a world 
conflict. “But a policy of patience and determination without provoking a world 
war, while we improve our military power,” he said, “is one which we believe we 
must continue to follow.“4y 

Continuing in the same vein, General Bradley pointed out that military 
involvement with Communist China would mean a misdirected effort. He con
cluded his remarks on this score with words that were to be widely quoted: 

Under present circumstances, we have recommended against enlargin the 
war. The course of action often described as a “limited war” with Red 8 hina 
would increase the risk we are taking by engagin too much of our power in an 

1 ,area that is not the critical strategic prize.. Fran % in the opinion of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, this strategy would involve us in t Ke wrong war, at the wrong 
place, at the wrong time, and with the wrong enemy.lO” 

General Bradley enlightened the Senators on the origin and purposes of the 
memorandum of 12 January 1951. It began on 28 November, he pointed out, 
when the Joint Chiefs of Staff had directed a committee to study actions to be 
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taken in the event the United States became embroiled in an all-out war with 
China. The resulting committee report had carried a preamble setting forth this 
qualifying contingency, but it had been omitted from the final JCS memorandum, 
leaving only a statement that the listed courses of action had been “tentatively 
agreed.” Q ues t’ioned by Senator Russell, General Bradley declared that it was 
perfectly clear to him and his colleagues that the memorandum was merely a 
“study,” not a directive or a set of instructions to General MacArthur.lU1 

General Bradley testified that Generals Collins and Vandenberg and Admi
ral Sherman had all favored relieving General MacArthur for three reasons: 
(1) because he had made it clear that he was “not in sympathy” with the decision 
to limit the conflict to Korea; (2) because he had failed to comply with the Presi
dent’s directive to clear statements on policy with higher authority before release; 
and (3) because the JCS members “have felt and feel now that the military must 
be controlled by civilian authority in this country.” He had transmitted their 
views to the President. When asked about his own view, General Bradley replied, 
“I did not express any, one way or the other, because I pass on to him the opin
ions of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.” But, he added, he had indicated his concurrence 
with the other JCS members through his failure to express any disagreement.lo2 

Disposing of another complaint that had been publicly expressed by General 
MacArthur and his adherents, General Bradley pointed out that the UN forces, 
like those of Communist China, enjoyed a “privileged sanctuary” of their own. 
The Communists, he noted, “are not bombing our ports and supply installations, 
and they are not bombing our troops.“lO~ 

Rather early in General Bradley’s testimony, Senator Alexander Wiley of Wis
consin asked him to repeat what was said at his meeting on 6 April with the Pres
ident and the other advisors. General Bradley declined to reveal this information. 
“Senator, at that time I was in a position of a confidential adviser to the Presi
dent,” replied General Bradley. “I do not feel at liberty to publicize what any of 
us said at that time.” Immediately the Senators became embroiled in a discussion 
of the nature of the relation between the JCS Chairman and the President. At one 
point, Senator Russell issued a tentative ruling that General Bradley was not 
required to testify as to the content of any “private conversation” that he had 
with the President. But this ruling was not regarded as settling the question; dis
cussion continued over the next two days, accompanied by a search for legal 
precedents. Finally, Senator Russell called for a vote on his ruling; it was upheld 
by a large majority.104 

Before General Bradley finished his testimony, Senator Bourke B. Hickenlooper 
of Iowa moved that Secretary Acheson be called as the next witness and that the 
remaining JCS members, instead of being interrogated, merely be requested to 
indicate in writing how far they agreed or disagreed with previous testimony. He 
thought that any testimony they might give would be substantially a repetition of 
what General Bradley and Secretary Marshall had said. After considerable discus
sion, however, this motion was voted down by a narrow majority.105 

At the result of the defeat of this motion, General Bradley was followed to the 
witness stand by General Collins, General Vandenberg, and Admiral Sherman, in 
that order. They corroborated and amplified General Bradley’s statements that 
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the Joint Chiefs of Staff had concurred in the MacArthur dismissal and that they 
supported the administration’s policy of limited war. General Collins cited Gen
eral MacArthur’s actions in October 1950 in unilaterally introducing changes into 
a plan that had received JCS approval-actions that, he said, had caused the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff “growing concern.” It would have been a simple matter, he 
told the Senators, for General MacArthur to have cleared his new plans in 
advance with Washington. With regard to the memorandum of 12 January 1951, 
General Collins testified that on his visit to Tokyo in that month, he had made it 
clear that the courses of action in the memorandum were simply “under consid
eration” for execution under certain circumstances and had not been approved 
by the administration.L”h 

General Vandenberg pointed to the danger that General MacArthur’s recom
mendations, if followed, would have involved the Air Force in operations in 
Manchuria, which was a peripheral theater of little strategic interest, and thus 
dissipated the strength of the Air Force, which was hardly adequate for its exist
ing missions. “The United States is operating a shoestring air force in view of its 
global responsibilities,” he said. Admiral Sherman stressed the lack of mutual 
confidence between the Joint Chiefs of Staff and General MacArthur as a result of 
the latter’s actions. “The conduct of affairs was made difficult by a lack of 
responsiveness [on MacArthur’s part] to the obvious intentions of the directives 
which were transmitted out there,” he declared, “and a tendency to debate and in 
certain cases to criticize.“lo7 

After hearing from of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Senators called Secretary 
Acheson, who, as would be expected, was interrogated at considerable length. 
Next came several individuals who had been concerned with US policy toward 
China, followed by former Secretary of Defense Louis A. Johnson. The conclud
ing witness was Major General Emmett O’Donnell, USAF, formerly Command
ing General, FEAF Bomber Command, who gave information about the air war 
in Korea. lox 

By the time General O’Donnell completed his testimony on 25 June 1951, ten 
weeks had passed since General MacArthur’s removal. UN forces were no longer 
in danger of expulsion; armistice negotiations were in prospect; and the issue of 
General MacArthur’s relief had lost much of its emotional appeal. The Commit
tees recessed on 27 June and met only once more, on 17 August 1951, to close out 
the hearings. At that time they decided, at the suggestion of Chairman Russell, 
not to put out a formal report of findings. “I think that the people have about 
made their own report in this case,” said Senator Russell, “and any effort on our 
part now to issue a report would be an anticlimax to the hearings.” The members 
decided instead to issue a public statement, drafted by Senator Russell, which 
was designed to counteract the impression of disunity created by the hearings. 
The concluding paragraph of this statement read: 

The issues which might divide our eople are far transcended by the things 
which unite them. If threatened danger r&ecomes war, the aggressor would find at 
one stroke arrayed a ainst him the united energies, the united resources, and the 
united devotion of alB the American people. 
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The Committees agreed, however, that individual Senators might file their 
“views and conclusions.” Thereupon a minority of eight of the twenty-six Sena
tors issued their own report, which praised General MacArthur and was critical 
of the administration.‘“” 

In the end, the principal importance of the MacArthur hearings probably lay 
in the political realm. In the words of one observer: “They provided a safety 
valve for letting off a dangerous excess of emotion in the body politic, which 
might have spent itself in some more damaging fashion.““” Militarily, the hear
ings were significant in providing an opportunity for a thorough public discus
sion of the administration’s policy of limiting the US commitment in Korea and 
in the Far East in general. It was made clear that this policy, contrary to General 
MacArthur’s allegations, commanded the firm support of the nation’s highest 
military advisors, the Joint Chiefs of Staff. At the same time, the American people 
learned much about how national security policy was formulated and about the 
JCS role in the process. 
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General MacArthur’s Message of 30 June 1950 

0 n his return from Korea to Japan, General MacArthur was accompanied by a 
well-known correspondent, Miss Marguerite Higgins. “The moment I reach 

Tokyo,” he told her, “I shall send President Truman my recommendation for the 
immediate dispatch of American divisions to Korea.” (Marguerite Higgins, War 
in Korea: The Report of a Woman Combat Correspondent(1951), pp. 33-34.) Writers 
on the Korean War have often assumed that the General carried out his intention 
with the promptitude indicated in this statement. For example, Smith (“Why We 
Went to War in Korea,” p. 88) tells the reader that, when the messagecontaining 
this recommendation arrived in Washington, General MacArthur had “just 
returned” to Tokyo. Evidence shows, however, that the General delayed almost 
12 hours in sending this message. He returned to Japan on the evening of 25 
June, Far East time (approximately 2922151,or 290915 EDT-see p. 47 above). 
Had the messagebeen sent at once, it should have reached Washington within 
several hours. In fact, it did not reach Washington until shortly after midnight on 
29 to 30 June, which of course was well after midday in Tokyo. A copy of the 
messagein the Office of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (OCJCS) incom
ing CINCFE messagebook was time-stamped at 300032 in the JCS Message Cen
ter. The G-3 log indicates that it was received there at 300050. General Collins’ 
office received it at 300011,after the duty officer had been alerted at 292340 that it 
was on its way: (U) Chief of Staff of the Army (CSA) Duty Officer Log. All these 
times are local (EDT), and are 13 hours behind standard time in Japan and Korea. 

As for the time the messagewas sent, an entry in the CSA Duty Officer Log 
indicates that it was handed to the code room in Tokyo at 292250EDT, or 3011501. 
(The information was furnished to the Duty Officer by the Staff Communications 
Office, Office Chief of Staff, Department of the Army (DA); doubtless the opera
tor queried his counterpart in the Tokyo office.) Corroboration is supplied by a 
note at the end of the messageitself, which reads: “Dispatched Tokyo DT 301250 
[i.e., Far East daylight time-3011501], dispatched Washington EDT 292200” (the 
latter figure doubtless a misprint for 292250). 

Obviously, then, General MacArthur, after returning to Tokyo on 29 June, 
waited until the next day to send in his recommendation. The General himself, in 
his memoirs, wrote that he sent it “immediately” after his trip to Korea (Douglas 
MacArthur, Reminiscences(1964), p. 334). If this was truly his recollection, it was 
obviously inaccurate. 

Entries in the CSA Duty Officer Log attest to the fact that, at the time he 
sent this message, General MacArthur had already received the JCS dispatch 
of 29 July (JCS 84681) authorizing limited troop use to defend Pusan. No doubt 
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his own message was by then already written out in full; however, it seems sur
prising that he did not amend it to include an acknowledgment of the JCS dis
patch and an assurance that the limited troop use envisioned by the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff would not meet the situation. 

Curiously, it appears that only one writer on the Korean War has noticed, or at 
least commented on, General MacArthur’s long delay in sending his recommen
dation (Paige, The Korean Decision, pp. 239-240, note 15). Paige in fact exaggerates 
the length of the delay, since he states that the message did not reach Washington 
until 300300 EDT. This erroneous statement also appears in Appleman, South to 
the Naktong, p. 46; Smith, “Why We Went to War in Korea,” p. 88; and Futrell, US 
Air Force in Korea, p. 36 (evidently based on Smith). Appleman apparently saw a 
copy of the message in Army files that had been received at 0300 (see citation in 
Paige). This must have been one that had been time-stamped several hours after 
it first came in. 

Paige also cites evidence (p. 253, note 2) that the Department of State already 
knew of General MacArthur’s troop recommendation when informed by the 
Department of the Army. This statement is borne out by an entry for 0300 in the 
CSA Duty Officer Log. It records a telephone conversation with the duty officer 
in State’s Far East Affairs section, who “asked if we had seen MacArthur mes
sage and one from Sebold [William J. Sebald, General MacArthur’s political advi
sor], the latter which reported a telephone conversation with Ambassador Muc
cio, who urged that General MacArthur’s request be approved.” On his trip to 
Korea, General MacArthur had met with Ambassador Muccio, who apparently 
accompanied him to the front (Schnabel, Policy and Direction, pp. 74-75). The 
General may have mentioned his intention to the Ambassador, who may have 
subsequently communicated it to Mr. Sebald, or possibly General MacArthur 
told Mr. Sebald himself after he returned to Tokyo. 
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Records of the Wake Island Conference 

T here was no official transcript of the conversations at Wake Island. Various 
participants took notes at the time, including General Bradley, his executive 

officer (Colonel W. S. Matthews), Colonel A. L. Hamblen (representing the 
Department of Defense), and Ambassador Philip C. Jessup. When they returned 
to Washington, they undertook to prepare a memorandum for the White House 
files and pooled their notes for this purpose. Ambassador Jessup then learned 
that his secretary, Miss Vernice Anderson, whom he had taken to the conference 
primarily to assist in the preparation of the final communique, had also kept 
notes. She had been sitting in an adjoining room with the door open, and, finding 
herself within range of most of the conversation, had begun taking notes as a 
matter of course. 

All these records were pieced together into a memorandum that was prepared 
by General Bradley. Fifty copies were made and distributed to various people, 
including General MacArthur. This is the source that has been cited in Chapter 5, 
note 122. Its origin was described by General Bradley during the MacArthur 
hearings (Military Situation in the Far East, pt 2, pp. 925-928,950,952,959; pt 5, p. 
329), and by Ambassador Jessup (in a letter printed in the New York Times, 10 Feb 
56, p. 14). 

During the controversy over General MacArthur’s relief, this memorandum 
was leaked to the press (see New York Times, 21 Apr 51, p. 1, for a news story 
obviously based on it). It was subsequently published, with some deletions for 
security purposes, by the Senate Committees on Foreign Relations and Military 
Affairs, in which form it has been reprinted in Richard H. Rovere and Arthur 
Schlesinger, Jr., The Truman-MacArthur Controversy and the Future of American For
eign Policy (1957), pp. 275-285. When it became generally known, General 
MacArthur’s partisans characterized it as a “slanted” document prepared in 
order to discredit him by misrepresenting his statements about the prospects of 
Chinese intervention. (See Whitney, MacArthur, pp. 387-388, 391-392; 
Willoughby and Chamberlain, MacArthur: 1941-1951, p. 383.) Thus the origin of 
the document became part of the inquiry into the circumstances of MacArthur’s 
dismissal. The General’s own statements on the subject during the hearings were 
temperate. Although he characterized the notes as the result of “surreptitious 
eavesdropping,” he said he did not doubt “that in general they are an accurate 
report of what took place.” When he received the memorandum in December 
1950, he did not bother to read it, because the situation in Korea had changed so 
drastically by then. (Military Situation in the Far East, pt 1, pp. 27, 28-29, 164. The 
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entire text of the memorandum is printed in Foreign Relations, 1950, Korea, pp. 
948-960.) 

Truman (Years of Trial and Hope, pp. 365-367) gives an account of the Wake 
Island Conference, implying that it is based entirely on his own recollections, 
but including occasional verbatim quotes apparently drawn from the memo
randum described above. Other accounts may be found in Whitney, MacArthur, 
pp. 387-393 (General Whitney was present at the conference); Willoughby and 
Chamberlain, MacArthur: 2941-1952, pp. 380-383 (with quotations from “staff 
notes covering the meetings”); and MacArthur, Reminiscences,pp. 361-363. In 
later years, Mr. Truman gave another, shorter account to an interviewer, in which 
he asserted that General MacArthur deliberately kept him waiting for forth-five 
minutes after his aircraft landed at Wake Island and that, as a result, he adminis
tered a severe rebuke when the General finally did show up. (Merle Miller, Plain 
Speaking: An Oral Biography of Harry S. Truman (1973, 1974), p. 294.) But an 
account written at the time, by a reporter who was present, relates that “at the 
moment that the Truman plane rolled to a stop.. . General MacArthur strode to 
the foot of the landing ramp and with hand outstretched greeted the President” 
(NY Times,15 Ott 50, p. 4). 
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The JCS-MacArthur Relationship 

I n preparation for the MacArthur hearings a thorough review was made of all 
radios from General MacArthur to Washington military authorities between 1 

January 1941 and 13 April 1951. General Bradley reported to the Assistant Secre
tary of Defense on 16 April 1951 that “the officers who conducted this search tell 
me that the most they could find from the general tenor of the messages, includ
ing all the files examined, was a uniformity in the incoming messages to contain 
what might well be called lectures to the ‘youngsters’ back here directing the 
operations” ((TS) Memo, GEN Bradley to Marx Leva, ASD, 16 Apr 51, CJCS File, 
201 MacArthur, Douglas, GEN). 

The following account by General Ridgway of a conversation between himself 
and General Vandenberg on 3 December 1950 is revealing. General Ridgway had 
asked General Vandenberg why the Joint Chiefs of Staff did not send orders to 
MacArthur and tell him what to do. “Van shook his head. ‘What good would that 
do? He wouldn’t obey the orders. What can we do?’ At this I exploded. ‘You can 
relieve any commander, who won’t obey orders, can’t you?’ His lips parted and 
he looked at me with an expression both puzzled and amazed” (Ridgway, The 
Korean War, p. 62). 

The sworn testimony of the Secretary of Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
concerning their opinions of General MacArthur, as given during the MacArthur 
hearings, is germane. This testimony was as follows (Military Situation in the Far 
East, pt 5, pp. 3579-3580): 

General Marshall: He is a brother Army officer, a man for whom I have 
tremendous res ect as to his military abilities and military performances. 

General Bra l le : I want to make it clear that I would not say anything to dis
credit the long an J illustrious career of General MacArthur. We may have differ
ent views on certain aspects of our Government’s military policy, but that is not 
unusual. Certainly there have been no personal considerations in our differences 
of 0 inion. 

eneral Collins: I think he is one of the most brilliant military leaders that thisz 
country has ever produced. Throughout his career, he has been brilliantly suc
cessful. 

General Vandenber : I have a great admiration for him. 
told General Marshall that I was very fond of GeneralAdmiral Sherman: 5 

MacArthur, that I had been associated with him for many years and what I had to 
say, I said with the utmost regret. I would say that he was in the forefront among 
the strategists with respect to the coordinated use of land, sea, and air power. 
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General MacArthur in turn made the following comments on the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff (Military Situation in the Fur East, pt 1, p. 13): 

I want to say that the relationships between the Joint Chiefs of Staff and 
myself have been admirable. All members are personal friends of mine. I hold 
them individually and collectively in the greatest esteem. If there has been any 
friction between us, I am not aware of it. 

The tenor of these statements, however, was at variance with those General 
MacArthur had made earlier to General Mark W. Clark, USA, who visited the Far 
East in February 1951. General Clark, according to his recollection, found General 
MacArthur bitter over the manner in which Washington had ignored many of his 
recommendations and had pursued a policy that he considered dangerously 
unwise. “Specifically,” recalled General Clark, “he was most critical of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff.. . . MacArthur’s dismissal was not exactly unexpected in view of 
his feud with the Joint Chiefs of Staff” (GEN Mark W. Clark, USA (Ret.), From the 
Danube to the Yulu (1954), pp. 26-27). 
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ADCOM 


CCF 

CGUSAFFE 

CGUSAFIK 

CIA 

CINCFE 

CINCFE 

CINCI’AC 

CINCUNC 

COMNAVFE 

CSA 


DA 

DOD 


ECA 

EDT 

EUSAK 


FEAF 

FECOM 

FMFLANT 

FMFI’AC 


GHQ 

JCS 
JIG 
JMTC 
JPS 
JSPC 
JSPOG 
JSSC 
KMAG 

Appendix 4 

List of Abbreviations and Acronyms 

Advance Command and Liaison Group, Joint Strategic Survey 
Committee 

Chinese Communist Forces 

Commanding General, US Army Forces, Far East 

Commanding General, US Army Forces in Korea 

Central Intelligence Agency 

Commander in Chief, Far East 

Commander in Chief, Far East 

Commander in Chief, Pacific 

Commander in Chief, United Nations Command 

Commander, Naval Forces Far East 

Chief of Staff of the Army 


Department of the Army 

Department of Defense 


Economic Cooperation Administration 

Eastern Daylight Time 

Eighth US Army in Korea 


Far East Air Force 

Far East Command 

Fleet Marine Force, Atlantic 

Fleet Marine Force, Pacific 


General Headquarters 


Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Joint Intelligence Committee 

Joint Military Transportation Committee 

Joint Staff Planners 

Joint Strategic Plans Committee 

Joint Strategic Plans and Operations Group 

Joint Strategic Survey Committee 

United States Military Advisory Group to the Republic of Korea 
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KYC 

LST 

MDAA 

MDAP 


NATO 

NAVFE 

NKPA 

NSC 


OCJCS 

OPD 

OSD 


PEFTOK 

PMAG 

PRC 


RCT 

ROK 

RYCOM 


SANACC 

SCAT’ 

SK 

SWNCC 


telecon 


UN 

UNC 

UNCOK 

UNCURK 

UNSC 

UNTCOK 

USAF 

USSR 


VFW 
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Korean Youth Corps 

Landing Ship Tank 

Mutual Defense Assistance Act 

Mutual Defense Assistance Program 


North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

Navy Forces Far East 

North Korean People’s Army 

National Security Council 


Office of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs 

Operations Division of the War Department 

Office of the Secretary of Defense 


Philippine Expeditionary Force to Korea 

Provisional Military 
People’s Republic 

Regimental Combat 
Republic of Korea 
Ryukyus Command 

State-Army-Navy-Air 

Advisory Group 
of China 

Team 

Force Coordinating 

of 	Staff 
General Staff 

Committee 
Supreme Commander, Allied Powers 

South Korea 

State-War-Navy Coordinating Committee 


teletype conference 


United Nations 

United Nations Command 

UN Commission on Korea 

UN Commission for the Unification and Rehabilitation of Korea 

United Nations Security Council 

UN Temporary Commission on Korea 

United States Air Force 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 


Veterans of Foreign Wars 
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Civilian and Military 

in Chief 

Principal 

President and Commander 
Harry S Truman 
Dwight D. Eisenhower 

Secretary of State 
Dean G. Acheson 
John Foster Dulles 

Secretary of Defense 
Louis A. Johnson 
George C. Marshall 
Robert A. Lovett 
Charles E. Wilson 

Officers 

12 Apr 45-20 Jan 53 
20 Jan 53-20 Jan 61 

21 Jan 49-20 Jan 53 
21 Jan 53-22 Apr 59 

28 Mar 49-19 Sep 50 
21 Sep 50-12 Sep 51 
17 Sep 51-20 Jan 53 
28 Jan 53-08 Ott 57 

10 Aug 49-30 Sep 50 
04 Ott 50-16 Sep 51 
24 Sep 51-20 Jan 53 
02 Feb 53-01 May 54 

12 Apr 50-20 Jan 53 
04 Feb 53-20 Ju155 

25 May 49-30 Jul51 
31 Jul51-20 Jan 53 
04 Feb 53-02 May 54 

24 Apr 50-20 Jan 53 
04 Feb 53-13 Aug 55 

16 Aug 49-15 Aug 53 
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Deputy Secretary of Defense 

Stephen T. Early 

Robert A. Lovett 

William C. Foster 

Roger M. Kyes 


Secretary of the Army 

Frank Pace, Jr. 

Robert T. Stevens 


Secretary of the Navy 

Francis I? Matthews 

Dan A. Kimball 

Robert B. Anderson 


Secretary of the Air Force 

Thomas K. Finletter 

Harold E. Talbott 


Chairman, Joint Chiefsof Staff 

General of the Army Omar N. Bradley 
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Chief of StaJ, US Army 

General J. Lawton Collins 


Chief of Naval Operations 

Admiral Forrest l? Sherman 

Admiral William M. Fechteler 


Chief of Staffi US Air Force 

General Hoyt S. Vandenberg 

General Nathan F. Twining 


Commandant, US Marine Corps 

General Lemuel C. Shepherd, Jr. 


Commander in ChieJ Far East 

General of the Army Douglas MacArthur 

General Matthew B. Ridgway, USA 

General Mark W. Clark, USA 


Commanding General, Eighth US Army 

Lieutenant General Walton H. Walker, USA 

Lieutenant General Matthew B. Ridgway, USA 

Lieutenant General James A. Van Fleet, USA 

Lieutenant General Maxwell D. Taylor, USA 


Commanding General, Army Forces, Far East 

(Held by Commander in Chief, Far East) 


Commander Naval Forces, Far East 

Vice Admiral C. Turner Joy, USN 

Vice Admiral Robert C. Briscoe, USN 


Commanding General, Far East Air Forces 

Lieutenant General George E. Stratemeyer, USAF 

Lieutenant General Earle E. Partridge, USAF 

General Otto l? Weyland, USAF 


Supreme Commander, Allied Powers, Japan 

General of the Army Douglas MacArthur 

General Matthew B. Ridgway, USA 


Commander in Chief, United Nations Command 

General of the Army Douglas MacArther 

General Matthew B. Ridgway, USA 

General Mark W. Clark, USA 
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16 Aug 49-15 Aug 53 

02 Nov 49-22 Jul51 
16 Aug 51-16 Aug 53 

30 Apr 48-30 Jun 53 
30 Jun 53-30 Jun 57 

28 Jun 52-31 Dee 55 

01 Jan 47-11 Apr 51 
11 Apr 51-09 May 52 
09 May 52-05 Ott 53 

03 Sep 48-23 Dee 50 
26 Dee 50-14 Apr 51 
14 Apr 51-11 Feb 53 
11 Feb 53-25 Mar 55 

27 Aug 49-21 May 51 
04 Jun 52-02 Apr 54 

26 Apr 49-21 May 51 
21 May 51-10 Jun 51 
10 Jun 51-31 Mar 54 

15 Aug 45-11 Apr 51 
11 Apr 51-28 Apr 52 

08 Jul50-11 Apr 51 
11 Apr 51-09 May 52 
09 May 52-05 Ott 53 
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Commander in Chief, Pacific 

Admiral Arthur W. Radford, USN 

Admiral Felix B. Stump, USN 


Commander, Seventh Fleet 

Vice Admiral Arthur D. Struble, USN 

Vice Admiral Harold M. Martin, USN 

Vice Admiral Robert P. Briscoe, USN 

Vice Admiral Joseph J. Clark, USN 


Senior Delegate, United Nations Command Delegation 

Vice Admiral C. Turner Joy, USN 

Lieutenant General William K. Harrison, USA 


US Ambassador to the Republic of Korea 

Ambassador John J. Muccio 

Ambassador Ellis 0. Briggs 


Political Advisor to the Supreme Commander, 
Allied Powers, /apan 

Ambassador William J. Sebald 

30 Apr 49-10 Ju153 
10 Jul53-31 Jul58 

19 May 50-28 Mar 51 
28 Mar 51-28 Mar 52 
28 Mar 52-20 May 52 
20 May 52-01 Dee 53 

10 Jul51-22 May 52 
22 May 52-27 Jul53 

07 Apr 49-08 Sep 52 
25 Nov 52-12 Apr 55 

03 Dee 45-25 Apr 52 
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sources state that, at the 0830 meeting, Set Johnson asserted that he himself had authority to send two 
divisions to Korea. It is not clear whether this statement was based on the Set’s own broad interpreta
tion of his authority, or whether he had already discussed the matter with the Pres and obtained the 
latter’s approval. Mr. Truman’s account (Years of Trial and Hope, p. 343) does not mention any discus
sions with Set Johnson preceding the 0830 meeting. 

114. This offer had been received, through State Dept channels, on the preceding evening (29 
June). The Pres discussed it briefly with the SecState but decided to put off action until he could 
obtain the advice of the JCS and SecDef. Truman, Years ofTriu/ and Hope, p. 342; Acheson, Present at the 
Creation, p. 412. 

115. Truman, Years of Trial and Hope, p. 343. Smith, “Why We Went to War in Korea,” p, 88. Paige, 
The Kowan Decision, pp. 257-260. Acheson, Present at the Creation, p. 412. (U) Sherman Memo. (Tru
man’s statement that this meeting began at 0830 instead of 0930 disagrees with other accounts and is 
almost certainly erroneous.) 

An interesiing exchange of memos, written while this meeting was in progress, is found in Army 
Files, G-3 091 Korea TS (19501, case 14/51. GEN Gruenther (DCS, Plans) informs GEN Bolte (G-3) 
that the JCS are then at the W&te House and will probably return with Pr&idential authority to‘send 
“additional divisions” to Korea (presumably meaning in addition to the RCT that had already been 
authorized). He asks whether any limitation should be put on the number of divisions sent from 
Japan, and whether replacement divisions should be sent to that country. GEN Bolte’s reply was that 
GEN MacArthur should be given full discretion to use his forces, as recommended in JCS 1776/8, and 
that no replacement divisions should be sent at that time; however, two National Guard divisions 
should be called up, as GEN Ridgway had recommended in commenting on JCS 1776/8. The Pres’s 
decision obviated the necessity for the JCS to consider GEN Gruenther’s first question; they touched 
on the matter of reinforcement of CINCFE and mobilization of the National Guard later that day, in 
considering JCS 1776/S (see below). 

116. (U) Agenda for JCS Meeting, 1000,30 Jun 50. A list of those attending is filed with the agenda 
and indicates that the meeting began at 1013. The only subject on the agenda is “Removal of Restric
tions on Use of Army Forces in Korea,” but there can be little doubt that the purpose of the meeting 
was as indicated above. The draft directive to GEN MacArthur had been written to authorize the 
sending of two divisions; hence it required amendment after the Pres announced his sweeping deci
sion authorizing CINCFE to use all the forces under his command. 

117. Paige, T/IP Korean Decision, pp. 262-263. Smith, “Why We Went to War in Korea,” p. 88. NY 
Tims, 1 Jul 50, p. 1. The lone dissenter was Sen. Kenneth S. Wherry (R.-Neb.). The Sherman Memo 
records that GEN Bradley gave the Congressmen a briefing at this meeting. 

118. Public Papers, Truman, 1950, p. 513. 
119. An alternative explanation is that this restraint may have been intentional, stemming from a 

desire to avoid any implication that the United States was entering an “all-out” war, in keeping with 
the attitude shown by the President in his press conference on 29 June (see footnote 94 above). The 
press, however, correctly interpreted the announcement. The NY Times story cited in footnote 117 
begins: “President Truman authorized today the employment of United States ground forces to repel 
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the invaders in South Korea.. .” The reporter (Harold B. Hinton) had talked with Secretary Johnson; 
his story makes it evident that the Secretary, while withholding details for security reasons, made no 
effort to conceal the scope of the action contemplated by the administration. Clearly there was no 
intent to mislead the public. 

120. (TS) Memo, JSSC to JCS, 30 Jun 50, Army Files, CS 091 Korea TS (1950), case 2. The memo (no 
copy of which has been found in JCS files) was evidently passed to the Army for action. Attached to it 
is an informal handwritten note to ADM Davis, DJS, from GEN Gruenther (obviously acting in his 
capacity as the Army’s Ops Deputy). It is dated 0830 on 30 June, and asks ADM Davis to have “some 
of your ‘idea’ men” consider a forceful message along the lines suggested by the JSSC, to be broadcast 
by the President to the North Korean Government; also a memo from ACS, G-3 (Bolte) to GEN Gru
enther, recommending a more restrained announcement. These papers bear a stamp that they had 
been “noted” by DCS, Plans, USA (GEN Gruenther). 

121. (U) Msg, JCS 84718 to CINCFE, 30 Jun 50. The DTG of this message is 301722% (1322 EDT). 
This fact probably accounts for the statement by Smith (“Why We Went to War in Korea,” p. 88) that 
“At 1:22 p.m., the orders were on the way to MacArthur.” Doubtless this statement is approximately 
correct. It may be presumed that this message had the approval of Set Johnson and the Pies, although 
the fact is not documented in available records. Strictly speaking, it would seem that the wording of 
this message merely authorized GEN MacArthur to send two divisions to Korea, as he had requested 
in his message C 56942, but it was interpreted by all concerned as giving him a completely free hand 
in disposing his forces. 

122. They met from 1437 to 1638, according to the official record. Their agenda included, besides 
JCS 1776/8, the question of a warning message to unified commanders and proffers of aid by the 
British Commonwealth countries and by Nationalist China. It was probably in connection with the 
latter item that they approved a memo to Set Johnson, putting in writing their opposition to the use 
of Nationalist forces, which was sent to the Secretary on the same day: (U) Memo, JCS to SecDef, 
“Proffer of Aid by Foreign Governments,” 30 Jun 50, CCS 383.21 Korea (3-1945) set 21. 

123. (U) Dee on JCS 1776/8,30 Jun 50, CCS 383.21 Korea (3-19-45) set 21. 
124. (U) Msg, JCS 84808 to CINCFE, 1 Jul50. 
125. Acheson, Prcscnt at the Crcatim, p. 415. 
126. Military Situ&m in the Far East, pt 4, p. 2584. See also p. 2581 for a similar statement by Mr. 

Johnson. 

Chapter 3. The United States and the United Nations 

1. Militnry Situation in the Far East, pt 2, p. 1331. 
2. (U) Memo, AsstSecState (Hickerson) to MG Burns, OSD, 4 Jul 50, App to Encl to JCS 1776/17, 

same date, CCS 383.21 Korea (3-1945) set 22. The UN Secretary-General had prepared a draft that 
was very similar except that it would have assigned a more prominent role to the proposed commit
tee of the Security Council. Lie, In the Cause of Pcaw, pp. 333-334. 

3. (U) Memo, JCS to SecDef, “Proposed U.S. Position with Regard to Forces in Korea,” 5 Jul 50 
(der from JCS 1776/19), CCS 383.21 Korea (3-1945) set 22. After preparing this memorandum, the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff discussed the use of the UN flag with VADM B.H. Bieri, one of their representa
tives in the UN Military Staff Committee. Ambassador Austin, head of the US delegation at the UN, 
told VADM Bieri that the JCS views on this point conflicted with the UN flag code, which allowed 
other countries the right to use the UN flag if they desired. The Joint Chiefs of Staff thereupon agreed 
that the matter was not important and that the original wording in the draft would be acceptable. (U) 
Memo, COL Ladue to CAPT Lalor, “Telephone Conversation with Admiral Bieri,” 5 Jul50, CCS 383.21 
Korea (3-1945) set 22. In forwarding the JCS views to the Department of State, Secretary Johnson 
indicated that he would be willing to accept the original wording in the draft (see memo of 6 Jul 50 
cited in the next note). However, as finally passed, the resolution authorized only the unified com
mand to use the UN flag. 

4. (TS) Ltr, SecDef to SecState, 6 Jul 50; (TS) Memo, MC, Burns (OSD) to SecDef, “Status of UN 
Resolution on Korean Forces,” 7 1~150; (U) Msg, USUN 34 to State, 7 Jul50, MC IN 52857; CCS 383.21 
Korea (3-19-45) set 22. Truman, Years @Trial and Hop, p. 347. 

5. Text of resolution in Dept of State, US Policy in the Korean Crisis, pp. 66-67. 
6. (U) Memo, JCS to SecDef, “Designation of a United Nations Unified Commander by the US.,” 

8 Jul50 (der from JCS 1776/24), CCS 383.21 Korea (3-19-45) set 23. 
7. Public Papers, Trrrn~an, 2950, p. 520; (U) Msg, JCS 85370 to CINCFE, 10 Jul 50. The President’s 

announcement had stated that General MacArthur was being directed, “pursuant to the Security 
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Council resolution, to use the United Nations flag in the course of operations.” Actually, this directive 
did not quite accord with the resolution, which left it to the UN Commander to decide for himself 
whether or not to use the UN flag. The Joint Chiefs of Staff believed that this discretionary authority 
should be allowed; they were supported by the Department of State, which felt that the instructions 
to General MacArthur should follow the letter of the resolution. Conscqucntly, the final directive to 
CINCFE included, with the President’s approval, an authorization for General MacArthur to use the 
UN flag as he saw fit. On this controve&, see (U) Memo, JCS to SecDef, “Designation of a United 
Nations Unified Commander bv the U.S.,” 8 Tul 50, and (C) Memo, ExecSecv, OSD (MG Leven C. 
Allen, USA) to JCS, “Use of UN blag,” 10 Jul50; both in CCS i83.21 Korea (3-lG45) set 23. 

8. William J. Sebald with Russell Brines, With MncArtlfcrr in /qm: A Pcrsor~al History of GE Occupa
tion (lY65), p. 191. 

9. GHQ, UNC, General Order No. 1, 25 Jul 50, reprinted in Military Situntion in t/w Far East, pt 5, 
p. 3382. 

10. (TS) Hq FECOM, GHQ Support and Pnrticiption, Ch. Ill, pp. 12, 13-14. Appleman, South to thrz 
Naktonv. ~7~7. 110-111. On 14 lulv President Rhee had assigned to General MacArthur, as CINC‘LJNC,

(1’ 1 L , i \ ,  

“command authority over all land, sea and air forces of the Republic of Korea during the. present 
state of hostilities, such command to be exercised either by you personally or by such commander or 
commanders to whom you may delegate the exercise of this authority within Korea or adjacent seas.” 
(U) Msg, ClNCFE 2510402 to DA, 25 Feb 52, DA IN 109286, gives the complete text of this letter (in 
the form of a retransmission of a message from the US Embassy in Korea to CINCFE, originally sent 
on 14 Jul 50). It is also quoted in full in Mark W. Clark, From the D~~MI~c to the Ynlu (1954), p. 169 (erro
neously dated 15 July, and with the text of GEN MacArthur’s reply), and in part in Schnabel, Policy 
rind Dir&ion, p. 102. 

Il. (U) NSC Action No. 309 d, 29 Jun 50. 
12. (U) Msg, CSGI’O WAR 85743 to CINCFE, 12 Jul50. 
13. (U) Msg, CSGPO WAR 88843 to CINCFE, 15 Aug 50. 
14. (U) Msg, JCS 84885 to CINCFE, 3 Jul50. 
15. (U) Memos, AsstSecState Hickerson to MG Burns, 13 Jul 50, Encls to (U) Memo, SecDef to JCS 

17 Jul 50 (Encl and Apps to JCS 1776/39, 18 Jul 50), CCS 383.21 Korea (3-1945) set 25. The draft 
report is appended to the second of these memos and is reproduced as Annex to App B to JCS 
3776/39. For the C;-3 role in its drafting and the deliberate avoidance of the word “blockade,” see (S) 
Memo, JW [unidentified; apparently head of G-3 International Branch] to GEN [C.V.R.] Schuyler, 
“Record of Conference Attended,” 13 Jul50, Army Files, G-3 091 Korea (1950) case 57. A copy of the 
draft report is in OSD File, CD 092 (Korea) Folder No. 1. (29 Jun-10 Aug 50), with corrections in pen
cil and handwritten notes indicating approval by Army and Air Force. 

16. (U) JCS 1776/54, 24 Jul 50; (U) Memo, JCS to SecDef, “Reports by the United States Govern
ment to the United Nations Security Council,” 29 Jul 50 (der from Encl A to JCS 1776/62); (S) Ltr, 
SecDef to SecState, 2 Aug 50; (S) Ltr, USecState to SecDef, 8 Aug 50; CCS 383.21 Korea (3-1945) set 26. 

17. (U) Msg, JCS 87422 to CINCFE, 28 Jul50. 
18. (S) Memo, AsstSecState Hickerson to MG Burns, 18 Jul 50, Encl to (S) Memo, ExecSecy, OSD, 

to SecArmy, 19 lul 50; (U) ]CS 2155/l, 12 Aug 50; CCS 319.1 (7-19-50) set 1. (S) Memo (“disposition 
form”), Me Boite to CSA and SecArmy, “First Report to the Security Council Concerning Action in 
Korea,” 21 lul 50; (S) Memo, SecArmv to SecState, “First Report to the Security Council Concerning 
Action in Korea,” 21’Jul 50; Army File, G-3 091 Korea (1950);ase 58. The text 02 this report is printed 
in Military Sitrrnth in tk far East, pt 5, pp. 3384-3389. For GEN MacArthur’s report on 16 July 1950, 
see NY Tinm, I7 Jul 50, p. 1. 

19. The first report prepared by GHQ, FECOM covered the period 20-31 July 1950 and was offi
cially dated 16 August. Subsequent reports covered semimonthly periods. They were published as 
JCS “greens” in the JCS X55/- series (along with CEN Collins’ memoranda indicating interdepart
mental concurrence), and are to be found in JCS file series CCS 319.1 (7-19-50). On the procedure fol
lowed, see also (S) Memo, ACS G-3 to CSA, “Report to the United Nations Command Operations in 
Korea,” 28 Aug 50, Army File, G-3 091 Korea (1950) case 581’15. 

Texts of Reports Nos. 2-16, extending through 28 Feb 51, are printed in Military Sihmtion in the For 
East, pt 5, pp. 3389-3462. 

According to (U) Record $\CS Actims Rchtior to Korm, p, 45, the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 3 Ott 1950 
formalized GEN Collins’ responsibility for handling the reports. No other evidence of such action has 
been found. JCS 2155/2, 2155/3, and 2155/4, in CCS 319.1 (7-19-50) set 1, show that the procedure 
described above was in use well before 3 October. 

20. Military Situntion iti t/~ fur Enst, pt 1, p. 10. See also remarks by former Secretary Johnson, 
ibid., pt 4, p. 2622. 

21. NY Tinlcs, 29 Jun 50, p. 7. 
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22. (U) NSC Action No. 308J, 28 jun 50. When the British offer was discussed at this meeting, Set 
Johnson expressed doubts about the advisability of assigning British naval forces to the UN Com
mand. He recalled that during World War II, the US Navy had not wanted British units attached to 
the US Fleet, owing to “a difference in signals and other difficulties. ” President Truman made it clear 
that the situation was now different. “We do want them now,” he said. (C) Fareigr~ Relntiom, 7950, 
Korea, Galleys 183-184 ANG (Jessup Memorandum). 

23. (U) Memo, Chm BJSM to CJCS, 28 Jun 50, App to E:ncl A to JCS 1776/O, 30 Jun 50, CCS 383.21 
Korea (3-19115) set 21. 

24. (U) Memo, JCS to Chm BJSM, “Placing the British Naval Forces at Disposal of United States 
Naval 	 Commander in Support of South Korea,” 29 Jun 50 (der from JCS 1776/9); (U) Msg, JCS 84622 
to CINCFE, 29 Jun 50, same file. 

25. (U) Memo, SecDef to JCS, 29 Jun 50, w/encl, (U) Memo by MG Burns, OSD, “Telephone Mes
sage from Mr. Satterthwait of State Department. ,” 29 Jun 50, App and Annex to Encl C to JCS 
1776/9,30 Jun 50, CCS 383.21 Korea (3-19-45) set 27. 

26. Truman, Yours of Trial rznd ~Io)Jc, p. 342. (U) NSC Action No. 309 il, 29 Jun 50. 
27. (U) Memo, JCS to SecDef, “Proffer of Aid by Foreign Governments,” 30 jun 50 (der from JCS 

1776/Y), CCS 383.21 Korea (3-19115) set 21. 
28. (C) Ltr, SecDef to SecState, 3 Jul 50, same file, set 22. 
29. Dept of State, US Policy irz tlrr~ Koran Crisis, p. 46. (S) Memo, ExecSecy, OSD, to ICS “Nether

lands’ ForSe for Use in Korean Operations,” 5 Jul 5b; (U) ‘Memo, JCS to Seci)ef, same &bj and date 
(der from ICS 1776/22), CCS 383.21 Korea (3-1935) set 22. 

30. FOE the actions’ of the Australian, New Zealand, and Dutch Governments, see their messages 
to the UN Secretary General reproduced in Dept of State, US Policy irz thy Korcnrr Crrsis, pp. 29-30, 
47-48, and 47 respectively. Canada ordered three destroyers from the West Coast to the Far East on 30 
June; and formally placed them at the disposal of the UN on 12 July; Thor Thorgrimsson and EC. 
Russell, Caruzdinrz Navnl Opcratiorzs irz Korcnrz Wntcrs, 1950-1955 (Naval Historical Section, Canadian 
Forces Headquarters, Ottawa, 1965), pp. 4-5. 

37. See Ch. 2. 
32. (U) Aide Memoires from Chinese Embassy, 29 and 30 Jun 50, Encls with (TS) Memo, ExecSecy, 

OSD to JCS, “Chinese Offer of Forces to Assist in Korea,” 1 Jul 50, CCS 383.21 Korea (3-19-45) set 21. 
(Encl and Apps to JCS 1776/16, 3 Jul 50, same file, set 22. Reproduced also in Dept of State, US Policy 
in the Kozmzn Crisis, pp. 59-60. 

33. See Ch. 2. 
34. (U) Aide Memoire to Chinese Embassy, I 1~11 50, End to Memo, ExecSecy, (1st) to JCS, same 

date, cited in preceding note, CCS 383.21 Korea (3-19115) set 21; reproduced as App C to Encl to JCS 
1776/16, same file, set 22, also in Dept of State, LIS Policy in the Koreati Crisis, pp. 60-61. Further 
results of this diplomatic exchange are described in Ch. 4. 

35. (U) Msp. ICS 84737 to CINCFE. 30 lun 50. 
36. (Uj JCS”i?‘76/20,6 Jul50, CCS 383.il Korea (3-29-45) set 22. 
37. The message from the Secretary-General and the replies thereto are printed in Dept of State, 

US Policy irz the Korean Crisis, pp. 28-59. 
38. Stebbins, US in World Affairs, 2950, pp. 210-213, 224-229; Acheson, Present t/v Crcntion, pp.nt 

416420. An exchange of letters between Nehru and Stalin, furnished informally to Defense by State, 
was circulated to the Joint Chiefs of Staff as (TS) JCS 1776/41, 19 Jul 50, CCS 383.21 Korea (3-19-45) 
set 25. Nehru’s mediation effort ended when Soviet Ambassador Malik returned to the Security 
Council on 1 Aug 1950 (see Ch. 5). 

39. (U) Memo, SecA (for SecDef) to ICS, 1 [ul 50, CCS 383.21 Korea (3-19-45) set 21, Encl to ICS 
1776/14,3 Jul50, same fife, set 22. . 

40. (S) Memo, SecArmv, SecNav. and SecAF to SecDef. 7 lul 50. with note bv Secretarv lohnson 
reading: “Mr. President-&era1 Biadley and 1 concur,” and’attached handwri&en memo’from MC; 
Allen, ExecSecy, OSD, to DepSecDef, 10 Jul 50, OSD File, CD 092 (Korea) Folder No. 1 (29 JUPIO 
Aug 50). 

41. (S) Memo, SecArmy, SecNav, and SecAF to SecDef, 13 Jul50, OSD File, CD 092 (Korea) Folder 
No. 1 (29 Jun-10 Jul 50). During 1950 and 1951 the Service Secretaries frequently expressed their joint 
views on matters connected with the Korean War. The practice started under Secretary Johnson and 
continued under his successor. See Ch. 5, p. 100. 

42. (U) Msg, CINCFE C 57379 to DA for JCS, 7 Jul50, CM IN 10576; (U) Msg, CINCFE CX 57481 
to JCS, 9 Jul50, CM IN 11043. 

43. (U) Memo, ACS, G-3, to DCS, Plans, “Ground Force Assistance for Korea from British Com
monwealth Nations,” 10 Jul50; (U) SM-1476-50 to JSI’C, same date; CCS 383.21 Korea (3-19-45) see 23. 
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44. (S) Memo, ExecSecy, OSD to JCS, 13 Jul 50, w/Encl and App to JCS 1776/33, same date. CCS 
383.21 Korea (3-19-45) set 24. 

45. (U) Memo, OSD to JCS, 14 Jul50, Encl B to JCS 1776/37, same date, same file. 
46. UN Document S/1619, printed in UN Security Council, Oficinl Records, Fifth Year, Supple

ment for Jun-Aug 50, p. 99. There was some variation in the messages to the various recipients; the 
above is described as typical. On the origin of this appeal, see Lie, In t/~e Cause of Peace, pp. 336-338. 
According to his account, the primary purpose was not so much to ask for assistance as to lay down a 
procedure to govern the offers that had already been made to him informally. The response to this 
message is described in the next section of the chapter. 

47:(U) Msg, JCS 85971 to CINCFE, 14 Jul50 (der from Encl A to JCS 1776/36). 
48. (U) Memo, ICS to SecDef, “loint Chiefs of Staff Views on Proposed State Department, 

Request for Assistance in Korea from Certain U.N. Nations,” 14 Jul 50’(der from Encl’A to JCS 
1776/37), CCS 383.21 Korea (3-19-45) set 24. The substance of this memo was passed orally to the 
Dept of State; see (S) Ltr, MG Bums to DepLJSecState, 27 Jul 50, OSD File, CD 092 (Korea), Folder 
No. 1 (29 Jun-10 Aug 50). 

49. (LJ) Memo, JCS to SecDef, “United States Courses of Action in Korea,” 14 Jul 50 (der from JCS 
1776/23), CCS 383.21 Korea (3-19-45) set 23. 

50. (U) Mse. CINCFE C 57957 to ICS. 15 lul50. CM IN 12762. 
51. (TS) tierno, SecDef to JCS,‘19 Jul 50, Encl to JCS 1776/43, same date, CCS 383.21 Korea 

(3-lY-45) set 25; (U) Memo, JCS to SecDef, “Ground Forces Assistance for United Nations Forces, 
Korea from New Zealand and Lebanon,” 22 Jul50, same file, set 26 (der from Encl A to JCS 1776/45), 
same file, set 25. The Lebanese offer was tentative and never materialized. 

52. (S) Memo. ExecSecv, OSD to ICS. 20 lul 50. Encl to JCS 1776/48. same date, CCS 383.21 Korea 
(3-19-45)‘sec 25; ‘(U) Memo, JCS to SecDef, “Naval Assistance for Korea from French Government,” 
22 Jul50, CCS 383.21 Korea (3-19-45) set 26 (der from Encl A to JCS 1776/51), same file, set 25. 

53. (TS) Memo, SecDef to JCS, 21 Jul50, Encl to JCS 1776/53, same date, same file. Four days later, 
State asked Defense to furnish such criteria and inquired about the value of contributions from cer
tain countries to which an approach was being considered. The replv was that the matter of criteria 
was under study and that the value of contributions from many o’f the countries listed by State had 
already been indicated. (U) Ltr, DepUSecState (Matthews) to MC, Burns, 25 Jul 50, and reply, (S) Ltr 
MG Burns to DepUSecState, 27 Jul50, OSD File, CD 092 (Korea), Folder No. 1 (29 Jun-10 Jul50). 

54. (U) Memo, JCS to SecDef, “Proposed Military Assistance in Korea from Certain U.N. Nations,” 
7 Aue 50 (der from Encl A to JCS 1776/68), CCS 383.21 Korea (3-19-45) set 27. 

52. (C) Memo, SecDef to JCS, 31 Jul 50, w/Encl, (C) Ltr, &State to SecDef, 24 Jul50, CCS 383.21 
Korea (3-l 9-45) set 26, (C) Encl and App to JCS 1776/65, 1 Aug 50, same file, set 27. The Department 
of State had already instructed its representatives abroad to follow the procedures outlined in Secre
tary Acheson’s letter: (C) Msg, State (unnumbered circular) to SCAP Tokyo, 24 Jul 50, CM IN 15284, 
OSD File, CD 092 (Korea) Folder No. 1 (29 Jun-10 Aug 50). 

56. (U) Memo, JCS to SecDef, “General Policy for Conducting Conversations with Other Govern
ments on Contributions to the Effort in Korea,” 8 Sep 50, CCS 383.21 Korea (3-19-45) set 31 (der from 
Encl A to JCS 1776/86), same file, set 29. 

57. (C) Ltr, SecDef to SecState, 25 Sep 50, Encl to JCS 1776/118,29 Sep 50, same file, set 34. 
58, (S) Memo, ExecSecy, OSD to JCS, 18 Jul50, Encl to JCS 1776/42, 19 Jul50, same file, set 25. 
59. (U) Memo, JCS to SecDef, “Procedure for Transmitting Offers of Assistance to the Unified 

Commands [sic] Under the U.S.,” 8 Aug 50 (der from (U) JCS 1776/67), CCS 383.21 Korea (3-19-45) 
set 27; (S) Ltr, SecDef to SecState, 16 Aug 50, same file, set 28; (U) “Procedures for Co-ordination in 
Handling Assistance to Republic of Korea,” 2 Ott 50, same file, set 34. The final version differed con
siderably in wording (though not in substance) from the draft sent the JCS. This fact, together with 
the delay of more than two months, indicates that there must have been considerable discussion, in 
which the JCS were not involved. 

For a convenient brief summary of the procedure followed in handling offers of contributions, see 
App A to (U) JCS 1776/203,3 Apr 51, CCS 383.21 Korea (3-19-45) set 44. 

60. Lie, In fhr, Ca~rse of Peace, pp. 338-339. 
61. The replies to the Secretary-General’s message of 14 July (UN Dots S/1608 ff) are printed in 

UN Security Council, Official Records, Fifth Year, Supplements for Jun-Aug and Sep-Dee 50. Some 
were not received until after the arbitrary terminal date of 15 September 1950 assigned this chapter, 
but they will be considered here for convenience. 

62. (U) Msg, USMILATT London 76843 to DA, 26 Jul50, CM IN 15857; (S) Memo, ExecSecy, OSD 
to JCS, “Offers of Assistance in the Korean Situation,” 28 Jul 50, E&l to JCS 1776/61, same date, CCS 
383.21 Korea (3-19-45) set 26. (U) Memo, JCS to SecDef, same subj, 8 Aug 50 (der from Encl A to JCS 
1776/70), same file, set 27. (S) Ltr, SecDef to SecState, 10 Aug 50, same file, set 28. UN Dot S/1638. 
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63. (U) Msg, US MILATT London 76914 to DA, 18 Aug SO, CM IN 2815. (U) Msg, US MILLlAS 
Hong Kong to DA, 21 Aug 50, CM IN 3589. UN Dot 5/1702. Appleman, Soutl7 to the Naktong, p. 382. 
Brigadier Cyril Nelson Barclay, T/w First Commonzoc~nlth Division: The Story of British Cm~rrmnzucalth 
Land Forces in Korm, 1950-1953 (1954), p, 14. Militnry Situntiovr in the Far East, pt 5, p. 3393. It does not 
appear that this offer was formally submitted to the Joint Chiefs of Staff for approval. 
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1950, Korea, pp. 1301-1305. A draft resolution for presentation to the General Assembly, branding Chi
nese intervention in Korea “an act of aggression against the United Nations,” had been sent to the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff for information on 1 December, even before it was formally approved by the 
Department of State: (S) Memo, ActgExecSecy, OSD to DJS, 1 Dee 50, w/Encl (Encl and App to JCS 
1776/166, same date), CCS 383.21 Korea (3-1945) set 40. 

44. Msg, State GADEL 153 to US UN Mission, 2 Dee 50; Memo by Lucius D. Battle, Special Asst to 
SecState, of a Meeting Held on 2 Dee 50 (with annex by Amb Jessup), 3 Dee 50; Foreign Relations, 1950, 
Korea, pp. 1307-1308,1310-1313. Acheson, Present at the Creation, pp. 473474. For the subsequent accel
eration of US rearmament, see (TS) Poole, The Joint Chiefs of Stuflund National Policy, 1950-2952, Ch. 2. 

45. NY Times, 4 Dee 50, p. 1 (article by James Reston). 
46. (TS) Highlights of the Korean Situation, 2 Dee 50, CJCS Files. US combat strength as of 1 

December was estimated at 106,747 (82,690 for the six Army divisions and 24,057 for the 1st Marine 
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Division). Turkish strength was estimated at 4,000; no figures were given for the other UN units, or 
for the ROK Army. Casualty estimates were 9,083 for Army forces, 516 for the 1st Marine Division, 
and 1,000 for the Turkish Brigade. 

47. (U) Msg, CINCUNC C 50332 to DA for JCS, 3 Dee 50, CM IN 16668 (TOR in JCS 030609). 
48. Acheson, Present at the Creation, p. 475. 
49. The meeting of 3 December is described in Memo of Conversation by Amb Jessup, 3 Dee 50, 

Foreign Relations, 2950, Korea, pp. 1323-1334, and in two personal messages sent to General Collins on 
3 December by General Haislip (in CJCS outgoing message book, CINCFE, June 50-Jun 51). One of 
these messages bears a serial (WAR 97929) and was evidently sent through regular DA channels. The 
other, which summarizes the questions raised concerning a cease-fire, is unnumbered, with a notation 
that it was sent in one-time code. Very brief accounts are given in Acheson, Present at the Creation, p. 
475, and Sherman Memo. All the quotations in the text above are taken from Jessup’s memorandum. 

50. Sherman Memo. Memo of Conversation by DepDir, Exec Secretariat, Dept of State (Sheppard), 
“Report of the Secretary’s Meeting at the White House. . . , ” 3 Dee 50, Foreign Relations, 2950, Korea, 
pp. 1336-1339. 

51. (U) Msg, JCS 97917 to CINCFE, 3 Dee 50 (DTG 0318412). The President’s approval of this mes
sage is recorded in WAR 97929, cited in footnote 49. 

52. Memo by Lucius D. Battle, SpecAsst to SecState, 4 Dee 59, Foreign Relations, 2950, Korea, pp. 
1345-1347. Acheson, Present at the Creation, pp. 476477. At the meeting, Secretary Rusk put forward, 
but did not pursue, the suggestion that General Collins assume command of the forces in Korea, leav
ing General MacArthur free to concentrate on his duties as occupation commander in Japan. 

53. (S) Memo, Svc Sets to SecDef, 4 Dee 50, OSD File, CD 092 (Korea) Folder No. 4. At the meeting 
of 3 December, Secretary Marshall, after listening to Secretary Acheson and Mr. Rusk describe pre
vailing opinion in the United Nations, had remarked “that the attitude described in the UN was illog
ical, amounting almost to bad faith but that one had to recognize that such situations do arise in inter
national relations.” Foreign Relation, 2950, Korea, p. 1327. 

54. See Ch. 10. The violation of this directive was the specific charge on which General MacArthur’s 
dismissal was based a few months later. 

55. (U) Msg, JCS 98172 to CINCEUR et al., 6 Dee 50. 

Chapter 8. The UN Command in the Balance 

1. Of GEN Collins’ four trips to the Far East during the first year of the conflict, this was the only 
one on which he was not accompanied by any other member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. However, the 
other Services sent along officers of lower rank: MG Charles I? Cabell, Director of Intelligence, US Air 
Force, and VADM F. S. Low, Deputy CNO for Logistics. IVY Times, 4 Dee 50, p. 1. 

2. (U) Memo, D.O.H. [MG Doyle 0. Hickey, USA, CS, FEC] to GEN Collins, 4 Dee 50, CCS 383.21 
Korea (3-1945) set 40. 

3. (U) Msg, CINCFE C 50371 to DA for JCS (Collins to Haislip), 4 Dee 50, CM IN 16815. 
4. (U) Memo, CSA to JCS, “Report on Visit to FECOM and Korea, December 4-7,1950,” 8 Dee 50, 

CCS 383.21 Korea (3-1945) set 40. 
5. (U) Memo, CSA to JCS, 8 Dee 50, cited in preceding note. General Collins’ published account of 

his trip and of his conversations with General MacArthur Wzr in Peacetime, pp. 229-232) is obviously 
based on this memo, but adds one fact not recorded therein, namely, his disagreement with General 
MacArthur’s statement that UN forces could not hold out in Korea unless operational restrictions 
were removed. 

6. NY Times, 9 Dee 50, p. 3. 
7. (U) Agenda for JCS meeting, 8 Dee 50, and record of those present. 
8. (U) Memo, CSA to JCS, 8 Dee 50, cited in note 4. 
9. (U) Msg, CINCFE CX 50635 to CG 8th Army et al., 7 Dee 50, CM IN 18111. Received in JCS Mes

sage Center at 070402 Dec. A pencil note on this message (apparently in GEN Bradley’s handwriting) 
reads “The President & Set of State have seen.” The DTG was 0706152, indicating that it was proba
bly sent from Tokyo around 0715151. 

10. (U) Msg, JCS 98400 to CINCFE, 8 Dee 50 (DTG 0822242 or 081724 EST). A draft of this mes
sage in CCS 383.21 Korea (3-19-45) set 40 bears a notation that it had been approved by the 
DepSecDef and the President. 

11. (U) Msg, CINCFE CX 50801 to CG 8th Army et al., 8 Dee 50, CM IN 18836 (received in JCS 
Message Center 081931 Dee). 
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12. During his visit to FECOM, C;eneral Collins was given a map with the nine successive with

drawal lines plotted on it. Collins, WRY irr I-‘c~ccrI’t~~c, pp. 234235, 246-247, and (U) Msg, DA 8025.7 to 
C[NCEE, 4 Jan 51, This map has not been found. It is partially reproduced in COl\inS, Wnr iit f’i’aci’tiJriL’, 
p. 212,Where the first four (,f the lines are shown; however, they do not coincide with those given in 
the message. Whether the discrepancy results from error, or whether the map diftt~red from the 
ClNCFE message to 8th Army, cannot be determined. See Schnabc~l, f’oliC,l/ l?ild Dirc’cti0Jl, pp. 31 l-312. 

13. Acheson, Prcscnt at the, Crcatiorl, p. 478. 
14. (U) Msg, CSUSA WAR 97929 to CINCFE (Haislip to Collins), 3 Dee 50. 
15. (TS) Memo, ActgExecSecy, OSD to JCS, “President Truman-Prime Minister Attlee Conversa

tions,” 3 Dee 50 (Encl to JCS 2176, 4 Dee 50), CCS 337 (12-3-50). Besides Korea and China, the papers 
covered Taiwan, Japan, NATO, British rearmament, Soviet objectives and intentions, and raw materi
als problems. 

16. (U) “Korea,” Encl B to JCS 1776/167,4 Dee 50, CC5 383.21 Korea (3-19-45) set 40. 
17. (U) Memo, JCS to SecDef, “Korea,” 4 Dee 50 (der from Dee on JCS 1776/167), CCS 383.21 

Korea (3-1945) set 40; Foreign Relnticms, 1950, Kowa, pp. 1347-1349. 
18. (TS) “China,” Encl B to JCS 1776/168, 4 Dee 50; (U) Memo, JCS to SecDef, “China,” 4 Dee 50 

(der from Encl A to JCS 1776/168), as amended by Dee on, same date; CCS 452 China (4-3-45) see 7, 
pt 12. 

19. (LJ) Memo by CSA, “Possible Employment of Atomic Bombs in Korea,” 20 Nov 50, Encl to JCS 
2173,21 Nov 50, CCS 383.21 Korea (3-1945) set 39; (TS-RD) JCS 2173/l, 29 Nov 50, same file, set 40. 

20. (TS-RD) JCS 2173/2,3 Dee SO, same file. This study was directed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 
28 November 1950; (U) SM-2930-50 to JSPC, 28 Nov 50, same file, set 39. 

21. (TS) N/Hs of JCS 2173/l and 2173/2, both dtd 18 Dee 50, same file, set 40. 
22. (U) JCS 2173/3,4 Dee 50, w/Encl 8, “Use of Atomic Bomb”; (U) Memo, JCS to SecDef, same 

subj, 	 4 Dee 50 (der from Encl A to JCS 2173/3), as amended by Dee on, same date; CCS 383.21 Korea 
(3-19-45) set 40. 

23. (TS) Ltr, SecDef to SecState, 4 Dee 50, CCS 337 (12-3-50), forwards JCS comments on the 
papers 	 relating to China and to nuclear weapons (and several others as well), indicating Secretary 
Marshall’s concurrence. The comments on the Korea paper were transmitted, without comment, by 
another letter bearing the same date, in CCS 383.21 Korea (3-1935) set 40. 

24. NY Titnes, 3 Dee 50, p. 1,5 Dee 50, p. 12,l Dee 50, p. 9. 
25. This overall summary of the Truman-Attlce conference is based principally on the US official 

record found in US MIN-1, US MlN-2, US MIN-5 and 1JS MIN-6, recording US-UK Washington 
Conversations 4-8 Dee 50. These minutes are reprinted in Foreig~i Relations, 1950, Koran as indicated: 
US MIN-1, pp. 1361-1374; US MIN-2, pp. 1392-1408; US MIN-5, pp. 1449-1461; and US MIN-6, pp. 
1468-1479. The President and the Secretary of State have given their accounts in Truman, Ytws @Trial 
lrnd HO;JP, pp. 396413, and Acheson, I’rcscnl ut the Crcatiorl, pp. 480485. Mr. Attlee has described the 
conference much more briefly: C. R. Attlee, As It Hnppcrred (1954), pp. 220-283. The communique 
released after the meeting is printed in Dept of State Blr/lctin, 18 Dee 50, pp. 959-961. (TS) NSC 93, 12 
Dee 50, Encl to JCS 2176/2, 15 Dee 50, CCS 337 (12-3-50), gives a summary of the conclusions 
reached, including some not mentioned in the official communique. 

26. Memo for Record by Amb Jessup, “Excerpts from Meeting Between the President and Prime 
Minister in the Cabinet Room of the White House, Thursday, December 7, 1950,” 7 Dee 50 (recording 
President Truman’s oral summary of his private meeting with Attlee); Memo for Record, R. Gordon 
Arneson (SpecAsst to SecState), “Truman-Attlee Conversations of December 1950: Use of Atomic 
Weapons,” 16 Jan 53 [sic]; Foreign Rdntion, 19.50, Korm, pp. 1462-1465. Acheson, Prwwt at the Cr&&n, 
p. 484. 

27. “Memorandum by Mr. Lucius D. Battle, Special Assistant to the Secretary of State, of a Meet
ing on December 6, 1950,” 7 Dee 50, Foreign Rdntiom, 7950, Korm, pp. 1430-1432. Acheson, f’rc,scnt at 
the Creation, pp. 483-484. 

28. US MIN-6, Minutes of 6th Meeting of Pres Truman and Prime Min Attlee 8 Dee 50; Collins, 
War in l’enwtinze, pp. 232-233. 

29. Stebbins, US in World Affuirs, 2950, p. 415. 
30. US MIN-2, Minutes of 2d Meeting of Pres Truman and Prime Minister Attlee, 5 Dee SO. 
31. NY Tirm, 6 Dee 50, p. 1. The countries joining in this plea were Afghanistan, Burma, Egypt, 

India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Pakistan, the Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Syria, and Yemen. 
32. Dept of State Bull&n, 11 Dee 50, pp. 954-955,18 Dee 50, p. 995. 
33. NY Times, 8 Dee 50, p. 1. 
34. (TS) Highlights of the Korean Situation, h-12 Dee 50. Of the two ROK divisions in northeast 

Korea, the 3d had been embarked at Songjin, north of Hungnam, and was already en route to Pusan, 
while the Capital Division was aiding the defense of the perimeter. 
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posed resolution because it did not include a condemnation of Chinese aggression. 
36. Memo by AsstSecState Rusk, “Notes on Meeting of the National Security Council,” 12 Dee 50, 

Fore&r Relations, 2950, Kort~, pp. 1518-1520. Truman Yews ofTrid urd Hop, pp. 417-419. 
37. (TS) NSC Action No. 390, 11 Dee 50. 
38. (U) Msg, JCS 98608 to CINCFE, 11 Dee 50; (U) Msg, CINCFE C 51052 to DA for JCS, 12 Dee 50, 

CM IN 19689. 
39. (U) Memo, JCS to SecDef, “United States Position Regarding the Terms of any United Nations 

General 	 Assembly Cease-Fire Resolution for the Korean War,” 12 Dee 50 (der from Encl to JCS 
1776/171); (U) Memo, SecDef to SecState, 12 Dee 50 (N/H of JCS 1776/161); CCS 383.21 Korea 
(3-1945) set 41. The SecDef memo to SecState and the JCS memo to SecDef were both circulated to 
the National Security Council as NSC 95, 13 Dee 50. 

40. (TS) Memo, MG Burns to DJS, 14 Dee 50, and reply by DJS (DM-514, same date), same file. 
Dept of State Blrllrtin, 15 Jan 51, p, 613. 

41. NY Tinf~s, 13 Dee 50, p. 1, 14 Dee 50, p. 1. Dcpt of State Bdldin, 18 Dee 50, pp. 994-995, 25 Dee 
50, p. 1005. Stebbins, US irl World Afairs, 1950, pp. 422423. The text of the cease-fire resolution had 
been informally sent to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, for information, on 12 Dee 50; (U) JCS 1776/172, 
Dee 50 (with attached typewritten draft of the resolution and handwritten memo, GEN Bradley to 
ADM Davis, stating that it had been shown to SecDef), CCS 383.21 (3-1945) set 51. Sir Benegal Rau 
and Mr. Lester B. Pearson of Canada were chosen as the other members of the commission, 

42. Dept of State BLl/lefi?l, 25 Dee 50, p. 1033, 15 Jan 51, pp. 113-114. Stebbins, US irr World Affuirs, 
19.50, pp. 423-424. 

43. Dept of State Birlletirr, 15 Jan 51, pp. 115-116. Stebbins, US it! World Affnirs, 7950, p, 424. NY 
Tirrws, 23 Dee 50, p. 1. 

44. (TS) Highlights of the Korean Situation, 12-31 Dee 50. Department of the Army, Office of the 
Chief of Military History, Kore~z--/950 (1952), pp. 232, 234-236. Futrell, US Air Force in Karen, pp. 
237-246. Lcckie, Corzflict, pp. 215-228. Schnabel, Policy anrl Direction, pp. 301-302. Montross and Can
zona, Mnriiw Oprrntions in Korm, vol. III, pp. 197-359. Cagle and Manson, SPU War in Korrcz, pp. 
172-192. A dispatch from CG X Corps to CINCFE, announcing completion of the Hungnam evacua
tion, was relayed to Washington as (LJ) Msg, ClNCFE C 52020 to DA for JCS, 25 Dee 50, CM IN 3838. 

45. NY Tirws., 23 Dee 50, p. 1. 
46. Milky Situation in the Fur End, pt 1, p. 150, pt 2, pp. 120-1202. Collins, War irz Pcucetim, pp. 

236-237. The NY Times article announcing GEN Walker’s death (cited in last note) also carried the 
news of GEN Ridgway’s appointment. It is evident that the Joint Chiefs of Staff were not formally 
consulted, doubtless because time did not permit. For GEN Ridgway’s account of how he received 
the news, see Ridgway, Soldier, pp. 195-196, and, more briefly, The Korcm War, pp. 79-80. Wholly 
unaware that his appointment had been considered, he first learned of the matter when he received a 
telephone call on the evening of 22 December (in Washington) instructing him to “get your things 
together and get out there just as soon as you can.” 

47. Ridgway, The Korean Wnr, pp. 80-83. 
48. Ridgway, Tlrc Kormn War, pp. 84-87, and Soldier, pp. 202-208. 
49. This program is described more fully in Poole, The Ioint Chiefs of Stuff and Nafionql Policy, 

7950-1952, Cll. 2. 
50. Pllblic Papers, Truman, 1950, pp. 741-747. 
51. NY Tinm, 17 Dee 50, p. 1, 
52. Schnabel, Policy and Direction, p. 294. 
53. (U) Msg, CINCUNC C 51559 to DA for JCS, 18 Dee 50, CM IN 1671. 
54. Memo of Conversation by AsstSec Rusk, 19 Dee 50, Foreign Rrlations, 2950, Korm, pp. 

1570-1573. Sherman Memo. 
55. (U) Msg, JCS 99274 to CINCFE, 19 Dee 50. 
56. (U) SM-3010-50 to JSSC, 8 Dee 50, CCS 383.21 Korea (3-1945) set 40. 
57. (U) Fox, IntwAllied Cooperation During Combnt Operntims, vol. I, passim. 
58. (U) Memo, JCS to SecDef, “Colombian Offer of Military Assistance to Korea,” 29 Nov 50, CCS 

383.21 Korea (3-1945) set 40 (der from Encl A to JCS 1776/164), same file, set 39. (U) Memo, JCS to 
SecDef, “Ethiopian Offer of Assistance in Korea,” 6 Dee 50 (der from Encl A to JCS 1776/165), same 
file, set 40. 

59. (U) Memo, ActgExecSec, OSD, to JCS, “Cuban Offer of Assistance for Korea,” 8 Dee 50, Encl to 
JCS 1776/169, 9 Dee 50, same file. (U) JCS 1776/176, 15 Dee 50; (U) Memo, JCS to SecDef, “Cuban 
Offer of Assistance for Korea,” 20 Dee 50 (der from Encl A to JCS 1776/176); (U) N/H of JCS 
1776/176,29 Jan 51; same file, set 41. 
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60. (S) Memo, ActgExecSec, OSD, to JCS, “Military Assistance for Korea,” 12 Dee SO, w/en& (S) 
Ltr, SecState to SecDef, 5 Dee 50 (Encl and App to JCS 1776/173, 14 Dee 50), CCS 383.21 Korea 
(3-19-45) set 41. 

61. (U) Memo, SecDef to JCS, 14 Dee 50, w/encl; (U) Ltr, DepUSecState to MG Burns, 12 Dee 50 
(Encl and App to JCS 1776/175,15 Dee 50); same file. 

62. (U) JCS 1776/178,29 Dee 50; (U) Msg, JCS 80254 to CINCUNC, 4 Jan 51; (U) Msg, CINCFE C 
52879 to DA for JCS, 6 Jan 51, DA IN 7655; (U) Memo, JCS to SecDef, “Proposed Arming of the 
Korean Youth Corps,” 17 Jan 51 (der from JCS 1776/182); (U) Ltr, SecDef to SecState, 19 Jan 51 (N/H 
of JCS 1776/182, same date); CCS 383.21 Korea (3-19-45) set 42. 

63. Detailed plans for evacuating UN forces were prepared by JSPOG early in December 1950: 
Schnabel, Policy and Direction, pp. 300-301. But General MacArthur told his political advisor on 12 
December that there would be no evacuation; Sebald, With MacArthur in ]apan, p. 205. This statement 
is difficult to reconcile with what he had recently told GEN Colhns. 

64. (U) SM-3121-50 to JSSC, 22 Dee 50, CCS 383.21 Korea (3-1945) set 41. (U) Msg, JCS 99616 to 
CINCFE, 22 Dee 50. 

65. General MacArthur had asked for the 3d Division for duty in Japan. It was sent to him with the 
stipulation that it was to constitute a theater reserve and was not to be sent into combat until given 
extensive training, unless “compelling reasons” dictated otherwise. General Mactrthur nevertheless 
committed the entire division to Korea between September and November 1950. See Ch. 4, pp. 82-84. 

66. Memo of Conversation by Lucius D. Battle, SpecAsst to SecState, 27 Dee 50, Foreign Relations, 
2950, Korea, pp.1600-1604. Acheson, Present at the Creation, p. 514. 

67. (U) Memo, JCS to SecDef, 27 Dee 50, CCS 381 Far East (11-28-50) set 1. A handwritten note on 
this memo, signed by ADM Davis, reads: “This served only as basis for final drafting of appropriate 
dispatch to General MacArthur.” The meaning presumably is that the memo was not forwarded to 
SecDef in the normal fashion but was used as a basis for discussion at the State-Defense meeting of 28 
December, described in the succeeding paragraph of the text. It may have been based on a draft pre
pared by the JSSC (in accord with the JCS instructions of 22 December), but there is no evidence of 
such origin in the files. 

68. (U) Agenda for State-Defense Meeting, 28 Dee 50, and record of those present. (ADM Sherman 
was absent, being represented by the Vice CNO, VADM L. D. McCormick). Acheson, Present at the 
Creation, p. 514, gives the date of this meeting as 27 December. 

69. Details of the discussion at the 28 December meeting are not documented in available records, 
but the substance of the agreement reached is made clear by various revised versions of the draft filed 
in CCS 381 Far East (11-28-50) set 1. 

70. (U) JCS 99935 to CINCFE, 29 Dee 50. The above is reproduced from a smooth typed copy of 
this message in CCS 381 Far East (11-28-50) set 1, initialled as approved by Secretary Marshali and 
President Truman, with a note bv COL Ladue, ICS Secretariat, that there was to be no distribution. 
Another typed copy is in the CJCS outgoing message book, CINCFE (Jun 50-Jun 51), but the usual 
version, mechanically duplicated by the communications office, is absent, indicating the sensitivity 
with which the message was handled. A paraphrase (making no reference to the Kum River line) is 
printed in Military Situation in tire Fur East, pt 3, pp. 2179-2180. MacArthur, Reminiscences, pp. 377-378, 
reproduces the text verbatim, except for some omissions, which are not indicated, although they do 
not alter the sense of the message. 

71. MacArthur, Reminiscences, p. 378. See also Whitney, MacArthur, pp. 430-432, on MacArthur’s 
reaction to this message. 

72. Whitney, MacArthur, p, 432. 
73. The documents do not support GEN MacArthur’s statement that this was what he had in 

mind when he first set forth a need for an “army of four divisions” for the Far East. See Ch. 2. 
74. (U) Msg, CINCFE C 52391 to DA for JCS, 30 Dee 50, CM IN 5452. This message and most of 

the others exchanged between Washington and Tokyo from late December 1950 to mid-January 1951 
were later made available, in paraphrased or excerpted form, either in Whitney’s book or in the 
MacArthur hearings. A full account of this exchange (strongly hostile to MacArthur) is given in Wal
ter Millis, Harvey C. Mansfield, and Harold Stein, Arms and the State: CiuilLMi2itary Elements in 
National Policy (1958), pp. 303-314. 

75. (U) Msgs, DA 80149 to CINCFE, 3 Jan 51,80253,4 Jan 51; (U) Msgs, CINCUNC C 52586 to DA 
for JCS, 3 Jan 51, DA IN 6268, and CINCFE C 52715 to DA (personal for GEN Collins), 4 Jan 51, DA 
IN 6746. 

76. (U) Msg, JCS 99713 to CINCFE, 26 Dee 50 (original and earlier draft in CCS 383.21 Korea 
(3-1945) set 41, indicating approval by SecDef); (U) Msg, CINCFE C 52125 to DA for JCS, 27 Dee 50, 
CM IN 4390. 

77. See Ch. 7. 
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78. (U) JCS 2118/4,27 Dee 50, CCS 381 Far East (11-28-50) set 1. 
79. (U) Memo, CNO to JCS, “Courses of Action Relative to Communist China and Korea,” n.d. 

(JCS 2118/5, 3 Jan 51), CCS 381 Far East (11-28-50) set 1. The original version of this memo also 
includes a recommendation that “hot pursuit” be initiated “now” (emphasis in original); however, this 
has been crossed out in pencil, presumably by ADM Sherman himself, and the statement was omitted 
when the paper was reproduced as JCS 2118/5. The Sherman Memo records that the Admiral drafted 
it at his home on 1 Jan 1951. 

80. (TS) JCS 2118/7, 5 Jan 51, CCS 381 Far East (11-28-50) set 2. Earlier, the Central Intelligence 
Agency had warned that the use of Nationalist troops would be strongly opposed by the nations of 
Western Europe and would alienate those of Asia (Schnabel, Policy and Direction, p. 319). 

81. (U) Memo, CNO to JCS, “JCS 2118/7-Employment of Chinese Nationalist Forces,” 8 Jan 51, 
Ser 00014P35 (JCS 2118/8,9 Jan 51), CCS 381 Far East (11-28-50) set 2. 

82. This position (referred to as “Line D”) coincided approximately with the sixth of the nine lines 
sketched by CINCFE in the message of 8 December. 

83. (TS) Highlights of the Korean Situation, 31 Dee 50-10 Jan 51, CJCS Files. Collins, War in Peacr
time, pp. 238-246. Poats, Decision in Korea, pp. 128-134. Leckie, Conflict, pp. 240-244. Ridgway, The 
Korean War, pp. 92-97, and Soldier, pp. 202-214. John Miller, Jr., MAJ Owen J. Carroll, and Margaret E. 
Tackley, Korea, 2952-2953 (Dept of the Army, OCMH, nd.), pp. 5-8. 

84. Collins, War in Peacetime, pp. 251-252, cites letters that GEN Ridgway wrote to him on 3 Jan
uary and to GEN Haislip on 11 January, indicating ultimate success without underestimating the dif
ficulties that lay ahead. 

85. Public Papers ofthe Presidents ofthe United States, Harry S. Truman, 1952 (1965), p. 2. 
86. (U) Msg, JCS 80680 to CINCFE, 9 Jan 51. This message was based on a draft prepared by ADM 

Davis, intended, he said, “to crystallize what seem to be current views with regard to the Korean situ
ation.” (U) DMd-51 to JCS Members, 5 Jan 51, CCS 381 Far East (11-28-50) set 2. Successive drafts in 
the same file indicate the changes that were made during the process of coordination with SecDef and 
SecState. ADM Davis had originally specified that withdrawal would commence if UN forces were 
driven back to the seventh of the nine withdrawal lines; this was changed so as to leave the matter to 
CINCFE’s judgment, as in the final quoted paragraph above. Also, with regard to a naval blockade, 
ADM Davis had written that UN concurrence “migkt be considered necessary.” The change to “is con
sidered” doubtless resulted from State Department insistence. 

87. Whitney, MacArthur, p. 435, characterizes this message as a “booby trap.” He represents the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff as consistently refusing to give MacArthur clear-cut guidance (ibid., p. 436). 

88. (U) CINCUNC C 53167 to DA, 10 Jan 51, DA IN 8796. Reproduced in paraphrased form in 
Military Situation in the Far East, pt 2, p. 906, and largely verbatim in Whitney, MacArthur, pp. 435436, 

89. Truman, Years of Trial and Hope, p. 434. 
90. Acheson, Present at the Creation, p. 515. Secretary Marshall, reading the paragraph about the 

morale of the troops, “remarked to Dean Rusk that when a general complains of the morale of his 
troops, the time has come to look into his own” (ibid. ), 

91. Military Situation in the Fur Eust, pt 2, p. 1600. 
92. Ibid., pt 1, p. 329. Whether he meant to imply that the message itself produced this low ebb is 

not entirely clear. 
93. It was time-stamped in the JCS Message Center at 0929. 
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master records files of the Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Other sources 
include the records maintained in the Office of the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of 
Staff, and by agencies of the Joint Staff. Research also extended to certain records 
of the Services and the Office of the Secretary of Defense. The volumes pub
lished by the Department of State in the Foreign Relations series have proved 
invaluable, especially in illuminating the relationship of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
with the Department of State and the National Security Council. 

During the period of this volume the records of the Joint Chiefs of Staff were 
organized under a case file system that had been in continuous use since 1942. 
This system is identified by the prefix CCS (for Combined Chiefs of Staff) 
attached to each file folder title. Within each footnote, the file location is the last 
element given. When several documents are cited, all those contained in a single 
footnote “sentence,” enclosed by a period, are to be found in the records file 
given at the end of the sentence. “Same file,” rather than “Ibid.,” is used for 
repeated, successive references to the same file. 

Some documents are cited without a file reference. These include types that 
are widely distributed and that may be located without reference to the JCS files, 
such as Records of NSC Actions. Most messages can be readily found either in 
the regular JCS files or in a series of message books containing messages 
exchanged with CINCFE, maintained by General Bradley when he was Chair
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and now making up part of the CJCS Files. 
Monthly Command Reports of FECOM/UNC are in the Army Files in the cus
tody of the National Archives and Records Service. 

Since the first draft of this volume was completed, a recheck of some of the 
JCS files used in its preparation has shown that some documents have been 
removed from the folders and can no longer be located. Instances of such miss
ing documents that have come to the attention of the authors are pointed out in 
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